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PREFACE

The Fifteenth Space Simulation Conference, held at the Williamsburg Hilton and National Conference

Center, Williamsburg, Virginia, October 31 to November 3, 1988, is hosted by the Institute of Environ-

mental Sciences (IES) and supported by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)

and the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM). The conference is further supported by the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) by their publication of these proceedings.

Some thirty years ago, man was able to reach out and touch space for the first time using the tools of

technology to understand this new frontier. Soon after, the first meeting of the Space Simulation Con-

ference, or the Tri-Society as it was initially referred, came into existence. Today, the Fifteenth Space

Simulation Conference represents a gathering of respected individuals presenting papers to "Support the

Highway to Space Through Testing." And the papers presented at this conference and the resulting discus-

sions again will continue to carry on our ability for a permanent presence in space.

I would like to take this opportunity to publicly thank a few of those people whose efforts have made this

conference and the publication of this document possible. Thanks go to Richard (Dick) Hartenbaum, Tech-

nical Program Chairman, GE Astro Space Division, and his people on the technical committee; Joseph (Joe)
Stecher III, Publication Chairman, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center; and John D. Campbell, IES

Meeting Manager, for bringing us to Williamsburg. In addition, the program committee would like to

express our special thanks to Janet A. Ehmann, Executive Director, Institute of Environmental Sciences,
and her staff for handling all the details which ensured a successful conference.

I wish all of you success and hope this conference will become as valued an experience as it has for me.

Albert R. Lunde

General Chairman
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WF/PC INTERNAL MOLECULAR CONTAMINATION DURING
SYSTEM THERMAL-VACUUM TEST

D. Taylor, J. Barengoltz, T. Jenkins, K. Leschly, and J. Triolo
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

The Wide-Field/Planetary Camera (WF/PC) uses eight Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) as imaging sensors in
the wavelength region from 1200 to 11,000 angstroms. The CCDs are operated at temperatures below
-80°C for noise reduction and quantum efficiency stability. As a consequence, the CCDs are susceptible to

very low levels of internal contaminants which affect the far ultra-violet (FUV) instrument performance.
This concern is further magnified by the limited venting paths to the external environment.

During the recent system thermal-vacuum test of the WF/PC (February-March 1988), instrumentation
was added to the WF/PC to characterize the internal molecular contamination and verify the instrument
throughput down to 1470 angstrom. The following instruments were mounted on an access plate with view
of the inside of WF/PC: A 15 MHz temperature controlled quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM), a thermo-
couple pressure gauge, and an optical witness mirror. Four UV-sources were added to the Optical Stimulus
used to verify the optical performance of the WF/PC. The optical stimulus simulates the F/24 beam pro-
vided by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to the WF/PC pick-off mirror mounted external to the camera.

Throughout the system thermal-vacuum test (37 days) the following data was collected of relevance to
contamination:

- Temperature data for the WF/PC optical bench, internal electronic assemblies, CCDs, heat-pipe sys-
tem, radiator, and the external thermal shrouds.

- TQCM data, with the crystal temperature set at -20°C during most of the test.

- Pressure data for the vacuum chamber and the internal WF/PC environment.

- WF/PC thruput data at 1470A, 2500A, and 4100A during each of the CCD cooldown cycles.

Analysis of the above data elements revealed the presence of two contaminants affecting the FUV perfor-
mance of the WF/PC. The one contaminant (heavy volatile), is correlated with the electronic and housing
temperature, and the contamination was significantly reduced when the electronics were operated below +8
to +10°C. The other contaminant (light volatile), was controlled by the heat-pipe temperature and was sig-

nificantly reduced when the Thermal Electric Cooler (TEC) hot-junction temperature is below --40 to
-50°C. These conclusions are supported both by TQCM data and WF/PC thruput measurements at 1470A.

The utility of contamination sensors located inside instruments during system tests was demonstrated.
Vacuum chamber background readings could not reflect the internal conditions of interest because WF/PC
is almost sealed, the background followed shroud and WF/PC external surface temperatures, and these ex-
ternal surface emissions would swamp the relatively low internal fluxes. The TQCM data internal to WF/PC
provided information on the physical sources of contamination and possible contaminant species that
affected instrument performance. The entire data set also guided remedial measures.



After the thermal-vacuumtestandprior to final installationof the WF/PCinto the HST,the WF/PCwas
modifiedin two areas:

To enableon-orbit decontaminationof the CCDs,heaters(66Wtotal), wereaddedto the eight
heat-pipe/radiatorsaddles.Thischangeprovidesa capabilityto boil-off the CCDsat temperatures
above+10°C.

To reducethe on-orbitoutgassingrateof thehightemperaturevolatile,patcheswereremovedfrom
the thermalblanketscoveringthe electronicbays. This change reduces the expected operating
temperature of the electronics by 2 to 3°C (down to between 0 to 5°C nominal).
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WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA (WF/PC)
CONTAMINATION CONTROL ASSESSMENT

C. Maag, J. Millard, and M. Anderson
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91109

ABSTRACT

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) has conducted an in depth contamination study of the Wide Field/
Planetary Camera (WF/PC).* The WF/PC is one of five science instruments on the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST). The WF/PC provides a viewing capability for far ultraviolet, optical and near infrared astronomy.
The WF/PC has a graphite epoxy optical bench with cooled detectors and an aperture window through
which stellar energy is transmitted.

The major concern of this study was the formation of a haze on the transmissive optics when exposed to a
vacuum environment. The phenomena was determined to be a result of molecular transport from a low

outgassing structural adhesive. Detailed analyses, both chemical and analytical were conducted to assess the
formation of the haze. This paper will relate the findings of this contamination study.

Detailed spectral and chemical analyses were conducted on the aperture window to determine the source of
the haze. Results of size exclusion chromatography, atomic absorption spectroscopy, Fourier Infrared
Transmission and Fourier Transform Diffuse IR Reflectance of the haze and molecular films from sur-

rounding areas will be discussed. In addition, special tests were developed to recreate the formation of the
haze on a similar aperture window. Results of these tests will also be discussed.

Since the chemical and spectral analyses provided results which propagated many emotional responses, an
additional study was conducted. The purpose of the study was to determine quantitatively if the adhesive
or any other material could be responsible for the molecular contamination pattern found on the aperture
window. This would be determined by comparison of the contamination distribution on the window, as
evidencedby photographs, with the analytical distribution computed, assuming these materials were the

sole source of the contamination by means of outgassing.

The approach taken was to perform a simplified computer simulation of the outgassing of each of these
materials and record the mass distribution created by each material on the aperture window. A detailed

geometric computer model of the pertinent interior surfaces of the housing was created. The JPL mass
transport program was then used to perform an outgassing simulation for each material in order to deter-
mine the results.

Each material was considered individually, as it was not known if the actual contamination was a result of
one, many, or possibly none of the materials considered.

Results of this assessment and the comparison with the aforementioned chemical analyses provided incon-
trovertible evidence as to the cause of the window haze. The resultant clean-up and subsequent elimination

of the problem will also be addressed.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

This work has been carried out by the Applied Technologies Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California
Institute of Technology, and was sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

*Maag, C. R., Results�Findings of the WF/PC Contamination Team, Draft, JPL Internal Document, May 1987.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF A GRAPHITE EPOXY OPTICAL BENCH
DURING THERMAL VACUUM CYCLING 1

Patricia A.Hansen, Teresa K. Jenkins,

Carl R. Maag, and Daniel M. Taylor

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

California Institute of Technology

ABSTRACT

In-situ monitoring of the Wide-Field/Planetary Camera, a Hubble Space

Telescope science instrument, was performed in a vacuum environment to better

understand the formation of ice on cooled optical detectors. Several

diagnostic instruments were mounted on an access plate and viewed the interior

of the instrument housing and the graphite epoxy optical bench. The

diagnostic instruments were comprised of the following: a TQCM (Temperature-

Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance), a Pressure Gauge and an Optical

Witness Sample. This paper describes the instrumentation and the rationale

for choosing this instrumentation. In addition, the performance of the

instrumentation during monitoring operations will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

An in-depth contamination study of the Wide-Field/Planetary Camera

(WF/PC) was conducted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 2 As part of

this study the formation of ice on the cooled detectors was investigated.

During previous system thermal vacuum tests, a contaminant, thought to be ice,

was observed on the detectors. This contaminant was easily removed when the

detectors were warmed up while under vacuum. After this period, the detectors

were cooled and no contaminant, or ice, was seen on the detectors during
imaging.

This phenomena was thought to be the result of water desorption from the

graphite epoxy optical bench material (ref. I). To better understand this

phenomena, several diagnostic instruments were proposed for in-situ monitoring

i This work has been carried out by the Applied Technologies Section,

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology and was

sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

2 Carl R. Maag: Results/Findings of the WF/PC Contamination Team, Draft.

JPL Internal Document, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, May 1987.
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of the WF/PCduring a system thermal vacuumtest. The diagnostic instruments
included a Temperature-Controlled Quartz Crystal Microbalance (TQCM),a
Pressure Gaugeand an Optical Witness Sample(OWS). These instruments were
mounted on an access plate and viewed the interior of the instrument housing
and the thermally blanketed graphite epoxy optical bench.

One of the principal ground rules was that the diagnostic instrumentation
could not introduce contaminants into the WF/PChousing and could not change
the existing heat flow paths. Thus the instrumentation was subjected to
rigorous preconditioning prior to installation on the WF/PChousing. In
addition, only low outgassing materials were used on the access plate.

During the system thermal vacuumtest additional diagnostic
instrumentation and contamination monitoring devices were used to measure the
test environment. Only the access plate instrumentation will be discussed in
this paper. A summaryof the access plate instrumentation results is also
presented. An in-depth discussion of the TQCMmeasurementtechniques and data
reduction is the subject of another paper included in this conference
(ref. 2).

WIDE- FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA

The WF/PC is the radial science instrument on the Hubble Space Telescope

(HST) developed and built by the JPL and the California Institute of

Technology. The scientific objectives of the WF/PC are to provide

photometrically and geometrically accurate, multiband observations of stars

and extended sources over a wide field-of-view (FOV) on the HST, and to

provide very high angular resolution photometrically and geometrically

accurate, multiband images of the solar system and its astronomical objects.

The WF/PC contains two complete optical relay and detector systems as

shown in Figure I. Each system is capable of producing a four-part image

mosaic. One relay system operates for wide-field work and the other operates

for planetary or high resolution work. Only one optical system provides

images at any given time.

Once the relay optics intercept the light, they reflect it through the

primary and secondary optics to the detectors located in the rear of the

optical assemblies (in the camera heads). The eight (8) detectors (one in

each of the four camera heads for either the wide-field or planetary system)

contain charge coupled devices (CCDs). The CCDs are cooled to a nominal

temperature of -90°C to suppress their dark current and to improve their

performance.

WF/PC CONTAMINATION STUDY

The WF/PC contamination study investigated the formation of ice on
critical surfaces such as the CCD windows and the Thermoelectric Coolers

13



(TEC). Thegoal of this investigation was to prevent the formation of ice on
optical surfaces and to develop operational strategies to respond to ice
formation if it reoccurred during flight operations.

Models predicting the formation of ice were developed to define and
quantify the parameters associated with this phenomena. As this phenomenawas
thought to be the result of water desorption from the graphite epoxy optical
bench material, a model of the dew point inside the housing was derived for
external vacuumconditions. 3 Whenthe temperature of a surface such as the
CCDwindowsor TECsare below the dewpoint temperature (and below the
freezing point of water) ice will form on these surfaces. This dew point
model was then used to develop operational strategies for cooling the
detectors.

Several layers of MLI (multilayer insulation) blanket were removedfrom
the housing to decrease the nominal operating temperature of the WF/PCby
several degrees. Scenarios were developed to predict the time delay after
launch for the dew point temperature of the outgassing water, or contaminant,
to be below the temperature of the CCDwindows.4 The operating temperature of
the detectors was raised ten degrees to allow early operation of the
detectors. It is believed that these changeswill result in ice free
operation of the cooled detectors 30 days after launch.

The diagnostic instrumentation was proposed for in-situ monitoring of the
optical bench and housing to quantify the initial parameters of the derived
models. A TQCMwas employed to measure the adsorption and desorption of
volatile condensible material (VCM)on the surfaces in the WF/PC,primarily
the graphite epoxy optical bench and the electronics. The pressure gaugewas
employed to measure the initial water content of the optical bench (i.e. the
partial pressure of water). The OWSwas used to measure any change in
reflectance of an optical surface due to the deposition of outgassed material
on that surface. The access plate was a structural memberonly.

DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION

INSTRUMENT CONFIGURATION

The diagnostic instrumentation was mounted on the access plate as shown

in Figure 2. The operational constraints of the pressure gauge required it be

mounted on an extended inlet tube outside the WF/PC shrouds. The inlet tube

3 Jack B. Barengoltz: A Model of the WF/PC Dew Point. JPL Interoffice

Memorandum No. 3543:87:0010, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA,

January 15, 1987.

4 Jack B. Barengoltz: WF/PC Thermal Blankets Revisited. JPL Interoffice

Memorandum No. 3543:87:0084, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, May 14,
1987.
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was mounted on the access plate as shownin Figure 2. The access plate was
mounted on the WF/PChousing as shown in Figures 3 and 4.

ACCESSPLATE

The goal of the monitoring was to better understand the formation of ice
on the detectors using "passive" measurementtechniques. As such, it was
imperative that the access plate and diagnostic instrumentation did not change
the existing WF/PCheat flow paths or introduce volatile condensible material
(VCM)into the housing.

VESPEL(SP-I) was chosen as the material for the access plate as it
provided good thermal isolation from the WF/PChousing and the vacuumchamber
shrouds, was easily machined and was a low outgassing material. The access
plate was subjected to a 80°C ± 2°C vacuumbakeout for 36 hours at I x 10.6
torr prior to installation onto the WF/PChousing. Swabsampling was
performed prior to installation to verify that the access _late would not
contaminate the interior housing of the WF/PCduring test. J

Freon TF (Burdick-Jackson HPLCpurity l,l,2-Trifluorotrichloroethane) was
used to clean the access plate and the external surfaces of the diagnostic
instrumentation prior to installation onto the WF/PChousing. The NVR
(nonvolatile residue) was removed from these surfaces and thus prevented the
introduction of organic contaminants into the WF/PChousing.

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLEDQUARTZCRYSTALMICROBALANCE

A temperature-controlled quartz crystal microbalance (TQCM)performed in-
situ measurementsof adsorbed and desorbed VCMon surfaces in the WF/PC,
primarily the graphite epoxy optical bench and electronics. The TQCMwas
instrumented with 15 MHzoptically polished crystals (ref. 3). The crystals
were coated with aluminum to be representative of a reflective optical
surface.

The heat generated by the TQCMelectronics was removedby a gold plated
copper heat sink which was thermally coupled to a heat exchanger maintained at
10°C ± 5°C. This provision, suggested by the manufacturer, provided increased
accuracy of the TQCMmeasurements(ref. 3). In addition, this provision
allowed the contamination loading from the WF/PCoptical bench and housing to
be monitored without changing the existing heat flow paths.

The TQCMmonitored the access plate vacuumbakeout. As a monitoring
device, the TQCMwas subjected to a 80°C± 2°C vacuumbakeout for 36 hours.

5 Patricia A. Hansen: Results of the WF/PCAccess Plate Bakeout.
Interoffice MemorandumNo. 354C:88:0012 (ST-DFM1140), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, January 21. 1988.

JPL
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Prior to installation on the access plate, the exterior surfaces of the TQCM
were cleaned.

PRESSURE GAUGE

The pressure gauge was a Series 275 Convectron gauge from Granville-

Phillips Company (ref. 4). It was capable of providing a pressure measurement

from I000 torr to 10 .3 torr. The gauge tube contained a temperature

compensated heat loss sensor which utilized conduction cooling to sense

pressure at lower pressures. At higher pressures, it utilized convection

cooling in which gas molecules were circulated through the gauge tube by

gravitational force.

Prior to installation on the access plate, the pressure gauge was

calibrated to extend the nominal useful range from i x 10 .3 torr to 2 x 10 .4

torr. The pressure gau_e was also subjected to a 80°C ± 2°C vacuum bakeout
for 24 hours at I x i0 -Q torr. The exterior surfaces of the pressure gauge

were cleaned prior to installation on the access plate.

The pressure gauge inlet tube was extended to allow the pressure gauge to

be mounted on the access plate but reside several inches away from the access

plate due to operational constraints. During operation, the pressure gauge

was mounted to remain in a horizontal position and at ambient temperatures.

Although not shown mounted on the access plate in Figure 4, the pressure gauge

is presented in Figure 5.

OPTICAL WITNESS SAMPLE

The optical witness sample (OWS) was an optically polished aluminum

sample. The sample was coated with MgF 2 to simulate an optical surface. The

OWS was installed in a holder for ease of handling prior to installation. An

example of the OWS installed in a holder is shown mounted on the external test

fixture in Figure 6.

The reflectance of the OWS was measured at several wavelengths (1216 A,

1608 A, 2200 A, 2537 _ and 3130 _) prior to installation on the access plate.

The OWS holder was vacuum baked with the access plate. 5 The exterior surfaces

of the holder were cleaned prior to the OWS installation.

THERMAL VACUUM TEST MONITORING

The TQCM and pressure gauge continuously monitored the WF/PC optical

bench and housing during the system thermal vacuum test. The WF/PC test

profile simulated three flight operational conditions: nominal operational

conditions, a flight hot case and a flight cold case. During these profiles
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the temperature of the TQCM was varied to measure the relative volatility of

the surface contamination from the optical bench and housing.

The OWS was continuously exposed to the WF/PC housing and optical bench.

The OWS was not temperature controlled and was coupled by radiation to the

housing and optical bench. Thus the OWS followed the temperature profile of

the housing and optical bench and varied from approximately 35°C to -5°C.

RESULTS

The temperature of the TQCM was varied to measure the relative volatility

of the surface contamination from the optical bench and housing which was held

at a constant temperature during the test profiles. Self-contamination of the

TQCM was considered highly improbable due to the rigorous preconditioning

program of the access plate and diagnostic instrumentation. Therefore, the

contamination source was internal to the WF/PC. The TQCM measured two groups

of contaminants as a result of varying its temperature and the optical bench

and housing temperature. As a result of these measurements, it was concluded

that the TQCM collected an organic contaminant, not ice, when cold. The

source of this contamination was not identified as the optical bench and

housing are composed of many subassemblies (e.g. electronics, camera head,

mechanisms, etc). However, additional measurements indicated the

contamination source was strongly correlated to the operation of the

electronics bays. Although surface contamination was detected by the TQCM,

additional temperature cases showed that the detectors could be outgassed

without detector performance loss. An in-depth discussion of the TQCM results

is the subject of another paper included in this conference (ref. 2).

During operation, the TQCM was not operated at a temperature cold enough

to collect ice. For operational temperatures below -60°C, the manufacturer

suggests using a CQCM (Cryogenic Quartz Crystal Microbalance) (ref. 3).

However, ice formation on the detectors (i.e. the CCDwindows) was not

expected as the amount of adsorbed water in the graphite epoxy optical bench

and housing had been limited by the use of an ultradry nitrogen purge prior to

test and the use of operational strategies during the test. The ultra-dry

nitrogen purge system and the operational strategies are the subject of

another paper included in this conference (ref. 5).

The TQCM measurements identified that water (ice) was not the only

contaminant inside the WF/PC housing and optical bench. Flat field imaging

was performed to verify that the operational strategies did indeed result in

ice free operation of the cooled detectors (ref. 6). These images were not

obscured as in previous tests. Therefore, these operational strategies

resulted in ice free operation of the cooled detectors.

The pressure gauge was initially recommended so that its measurements

could be used to derive the partial pressure of water inside the WF/PC, it was

found that these measurements needed to be extended into the 10 .5 torr range.

In the event of ice formation on the CCDs, the pressure gauge would have been

used to determine the actual vapor pressure of the ice, or contaminant. In
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addition, the pressure gauge would have been used to determine the vapor
pressure of the ice during the detector warmup/ice removal sequences.

As the detectors did not collect ice, the pressure gauge was only used to
measure the pressure differential between the WF/PChousing and the vacuum
chamberduring chamberpumpdownand purging sequences. The rate of diffusion
of the purge gas out of the camera and the effectiveness of the vent tube were
measured. These measurementswere correlated with the previous predictions. 6

The OWSwas measured immediately after test. The results of these
measurementsshowedthe reflectance of the OWSdid not degrade beyond three
(3) percent at Lyman-Alphawavelengths. The OWSreflectance measurements
indicated that if warmedto room temperature and atmospheric pressure, the
contaminant did not cause a loss in reflectance on an optical surface (i.e.
the CCDwindows).

CONCLUSIONS

Significant information was obtained with in-situ monitoring of the WF/PC

optical bench and housing during a system thermal vacuum test. The diagnostic

instrumentation was an invaluable tool in monitoring the internal
contamination. The instrumentation allowed the internal environment of the

WF/PC to be monitored without altering the functional requirements or nominal

operating requirements of the WF/PC.

The TQCM performed in-situ measurements of adsorbed and desorbed VCM on

the internal surfaces of the WF/PC. The TQCM measured an organic contaminant,

less volatile than water, correlated to the operation of the electronics bays

within the WF/PC. The OWS reflectance measurements indicated that if warmed

to room temperature and atmospheric pressure, the contaminant did not cause a

loss in reflectance on an optical surface.

Although the TQCM temperature was not cold enough to simulate the cooled

detectors, verification of ice free operation of the cooled detectors was

performed with flat field imaging. The flat field images were not obscured,

thus verifying ice free operation of the cooled detectors.

6 Jack B. Barengoltz: Actual WF/PC Venting and Implications for Water

Modeling. JPL Interoffice Memorandum No. 354:JB:88:0129, Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, May 2, 1988.
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CLASS 100 LARGE SPACECRAFT FACILITY

L.E. Ryan
TRW Operations & Support Group

ABSTRACT

A new, large spacecraft dedicated clean facility has been built and is operating at TRW Space & Defense,
Redondo Beach, California. The facility includes typical integration and test (I&T) and laboratory capabil-
ities. Over 4500 square feet of HEPA filtered, air conditioned, hydrocarbon monitored, and personnel con-
trolled working area is currently being used in state-of-the-art aerospace applications.

Design and construction of the facility, known as TF2 (for Test Facility #2), was sponsored by TRW's
Space & Technology Group (S&TG). From the beginning, the purpose of the facility was to provide the
company with the flexibility of providing very high levels of contamination control for its present and
forthcoming contamination sensitive programs. To accomplish this goal, providing the necessary detail for
the planning stages all the way through to present operating procedures and future enhancements were
emphasized.

A private consultant was hired to assist in the preliminary design of the TF2 Clean Rooms (CR's). Because
of energy requirements and space efficiency, HEPA filtered ceilings and side wall air returns - hence con-
stituting a downflow - were selected. Large horizontal obstructions were projected as fixtures in th.ese
rooms and resultant eddy currents were computed as worse in a horizontal flow arrangement. Drawings
were released ensuring proper materials and construction practices were applied. Upon completion, the
consultant performed preoperation characterization of airflow and airborne particulate concentrations.

An automated Clean Room Monitoring System (CRMS) was purchased and set up to provide continuous
monitoring of several environmental parameters of interest. Among these are airborne particulate concen-
trations (0.01 and 0.5 micron sensitivities), temperature, relative humidity, airborne hydrocrabons, and air
(downflow) velocity. Parameters are measured 24 hours a day and recorded on a storage device for up to
4 months at a time.

Personnel entering these CR's have undergone training and contamination awareness sessions. Full Class
100 clean room outfits - hoods, coveralls, high boots, gloves, and facemasks - are required for entry.
Paper, wood, painted surfaces, or other potential particle generating material is not allowed in the CR's.
Anterooms and staging areas are provided to change garments and clean hardware for entry. Quarterly
monitoring reports are submitted to program offices to ensure proper clean room maintenance and per-
sonnel procedures are implemented.
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CORRELATION STUDIES ON SURFACE

PARTICLE DETECTION METHODS*

Ronald V. Peterson and James C. White

Hughes Aircraft Company

ABSTRACT

The accurate determination of dust levels on optical surfaces is necessary to

assess sensor system performance. A comparison study was made on several particle

measurement methods including those based on direct imaging and light scattering.

The effectiveness of removing the particles from the surface prior to determining
particle size distributions was also assessed.

These studies revealed that some methods, especially those requiring particle

removal before analysis, are subject to large systematic errors affecting particle

size distributions. Thus, an understanding of the particle measurement methods

employed is necessary before any surface cleanliness or obstruction value assignments

are accepted as true representation of an optical surface contamination condition.

INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of optical and other contamination sensitive systems on board

spacecraft, there has been a concern that particulate and molecular contamination

would compromise the performance during the lifetime of the spacecraft. These

concerns are not unfounded as decreased performance in some recent spacecraft has
been attributed to contamination.

As the demand for greater cleanliness levels increases due to the higher

performance requirements, so does the need to develop more sensitive, reliable

methods for the measurement of surface particlate contamination.

I
In a previous SPIE paper the current particle detection/analysis methods for

spacecraft surfaces were discussed. Methods included detection and analysis of

* This work was performed under contract No. F20602-85-C-0279, For the Air Force

Systems Command, Rome Air Development Center, Griffis Air Force Base
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particles directly on a surface, as well as those that require the removal of
particles from the surface in order to perform the analysis. In certain instances
the goemetry of the hardware may dictate that particles be removed for effective
particle measurement.

In this paper, correlation studies will be discussed on work performed on some
of these methods. The correlations were doneby analyzing the sameor similar
sample populations with the different methods. Particle distributions were obtained
and plotted in terms of cleanliness levels and obscuration or covering fraction (CF)
values. Bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF)scatter was also
measuredon somesamples and comparedwith particle counting methods.

SAMPLE WITNESS PLATES

Several sample witness plates were selected for use in the correlation study.

These are listed in Table I. They were selected on the basis of optical materials

used in spacecraft and witness samples typically used in monitoring cleanliness

levels during spacecraft ground operations.

Table I Sample Witness Plates for Dust Fallout

Aluminum Mirrors on Glass Substrate

with SiOx Overcoat (CLM)

1 x I inch

6 x 6 inch

Polished Glass

(CLBG)

(DMC)

1 x 1 inch black

6 x 6 inch black

3 x 3 inch clear

Filter Paper

(CLF)

47mmDiameter Millipore

Grided

PARTICLE POPULATION MEDIA

The sample witness plates were populated with particle fallout from a laboratory

environment. The laboratory fallout, collected over a period of days, roughly
followed a Mil-Std 1246A distribution with fewer particles detected below 10_m and

more detected above 50_m than would be expected from the 1246A idealized distribu-
tion.
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DETECTION/ANALYSIS METHODS

The particle detection/analysis methods listed in Table II were used in the

correlation study. The methods tested included direct measurement of the witness

samples such as photography, microscopy, and light scattering and an indirect method

which involved a solvent flush of the surface to remove the particles with subsequent

particle analysis by microscopy or automatic particle counting.

TABLE II Particle Detection/Analysis Methods Used in Correlation Study

SAMPLE TYPE

Stereo Optical Microscopy

Optical Microscopy

Photography

BRDF Scatter

Automatic Particle Counter

Fallout and rinses collected on

Filter Paper

Fallout and rinses collected

on Filter Paper

Mirror and Glass Samples

Mirror and Glass Samples

Rinses from Mirror & Glass

Samples

Following population of the witness sample with laboratory fallout, the samples
were analyzed utilizing the scheme in Table III.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Optical microscopy is a standard method used to count particles on substrates.

It is most effective on grided filter paper where particle populations can be

counted within defined areas. Two optical microscopy methods were used tO count

particles. One, using a light microscope with oblique lighting, follows the

ASTM F312 method. Particles are observed at 100x for the smaller size particles

and 40x for the larger ones. The second method, developed in the Hughes Contamina-

tion Physics Laboratory of the Optical Technology Department, uses a stereo

microscope with grazing incident lighting of the sample surface. Magnification is
about 70.

The two microscope methods were compared as part of this correlation study.
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TABLEIII Particle Detection Correlation Scheme

Particle Fallout

I
I I I 1

Mirror

Photography

Black

Glass

__Photography

Clear

Glass

Photography

Filter

Paper

1
Microscopy

Light Scatter

Measurements
Light Scatter
Measurements

Flush Filter

Microscopy

Flush, Filter Microscopy

or

Flush, Automatic Particle

Counting
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PHOTOGRAPHIC/CAMERAMETHOD

The photographic/camera system used in the Hughescontamination Physics
Laboratory has a Polaroid enlargement cameraequipped with a MD-4 shutter and a Nikkon
55MMmacrolens. Photographs of particles on mirror or glass surfaces are taken at a
magnification of i0 on Polaroid type 55 film giving a 0.4 by 0.45 inch frame. The
developed negative is projected onto a grided surface and the particles sized and
counted at an overall magnification of i00.

BIDIRECTIONALREFLECTANCEDISTRIBUTIONFUNCTION(BRDF)SCATTER

BRDFis an optical function which describes the scattering properties of a
surface. Scattering is due to surface irregularities or imperfections as well as
contamination. Contamination will scatter part of the incident radiation with an
intensity which dependson direction. BRDFis obtained from the quantification of
the spatial distribution of the scattered energy.

The HughesOptical Technology Scatterometer Laboratory has the capability of
measuring BRDFon various size and configured mirror and glass witness plates and
optical componentsat several wavelengths including 351.1, 514.5, 632.8nmand 1.06,
3.39 and 10.6_m. Surface cleanliness levels and covering fraction or obscuration
values are related to the BRDFmeasurementsand the particle measurementswere used
to study and correlate the relationship.

SURFACEFLUSHMETHODS

A standard method for evaluating hardware cleanliness calls for flushing the
surface with solvent to remove the particles, then filtering and counting the
particles on the filter paper using a light microscope. This method is widely used
in the spacecraft contamination community to ascertain and monitor hardware
cleanliness levels. This method was followed to provide data on particle populations
on glass and mirror surfaces following flushing.

The surface flush method is also used to obtain samples for measurementin the
liquid particle counter. In this case the solvent flush is directly measured in
the automatic counter.

Approximately i00 ml of filtered IPA solvent under 25 PSI pressure was directed
onto the sample surface and thoroughly flushed. The collected solvent flush was
filtered for microscopic analysis of the particles on the filter or measured
directly in the liquid particle counter/analyzer.

LIQUID PARTICLECOUNTER

The liquid particle counter works on the principle of light scattering from
particles. Light from a source (generally a laser) passes through a knownvolume
of liquid and the scattered light from the particles in the moving fluid are
collected on a detector and recorded in intensity bins which relate to particle
size (area).

A serious problem with these instruments is that of diminishing sensitivity to
larger particles (>25_m) and those that have similar indices of refraction as the
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fluid system.

Bubbles in the sample fluid are also a problem in that they are counted as
particles. A pure prefiltered bubble-free fluid must be used as a carrier, otherwise
very high particle backgrounds will be encountered.

The automatic counter used in this study was a HiAC/Raycomodel 4100.

CONTAMINATION OF WITNESS SAMPLES

Three experiments were performed for the purpose of collecting laboratory

fallout samples.

The experimental conditions, witness sample types and particle analysis methods
used are shown in Table IV.

The three experiments or data sets from laboratory fallout were taken by

placing the witness samples plates and filter papers on top of a wall cabinet in one

of our laboratories. The 400 square foot room has filtered inlet air flowing from

ceiling ducts. The working laboratory is not classified as a clean room.

PRESENTATION OF DATA

The particles imaged using the photography and microscopy methods were manually

counted and placed into size bins according to their particle diameter. The size

bins chosen were 5-10, 11-25, 26-50, 51-100, I00 and 200 (fibers) _m. The

counting procedure for the two methods was thus standardized and the obscuration

or covering fraction values and cleanliness levels were calculated from this data.

This obscuration or covering fraction data were obtained from the particle size

distributions by multiplying the average area (from the mean diameter in the bin) by

the total number of particles in a bin. All the particle areas in the bins were

summed to give a total particle area which is then expressed as a fraction of the

total area sampled.

Mil-Std 1246A defines the product cleanliness levels on the basis of the

number of particles of given size on a surface per square foot. The number of

particles per square foot of surface, for all particles of the specified size and

larger, plot as a straight line on the log vs. log- scales as shown in Figure i.

The particulate cleanliness level is defined by the line crossing the abscissa.

The particle size data from microscopy and photography were plotted on the

1246A format to compare cleanliness level for the different fallouts and analysis

methods. Data from the surface flushed samples were treated in an identical manner

as the photography and microscopy data.

The light scatter data is reported as total integrated scatter (TIS) over a

2 to 60 ° scattering angle. Laser light (514.5nm) is incident upon the sample at 5°

off the normal. The BRDF data is discussed in a later section.
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TABLEIV Contamination Experiments Laboratory Particle Fallout

Exposure Time SampleNo. Substrate Analyses

Experiment No. 1

i0 Days

Experiment No. 2A

7 Days

Experiment No. 2B

12 Days

Experiment No. 2C

15 Days

Experiment No. 3

7 Days

CLI A1 Mirror P, LS
CL2 Black Glass P, LS
CL6MI 6 x 6" A1 Mirror FFLM,FPC

CLM3 A1 Mirror P
CLBG3 Black Glass P
DMC 3 x 3" Clear Glass P

CLM3 A1 Mirror P
CLBG3 Black Glass P
DMC 3 x 3" Clear Glass P

CLM3 A1 Mirror
CLM4 A1 Mirror
CLBG3 Black Glass
CL6BGI 6 x 6" Black Glass
DMC 3 x 3" Clear Glass
CLF2 Filter Paper
CLF3 Filter Paper

CL2MI
CL2BGI
DMC
CLF20

2 x 2" A1 Mirror
2 x 2" Black Glass
3 x 3" Clear Glass
Filter Paper

P, LS
P, LS
P, LS
P,FFLM,FPC
P, FPC
LM
LM, SM

P, LS
P, LS
P
SM

Analysis Symbols

P - Photography
LS - Light Scattering
IM - Light Microscope
SM- Stereo Microscope

FFLM- Flush, Filter, Light Microscope
FPC- Flush, Particle Counter
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RESULTS

LABORATORY FALLOUT

The initial laboratory fallout experiment consisted of exposure of two mirrors

and a black glass substrate to i0 days fallout. The results of the particle

analyses are shown in Table V where the obscuration or covering fraction (CF)

values have been calculated from the particle size distributions. Light scatter

(TIS) data was obtained on one sample. It can be immediately seen that the flush,

filter, microscopy and the flush, automatic particle counter methods give

dramatically lower CF values that those obtained by the photography method.

TABLE V Laboratory Fallout - Experiment 1 - i0 days

Sample Method of % Covering

Analysis Fraction

Total Integrated

Scatter

CLIAL

CLIBG

CL6MI

Photography 0.18

Photography 0.2

Photography 0.35

Flush, Filter, 0.012

Microscopy

Flush, Automatic 0.008

Particle Counter

2.65 X 10 -3

Figure 2 shows plots of cleanliness levels obtained from the particle analysis

data. The top curve is from the photography measurements on the 6 x 6 inch

aluminum mirror. The other two curves represent data obtained from flushing and

analyzing the particles from the surface of the mirror following photography.

Half of the flush was filtered and the particle counted using optical microscopy.

The other half of the flush was analyzed using the liquid automatic particle

counter. All particle distributions were normalized to a one square foot area

for presentation with the 1246A curves. The brackets represent photographic

data from a i x i inch mirror and a i x I inch black glass sample that were

exposed simultaneously with the large mirror.

While the photographic method gives reasonable correlation with the idealized

1246A curves in the mid particle sizes, the flush and analysis methods give

large departures from the idealized curves and, of course, the photography

measurements.

The photography method shows the cleanliness level at about 600-700 and

CF (covering fraction) of about 0.2 to 0.3%. The flush/microscopy method gave

a cleanliness level of about 300 and only about 0.01% CF. Thus, if the flush

data were to be believed, a component or the optical sample would pass as clean
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when, in fact, the samples even appear dirty.

The CF and TIS data obtained from particle analysis samples exposed in
experiment 2 is shown in Table VI. The data shows an increase in the numberof
particles (CF) with lengthening exposure to the lab environment as would be expected.

The total integrated scatter (TIS) and the covering fraction data show good
agreement for laboratory fallout. The black glass data, however, reveal about an
order of magnitude less TIS for a given covering fraction, due to absorption of
scattered light by the black glass. Figure 3 is the cleanliness data from the 15
day experiment (Exp. 2C). The data show an increase in the numberof particles (CF)
with lenthening exposure to the lab environment as would be expected. There is good
agreement betweenparticle distribution obtained on the mirror and the black glass
samples. The photographic results results from the glass plate (DMC)showed fewer
particles but were in reasonable agreementwith the CLM3and CLBG3particle size
distributions.

The cleanliness levels plots of microscopy measurementsfrom the filter paper
exposed to the fallout are shownin Figure 4. The CF and cleanliness levels show
that fewer particles were collected or observed on the filter papers than on the
mirrors and blackglass. It can be seen from Figure 4 that the light microscope
(ASTMmethods)cleanliness level was lower (showed fewer particles) than the stereo
method with grazing incident light. This was especially evident at the smaller
particle region of the graph. This difference was attributed to the difficulty
associated with seeing particles that are not properly illuminated. Grazing
incident light is muchsuperior to light illumination at 45° to the surface when
observing small particles on a surface because it results in better optical contrast.

Evenwith grazing incident light (and also the photographic method) the
particle population drops off from the 1246Aidealized curve as the particle size
drops below 25um. While it maybe true that there are fewer particles falling out
below 25umthan would be suggested by the idealized curves, someor most of the tail-
off is probably due to increasing difficulty in observing smaller particles.

The increase in particle population in the large particle sized that would be
expected (from 1246A) is likely a result of man-generated particles and fibers
from activities inside the room that are not expected in idealized situations but
very muchexpected in real situationst Fewparticles are counted in the large-size
region (above 100_m)and, therefore, are not considered to be statistically
representative.

Whenthe methodof particle analysis involved the removal of particles using
a solvent flush an even more dramatic decrease in particle population was noted as
can be seen in Table VI and Figure 5. These results corroborate the results
obtained from Experiment i where the solvent flush method also gave unreasonable
CF and cleanliness levels from the contaminated samples.

The data showedthat rinsing does not effectively remove all particles from a
surface and that low values of particle concentration can be expected when this
method is employed. It appears from the data that the larger particles are more
efficiently removedby flushing that the smaller particles. Rinsing a surface,
filtering the rinse and microscopic evaluation does not give good results, however,
rinsing, followed by liquid particle counting is even worse as the results in
Figures 2 and 5 reveal.
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TABLEVl Laboratory Fallout - Experiment 2

Sample Method of Analysis %Covering
Fraction

Total Integrated
Scatter

Experiment 2A (7 Days)

CLM-3 Photography

CLBG-3 Photography

DMC Photography

Experiment 2B (12 Days)

CLM-3 Photography

CLBG-3 Photography

DMC Photography

Experiment 2C

CLM-3

CLBG-3

DMC

DMC

CL6BG--I

CL6BG-I

CL6BG-I

CL6BG-I

CLF-3

CLF-3

(15 Days)

Photography

Photography

Photography

Flush, Filter,
Microscopy

Photography

Flush, Filter
Microscopy

Flush, Filter
Microscopy

Flush, Filter Auto
Particle Counter

Stereo Microscope

Stereo Microscope

0.25

0.20

0.I0

0.41

0.34

0.26

0.54

0.46

0.39

0.2

0.53

0.02

0.02

0. 004

0.29

0.14

4.03 x 10-4

2.83 x 10-4
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A Hiac/Royco automatic particle counter was used to measure the particle size
distribution in one-half the rinse from CL6BGI. The small and large particle sizes
are extremely low comparedto the photographic and microscopic methods. This is
attributed to the rinse not efficiently removing the small particles and the
analyzer being insensitive to the larger ( > 20_m)particles.

Data from experiment 3 is shownin TABLEVII.

These data verify what was found in the first and second experiment, namely that:

i) Photography gives particle distribution that are reasonable for the type
and length of fallout.

2) The mirror and black glass samples give similar results.

3) The cleanliness level plots follow the Mil-Std 1246Ain the mid particle
range (25 - 100_m)but are lower in population in the smaller and higher
in the larger particle regions than predicted in 1246A.

TABLEVll Laboratory Fallout - Experiment 3, 7 Days

Sample Method %Covering Total Integrated
Analysis Fraction Scatter

CL2MI Photography 0.31 1.67 x 10-3

CL2BGI Photography 0.23 1.6 x 10-4

LIGHTSCATTERING

The results of the BFDFscatter measurementson the laboratory fallout samples
are shownin Figures 6 - 8. Figure 6 is the data from the CL2MIand CL2BGIsamples
from Experiment 3. Clean black glass and mirror samples are shownfor comparison.

Black glass gives about an order magnitude less scatter than the mirror samples
that were used in this study. It is interesting to see that the increase in scatter
is greater at the larger scatter angles for all the contaminated samples, i.e.,
smaller particles are greater contributors to scatter at the larger angles.

Twosamples, CLM-3and CLBG-3were scanned in five wavelength region for BRDF
scatter. The BRDFdata is presented in Figures 7 and 8. The visible and near IR
curves are similar while the mid-IR curves (3.39 and lO.6_m) deviate by scattering
relatively less in the high scatter angles and more in the mid-angle regions. It
would be expected that the small particles would affect the high angle scatter less
in the infrared due to the longer wavelength. A clean substrate background is also
presented in the 15 day laboratory fallout curves.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Several method of paritcle detection and analysis have been tested and

correlated using particles from laboratory fallout. The methods included microscopy,

photography, surface flush with microscopy, surface flush with liquid particle

counting and BRDF scattering.

In comparing the microscopy and photographic technique it was found that

photography gave somewhat higher particle counts.

The microscopy method, which generally gave lower counts in the less than 25um

region, was improved when a stereo microscope with grazing incident light was used

to illuminate the particles for viewing.

Flushing of the surface with a solvent gave lower particle populations when the

filter/microscopy method was used for counting and very much lower results when

automatic particle counting methods were used. Flushing does not appear to

effectively remove the smaller lower particle sizes and skewed the results when

plotted on a Mil-Std-1246A curve.

Laboratory fallout generally followed the 1246A curve between i0 and 50_m with

lower populations detected at the smaller (below 10_m) particle sizes.

The fewer smaller particles was partially attributed to difficulty in detection

of smaller particles while the higher population of large particles was attributed

to normal activity in an uncontrolled (cleanliness speaking) laboratory environment.

BRFD is an effective way of detecting contamination on optical surfaces,

however, the particle size distributions cannot be generated from BRDF data. The

increases in BRDF were generally what was expected for the laboratory fallout.

Hughes, however does have a computer program based on Mie scattering that calculates

BRDF from particle populations. The predictions from this program closely matched

the measured BRDF values for laboratory fallout in the visible region of the

spectrum.
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PHOTOGRAPHY MEASURES LEVEL 600-700 FOR 15 DAY FALLOUT SLIGHTLY HIGHER FOR MIRRORS THAN
GLASS SAMPLES
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PRECISION CLEANING METHODS FOR SPACECRAFT APPLICATIONS

L. E. Ryan and H. Lindewall

TRW Operations & Support Group

ABSTRACT

Carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) snow is being heralded as the latest innovative technology for cleaning micro and
macro contamination from highly sensitive components as well as very fragile surfaces. TRW's Materials

Engineering Department has constructed a small scale CO 2 snow cleaning apparatus to clean both molecular
films and particles from small and large components and surfaces.

With assistance from Dr. Stuart Hoenig of the University of Arizona and Mr. William Weltmer of AIRCO
Specialty Gases, the authors have developed a simple, low cost method of precision cleaning surfaces which
may have been damaged or not cleaned well by other precision cleaning techniques (e.g., solvent wash,
uv/ozone, oxygen ion/plasma, inert gas blowing).

Various types of surfaces were cleaned using the CO 2 snow technique. Vacuum deposited and sputtered
metallic coatings such as germanium (Ge), aluminum (A1), and silver (Ag), silicon (Si) wafers, and polished
copper (Cu) conical mirrors were purposely contaminated with everyday aerospace (manufacturing/labora-
tory facility) contaminants, including particle fallout and fingerprints. Precleaning characterization by
Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF), ellipsometry, nonvolatile residue, and micro-
scopic particle evaluation served as evaluation of cleaning efficiency.

After initial characterization, c,ontamination, and 2nd measurement, the samples were cleaned with CO 2

varying parameters such as stream length (exposure time) angle of incidence, and orientation of the sample.
Post characterization followed by the aforementioned methods along with surface microanalysis by Scan-
ning Auger Microscopy/X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (SAM/XPS) and Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM).

Good results have been obtained with this trial application. Feedback from several program offices which

MED supports has been promising. The CO 2 cleaning process lends itself to application on small or large
scales.
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THE NASA ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS TEST PROGRAM

Bruce A. Banks, Sharon K. Rutledge, and Joyce A. Brady
NASA Lewis Research Center

ABSTRACT

The NASA Atomic Oxygen Effects Test Program has been established to
compare the low earth orbital simulation characteristics of existing atomic
oxygen test facilities and utilize the collective data from a multitude of
simulation facilities to promote understanding of mechanisms and erosion
yield dependence upon energy, flux, metastables, charge, and environmental
species. Program participants received characterized materials from a
common source for evaluation in their atomic oxygen test facilities. Four
materials chosen for this evaluation include Kapton HN polyimide, FEP Tef-
lon, polyethylene, and graphite single crystals. The conditions and results
of atomic oxygen exposure of these materials is reported by the participat-
ing organizations and then assembled to identify degrees of dependency of
erosion yields that may not be observable from any single atomic oxygen low
earth orbital simulation facility. To date, the program includes 30 test
facilities. Characteristics of the participating test facilities and
results to date are reported.

INTRODUCTION

The long-term durability of low earth orbital (LEO) space systems will
require the utilization of spacecraft materials which are compatible with
the orbital environment. Atomic oxygen is one of the most threatening
natural species in the LEO environment. Solar ultraviolet light of wave-
lengths shorter than 2,430 A causes photodissociation of the diatomic oxygen
present in the earth's upper atmosphere to produce atomic oxygen. Photodis-
sociated atomic oxygen has a high probability of long-term survival between
the altitutes of approximately 180 km and 650 km because there is an appro-
priate 02 density here to facilitate reasonable atomic oxygen production
and a low probability of interaction with neighboring atoms or molecules
(fig. I, ref. I). Spacecraft orbiting the earth in near equatorial orbits
ram into atomic oxygen atoms producing relative impact energies between 4.1
and 4.5 eV (fig. 2), which are high enough to break many chemical bonds of
materials frequently used on spacecraft. Typical spacecraft materials such
as Kapton polyimide, epoxy composites, organic paints, and silver are read-
ily oxidized as a result of atomic oxygen exposure (table I, ref. 2). The
identification and verification of atomic oxygen durable alternative mater-
ials or protective coatings for vulnerable materials for long-duration use
in the LEO environment will require the development of atomic oxygen LEO
simulation facilities to ensure environmental compatibility. As a result of

the growing need for long-term space system durability in the LEO environ-
ment, numerous atomic oxygen LEO ground simulation facilities have been and
continue to be developed.

The current level of understanding of atomic oxygen interaction mecha-
nisms is significantly limited by the inability of any single test facility
to produce the varied exposure conditions necessary to determine which
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factors are important in the simulation of the LEOatomic oxygen environment
to obtain results identical to those observed in space. As a result of the
NASAWorkshopon Atomic OxygenEffects held NovemberI0-II, 1986 in Pasa-
dena, California, an atomic oxygen effects test program was initiated to
improve this state of understanding in a coordinated manner (ref. 3).

ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS TEST PROGRAM

The objectives of the NASA Atomic Oxygen Effects Test Program are:

to compare the LEO simulation characteristics of existing atomic
oxygen facilities; and

0 to utilize collective data from a multitude of simulation facili-
ties to promote understanding of mechanisms and erosion yield
dependence upon energy, flux, metastables, charge, and environmen-
tal species.

This program is intended to further the understanding of atomic oxygen
interaction mechanisms and simulation phenomena through collective informa-
tion gathered from numerous simulation facilities and space test results.
The wide variety of operating and environmental test conditions in LEO
simulation facilities throughout the world may enable interaction dependen-
cies to be more easily and economically understood than may be possible
through the limited range of capabilities within any single test facility.
This program is not intended to be a means for ranking simulation facili-
ties, but instead is a means for collective information exchange and identi-
fication of simulation parameters which play a role in atomic oxygen
interaction with materials. It is hoped that as a result of information
exchanged through this program, that individual LEO simulation researchers
will be able to more clearly identify the operating conditions which most
closely simulate results obtained in space and will be able to accurately
correlate ground test results with space test results.

The test program is open to all interested participants. Samples of
characterized materials from common sources have been provided at no cost to
the participants. Four materials were selected for evaluation:

0

0

Kapton HN polyimide, 0.002 inch (0.05 mm) thick

Fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP Teflon), 0.002 inch (0.05 mm)
thick

0 Polyethylene, low oxygen content, 0.002 inch (0.05 mm) thick

0 Graphite, single crystal

Highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG), monochrometer
grade, I0 mm x I0 mm x 2 mm

- Pyrolytic graphite, 25 mm x 25 mm x 2 mm
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These materials were selected as a result of panel discussions held at the
NASAWorkshopon Atomic OxygenEffects, NovemberI0-II, 1986. The basis for
selecting these materials was that erosion yield quantification data already
exists for Kapton H, FEPTeflon, polyethylene, and graphite from STS-8 and
earlier shuttle flights. Kapton HNpolyimide was selected instead of Kapton
H because Kapton H is no longer readily available, and plans have been made
to use Kapton HNfor Space Station photovoltaic array blankets. In answer
to the question of whether or not the erosion yield of Kapton H is identical
to that of Kapton HN, the supplier of these materials, E. I. du Pont de
Nemours& Co., Inc., has indicated that these two materials are chemically
identical in spite of slight differences in optical properties. Twoforms
of graphite were chosen so that both surface profilimetry and weight loss
could be used for erosion yield calculations. HOPGis more ideal for sur-
face profilimetry, and pyrolytic graphite is best suited for weight loss
measurements. Chemically characterized samplesof the test materials have
been supplied to approximately 30 participating facilities since February
I0, 1988. Additional sampleswill be provided as requested to existing and
new participants. The test materials are exposed in the participant's faci-
lity, and erosion yield and sample exposure information is then returned to
the authors at NASALewis Research Center. The following list of informa-
tion was solicited:

Flux, atomic oxygen atoms/(cm2 sec)

Fluence, total numberof incident atomic oxygen atoms/cm2

0 Energy, eV

0 Metastable state distribution, fraction of total incident atomic
oxygen atoms in each state

0 Charged species population, such as flux of 0+ and 0_, etc.

0 Environmental gas species, such as 02, N2, He, At, etc.

0 Species partial pressure

0 Peak flux, for pulsed exposure systems

0 Energy distribution

0 Sampletemperature

0 UVenvironment, wavelength versus intensity distribution

0 Sample surface preparation, if altered from "as received"

0 Oxygenpurity, parts per million of contaminant gases

In addition to the sample exposure information, each participant was asked
to provide any information concerning the effects of atomic oxygen exposure
on the samples provided to them which they found through exposure in their
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facilities or through post-exposure characterization. The information
requested includes:

0 Erosion yield (cm3 or grams)/(atom or ion)

0 Methodof erosion yield measurement

0 Surface morphology: scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

0 Surface chemistry:

ESCA,EDAX,FTIR, and IR (and duration between atomic oxygen
exposure and the specific characterization)

- Ejected species (energy, etc.)

Surface energy

Dry run characterization (sample analysis before and after
exposure in chamberwithout atomic oxygen exposure)

- In situ characterization, such as AUGER

0 Mechanical properties: stress versus strain

Optical properties: reflectance, transmittance, absorptance, and
emittance

Participants in the test program were also asked to provide information
describing and characterizing their atomic oxygen exposure facilities.
Submittal of data from exposure tests is intended to be an ongoing activity
throughout 1988and 1989. Facility characteristic and erosion dependence
information will be sent to all contributing participants on a periodic
basis. Thus, all participants will receive facility information and results
of materials exposure that was provided from all the participating organiza-
tions.

ATOMIC OXYGEN TEST FACILITIES

The NASA Atomic Oxygen Effects Test Program currently encompasses 30
atomic oxygen test facilities representing 22 organizations. A list of the
facilities and participants can be found in table II. Figure 3 summarizes
the generic types of simulation facilities which produce atomic oxygen in
neutral ground or exited states. Figure 4 portrays the atomic oxygen flux
and energy associated with test facilities listed in table II.

CURRENT RESULTS

Although test results are just beginning to arrive, it is appropriate
to summarize the results currently available. Sample exposure data has been
received from six different atomic oxygen simulation facilities, including
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four thermal energy facilities and two moreenergetic beamfacilities.
Becauseof the difficulty in quantifying atomic oxygen flux, erosion yields
were comparedto those of Kapton HNto extract someinformation about ero-
sion yield dependencies for the various materials. Since most of the
results to date are from asher or discharge type facilities, erosion yield
dependencerelative to Kapton for the various materials can be plotted as a
function of environmental pressure for the asher or flowing afterglow faci-
lities, as shownin figure 5.

To illustrate the comparison betweenspace test and ground simulation
results, horizontal lines have been drawn in figure 5 which represent the
most commonlyagreed upon space test results for erosion yields of the
various materials relative to Kapton H (see table III). As can be seen from
the data, all the facilities (thermal as well as energetic) report relative
erosion yields of polyethylene which are substantially greater than those
observed in space. The relative erosion yields of FEPTeflon compared to
Kapton are also generally higher than those observed in space. However, the
laboratory simulation results for pyrolytic graphite indicate slightly lower
relative rates and one instance of near agreement. Onemight be inclined to
propose that lower plasma asher operating pressures or lower power densities
in plasma ashers more closely simulate space conditions with less proababi-
lity of relative rate anomalies caused by the accelerated flux. However, as
can be seen from the data, there is no clear trend indicating more agreement
with space results as the operating pressure is reduced or RF power lowered.

It would be desirable to examine the dependenceof erosion yields
relative to Kapton as a function of flux for both ashers and directed beam
facilities. However, becausequantification of flux is very difficult in
plasma ashers and neutral beamsystems, another measure of flux which can be
used is the erosion rate of Kapton HNper unit area. Although the erosion
rate of Kapton HNper unit area maynot necessarily be a linear indicator of
atomic oxygen flux, it should at least be a monotonically increasing funct-
ion of the flux. Figure 6 showsplots of erosion yields relative to Kapton
versus Kapton HNmass loss rate per unit area. They depict both asher and
directed beamresults on one plot for each material. These plots indicate
the relative erosion yields as a function of effective atomic oxygen flux as
opposed to actual flux. If the actual erosion yield of Kapton HN increases
with energy to the 0.68 power, as indicated by Ferguson (refs. 4 and 5),
then the Kapton erosion yields in ashers (operated at 0.I - 0.2 eV) would be
reduced by a factor of I0 from those yields measuredfrom space tests on
STS-8 (4.4 eV). Kapton erosion yields of 0.3 x 10-24 cm3/atomin ashers
would require an order of magnitude higher fluxes than in space to obtain
the samerecession rates as observed in space.

For comparative purposes, the results from the most commonlyagreed
upon space test results from table III are shownin the plot, not as a
horizontal line, but as a data point at the actual STS-8Kapton H mass loss
rate per unit area. As can be seen in all the plots, there is no clear
indication that decreasing erosion rate or flux tends to give any greater
agreementwith space results for the relative rates of various materials.
As can be seen from the three plots infigure 6, polyethylene and FEPTeflon
show erosion yields relative to Kapton that are generally higher than those
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observed in space, and the relative erosion yields of graphite are lower
than those observed in space. It is interesting to note that although some
facilities are in near agreementwith the space results for each material,
no single facility is in near agreement for all materials.

Figure 7 shows the erosion yields of polyethylene, FEPTeflon, and
pyrolytic graphite as a function of atomic oxygen energy. Becausea limited
numberof types of facilities contributed to this data, the data points tend
to cluster around the thermal energies of RF plasma ashers with limited
energetic beamfacility results. Space test results are also shownon these
plots. As atomic oxygen beamfacilities becomeoperational, greater insight
as to the dependencies upon atomic oxygen energy maybe resolved. In addi-
tion, clarification of the relevance of charged or neutral oxygen might
becomediscernable.

CONCLUSIONS

The NASA Atomic Oxygen Effects Test Program has been established to
compare the low earth orbital simulation characteristics of existing atomic
oxygen test facilities and to utilize the collective data from a multitude
of simulation facilities to promote understanding of mechanism and erosion
yield dependence upon energy, flux, metastables, charge, and environmental
species. To date, 46 participants representing 30 different atomic oxygen
test facilities and 22 organizations are participating in this program.
Although data has not yet been received from most of the program partici-
pants, preliminary results from two energetic beam facilities and four low
energy thermal (or asher) facilities indicate no clear dependence of atomic
oxygen erosion yield upon plasma asher operating pressure, effective atomic
oxygen flux, or atomic oxygen energy.
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TABLEI. - ATOMICOXYGENEROSIONYIELDSOF VARIOUSMATERIALS

MATERIAL EROSIONYIELD, 10-24 CM3/ATOM

Kapton H polyimide 3.0
Mylar polyester 2.7 - 3.9
Polyethylene 3.3 - 3.7
Epoxy 1.7
Polycarbonate 2.9 - 6.0
Polystyrene 1.7
Polysulfone 2.4
Urethane (black, conductive) 0.3
Silver 10,5
Carbon 0.9 - 1.7
ChemglazeZ306 (flat, black) 0.35
FEPTeflon 0.037
Aluminum 0.0
Copper 0.0
Gold 0.0
Platinum 0.0
SiO2 0.0
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TABLEII. - ATOMICOXYGENTESTFACILITIES

ORGANIZATION LOCATION FACILITY DESCRIPTION
TEST PROGRAM
PARTICIPANT

I. Alabama, University of Huntsville, AL
2. Auburn University Auburn, AL

3. Auburn University Auburn, AL
4. Boeing Aerospace Co. Seattle, WA

5. Case Western Reserve Cleveland, OH
University

6. David Sarnoff Research Princeton, NJ
Center

I. General Electric - Philadelphia, PA
Space Division

8. Jet Propulsion Lab Pasadena, CA

9. Jet Propulsion Lab Pasadena, CA

lO. Lockheed Palo Alto Palo Alto, CA
Research

If. Los Alamos National Los Alamos, NM

Laboratory
12. Martin Marietta Denver Denver, CO

Aerospace

13. McDonnell Douglas Huntington Beach,
Astronautics Co. CA

14. NASA - Ames Research Moffett Field, CA
Center

15. NASA - Ames Research Moffett Field, CA
Center

16. NASA - Ames Research Moffett Field, CA
Center

17. NASA - Johnson Space Houston, TX
Center

18. NASA - Johnson Space Houston, TX
Center

Ig. NASA - Langley Research Hampton, VA
Center

20. NASA - Langley Research Hampton, VA
Center

21. NASA - Lewis Research Cleveland, OH
Center

22. NASA - Lewis Research Cleveland, OH
Center

23. NASA - Lewis Research Cleveland, OH
Center

24. NASA - Marshall Space MSFC, AL

Flight Center

25. Nebraska, University of Lincoln, NE
26. Physical Sciences, Inc. Andover, MA

27. Princeton Plasma Princeton, NJ

Physics Laboratory

28. Texas, University of Austin, TX

29. Toronto, University of Downsview, Ontario

(Aerospace Institute) Canada

30. Vanderbilt University Nashville, TN

Thermal A/O source

RF plasma excited N is reacted with NO

gas to produce thermal ground state A/O
RF plasma asher

Low frequency RF plasma; samples located

downstream from glow

Variable energy ion gun

Single grid, low energy ion source

Single grid ion source with charge
exchange

Formation of O- by dissociative

attachment. Electrostatic acceleration

of ions to final energy, then photo-
detachment of electrons from ions with

a laser

Pulsed laser induced breakdown followed

by expansion through a nozzle

RF plasma asher

Continuous laser heated discharge

Ion gun; magnet for charge/mass
selection; multi stage aperture for

beam deceleration; deflection

RF plasma system with Faraday cage

Microwave discharge, multisample
chamber

RF 02 plasma; samples downstream from
plasma glow
RF plasma with sample downstream from

glow; sample is UV shielded
Flowing afterglow

RF plasma asher

RF plasma asher

Electron stimulated desorption from
mesh

Electron bombardment gridless ion source

RF plasma asher run on air

Dissociation and ionization in tunable

microwave cavity followed by electro-
static acceleration

Electron bombardment ion source with

electromagnetic charge/mass selection
downstream, then deceleration with

charge neutralization and deflection
of non-neutralized ions

RF plasma asher
Pulsed laser induced breakdown followed

by expansion through a nozzle

Neutralization of ions formed in plasma
by biased plate

Ion beam with charge exchange

Microwave generated plasma. Noble gas

carrier transports A/O through skimmer

to produce high flux density

Ion gun. Wein filter for charge state

selection; deceleration of ions through
system of grids; grazing incidence

impact with polished nickel surface to
neutralize ions. Electrostatic deflec-

tion of non-neutralized ions

John Gregory
Charles Neely

Bruce Tatarchuk

Gary Pippin

Roger Bourassa
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James Lloyd
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C. A. Smith
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TABLE III. - COMPARISON OF ATOMIC OXYGEN TEST PROGRAM MATERIALS
PROPERTIES AND SPACE TEST RESULTS

Material

Kapton H or HN

Polyethylene

FEP Teflon

Pyrolytic

rraphite

4ighly oriented

pyrolytic
iraphite

Density,

9m/cm3

1.42

0.918

2.15

2.2

2.26

Range of Erosion
Yields from Space
Tests, cm3/atom

10-24 cm3/atom

1.5 - 3.1

3.3 - 3.7

0.0 - 0.5

0.9 - 1.7

0.9 - 1.7

Erosion Yield Most

Con_only Agreed Upon
from Space Tests

I0-24 Ratio Relative

cm3/atom to Kapton H

3.0 1.0

3.3 1.1

0.037 0.012

1.2 0.40

1.2 0.40

Mass Loss Rate per

Area on STS-8*,

10-8 gm/(cm2sec)

1.01

0.715

0.0188

0.623

0.640

Assuming STS-8 flux = 2.36 x 1015 atoms/(cm2sec)

or fluence = 3.5 x iO20 atoms/cm 2

and exposure duration = 41.17 hours
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MATERIALS SELECTION FOR LONG LIFE IN LEO: A CRITICAL EVALUATION OF

ATOMIC OXYGEN TESTING WITH THERMAL ATOM SYSTEMS

S. L. Koontz, J. Kuminecz, L. Leger, and P. Nordine

NASA/Johnson Space Center

Abstract

The use of thermal atom test methods as a materials selection and screening

technique for low-Earth orbit (LEO) spacecraft is critically evaluated in

this paper. The chemistry and physics of thermal atom environments are

compared to the LEO environment. The relative reactivities of a number of

materials determined in thermal atom environments are compared to those

observed in LEO and in high quality LEO simulations. Reaction efficiencies

(cm3 atom-l) measured in a new type of thermal atom apparatus are one-

hundredth to one-thousandth those observed in LEO, and many materials

showing nearly identical reactivities in LEO show relative reactivities

differing by as much as a factor of 8 in thermal atom systems. A simple

phenomenological kinetic model for the reaction of oxygen atoms with organic

materials can be used to explain the differences in reactivity in different

environments. Certain specific thermal atom test environments can be used

as reliable materials screening tools. Using thermal atom methods to

predict material lifetime in LEO requires direct calibration of the method

against LEO data or high quality simulation data for each material.

Introduction

Materials degradation resulting from atomic oxygen attack is an important

long life issue for spacecraft operating in the low Earth orbit (LEO)

environment. The cost and limited availability of materials test time in

flight or in high quality LEO environment simulators has generated

considerable interest in the use of thermal energy (O.O4 to O.1 eV) oxygen

atoms for materials testing. Thermal atom methods include oxygen plasma

ashing, low pressure flowing discharges, and thermal energy beams. While
most of these methods can deliver a useful flux of thermal oxygen atoms to

the surface of a material test specimen, several fundamental issues need to

be resolved before the results of thermal atom testing can be used to

support materials selection and development or to estimate the functional

life of spacecraft in the LEO environment.

In this paper a critical evaluation of the various thermal atom test methods

is presented. The important differences between the thermal atom test

environments and the LEO environment are reviewedas are the ways in which

various environmental factors may influence materials reactivity

measurements. Finally, materials reactivity measurements in several thermal

atom environments are compared with measurements made in LEO or in the high

quality LEO simulation at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)24. The

reactivities of organic materials and graphites are the primary focus of

this paper. Only passing attention is given to the reactivities of metals

and semiconductors. Many of the materials reactivity measurements were made

in a new type of flowing discharge apparatus reported here for the first
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time. The new apparatus is designed to permit a reasonably accurate
estimate of the thermal atom flux at the surface of a material test specimen
so that reaction efficiencies can be measuredat thermal energies. Thermal
atom reactivition efficiencies of several materials are reported here for
the first time. The limitations of the reactivity and reaction efficiency
measurementsare discussed. The availability of direct measurementsof
materials reactivities in LEO, the LANLsimulation facility, and three
different thermal atom environments led naturally to the development of a
phenomenological kinetic model for the reaction of oxygen atoms with organic
surfaces over the range of energies 0.03 to 5 eV. While still highly
speculative, we present the model here to stimulate discussion and further
work in the atomic oxygen community. Spacelimitation prevents any
discussion of atomic oxygen damagemorphology. Morphology will be treated
in detail in future publications.

Background

Spacecraft operating at altitudes between 200 and 900 km are operating in

LEO, where the residual atmosphere is composed predominantly of oxygen atoms

with comparable concentrations of nitrogen molecules up to 400 kml,2.

Spacecraft orbiting at these altitudes travel at velocities of 8 to 12

km/sec (depending on eccentricity), so that ambient oxygen atoms strike ram

oriented spacecraft surfaces with translational energies of 5 to 8 eV. The

atom flux depends on altitude, solar activity, orbital inclination, and time

of dayl,2, with about 1015 atoms cm-2 sec-1 being a nominal value for the

NASA Space Station. The effects of the oxygen atom ram flux on about 300

different materials have been investigated in three Space Shuttle flight

experiments and one satellite recovery, and are summarized in Table I.

Detailed treatments of the flight data are found in references 3 through 23.

Impact on spacecraft design is discussed in refrences 25, 26, and 27. It

has been well-established that oxidation reactions are the mechanistic basis

for materials degradation by atomic oxygen in LEO27. No significant

contribution from ablation or sputtering has been demonstrated at this

writing.

In addition to oxygen atoms, surfaces in the LEO environment encounter low

energy charged particles (ionospheric plasma), solar ultraviolet and vacuum

ultraviolet (UV and VUV). In polar orbit, high energy charged particles

will also be encountered25. Synergism between oxygen and other

environmental factors is expected to influence the reaction efficiencies of

materials in some circumstances but has not yet been investigated in a

systematic way. Thermal atom test environments differ significantly from

the LEO environment is several important respects. The translational energy

of the atoms is about 0.04 eV, not 5.0 eV. In many thermal atom

environments, molecular oxygen is more abundent than atomic oxygen and may

influence measurements. The relative dose of UV and VUV radiation varies

from one type of thermal atom system to another and is not generally well

characterized. Finally, some thermal atom environments expose sample

materials to a plasma environment much more severe than the ionospheric

plasma in LEO and can also heat conductive samples by radio frequency

induction. The thermal atomenvironments investigated in this work are

compared, in a general way, with the LEO environment in Table II. The radio

frequency (RF) plasma asher and the flowing afterglow are discussed at

greater length in the next two sections.
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The RF Plasma Asher Environment

The RF plasma asher can be operated over a fairly wide range of pressures

and RF powers, producing a wide range of environments. When operating with

pure oxygen as the source gas, atomic oxygen yield can vary from I to 60

percent, depending on a number of operating variables. Similarly, charged

particle density and temperature as well as ultraviolet (UV) flux and

spectra can vary over fairly wide ranges28-3 I. Asher environments share one

common factor, however. The sample material is always exposed directly to a

plasma and an RF field, unless a faraday cage is used to enclose the sample
material32,33. The RF field can heat conducting samples, or samples

containing conducting components, by induction. Charged particle and UV

bombardment of the sample can dramatically change the atomic oxygen

reactivity, as shown in the results section below. Charged particle

bombardment is a common technique for controlling morphology and reactivity

in the fabrication of semiconductor devices34-36.

The most striking differences between the LEO environment and the asher

environment are the kinetic energy of the oxygen atoms, the very large flux

of oxygen molecules and UV/VUV photons which also strike the test specimen

surface. Atoms in LEO have a translational energy of 5 eV, while those in

the asher are between 0.04 and 0.06 eV.

For a dissociation yield of 2 percent at a total pressure of 2 torr the

oxygen molecule flux on any surface in the plasma is I x 1021 molecules cm-2

sec-1, while the atom flux is only 4 x 1019. By themselves, the oxygen

molecules are inert, but they can react with sites created by oxygen atom

attack in some materials, as indicated by the formation of organic peroxide

radicals from alkyl radicals and oxygen in the gas phase37 as well as the

photochemical weathering of polymers38. Ozone, hydroxyl radical, and

molecular oxygen in excited states are also potential reactants at the

sample surface.

Ultraviolet radiation deserves special mention because low pressure

discharges in oxygen are a popular means of generating the 130 nm (9.4 eV)

resonance line of atomic oxygen. In LEO the flux of short wavelength (high

energy) UV radiation is determined by the solar Lyman Alpha line at 121.6 nm

(10.1 eV) with a typical flux of about 4 xiO11 photons cm-2 sec-1 nm-1 in

LEO. In discharge lamps and plasma ashers, the flux at the oxygen line can

be thousands of times higher, providing more opportunity for photochemistry

with these high energy, bond-breaking photons39,40.

The Flowing Afterglow Environment

The flowing afterglow environment is much easier to define than the plasma

asher environment. In the flowing afterglow method, a gas containing oxygen

flows through a microwave or RF discharge region where oxygen atoms are

produced37,41. The gas then flows out of the discharge region and cools to

near room temperature before contacting the surface of the test material.

The flowing afterglow has a long and venerable history as a device for

studying the kinetics of oxygen atom reactions in the gas phase37,41-43, but

has seen only limited use in the study of surface reactions44,49. The total

pressure of the gas is usually between O.1 and 2 torr. Pure oxygen or
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oxygen diluted in an inert gas such as argon or helium maybe used37,41.
The flowing afterglow environment consists of a gas at or near room
temperature and containing ground state oxygen atoms and molecules. Low
levels of metastable excited states of molecular and atomic oxygen have been
observed in flowing afterglows in somecircumstances41. The concentration
of ions and electrons is negligible37,41, and it is easy to configure the
test specimenso that no electromagnetic radiation from the discharge zone
reaches the sample. Whenusing pure oxygenas the operating gas, low levels
of water vapor (about 0.3 percent by volume) are added to boost oxygen atom
yield.

If the concentration of oxygen atoms and the temperature in the gas near the
samplesurface can be measuredor estimated, the atom flux and kinetic
energy at the surface can be calculated from classical kinetic theory50,51.
The surface flux is simply the atom concentration near the surface
multiplied by one-fourth the gas kinetic speed (F=[O]v/4), and the kinetic
energy distribution can be calculated directly from the Boltzman equation
(E=3kT/2).

Atomsreaching the surface are lost as a result of reaction with the
substrate or recombination to form molecular oxygen. The atom concentration
near the surface dependson the relative rates of transport to, and atom
loss at, the surface, as well as losses in the gas phase and on other
surfaces in the system52. It is possible that sometest system
configurations produce transport limited surface reaction measurements
instead of true surface reactivities. Ananalysis of the transport-reaction
process is a vital part of test system design and an important aid in
understanding test data.

Oxygenatoms are only one of several species striking the test specimen
surface. Molecular oxygen, ozone, and hydroxyl radical are also potential
reactants, as in the plasma asher environment. The major differences
betweenthe asher and the afterglow rest in the flux of excited species,
charged particles, and UVphotons at the sample surface, which is much
smaller for the afterglow than the asher28,41.

Experimental

Reaction effeciencies with thermal atomswere measured in two different
thermal atom systems. Plasmaasher measurementswere conducted in an LFE
Corporation model LTA-302 low temperature plasma asher, operating at 13.56
MHz. Forward Rf powers ranging from 10 to 100 watts were used with working
gas pressures ranging from 0.1 to 2 tort. The test matrix is given in the
results section below. The working gas was Liquid Air Corporation
analyzed (>99.5 percent pure) avaitor's breathing oxygen (MIL-0-27210 E),
containing 12 ppmtotal hydrocarbon and less than 4 ppmwater vapor. Except
for highly oriented polycrystalline graphite (HOPG)and pyrolytic graphite,
all test samples were 2.54 cm diameter disks of film material. Test
specimenswere exposed to the plasma environment in a pyrex glass sample
holder which positioned the samples horizontally on the long axis of the
plasma chambers (parallel to the axis of the field coil), as shown in
figure I. The samples rested on a pyrex glass plate. A pyrex cover plate
having three 2.03 cmdiameter holes (one for each sample position) covered
the samples and exposed 3.24 cm2of the sample material. The cover plate
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protected the edges of the sample from attack by the plasma environment.
Other investigators have observed enhancedattack at the edges of organic
film samplesplaced in oxygen plasmas53,54. Only the center and forward
(i.e., torward the chamberdoor) sample positions were used in this study.
No attempt wasmadeto measurethe atomic oxygen concentration in the asher
for this study, but the molecular oxygen flux is almost certainly much
larger than the atomic oxygen flux at any sample surface. Oxygenatom
kinetic energy is estimated to be between0.04 and 0.05 eV (Temperature is
uncertain in the nonequilibrium environment of the asher).

The flowing afterglow apparatus is shownin figure 2. A Raytheon PGM-IO
microwavepower supply operating at 2450 MHzwas used with an Evenson-type
discharge cavity to generate a discharge in flowing oxygen gas at pressures
between0.2 and 2 torr. The forced air cooled Evensoncavity was placed
near the center of a 20-cm long, 1-cmI.D. quartz tube. About 9 cm
downstreamfrom the discharge chamber, the inside diameter of the flow
system increased to 4.0 cm. A valve for introduction of NO2titrant gas was
placed 14 cmdownstreamfrom the discharge region, and the sidearm-sample-
holder assemblywasplaced 53 cmdownstreamfrom the discharge region. A
cold trap wasmaintained at -50°C between the flow system and a rotary vane
vacuumpump. Flow system pressure was measuredwith an MKSbaratron
capacatencemanometer. All glassware was given a final cleaning before use
by soaking overnight, first in concentrated nitric acid and then in
concentrated hydrochloric acid, with a final rinse in demineralized
distilled water.

Avaitor's breathing oxygen from Liquid Air Corporation (>99.5 percent pure,
MIL-O-27210E), containing less than 14 ppmhydrocarbon and 0.5 ppmwater
vapor, wasused as the working gas. The gas flow rate wasmeasuredwith a
calibrated MKS,Inc. massflow meter. About 10 percent of the total gas
flow was diverted through a humidification chamberoperated at 1.4 atm and
24°C. As a result, the working gas in the afterglow contained about 0.3
percent water vapor, the value which gave a maximumyield of oxygen atoms as
measuredby both titration and catalytic probes. Oxygenconcentrations of 3
to 4 x 1015atoms/cm3were obtained at the titration point, with about
I x 1014at the sample position. For a working pressure of 2.0 torr, the
oxygen flow rate was 93.2 sccm, which corresponds to an average linear
velocity of 58 cm/sec and a Renyolds numberof 0.0036. In 2 torr of pure
oxygen, the half life of atomic oxygen is 0.O17 seconds, due almost entirely
to recombination. The half life for ozone formation is 0.379 seconds1,37.
Water vapor should be completely converted to hydroxyl radical near the
discharge region, but hydroxyl is lost rapidly by surface reactions on pyrex
glass flow systems, so that hydroxyl concentrations at the sample are
believed to be negligable37. As was the case for the asher, the molecular
oxygen flux is muchgreater than the atomic oxygen flux.

Afterglow oxygenatom concentrations were measuredby chemiluminescent
titration with NO237,41and with catalytic recombination probes prepared by
coating copper-constant-thermocouples with molten silver55,58. The atom
kinetic energy is estimated as E = 3kT/2 = 0.039 eV.

Except for the HOPG,all afterglow material samples were run as 1.90 cm
diameter disks. Whenmountedat the sample position at the end of a side-
arm in the flowing afterglow system, 1.59 cm2of the sample disk is exposed
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to atomic oxygen. The remainder of the sample rests on the end of the side-
arm tube and is protected from attack. The end of the side-arm tube does
not form a vacuumseal with the sample film. A 1.90 cmdiameter black
anodized aluminumplug presses aginst the back side of the sample and
contains a heating element and thermocouple which permit the sample to be
heated to a knowntemperature. The assembly is held in place and a vacuum
is maintained with a modified 1.90 cmCajon tubing union as shown in figure
2.

Kapton HN, FEPteflon, polyethylene, Tedlar, and Mylar samples were all cut
from sheets of 2 mil film. The Kapton, FEPteflon, polyethylene, pyrolytic
graphite and HOPGwere obtained from Bruce Banks at NASA's Lewis Research
Center as part of the atomic oxygen effects test program (oxygen effects
round-robin). The pyrolytic graphites were cut into a 1.90 cm diameter
disks. Tedlar and Mylar film sampleswere obtained from E. I. duPont de
Nemoursand Co., Inc. All samples except the HOPGwere cleaned by brief
rinsing with optical grade solvent, a mixture of 1,1,1, trichloroethylene
(75 percent) and ethanol (25 percent) from Analytical Research Laboratories,
Monrovia, California. The samesamplepreparation procedure was used for
JSCflight samples for STS-8 and for samplesprepared at JSCfor test in the
LANLhigh energy beamsystem 59. After air drying, the samples were stored
in a dessicator for at least 48 hours before use. Clean surfaces of HOPG
were prepared by applying adhesive tape to the basal plane of the crystal
and peeling the top layer, leaving a fresh, clean surface. The HOPGwas
exposeddirectly to the afterglow environment at the end of a sidearm, with
no attempt to protect the sides of the square sample from reaction. The
HOPGsamples were squares, about I cm on an edge and less than 0.3 cm thick.

Results and Discussion

All the materials examined in the RF asher showeddramatic variation in
reaction rates, with changes in RF powerand total pressure. The samples in
the rear and middle sample positions were weighed at various times during
the exposure and the massloss rate determined by a linear regression
analysis of sample massand time (M(t) = Mo - R't). The correlation
coefficient (Pearson's r) was better than -0.99 for most data and never
becamegreater than -0.98, indicating a good fit to a linear model. Plots
of the mass loss data for somematerials indicated a brief nonlinear
induction period early in the test, but the effect on the data fit was
small. A typical data plot is shownin figure 3. Table III shows the values
of R/A (units of mgcm-2 min-1) and the standard deviation calculated by
averaging the rates for both sample positions. Inspection of the data in
Table III clearly shows that polyethylene has a muchhigher mass loss rate
than Kapton for all combinations of RFpower and total pressure used.
Teflon also has a higher mass loss rate than Kapton under most conditions.

Trends in the asher data are more easily discerned if the data is
normalized and presented as relative rates. In Table IV the rate is
normalized to the Kapton rate for a given set of asher conditions; and in
Table V the rates are normalized to the 2 torr, 100 watt condition for each
material. Comparisonof Tables IV and I shows that the 2 torr, 100 watt
condition gives the best agreementwith the flight results; but even so, the
agreement is qualitative at best. Inspection of Table V shows that Kapton,
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polyethylene, and single crystal graphite showsimilar relative changes in
rate with conditions, but that FEP teflon does not, suggesting that FEP
teflon is responding to different environmental factors than the other
materials, or perhaps reacting by a different mechanism. The reactivity of
FEPteflon is greatest at high RFpower and low total pressure, suggesting
that chargedparticle or photochemical effects dominate the reaction of
fluorocarbons in the asher environment.

Reaction rates obtained in the flowing afterglow were substantially lower
than those obtained in the asher. Reaction rates in the flowing afterglow
were determined by both single time measurements(R = (MI - M2)/(tl - t2))
and by measurementof sample massat several times, followed by linear
regression analysis (M(t) = Mo - R't), as for the asher. Correlation
coefficients better than -0.99 were obtained in most cases, and data plots
showno evidence of nonlinearity. A typical data plot is shown in figure 4.
Oxygenatom concentrations were determined by NO2titration during each run,
and rates were corrected for changes in atom concentration. The average
rates, relative rates, and reaction efficiencies are reported in Table VI.

The relative rates of polyethylene and single crystal graphite are nearly
the samefor the asher and the afterglow. Significantly, the relative rate
for FEPteflon was muchlower than that observed in the asher, supporting
the idea that the teflon reaction in the asher depends on factors other
than, or in addition to, atomic oxygen. Tedlar and Mylar also gave relative
rates muchhigher than Kapton in the afterglow. Except for Teflon, these
materials showednearly the samereaction efficiency as Kapton in LEOand in
the LANLbeam60.

Reducingthe afterglow total pressure and oxygen atom concentration by a
factor of 10 gave rates about one-tenth those observed at higher pressure
and oxygen concentration. Similar results have been observed by at least one
other group, using a plasma asher with an optional faraday cage61. With no
faraday cage, plasma directly contacts the sample surface, and the relative
rates observed are muchthe sameas those reported here. Whenthe samples
are placed inside the faraday cage, the plasma cannot comeinto direct
contact with the sample surface. Reactive species diffuse to the sample
through openings in the faraday cage, so that the environment is more like
that in the afterglow. Whenthe samples are placed inside the faraday cage,
the relative rates are comparable to those reported here for the afterglow.

The reaction efficiency of materials with oxygen atoms at thermal energies
(3kT/2 = 0.039 eV) has been the subject of considerable uncertainty and
speculation, though the bulk of the evidence available to date suggests that
thermal atomsare much less reactive than hyperthermal atoms62. The data
shownin Table VI indicate reaction efficiencies one-hundredth to one-
thousandth those observed in flight (5 eV) or in the hyperthermal beam(3
eV) at LANL. The thermal atom reaction efficiencies reported here do agree
in magnitude with those reported by other workers62,63 using thermal energy
beamsystems. More work is needed to improve the precision and accuracy of
these reaction efficiencies. Molecular oxygen is the most abundant species
striking any surface in the asher or the afterglow, and molecular oxygen
should react with organic radical sites produced by oxygen atoms38. The
effects of molecular oxygen and other species, such as ozone and hydroxyl
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radical, are being evaluated as part of an ongoing project at the Materials
Branch, JohnsonSpaceCenter.

As shownabove, the thermal atom test systems reported here produce
materials reactivities very different from those observed in LEOor in high
quality LEOsimulations. Most important, while the relative reactivities of
Kapton, polyethylene, Tedlar, and Mylar lie within a few percent of each
other in LEOand in the LANLbeam, they range over an order of magnitude in
the thermal atom systems. If the reaction effeciencies of Kapton, Mylar,
Tedlar, and polyethylene are plotted vs the atomic fraction of aliphatic
hydrogen (fraction R-H) in the polymer repeat unit, we obtain the results
shownin figure 5. The correlation coefficient for reaction efficiency and
fraction R-H is 0.98, indicating a strong relationship between chemical
structure and reactivity in the afterglow. Relationships between chemical
structure and reactivity have also been reported for the asher environment
in connection with photoresist stripping64.

Manyof the observations presented above can be rationalized with a simple
phenomenologicalmodel describing the kinetics of mass loss whena
hydrocarbon polymer is attacked by atomic oxygen. The essentials of the
modelare shownin figure 6. Massloss occurs sequentially. First,
hydrogen atoms are removed, and then moremassive atoms, such as carbon.
The key idea here is that the hydrogen abstraction rate (kl) has a strong
dependenceon atom kinetic energy, and also varies substantially with the
type and quantity of C-H bonds in the material. The rate constant for
oxygen attack, with mass loss, on the hydrogen depleted surface (k2) is the
samefor the materials studied. Fresh surface is exposed at a rate which
dependson net massloss through a proportionality constant k3. Both
reaction rates dependon atom kinetic energy and sample surface temperature,
but the hydrogen abstraction rate is limiting at thermal energies, as first
proposed by GrammArnold62. If the Arrhenius activation energies and pre-
exponential factors for oxygen atom reaction with gas phase organic
compoundscan be used as a guide, then an activation energy of about 0.3 eV
for hydrogen atom abstraction can be expected with pre-exponential factors
which vary by as muchas a factor of 10 for different hydrocarbons42.

If most of the oxygen atom kinetic energy is available for overcoming
activation barriers, then as kinetic energy increases from 0.04 eV to 5 eV,
the activation barrier for hydrogen atomabstraction will be exceeded and kl
will becomevery large. Equation 4 showsthat whenthis happens the mass
loss rate will be determined by k2, and all hydrocarbon materials will have
the sameor similar mass loss rates as observed in LEO. Table I shows
several organics, for exampleepoxy and polybenzimidazole, for which k2 is
different from that for the four materials considered here, perhaps due to
effects of the massive heteroatoms. Polymers containing silicone groups
form an inert surface oxide layer which prevents or slows further attack.

Su.wnaryand Conclusions

The thermal atom test environments examinedas a part of this work produce
relative material reactivities and reaction effeciencies markedly different
from those produced in LEOor in high quality simulations for several
different materials. The LFE corporation LTA-302 plasma asher produces the
best (i.e., most like the LEOrates)'relative rates with 2 torr of oxygen
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and 100 watts of forward power; but even better relative rates are produced
whena faraday cage is used to isolate samples from the plasma
environment61. In either environment, materials which have nearly the same
relative rates in LEOvary by a factor of as muchas 10, even when the
faraday cage is used. These results are not suprising, given the radical
differences between the LEOenvironment and the plasma environment in the
asher.

The JSCflowing afterglow produced better relative rates than the LTA-302,
and reaction efficiencies betweenone-hundredth and one-thousandth those
observed in LEOor in the LANLbeam. Massloss rates were much lower in the
afterglow, as presently configured, due mostly to lower atom flux at the
sample surface. Work is in progress to increase the atom flux produced by
the afterglow.

The thermal atom test methods examined to date can function as materials
screening tools, but only if used cautiously. Accurate life-on-orbit data
cannot be producedunless the thermal atom method is calibrated using LEOor
high quality simulation data. Care must be taken to avoid environments where
photochemical or charged particle processes can swampor confuse oxygen
effects data. The flowing afterglow, the asher-faraday cage combination,
and the asher at high oxygen pressure seemthe best candidates for
developmentinto reliable screening tests at this time. Even so, the
environments are still very unlike the LEOenvironment, and manyquestions
remain to be answered before a reliable screening test can be said to exist.
The role of molecular oxygen, if any, and other potential reactants is not
clear at this time. Most important, the nature of oxygen atom translational
energy effects must be understood as it impacts the chemistry of a wide
range of materials.
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Figure 3.- Sample mass in milligrams vs exposure time for FEP teflon.

Typical mass loss data drom exposure of materials to the plasma asher

environment. The total pressure was 0.1 torr and the RF power was 10

watts. The small nonlinearity at early exposure times is not typical

of all materials and conditions.
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Figure 4.- Sample mass in milligrams vs exposure time hours. Typical mass

loss data for exposure of Kapton, Mylar, Tedlar, and polyethylene films to

the flowing afterglow thermal atom environment. The oxygen atom flux was

2.1 x IOE18 atoms cm-2 sec-1, and the total pressure was 2 torr.
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Figure 5.- Reaction effeciency, r is plotted against the aliphatic
hydrogen fraction RH in the polymer repeat unit.
RH = # aliphatic hydrogens/total number of atoms. A log plot is used only

as a convenience for display of the wide data range. The correlation
coefficient for RH and r is 0.969. The correlation coefficient for RH and

log(r) is 0.967.
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M : sample massper square centimeter

[R-H] : surface concentration of reactive hydrogen, atoms cm-2

[R- ] = surface concentration of dehydrogenated massloss sites,
molecules cm-2

8 = fraction of surface in [R-] state, i.e. fractional
dehydrogenation.

At steady state all surface concentrations are constant. The rate
constants kl and k2 contain the atomic oxygen flux implicitly;
e.g., kl = KIF, k2 = K2F where F is flux in atoms cm-2 min-I.

(I) d[R-H]/dt = -ki(I-8) + k3dM/dt = 0

(2) d[R- ]/dt = -k28 + ki(I-8) = 0

The chemical reaction rates are related to the mass loss rate.

(3) dM/dt = -Ak2e -Bk1(1-O) = constant (see figures 3 and 4)

A and B are proportionality constants relating mass loss to particular
chemical reaction rates.

Combining equations 1,2, and 3 we obtain

I
(4) dM/dt :

k3/k2 -1/Bk1(1 + Ak3)

Figure 6.- The essentials of a simple phenomenological model describing
the kinetics of mass loss whena hydrocarbon polymer is attacked by atomic
oxygen.
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TABLEI.- MATERIALSREACTIVITYDATAIN LEOANDLANLBEAM

Material Rel. Rates*
Reaction Efficiency cm3/atom

LEO(3-23) LANL(24,60)

Kapton I 3.0 x 10-24

Polyethylene 0.9 3.7 x 10-24

FEPTeflon < 0.03 < 0.05 x 10-24

Mylar I 3.4 x 10-24

Tedlar I 3.2 x 10-24

Graphite 0.7 0.9 - 1.7 x 10-24
(various forms)

Polybenzimidazole 0.5 1.5 x 10-24

Polysulfone 0.8 2.4 x 10-24

Siloxane-imide block 0.1 0.3 x 10-24
copolymers (25%/75%)

Epoxy 0.6 1.7 x 10-24

FEPTeflon 0.6 I x 10-24
(Solar Max)

*Mass loss rates in LEOnormalized to Kapton rate.

2.7 x 10-24

2.8 x 10-24

7.7 x 10-25

10-24

TABLEII.- COMPARISONOFENVIRONMENTS

Environment 0 Atom flux,
Energy

02 molecule Electron den-
flux, Energy sity, Energy

VUVflux,
wavelength

LEO

Plasma
Asher

1015atoms cm-2 sec4 1013
5 eV 10 eV

1019-1020 1021
0.04-0.06 eV 0.04-0.06 eV

1021
0.04 eV

Flowing 1018-1019
Afterglow 0.04 eV

105-106 e cm-3 _4xI011
0.1 eV 121.6mm

109-1012e cm-3 1012 to 1014
I to 10 eV 130mm

<108 e cm-3 0
0.04 eV
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TABLEIII.- MATERIALSREACTIVITYDATA- PLASMAASHERENVIRONMENTS

Pressure RF Kapton* Polyethylene* FEPTeflon* HOPGGraphite*
(torr) (watts)

2 100 1.6 ± 0.3 5.3 ± 0.2 0.27 ± 0.005 0.59 ± 0.006

2 50 0.06 ± 0.01 0.5 ± 0.2 0.18 ± 0.04

0.4 50 0.80 ± 0.2 3.2 ± 0.5 0.49 ± 0.06

0.1 1OO O.71 ± 0.2 3.6 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 0.09 0.24 ± 0.06

0.1 10 O.12 ± 0.O1 0.45 -+ 0.02 0.26 ± 0.02

*Mass loss rates in mgmin-1 cm-2 x 100

TABLEIV.- MASSLOSSRATESRELATIVETO KAPTON
(mass loss rate divided by Kapton rate)

Pressure RF
(torr) (watts)

Kapton Polyethylene FEPTeflon HOPGGraphite

2 100 I .0 3.4 O.17 O.12

2 50 I . 0 8.5 3.0

0.4 50 1.0 4.0 0.6

0.1 100 1.0 5.1 1.6 0.09

0.1 i0 1.0 3.6 2.1
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TABLEV.- MASSLOSSRATESRELATIVETO2 TORR,100 WATTSCONDITION
(mass loss rate/2 tort, 100 watt rate)

Pressure RF Kapton Polyethylene FEPTeflon HOPGGraphite
(torr) (watts)

2 100 I .0 I .0 I .0 I .0

2 50 0.04 O.I 0.7

0.4 50 0.5 0.6 1.8

O.I 100 0.4 0.7 4.2 0.4

O. I 10 0.08 0.08 I .0

TABLEVI.- FLOWINGAFTERGLOWMATERIALSREACTIVITYDATA

Material Rel. rate
(mass loss)

MassLoss Rate*
{mg cm-2 min-1)

Kapton

Polyeth.

FEPTeflon

Mylar

Tedlar

Graph. (HOPG)

Graph. (Pyro)

Reaction Efficiency*
(cm3 per atom)

I (2.9 + 0.3) x 10-4 2.6 x 10-27

4.1 (1.2 + 0.2) x 10-3 2.2 x 10-26

0.07 (2 + 5) x 10-5 < 10-28

2.4 (7.0 + 0.05) x 10-4 4.1 x 10-27

5.9 (1.7 + 0.24) x 10-3 1.7 x 10-26

0.2 6 x 10-5 2 x 10-28

0.07 2 x 10-5 0.5 x 10-28

* Average atom flux : I x 1020 atoms cm-2 min-1
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ATOMIC OXYGEN STUDIES ON POLYMERS

W. D. Morison, R. C. Tennyson, J. B. French, T. Braithwaite
University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace Studies

M. Moisan and J. Hubert
Universit6 de MontrEal

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this research investigation was to study the effects of atomic
oxygen on the erosion of polymer based materials. This report describes the
development of an atomic oxygen 'neutral' beam facility using a 'SURFATRON' surface
wave launcher that can produce beam energies between 2 and 3 eV at flux levels as
high as ~1017 atoms/cm2-sec. Thin film dielectric materials were studied to

determine recession rates and reaction efficiencies (Re) as a function of incident
beam energy and fluence. Accelerated testing was also demonstrated and the values
of Re compared to available space flight data. In addition, SEM photomicrographs
of the samples' surface morphology were compared to flight test specimens.

INTRODUCTION

The space environment is characterized by the presence of charged particles,
various atomic species (in low concentrations), "vacuum", micrometeoroids,
radiation, temperature extremes and man-made debris. To some degree, all of these
factors influence the design of satellites, depending upon the orbital altitude. Of
particular concern is the presence of atomic oxygen, the concentration of which is
shown in figure I (ref. I) along with other atomic species and charged particles.
The operation of many satellites, the Space Shuttle and the future U.S. Space
Station, in low earth orbit (LEO), presents a major design problem since it is well
established that atomic oxygen seriously erodes many of the commonly employed
spacecraft materials (see ref. 2, for example). Although the concentration values
shown in figure I may appear to be insignificant compared to the particle
concentration at the earth's surface (~I019/cm3), the actual flux of atoms impinging

on an orbiting vehicle is quite high because of the satellite orbital velocity of ~8
km/sec (corresponding to an incident atomic oxygen energy of ~5 eV. Figure 2 (ref.

3) presents a plot of the incident flux as a function of altitude and solar

activity. For reference purposes, the space shuttle altitude is indicated,

corresponding to a flux of between 1014 ~ 1015 (atoms/cm2-sec).

To qualify materials for spacecraft applications, it is necessary to assess

*Financial support for this research was provided by the Auburn University Space
Power Institute, Subcontract No. 86-207, issued under their Prime Contract No.

N60921-86-C-A226 with the U.S. Naval Surface Weapons Center (Dalgren, Va.) and the
Ontario Centre for Advanced Materials under Grant No. TP2-325.
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their sensitivity to atomic oxygen, as measured by their reaction efficiency (Re)
at orbital conditions. This is defined to be the volume of material lost per
incident oxygen atom. Up to this point in time, limited flight test data at LEO
conditions is available (see ref. 4). Consequently, it is imperative that
ground-based systems be developed that can accurately simulate the neutral atomic
oxygen environment in LEO. Such a system is described in this report together with
comparative test data on mass loss rates, reaction efficiencies and surface
morphology changes. Manyof the materials tested in this simulator are compared to
flight test data to ascertain the "validity" of the simulation. It will also be
demonstrated that "accelerated testing" is possible, in that it yields erosion
results consistent with flight data.

UTIAS ATOMIC OXYGEN (AO) BEAM FACILITY

A schematic of the UTIAS AO facility configuration is presented in figure 3.

This system is comprised of three major components (see photographs, fig. 4): a

microwave induced plasma torch, a sampler-skimmer interface, and a vacuum chamber
with the associated support electronics. The plasma torch is used to generate a

stream of essentially neutral oxygen atoms seeded in a helium gas carrier. The

sampler-skimmer system strips off a portion of the lighter carrier gas from the

plasma and produces a diverging AO beam which is then directed into the connecting

vacuum chamber. The chamber, in the form of a glass 'cross', maintains candidate AO

bombardment samples at approximately 10-5 torr, to approximate low earth orbit

spacecraft surface conditions.

SURFACE WAVE LAUNCHER (SURFATRON)

There are various ways of producing plasmas with microwave (>300 MHz) power.

The device used at UTIAS (fig. 5) is referred to as a 'SURFATRON' because it
operates by propagating an electromagnetic surface wave along the plasma column.

With such a device, a wave is excited at a given location along a cylindrical vessel

containing the gas to be ionized. Providing the wave power flow is large enough, as

this wave propagates, its energy is used to sustain the plasma column. It is called

a surface wave because most of the power flows axially, very close to the surface of

the dielectric vessel that contains the plasma column. This situation corresponds

to the wave field decreasing radially, away from the plasma column, in an

exponential-like fashion.

The surface wave is a natural propagation mode (an eigen-mode) along a plasma

column. The efficient transformation of the microwave power into the plasma is a

consequence of the use of this mode.

There are essentially two distinct elements in the SURFATRON surface wave

launcher: the launching gap --a small interstice of circular symmetry through which

the electric field leaks out toward the plasma- and an impedance matching system.

In terms of an equivalent circuit, the gap can be represented by a capacitance and a

resistance, and the impedance matching part is generally equivalent to two LC

circuits (ref. 5). When properly designed and tuned, the two circuit components

cancel out any imaginary component at the launcher input part and permit impedance

matching of the launcher-plasma assembly and the transmission line. This ensures

optimum power transfer from the generator (ref. 6).
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PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

The microwave generated, atmospheric pressure helium plasma has been studied
and characterized in terms of excitation temperature, gas temperature and electron
density (ref. 7).

The SURFATRON is normally operated with a metered 98.5% helium/1.5% oxygen gas
supply and is powered by a 200 Watt, 2450 MHz Microtron microwave power supply. The
plasma is located in a 2 mm ID x 4 mm OD alumina (AL23) discharge tube. The power
is set at 195 W and the total input flow rate is maintained at 3_/min. Under these

conditions, the excitation temperature is on the order of 2800 K, the degree of
dissociation of 02, as determined by mass spectrometer measurements, is
approximately 64 percent, and the fraction of oxygen in the excited state is less
than 1.2 percent (ref. 8).

SAMPLER-SKIMMER SYSTEM

The helium/oxygen plasma is discharged at atmospheric pressure and allowed to
expand supersonically toward the sampler-skimmer system. This system (fig. 6)
consists of two nickel sampling/skimming orifice cones which are separated by an
evacuated, water-cooled interface chamber. As the plasma discharge impinges upon
the sampler cone, a portion of the central plasma core is drawn into the interface.
Further, rapid expansion of the discharge takes place in the interface toward the
skimmer core. A fraction of one percent of the flow through the sampler is stripped
out by the skimmer cone and passed into the test chamber. The skimmer throughput is
a largely mono-energetic, slightly divergent beam of helium, atomic oxygen and
molecular oxygen, with a mean free path in excess of I metre. The interface
pressure and the sampler-skimmer geometry govern the rate of molecular flow through
the skimmer and consequently, the pressure in the test chamber and the atomic oxygen

flux at the target.

Over a period of time, erosion of the sampler cone was observed, as manifested
by an increase in interface pressure. An extensive series of measurements of

the increase in orifice diameter (Ds_) were made as a function of system time.
The results of these tests are given in'figure 7. This data was necessary to permit
accurate calculations of the atomic oxygen flux, as detailed in the Appendix.

TORCH ALIGNMENT

Clearly, the key to conducting a successful experiment is the ability to
produce repeatable results. Results from early operation of the facility suggested
some difficulty associated with the alignment of the torch and the sampler-skimmer
interface.

The optimum system alignment should maximize the amount of atomic oxygen in the
beam. Since slight misalignment of the system leads to entrainment of room air into
the chamber, an alternate approach is simply to minimize the amount of room air
being entrained. Since room air is the system's only source of nitrogen, this is
easily accomplished by tuning the mass spectrometer to the N2+ peak, and adjusting
the SURFATRON's position until the peak height is minimized. The N2+ peak
minimization method proved viable, as AO damage to samples became consistently
better correlated. It was then realized that the total chamber pressure would also
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be minimized along with the partial pressure of the nitrogen. This fact allowed a
more precise alignment, as the Bayard-Alpert gauge is much "smoother" and easier to

read than the mass spectrometer. When coupled to a digital voltmeter, the
Bayard-Alpert gauge permitted the system to be aligned to a fine tolerance.

Subsequent tests demonstrated that this alignment procedure reduced scatter to

approximately 4% (ref. 9).

VACUUM SYSTEM AND ELECTRONICS

The test chamber, a 15 cm diameter x 25 cm diameter 'Visiflow' glass cross

(figs. 3, 4), incorporates fixtures to hold both control and test samples,

Bayard-Alpert and Penning type gauges for pressure measurement, and an Aerovac AVA-1

mass spectrometer for beam analysis. An Edwards 250/200M 'Diffstak' pump extracts

gas from the chamber at a rate of 2300 _/s to produce system pressures on the order
of 10-5 torr.

A time-of-flight chopper system is currently being installed for beam energy

surveys. These features allow complete monitoring of changes in beam properties

such as atomic oxygen flux, energy, average molar mass, and degree of oxygen

dissociation, as the system gas flow and geometry parameters are varied.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ATOMIC OXYGEN BEAM

The enclosed Appendix contains a detailed gas flow analysis for the AO

facility.

BEAM ENERGY

From equation (18) (Appendix), it is clear that for a given molar mass of gas,
measurements of the plasma temperature will define the peak oxygen atom energy.
Since nozzle beam systems produce beams with relatively narrow velocity
distributions (ref. I0), the peak energy will correspond closely to the average
value.

Figure 8 shows plots of beam energy (E) versus molar mix (MmiY) for various

plasma temperatures. As the constituents of the gaseous mixtur4"'(l_e/O2/Ar ) are
varied, corrections to the plasma temperature must be made. The resulting
"adjusted" experimental curve is shown in figure 8.

Because the beam is diverging slightly from the sampler-skimmer interface,

intermolecular collisions in the test chamber are very infrequent. As a result, the

energy distribution within the beam should remain undisturbed, except for a
broadening associated with the beam divergence and the corresponding reduction in

the atomic oxygen flux.

ATOMIC OXYGEN FLUX

From the Appendix, the atomic oxygen flux at some distance xi is given by
equation (13), i.e.,
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3.45xi018
mAO = (atoms/cm 2-sec)

(10.65 + x i)2

for xi _ 7.86 cm.

For the positions defined by 3.93 < x i < 7.86 cm, the significant beam blocking
effect of the sample produces multiple atomic oxygen strikes and enhances the
effective flux such that

1.695x1027
@AO :

(10.65 + x i)B'8
3.93 < x i < 7.86 cm

This phenomenon produces highly accelerated erosion rates for samples in this
region. Figure 9 depicts the flux variation described by the above functions and
shows the relative testing 'acceleration factor', based upon the ratio of the
simulator flux to the nominal atomic oxygen flux in low earth orbit (250 km, :3xlO 14
atoms/cm2-s). Figure 9 clearly shows that acceleration factors, nominally in the
range 3 to 275, are achievable with the present facility configuration.

BEAM EROSION PROFILE

The variation in flux across the beam diameter was assessed initially by

profiling exposed samples using a Sloan Technology Corporation DEKTAK 3030 surface
profile measuring system. This device uses a diamond tipped stylus to scan the
surface of a sample in 2000 steps, with a vertical resolution of 20 pm. Figure I0
shows a plot from the DEKTAK. Because of the irregular surface profiles, it is
difficult to obtain an accurate measurement of the volume of material eroded.

RECESSION RATE PROFILE

One parameter used to assess the erosion effects of atomic oxygen is the
recession rate (R r), which is a measure of the depth of material removed per unit
time (cm/s). When'a thin film is completely eroded, the recession rate is known
exactly at the edge of the hole, and is given by,

Rr = h/t

where h = thickness of film (cm) and t = exposure time (s). If a series of
identical films is exposed to the same beam for varying periods of time, a recession
rate profile can be produced. The plot of R_ versus hole radius should not only
give the recession rate distribution, but should also depict the beam profile in
terms of the cross-sectional variation in flux. Figure_ 11 shows recession rate
versus hole radius for a 2.29xi0 -3 cm (0.9 mil) Kapton--H film. The profile has
been extended out to r = ~i.0 cm although examination of the samples suggests that
the maximum effective beam radius is approximately 0.575 cm. Note that, except for
vertical scaling, the profile of figure II is consistent with the profilimeter
results in figure I0.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

SENSITIVITY TO BEAM ENERGY

A set of experiments was undertaken to determine if the reaction efficiency was
dependent upon the incident AO beam energy. Because of the present upper limit on
energy for the UTIAS AO simulator, it was necessary to demonstrate that material
mass loss rates comparable to those obtained in space flight tests could be
achieved.

From equation (18) (Appendix), it is shown that the beam energy can be

controlled by changing the molar mass (Mmix) of the gas mixture and the plasma
temperature. For the UTIAS system, the temperature change that occurs with varying

M i is given in figure 8. By varying the concentration of the gas mixture
(_e/Yb_/Ar) it was possible to obtain a sensitivity curve of reaction efficiency as a
functlon of beam energy for Kapton, as shown in figure 12. Note that reaction
efficiency for Kapton can be calculated from equation (16) (Appendix) once the mass
loss rate is determined. It is quite apparent that a threshold exists for Kapton
reaction efficiency near 1.5 eV. For comparison purposes, the space flight value
(ref. 2) of 3_I0 -24 cm3/atom is plotted at 5 eV. Similar results were also obtained
for Mylar.

SENSITIVITY TO BEAM FLUX

Tests were conducted on Kapton-H film using a 2.2 eV atomic oxygen beam for
different flux levels. The mass loss versus exposure time curves are presented in
figure 13. It can be seen that at the higher flux values (3 1016 atoms/cm2-sec)

there is a transition region in which the material mass loss rate response changes.
This is particularly evident for the curve at 1016 atoms/cm2-sec. It was found that

beyond this transition region, at flux levels <1016 atoms/cm2-sec, the mass loss

rates approached a constant. For Kapton-H film, Am/At = 0.075 (mg/sec).

Substituting this value into equation (16) (Appendix) yields a reaction efficiency

for Kapton of Re : 2.99x10 -24 (cm3/atom).

SEM photomicrographs of the Kapton samples' surface morphology are presented in
figure 14, for different exposure times, at a flux of @ = 8.3xi016 (atoms/cm2-sec)
It is quite apparent that the surface characteristics are changing with fluence.
This is particularly evident when one compares photos (a) and (b) in the transition
region discussed above.

ACCELERATED TESTING

One of the major applications of ground-based simulators is the potential to do

accelerated testing. Clearly, the validity of such a procedure rests on the
assumption that for constant fluence tests (F = @ x time), the same material

reaction efficiency will be obtained. Experiments were conducted with Kapton-H

film, at different flux levels, at exposure times beyond the transition range. Two

test samples, (A) and (B), are compared (see figure 13) in the following table:
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Sample* Beam Area @ t F Am/At R
(cm2) (atoms/cm2 s) (s) (atoms/cm2 s) (rag/s) (cm3_atom)

A 1.995 8.3x1016 2,700 2.24x 1020 .395x10 -3 3.06x10 -24

B 1.765 1016 21,600 2.16x 102° .075x 10-3 2.99x10 -24

*p : 1.42 (gm/cm 3)

It can be seen that the same value of Re is obtained, providing the tests are
conducted at fluences beyond the transitlon range. Furthermore, comparing
photomicrographs for samples (A) (figure 14(b)) and (B) (figure 15), shows a
remarkable match in surface morphology. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that
accelerated testing is valid for assessing material sensitivity to atomic oxygen.

MATERIAL REACTION EFFICIENCY

Using the procedures previously described, a series of tests were conducted on
the materials listed in table I. Comparisons with LEO flight data reported in
reference 2 are also included. Note that the results have been "normalized" to

Kapton as a reference material. To convert the data to Re values, assume

Re(Kapton ) -_ 2.99xi0 -24 (atoms/cm2-sec). In general the results are in reasonable
agreement with flight data. However, it should be noted that some uncertainty
exists in the flight data because of errors in estimating the incident flux.

Figure 16 presents some SEM photomicrographs for several of the thin-film
materials. These results provide a further basis for comparison with flight samples
for given fluences.

CONCLUSIONS

An AO beam facililty has been developed based on a microwave powered SURFATRON
device that can produce AO energies up to 2.2 eV, at flux levels as high as 8x1016
(atoms/cm2-sec). This system operates continuously and can yield target diameters
up to 4.9 cm.

Reaction efficiencies (R_) have been measured for a variety of materials and

good correlation with LEO fligh_c data has been obtained. It has been demonstrated

that accelerated testing can be employed to yield the same value of R^ for a given
fluence. SEM photomicrographs exhibit "identical" surface morphology for the

accelerated test comparisons. Other notable observations include an energy

threshold that must be achieved to obtain values of R_ consistent with flight tests,

and that a start-up transition region exists at-certain flux levels in which
material mass loss rates differ from longer term exposure values.
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TABLE1 - MATERIALREACTIONEFFICIENCY(REF2)e(R) COMPARISONWITHLEOFLIGHTDATA

Material LEO Flight Data AO Simulator

Re (cm3/atom) Re/(Re)Kapton Re/(Re)Kapton

Kapton-H 3x10-24 1 1

Polyethyl ene 3.7 1.23 O.987

Myl ar 3.4 1.13 1.360

Tedlar 3.2 1.07 1.260

Pyrolytic Graphite -- m 0.318

HOPG* -- -- 0.478
Carbon O. 9_i. 7 O. 30_0. 57

Teflon FEP <0.05 <0.017 0.019

*Highly Oriented Pyrolized Graphite
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APPENDIX - GAS FLOW ANALYSIS FOR AO BEAM FACILITY

It has been shown (refs. 8, 9) that the gas Flow rate through the sampler
orifice is described by

Gsa : n*a*A* : (____)fy-l_ . noaoAo (mol ecul es/sec) (i)

where y -- 1.62, n = molecular density at orifice (molecules/cm3), ao = speed of
sound (cm/s), and /_o= orifice area (cm2). Since

ao : 11.736x103 /T/M (cm/s) (2)

where T = absolute gas temperature (K), M = average molar mass (ainu), and

Tref _ 7.339x1021
no = n _ - (molecul es/sec) (3)

T T

where n = Lochschmidt number = 2.687x1019 atoms/cm 2, and Tref = 273.16 K.

Also A = _ 2
4 Dsa ' Dsa = orifice diameter

so that 3

Gsa = 3.833x1025 Dsa

CTM
(4)

If the flow into the chamber through the skimmer orifice is neglected, the pressure
in the interface can be determined from

Gsa = 3.24x10 z9 PxSx (atoms/sec) where SxPX=: interfacepumpspeed pressure(_/sec)(torr)(5)

For nozzle beam systems (refs. 8, 9), the flow through the skimmer orifice and into
the test chamber is given by

Gsk = 0.631 Gs_,
where P_ = solid angle subtended by skimmer orifice

= Ask/Xs 2 (6)
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2 = skimmer orifice diameter = 0.04825 cm
_Dsk Dsk

: (7)
and Ask -4-'-' xs = sampler skimmer spacing = O. 754 cm

so that G._o_= 1.231x. 1021 molecul.es/sec, and Gsk = 2.498x1019 molecules/sec. The flow
of oxygen atoms in the chamber is glven by

GAO : ('_2oc)6• Gsk,
where _ = degree of dissociation of 02

8 = fraction of plasma-source 02 in beam

The degree of dissociation is determined from mass spectrometer measurements of the
beam. Analysis of the relative change in oxygen peak heights, originally presented
by Lam (ref. 8), was modified to include a correction for room air entrained by the
plasma. Mass spectrometer data are also used to quantify the change in gas stream
composition that results from room air entrainment. The parameter 8 expresses the
amount of plasma-source oxygen in the beam relative to the total molecular flow
through the skimmer orifice.

For the sampler-skimmer geometry defined above, and for a 0.985 He/0.015 02
plasma, the mass spectrometer data yields: _ = 0.632 and B = 0.0092 so that

GA0 = 1.78x1016 (AO/sec). An average volumetric erosion rate can be determined from
mass loss measurements on a sample, following exposure to the atomic oxygen beam,
as

= Amltp (cm31s) (9)

where Am = mass loss (g), t = exposure time (s), and p = specific gravity (g/cm3).

The reaction efficiency (Re) for the material can then be determined from GAO and V
as

Re = _ (cm3/atom) (10)
GAO

Alternatively, the material reaction efficiency may be determined from GAO and a
study of beam diameter as a function of distance from the sampler orifice:

T
Dsa

X i

-- -- _ --_. Dsk ............ d i

Sampler Skimmer Target
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If At = target area (beam area) = _di2/4 at a distance x_, it has been found that
the system yields the following expresslon for target beam c_iameter

and so

di = 0.081 (10.65 + xi)

At = 5.15x10 -3 (10.65 + xi)2, xi _ 7.86 cm

(11)

(12)

Then the atomic oxygen flux at the target is

GAO 3.45x 1018

¢_AO A-_ (10.65 + xi)2 (at°ms/cm2-s) for xi _ 7.86 cm
(13)

The atomic oxygen fluence (F) is computed simply from the flux and the exposure time
as

F =mAO • t = 3"45x10ist (atoms/cm 2) (14)

(10.65 + xi)2

The material recession rate (Rr) is determined from the volumetric erosion rate
by

194.06
Rr - - (cm/s) (15)

At (10.65 + xi)2

The material reaction efficiency can be computed in an equivalent fashion as

Rr m
Re = = 5.62x10-17 Am (16)

mAO pt

The average energy of the oxygen atoms can be evaluated from

E = 5 kT M01

2 Mmi x
(17)

where k = Boltzmann constant - 8.24x10 -5 (eV/K), T = average plasma temperature (K),

MO. = oxygen atom molar mass = 16 amu, Mmi x = average molar mass of plasma input gas

solthat
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E = 3.296x10 -3 T (eV) (18)
Mmix

The value of Mm_x is fixed by the input gas stream (and slightly altered by the
influence of i_B_ dissociated oxygen), so that a valid measure of the plasma
temperature yields the oxygen atom energy directly.

In practice, the expression shown below and in figure 14 is used to determine
the plasma temperature:

4

= 1.40x1012 Dsa (19)TMmi x
Px2 Sx2
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ATOMIC OXYGEN EFFECTS ON CANDIDATE COATINGS FOR
LONG-TERM SPACECRAFT IN LOW EARTH ORBIT

E. H. Lan and C. A. Smith

McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

J. B. Cross

Los Alamos National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Candidate atomic oxygen protective coatings for long-term low Earth orbit

(LEO) spacecraft have been evaluated using the Los Alamos National Laboratory

O-atom exposure facility. The coatings studied include Teflon, A1203, Si02,

and SWS-V-10, a silicone material. Preliminary results indicate that sput-

tered PTFE Teflon (0.i _m) has a fluence lifetime of 1019 O-atoms/cm 2, and

sputtered silicon dioxide (0.I _m), aluminum oxide (0.i _m), and SWS-V-10, a

silicone, (4 _n) have fluence lifetimes of 1020 to 1021 O-atoms/cm 2. There

are large variations in fluence lifetime data for these coatings. Further

investigations are under way to determine the failure mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION

The low Earth orbit (LEO) environment is known to react with many space-

craft materials, especially organic polymers. I'2 Samples retrieved from Space

Shuttle flights afte_ being exposed to LEO had mass loss as well as surface

morphology changes. The primary constituent of the LEO environment at Space

Shuttle altitudes, atomic oxygen, is suspected to be the principal cause of

the erosion of materials because of its high oxidative ability, flux

(1015 atoms/cm2-sec) and collision energy (5 eV) for a spacecraft traveling

at 8 km/sec.

Spacecraft for long duration missions such as the Space Station must

utilize materials that can withstand the environment without undergoing sig-

nificant changes in material properties. Reactive materials must be coated

with a protective coating if they are to achieve longevity in LEO. A variety

of protective coatings, such as ion-beam sputter-deposited thin films, 3 sili-

cones and Teflon 4 have been proposed and developed for extended use in LEO.

Some of these coatings have been tested on Space Shuttle flight experiments,

but Space Shuttle flight data provide only limited information on the feasi-

bility of long-term use of these materials in LEO. Space Shuttle flight

experiments provide relatively small fluence exposures (1020 O-atoms/cm 2) in

comparison to the exposure a spacecraft such as Space Station will experience

during 20-30 years in LEO (1022 - 1023 O-atoms/cm 2) .i It is, therefore, nec-

essary to evaluate materials using ground-based simulation facilities which

can perform accelerated testing at flux levels up to 1017 O-atoms/cm2-sec.
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INSTRUMENTATION

The Los Alamos National Laboratory O-atom source 5'6 uses a CW plasma pro-

duced by focusing a high power CO 2 laser beam in a hydrodynamic expansion

nozzle that has an oxygen/rare gas mixture flowing into it. The resulting

temperature of the plasma is about 15,000 ° K. Using argon or neon as the rare

gas, the percentage dissociation of molecular oxygen into atomic oxygen is

about 85%. The facility is capable of producing atomic oxygen fluxes of

up to 1017 O-atoms/cm2-sec, energies of 1-5 eV, and total fluences of

1022 O-atoms/cm2. 6

TECHNIOUE TO EVALUATE COATINGS

A technique to evaluate candidate coatings for atomic oxygen resistance has

been developed, which uses silver oxidation as an atomic oxygen detector. 7

Silver oxidizes to silver oxide in the presence of atomic oxygen, and the

electrical resistance of the oxide is dramatically higher than that of pure

silver. Coatings of known thicknesses are deposited on top of a thin (250 A)

silver film and as atomic oxygen penetrates or diffuses through the coatings,

the measured electrical resistance increases. The technique has been demon-

strated to be highly sensitive to atomic oxygen and can also provide quanti-

tative measurements of atomic oxygen flux. 6 A schematic of the sensor is

shown in figure I.

Samples are mounted on a sample manipulator and accurately placed perpen-

dicular to the O-atom beam axis. Electronic instrumentation was arranged so

that continuous in-situ resistance measurements can be obtained during atomic

oxygen exposure. Figure 2 shows the resistance-measuring circuit for the

actinometers. A constant current is supplied to the silver films and resis-

tance data is obtained through voltage measurements. A high impedance

voltage-to-frequency converter feeds a multichannel analyzer, which stores the

voltage measurements as a function of exposure time. The data is then fed to

a computer for data analysis.

SAMPLE PREPARATION

The actinometers were coated with PTFE Teflon, A1203, SiO2, and silicone

SWS-V-10 materials. The PTFE Teflon was sputtered using a Teflon target at

the NASA-Lewis Research Center. The thicknesses of the PTFE Teflon coatings

were 800 A and 1250 A, as determined by performing profilometry on separate

witness samples. The AI203 and SiO 2 coatings were sputtered using AI203 and

SiO 2 targets at the MDAC-HB facility. The AI203 and SiO 2 coatings were 950 A,

as determined by performing ellipsometry on witness silicon wafer samples. We

estimate the measured thicknesses of all the sputtered coatings to be within

±10%. The SWS-V-10 silicone coating was brushed on at NASA-Marshall Space

Flight Center. The thickness of the brushed coating is estimated to be between

4 and I0 _m. For data analysis of these samples, we will assume that the

coatings had a thickness of 4 _m.
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O-ATOM BEAM FLUX CALIBRATION

The time history of oxidation of 250 A thick bare silver films when exposed

to the O-atom beam can be used to calculate the oxidation rate in monolayers/

second, which can then be converted to a beam flux in atoms/cm2-sec. The

oxidation rate and beam flux were calculated using the assumptions that: i)

the sticking probability of O-atoms on bare polycrystalline silver is unity

over the entire range of oxide formation, 2) the nearest neighbor distance

(NND) in polycrystalline silver is 2.9 A, the same as that for the silver face

centered cubic structure, and 3) the 02 molecules in the beam (about 15%) do

not react with silver to form silver oxide. The flux is then calculated from:

Oxidation rate (monolayers/sec) = Thickness of Ag film (A)

Time of oxidation (sec) x NND (_/monolayer)

Beam flux (atoms/cm2-sec) = Oxidation rate x No. of Ag atoms/cm2-monolayer,

where No. of Ag atoms/cm2-monolayer = 1.2 x 1015 , as determined from the NND.

In these experiments, when bare 250 _ thick silver films were placed 15 cm

from the nozzle, the estimated atomic oxygen flux was 1 x 1017 atoms/cm2-sec.

With the exception of Teflon, all of the coatings were exposed to an O-atom

beam (using an O2/Ar mixture) having a kinetic energy of 1.5 eV (Teflon 3 eV)

and a flux of 1 x 1017 atoms/cm2-sec (Teflon 6 x 1016 atoms/cm2-sec) .

RESULTS

An example plot of the electrical resistance/conductance of silver under-

lying a protective coating as a function of O-atom fluence is provided in

figure 3. The shapes of the resistance/conductance vs. fluence graphs,

however, do vary from coating to coating as well as from sample to sample of

the same coating. Please see Table I for a summary of the results obtained

for the coatings studied.

PTFE Teflon:

ESCA analysis of the sputtered PTFE Teflon coatings before exposure showed

that their atomic concentration was 45% C and 55% F. Two PTFE Teflon-coated

actinometers (800 A and 1250 _) were exposed to an O-atom beam (using an 02/Ne

mixture) having a 3 eV kinetic energy and 6 x 1016 atoms/cm2-sec flux. Visual

examination of the beam spot on the actinometers after O-atom exposure

indicated that the Teflon was eroded away. Bulk Teflon has been tested in the

LANL O-atom beam and profilometry measurements after exposure indicate there

is erosion of Teflon through reaction with atomic oxygen. The PTFE Teflon

tested at 3 eV kinetic energy gave a reaction efficiency of 0.22 x 10 -24

cm3/atom for the 800 _ sample and 0.82 x 10 -24 cm3/atom for the 1250 _ sample.

Previous exposure of a 800 A thick PTFE Teflon-coated actinometer to a flux of

9 x 1015 atoms/cm2-sec at 1.5 eV kinetic energy (using an O2/Ar mixture) gave

a reaction efficiency of 0.13 x 10 -24 cm3/atom. The fluxes used in the Teflon

exposures were reduced because of reduced gas flows in the nozzle.
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A1203:

Auger analysis of the AI203 coating before exposure showed an atomic con-

centration of 33% AI, 65% O, and <2% C. SEM photographs of the coating up to

a magnification of 20,000X did not reveal any obvious porosity. Two AI203-

coated actinometers, both of 950 A, were exposed to an O-atom beam (using an

O2/Ar mixture) having a 1.5 eV kinetic energy and 1.0 x 1017 atoms/cm2-sec

flux. Complete oxidation of the underlying silver occurred after a fluence of

1.0 x 1020 atoms/cm 2 for one sample, whereas complete oxidation of the under-

lying silver occurred after a fluence of 8.3 x 1020 atoms/cm 2 for the other

sample. Analyses of the AI203 coating after exposure are under way.

SiO2:

Auger analysis of the SiO 2 coating before exposure showed an atomic concen-

tration of 35% Si, 58% O, 5% N and 2% C. SEM photographs of the sputtered

coating up to a magnification of 20,000X did not reveal any obvious porosity.

Three SiO2-coated (950 A) actinometers were exposed under the same conditions

as the AI203 samples. Complete oxidation of the underlying silver occurred

after fluences of 1.2 x i020 atoms/cm 2, 7.3 x 1020 atoms/cm 2, and ii.0 x 1020

atoms/cm 2. Visual inspection of the Si02-coated actinometers after the test

runs indicated that the coating was still intact, and erosion of the coating

as observed in the exposed PTFE Teflon samples did not occur.

ESCA and Auger analyses were performed on the SiO 2 coated silver strip

after O-atom exposure and only a small percentage of silver (about 2%) was

present on the sample surface. Auger elemental depth profile of a SiO2-coated

actinometer after exposure to a ii.0 x 1020 O-atom/cm 2 fluence is provided in

figure 4. The profile confirms that the SiO 2 coating was not eroded away.

There is a layer of SiO 2 on the surface, and silver does not appear until part

of the coating is sputtered away. The profile does show, however, silver over

a broad depth range, which may be due to the high surface roughness of the

alumina substrate (>I _m) and/or diffusion of silver into the coating.

SWS-V-10 Silicone:

The three SWS-V-10 silicone-coated actinometers (4 _m thickness) tested

under the same conditions as the AI203 and SiO 2 samples showed complete

oxidation of the underlying silver after fluences of 1.8 x 1020 atoms/cm 2,

4.9 x 1020 atoms/cm 2, and 6.0 x 1020 atoms/cm 2. Visual inspection of the

silicone samples after exposure indicated that the coating was also intact,

although the underlying silver had oxidized. Further analysis of these

samples will be performed by NASA/MSFC.

D-L%CIL%_!Q_

The oxygen atom source provides, in addition to atomic oxygen, a flux of

visible and infrared photons. With the exception of the PTFE Teflon-coated

samples, which did not experience a temperature rise during the course of the
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test runs, all of the other samples, aluminum oxide, silicon dioxide, and

SWS-V-10 silicone, did experience sample heating. A thermocouple placed on

the side of the sample substrate, but not in the beam spot, indicated that the

substrates reached temperatures of up to I00 ° C by the end of the exposures.

Readings from another thermocouple that was placed directly in the beam spot

indicated that the beam spot temperature was another 20 ° C higher. The rate

of temperature rise was not controlled.

Measurements of the vacuum UV (VUV) intensities 6 produced by the plasma

have been taken using a vacuum monochrometer with a CsTe solar blind and

bialkali photomultiplier tubes. The 1.5-eV (O2/Ar) beam produced VUV intensi-

ties about 3 times higher than that produced by solar radiation, while the

3-eV (O2/Ne) beam produced VUV intensities about equal to solar VUV. The

inorganic coatings (SiO 2 and AI203) are not likely to be affected by the VUV

radiation, but organic coatings such as Teflon and silicones may degrade to

the point where atomic oxygen has an enhanced reactivity with the photoproduct

backbone of the polymer.

Auger analysis (figure 4) and visual inspection after exposure indicated

that the SiO 2 coating was intact, although the underlying silver had oxidized.

Diffusion of O-atoms into inorganic thin film coatings, therefore, may be a

significant process that warrants additional attention. Since Auger analysis

after exposure also revealed a broad distribution of silver in the thickness

of the coated area, diffusion of silver into the coatings may have also

occurred. Temperature effects could be significant in both of these

processes.

The test results of the sputter-coated actinometers reveal a large scatter

in the data (see table I), even though the coatings were coated during the

same run and should be of the same thickness. Some of the parameters that

would contribute to scatter in the data include temperature, coating con-

tinuity, coating impurities, and substrate surface roughness. Since the

surface of the actinometers used in these experiments had roughness on the

order of microns and the sputtered coatings were only about 0.I _m in thick-

ness, it is unknown whether continuous uniform coatings were protecting the

actinometer surfaces. The quality of the coatings in terms of chemical com-

position and codeposited impurities is another factor to be considered in

assessing their ability to protect reactive substrates. For future spacecraft

parts, if thin film coatings are to be used, the ability to apply the coatings

consistently on a large-scale basis and to certify the coating quality will be

essential to ensure the substrate protection for the life of the spacecraft.

Of the coatings we tested to date (0.I _m of sputtered Teflon, AI203, and

SiO 2 and 4 _m of silicone), none of them have provided protection for the full

atomic oxygen fluence of 1022 to 1023 atoms/cm 2 expected for long-term space-

craft such as Space Station. Our results indicate that the coatings of the

above-specified thicknesses may provide protection for O-atom fluences of 1020

to 1021 atoms/cm 2. It is unclear at this point whether increasing the thick-

ness of the coatings will proportionately increase the total O-atom fluence

that these coatings can withstand. Future work will emphasize the fundamental

mechanisms responsible for the interaction of these materials with O-atoms.
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Of particular interest are thin film inorganic coatings and the relationship

of diffusion-limited kinetics to the atomic oxygen kinetic energy.
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TABLE I. - SUMMARY OF COATINGS RESULTS

Coating

PTFE Teflon

AI203

SiO 2

SWS-V-IO

Thickness

800 A

80O A

1250 k

950

950 A

950

_5o k

950 A

4 _m

4 _m

4 _m

6.0 x 1019

3.5 x 1019

1.5 x 1019

1.0 x 1020

8.3 x 1020

1.2 x 1020

7.3 x 1020

ii. 0 x 1020

1.8 x 1020

4.9 x 1020

6.0 x 1020

Fluence Lifetime (Atoms/cm 2)

(Reaction Efficiency of 0.13 x 10 -24

cm3/atom)

(Reaction Efficiency of 0.22 x 10 -24

cm3/atom)

(Reaction Efficiency of 0.82 x 10 -24

cm3/atom)
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Figure i. The O-atom actinometer pattern used in which

constant current is supplied to each strip

and voltage is then measured using the same

contacts (see also figure 2). The actinometers

were parepared by first imprinting gold leads

onto an alumina substrate. Silver was then

vacuum evaporatedoonto the substrate to a
thickness of 250 A.
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of the silver electrical resistance/conductance vs.

fluence graphs do vary from coating to coating and from

sample to sample of the same coating.
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Figure 4. Auger elemental depth profile of Si, O, Ag, and A1 in a

SiO2-coated silver actinometer after an O-atom exposure

fluence of ii.0 x 1020 atoms/cm 2 shows that the SiO 2

coating was not eroded away. The actinometer has an

alumina substrate, which accounts for the presence of AI.

The depth is only an approximation, because it is based on

an estimated sputtering rate.
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PYRO SHOCK SIMULATION:

EXPERIENCE WITH THE MIPS SIMULATOR

Thomas J. Dwyer and David S. Moul

GE Astro Space Division, Valley Forge, PA

ABSTRACT

The MIPS (Mechanical Impulse Pyro Shock) Simulator at GE Astro Space Division

is one version of a design which is in limited use throughout the Aerospace indus-

try, and is typically used for component shock testing at levels up to i0,000 re-

sponse g's. Modifications to the force input, table and component boundary condi-

tions have allowed a range of test conditions to be achieved. Twelve different

designs of components with weights up to 23 Kg (50 Lb) are in the process or have

completed qualification level shock testing in the Dynamic Simulation Lab at GE

Astro in Valley Forge, PA. This paper presents a summary of the experience gained

through the use of this simulator, and presents examples of shock environments that

can be readily simulated at the GE Astro MIPS facility.

INTRODUCT ION

The MIPS has been used successfully on numerous programs in the past three

years at GE Astro. In general, all testing done to date has been successfully com-

pleted with all pre-test objectives satisfied. Achieving the desired Shock Response

Spectrum (SRS) for 12 different component designs requires a dedicated and innova-

tive test staff, as well as a thorough understanding of the MIPS facility.

The GE Astro MIPS test setup is illustrated by Figure i. Components are

mounted to a 122 cm x 183 cm x 1.3 cm (4' x 6' x 1/2") thick 7075-T6 aluminum

plate, which rests on a 7.6 cm (3") thick foam pad. The shock is generated via the

impact of a pneumatic actuator which is rigidly attached to a moveable bridge. The

bridge is secured to the table frame at the desired position, which typically

places the impact point within 15 cm (6") of the component. Instrumentation loca-

tion varies depending on the test objectives, but the usual control point is less

than 5.1 cm (2") from the component on a line between the impact point and the

test Specimen. A typical triaxial accelerometer response for the control point is

shown in Figure 2, along with the time history of the shock pulse.

The data to date indicates that the MIPS test environment is relatively con-

sistent from test to test. Because pyrotechnic shock results from an explosion

and is a high frequency phenomena, the actual pyrotechnic shock environment tends

to vary considerably from firing to firing. However, comparison of the SRS for all

axes indicates that the MIPS results are relatively repeatable. Although there are

some exceptions, the MIPS shock environment tends to have less than i0 percent

variation from test to test, which is a considerable achievement for these types of

env iro nment s.

The MIPS at GE Astro has been used to perform shock qualification testing on a

wide variety of components. The majority have been flange mounted black boxes with

weights up to 23 Kg (50 Lb) but the fabrication styles have ranged from laser

welded housings to cast aluminum boxes. The housing fabrication method determines
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the stiffness of the structure and affects the response of the MIPS table. One de-

sign was constructed of several stacked modules and another included a free-standing

antenna. Specific devices instrumented and monitored during test have included

printed wire boards (PWB's), gyroscopes, relays and passive dampers. Modifying the

boundary conditions of the table determines the response of the table to the shock

input, thus allowing a wide range of components to be successfully tested. Several

environments that have been simulated are illustrated by Figure 3, with Shock

Response Spectrum (SRS) levels of over 40,000 response g's obtained for specific

setups.

DYNAMIC MODELS

The use of dynamic models is necessary to prevent damage to flight hardware

during setup of the MIPS table. Fine tuning the table to achieve the proper shock

response spectrum can often require up to 80 shocks. With different shock profiles

and various size boxes, each configuration becomes a unique technical challenge.

Since the control point is on the table, the dynamic models must be designed to

simulate the effect the box has upon the table. Box weight and mounting style are

the most important factors affecting the response of the table to the shock input,

but the effect of cables must also be evaluated for each case. The response of a

good dynamic model can be within 2 dB of the flight unit as shown in Figure 4.

The box weight can be simulated with separate masses distributed in such a

manner as to correspond to lumped masses within the component. Such lumped masses

include power supplies and circuit boards. Figure 4 shows the generic dynamic model

design developed at GE Astro for dual flange mounted components. Aluminum blocks

are currently used for these masses, and the design has been standardized to allow

these blocks to be used in several different dynamic models.

The mounting style is the most critical factor that must be simulated. For

flange mounted components, the effect can be duplicated via use of thin rails. The

weights, which are sized to provide the proper mass distribution, are attached to

the rails at locations between the bolts holding the rails to the shock table. The

rail should be of a similar material and thickness to the flange. The effect of

structural gussets on the component flange may be neglected for shock response

simulation, since only the immediate flange will effectively respond to the .0005

second shock pulse.

The effect of cables depends on the quantity and type of the cables. Properly

suspended, flexible cables need not be simulated. Rigid and semi-rigid coaxial

cables have been found to have a low frequency effect and should always be simulated

with the dynamic model. The cable attachment to the model should duplicate the

stiffness of the prime mounting configuration.

CASE HISTORIES

For the successful use of the MIPS Simulator, the operator needs to develop an

understanding of the nature of the shock response, as well as an appreciation of the

effect that various boundary conditions have upon the table. In general, these

modifications to the boundary conditions affect either the impact area or the table

supports. The following guidelines have been developed at GE Astro and each

particular setup employs a combination of these variations to achieve the desired
SRS:
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Var iatio n Re sul tant

Paper (cardboard) under striker ...... Damps high frequencies

Steel plate under striker

Clamp table edges to frame

Support table on wood blocks

Jackstand under impact point

Component on transition plate

Bags of lead shot on table

Lower striker height

Reduce ram pressure

Increases high frequencies

Shifts resonance lower

Damps high frequencies

Reduces low frequencies

Attenuates all frequencies

Damps high frequencies

Evenly attenuates entire spectrum

Unevenly attenuates entire spectrum

The striker has a rounded aluminum head, which can be replaced with various

profiles to acquire the proper impact. Buffering the impact point with paper or

cardboard limits the high frequency 'ringing' of the table, but, as seen in

Figure 5, equivalent thicknesses of paper and cardboard affect the low frequency end

of the SRS differently. Combinations of paper and cardboard are often used to

achieve the desired damping. Steel, on the other hand, will increase the high

frequency content of the spectrum.

The use of a jackstand beneath the impact point reduces the deflection of the

MIPS plate. This deflection results in an increased low frequency component to the

SRS. Varying amounts of back pressure upon the jackstand will preload the table

and can be used to eliminate undesirable low frequency responses. The air pressure

driving the ram also has an effect upon the low frequency response of the table as

shown in Figure 5. Increased ram pressure deflects the table to a further extent,

and will add a 'DC' effect. Ram pressure is adjusted in accordance with jackstand

preloading to achieve the desired response.

Clamping the plate edges to the table will effectively shorten the table length

and will shift the table resonance accordingly. Supporting the plate on wood

(aluminum) blocks above the foam changes the boundary condition from free-free to

simply supported. Variations to these and other boundary conditions have allowed

the operators of the MIPS at GE Astro to meet every program specification.

Specific case studies typify some of the common problems and solutions for the

operator of the MIPS table:

Components A & B are typical aerospace black boxes consisting of multiple

mechanical and electrical components coupled with numerous printed wire boards

(PWB's) supported within the rigid containers. Integration of passive viscoelastic

damping treatments into the design of spacecraft component mounting structures

(including PWB's) significantly improves spacecraft reliability. An additional

benefit is increased damping in orbit which reduces response to onboard disturb-

ances. Constrained Layer Damping Assemblies (CLDA's) are typically applied in

strips running lengthwise across the board with a Viscoelastic Material (VEM)

sandwiched between a stiff constraining layer and the board surface. The CLDA is

placed to maximize the strain energy in the VEM, although this is not always pos-

sible due to PWB component mounting. All PWB's within Components A & B have CLDA's,

as well as several other critical box surfaces. A typical PWB with CLDA is shown

in Figure 6. A unique Component B feature is that boundary conditions were applied
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to several of the PWB's by strips of flexible silicon rubber pads forming the
interface between the container bottom and PWB surfaces on some boards.

During the vibration and shock testing, the boxes were internally instrumented

for the purpose of determining the internal dynamic environment resulting from the

shock application and the effectiveness of the passive damping treatment used to

reduce the response of PWB's. The input to the components was characterized by

triaxia! locations less than 7.6 cm (3") from the component mounting flanges, and

the internal and external component responses were measured with microminiature

accelerometers. The PWB accelerometers were positioned near the center of the

PWB's to measure the vibration normal to the board. The remaining accelerometers

were located on the covers and structural bulkhead. A triaxial location was in-

cluded at the upper corner of the component near the application of the shock to

evaluate the amplification of the overall box structure. Additional detailed in-

formation is listed in Reference [I].

The general test geometry is illustrated in Figure 7. Two shock applications

were applied for each condition illustrated in Figure 7, with functional tests

both before and after the shock applications, and no anomalies were detected in

any test.

The data summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 provides a definition of the en-

vironment within the components resulting from the MIPS simulation of the pyro-

technic environment. They indicate relatively high SRS levels for electronic parts

mounted on the PWB's on the order of i-2000 g's. The PWB's do provide a signifi-

cant attenuation of the MIPS plate environment which ranged from 6000- 13,000 g's,

and the component structural environment (3000-7000 g's). This attenuation is

expected in view of the relatively low resonant frequency of the PWB's. The

PWB's having the lowest resonant frequency typically have the lowest SRS, while

PWB's with the higher resonant frequencies had the higher SRS. Responses in these

boxes are thought to be typical for similar application throughout the industry

and can be scaled for other shock environments by analysts wanting to determine

PWB response characteristics for their application.

Component C utilized a box design which consisted of a heavy, cast aluminum

container. This design required the mounting bolts to have an excessive grip to

pass through the thick flange. To compound the problem, the customer required the

use of titanium mounting bolts during test. Since the modulus of titanium is

lower than steel i.i x i0" PA versus 2.0 x i0" PA (16.5 x 10 6 psi versus

29 x 106 psi), the extra grip length and the bolt size (#8) were a concern. As

feared, after a number of setup runs with a dynamic model, several bolts deformed

and one bolt snapped at the mounting pla,le. The use of titanium bolts required

a higher ram pressure to achieve a similar shock response as high strength steel

bolts. It is believed that the titanium, with a lower elasticity, stiffened the

table much more effectively with the component than the steel. The steel bolts

would elongate slightly under the shock impulse and would tend to be more for-

giving than titanium. The test was successfully completed when the mounting holes

were enlarged to accommodate #i0 bolts, which were also titanium.

Component D testing was the first attempt to use a transition plate for the

MIPS table. Currently, each component is mounted directly to the MIPS plate,

which requires an ever increasing amount of holes. Concentrated hole patterns in

the plate affect the boundary conditions of the plate, which in turn add a new un-

known to the setup. A transition plate for each component would have mounted to a

common bolt pattern in the table, thus maintaining the integrity of the setup. The

transition plate for Component D was designed to fit an existing hole pattern which
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surrounded the component mounting pattern. A 1.3 cm (0.5") thick aluminum plate

was used for the adapter. This method was successful, but the setup was difficult

due to the effect of this secondary plate. While the MIPS table design was driven

by the need to have the plate 'ring' near the crossover point, this secondary

plate had its own resonance which made shaping the shock response difficult. For

this reason, it was decided to continue with the original method of mounting

directly to the large MIPS plate.

Component E was a small passively damped device which required testin_ in

three orthogonal axes. Normally, the MIPS requirement is for the shock to be

solely in the plane of the component mounting surface. This test was accomplished
by mounting the device in a metal cube, which could be rotated to achieve the

three planes. The cube was fabricated from solid steel to provide maximum trans-

missibility of the shock impulse. The device was not only instrumented with

teardrop accelerometers, but also contained mirror cube mounts for collimator

readings. Although this method would not be feasible for large components, it has

proven to be an alternative for small components requiring three axis shock.

Component F was unique in that it sustained catastrophic internal damage and

mounting feet deformation during prior pyro shock testing at another facility.

That facility (Figure 8) is quite different than the MIPS facility, thus affecting

the path taken by the shock wave from the impact point to the unit. In addition,

in the previous test, the flight unit itself was used during system setup with some

67 hits made during the calibration resulting in probable unit over testing. To

resolve the question of whether the component failures resulted from being over

tested/over exposed or whether the design was susceptible to normal axis shock,

another unit was tested at the GE Astro MIPS facility.

The shock spectrum illustration in Figure 9 was applied to the component.

The axis definition and instrumentation details for this test are given in Table 3.

The control accelerometer was located within 5.1 cm (2") of the mounting foot, and

a second reference triaxial accelerometer location was approximately 17.8 cm (7")

laterally from the central control as indicated in the figure. All response

accelerometers on the component were bonded to tape which was secured to the

(flight) unit.

The test sequence consisted of applying three consistent shocks with a dummy

in place of the flight unit for calibration, and then a single shock to the flight

unit. The procedure was repeated when the unit was rotated 90 degrees. The

normal axis input, as measured by station 1 norm, is shown in Table 3 for the XZ

test and the YZ test. The three lines in the vicinity of the solid response curve

represent the desired levels with +3/-6 dB limits indicated. It is clear that in

no band did the response exceed either the +3 or -6 dB limit.

Results of the pyro shock test are summarized in Table 3 with peak time

history values tabulated. The unit was exposed to an approximate SRS peak input

of 5000 g's in both tests and, upon examination of the test data presented in

Table 3, it is clear that the component responses were grossly different between

the two test methods. For an approximate normal axis input of 3300 g's, responses

at the top of the component for the MIPS test were on the order of 2500 g's,

whereas responses with the other Impact Facility illustrated by Figure 8 were

some 12,000 g's. It is obvious that the unit as tested on the MIPS assembly

experienced grossly lower response levels than experienced on the other test

apparatus. The primary difference is due to the path the energy takes before

reaching the component and a 200 Hz component response that was magnified by a

system resonance with the Impact Facility in the same frequency band. It was
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concluded that the MIPS setup is a better representation of the actual environment

that the unit will experience in flight and imposes far less structural risk due

to the test assembly than the Impact Facility.

CONCLUS ION

The MIPS facility provides a unique capability for repeatable shock testing of

large components. The manipulation of the boundary conditions allows a wide range

of test specifications to be met. Peak levels of 40,000 response g's have been

reached with the bare table. The MIPS pyro shock simulator at GE Astro has been

used to successfully qualify a variety of components for flight use. Achieving

the desired Shock Response Spectrum for different size boxes is a matter of skill

and experience, but will always remain an art. This paper presents a few of the

'tricks of the trade' necessary to succeed in using the MIPS. The information

presented herein was gathered through the testing of twelve different components.

Each component required, on the average, approximately 80 setup shocks on a

dynamic model to achieve the proper shock spectrum. As the database grows with

each new component, and as communication between MIPS users increases, the setup

time and cost can be dramatically reduced.
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TABLE i: ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS AND RESPONSES FOR COMPONENT A

XY Axis - Peak SRS ZY Axis - Peak SRS

(g) (g)
Location Station Hit 1 Hit 2 Hit 1 Hit 2

Input - Norm IX 12,930 12,623 1,706

Input - Long IY 6,083 6,131 6,314

Input - Lat IZ 1,694 1,902 i0,629

Box Corner 2X 3,406 3,362 4,728

Box Corner 2Y 5,921 5,761 5,522

Box Corner 2Z 4,341 4,179 3,147

PWB - 5 3 873 928 393

PWB - 6 4 3,771 ....

PWB - 7 5 .... 763

PWB - 8 6 1,086 1,280 1,207

PWB - 9 7 1,514 1,654 938

PWB - i0 8 980 1,248 1,771
PWB - ii 9 ......

PWB - 12 i0 1,174 856 1,918

PWB - 13 ii 427 650 532

1,808

6,280

10,560

4,623

5,524

3,289

458

557

650

1,371

1,043

1,867

2,007

1,096

TABLE 2: ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS AND RESPONSES FOR COMPONENT B

XY Axis - Peak SRS

(_)
Location Station Hit 1 Hit 2 Hit 1

ZY Axis - Peak SRS

(g)

Input - Norm IX 4,000 4,000 4,000

Input - Long IY 4,000 4,000 3,600
Input - Lat IZ 850 900 650

Box Corner 2X 2,100 2,250 2,250

Box Corner 2Y i, 000 900 900

Box Corner 2Z -- i, 950 1,700

PWB - 4 4X 550 550 500

PWB - 4 4Y i,i00 1,200 550

PWB - 4 4Z 350 300 1,000

PWB - 5 5X 275 300 125

PWB - 6 6X 450 375 170

PWB - 7 7X 450 450 150

PWB - 8 8X 375 360 95

PWB - 9 9X 260 270 150

PWB - i0 10X 450 500 14

PWB - ii IIY 250 260 500

Hit 2

4,000

3,600

750

2,250

900

1,650
550

800

1,050

130

180

135

165

ii0

18

650
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TABLE 3: ACCELEROMETER LOCATIONS AND RESPONSES FOR COMPONENT F

Location

Control - Lat

Control - Long

Control - Norm

Box Corner

Box Near Impact

Top Near Impact

Top Center

Top Away Impact
Box Far End

XZ Axis - Peak SRS ZY Axis - Peak SRS

($) (g)
Station MIPS Other MIPS Other

IX 800 -- 3,400 --

IY 4,900 -- 800 --

iZ 3,400 3,363 3,200 3,363

2Z 1,900 -- 1,700 --

3X 500 -- i,i00 --

4Z 3,400 5,443 2,900 5,443

5Z 3,300 11,954 2,500 11,954

6Z 2,900 5,443 2,300 5,443

7Y 1,800 -- 850 --

ACTUATOR

<

FIGURE i:

TABL E

ACTUATOR BRIDGE

TEST SPECIMEN

MOUNTING PLATE

GENERAL CONFIGURATION OF MIPS SIMULATOR
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MULTIPLE INPUT/OUTPUT RANDOM VIBRATION CONTROL SYSTEM

James F. Unruh
Southwest Research Institute

ABSTRACT

A multi-input/output random vibration control algorithm was developed based on

system identification concepts derived from random vibration spectral analysis

theory. The unique features of the algorithm are: 1) the number of input excitors

and the number of output control responses need not be identical, 2) the system

inverse response matrix is obtained directly from the input/output spectral matrix,
and 3) the system inverse response matrix is updated every control loop cycle to

accommodate system amplitude nonlinearities. A laboratory demonstration case of two

inputs with three outputs is presented to demonstrate the system capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

All products are subjected to vibration during their lives, either as a result

of the manufacturing process, transportation or in-service environments. The

capability of the product to withstand this vibration environment and to provide the

desired reliability becomes a major design factor in high-technology applications

where designs are constrained by severe environments, limited space envelopes,
weight constraints and cost. These designs are often beyond the state-of-the-art in

analysis procedures, and one is forced to simulate the product's environment to

determine its reliability. To accurately estimate in-service reliability, it then

becomes necessary to develop a simulation program which accurately reproduces field
environments.

In the most general sense, a field vibration environment will consist of motion
with six degrees of freedom. Presently available experimental hardware and control

systems are limited in their capability to simulate this environment. Most tests

are performed using uniaxial random excitation and repeating the excitation along
three mutually perpendicular axes. The primary concern is that the mean-time-

between-failure (MTBF) rates determined from uniaxial tests do not represent in-

service MTBF rates. One problem is determining the duration of testing along each

axis of a uniaxial test and the respective test level adjustments to account for

physical coupling actually experienced in the field. Because of these

uncertainties, the MTBF obtained from uniaxial test can only be considered an

estimate of the in-service MTBF. For aerospace product development where product

weight can have considerable influence on overall system performance, the need for

reliable design evaluation is critical. A secondary consideration is the cost of

three test setups to complete the simulation cycle in a uniaxial test.

To satisfy these shortcomings, it will be necessary to develop test facilities

that simulate the Field environments using multi-axis excitation. In the words of

MIL-STD-810 (Ref. 1), the latest revision of the military's environmental test

procedures, the test should be 'tailored' to measured field vibration. This will

require multi-axis vibration systems with control of each axis and their
interaction.
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The objectives of the present study were to develop a multiple-input/output

random vibration control algorithm based on system identification concepts derived

from random vibration spectral analysis theory and to evaluate the usefulness of the

algorithm via a laboratory-based demonstration.

A number of researchers have described in various detail the historical

development of multi-axis/actuator control systems [Refs. 2-4]. Fisher at Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory was one of the first to integrate a control theory and the

required hardware to demonstrate system capabilities and limitations to perform

multi-shaker vibration simulation [5]. The digital control system utilized a cross-

coupling compensation matrix for signal control in the dc to 500 Hz frequency

range. The major limitations of the system was the orthogonal axis excitation and

the restriction that the number of response points must equal the number of

excitation points.

Several multi-axis shaker systems are in present use; however, a number of them

employ independent actuator control without cross-axis compensation. One exception
is the facilities at Sandia National Laboratory [6-8] which has two-shaker random

vibration control system with software capable of controlling up to four shakers.

The control algorithm is based on determination of the inverse system frequency
response matrix, which requires that the number of inputs and outputs must be

identical. No capability exists for updating the system transfer function matrix

directly during the control process, however, an incremental correction matrix is

used to improve control.

There are several desired characteristics of a random vibration control

algorithm that are believed to be important in simulating field vibration

environments, they are: 1) Provide true stationary random excitation with near

Gaussian amplitude distribution and signal crest factor (peak to r.m.s.) control;

2) Full control of cross-coupling between all output responses; 3) Number of input

signals and number of output responses need not necessarily be the same; 4)
Maintain loop equalization time to within a small fraction of total test time (say,

less than 10%); and 5) Provide sufficient dynamic range and frequency bandwidth to
meet simulation tolerances. Only when multi-axis testing becomes a reality can the

degree of importance of each of these characteristics be determined.

In the sections to follow, a random vibration control algorithm is described

that removes many of the limitations of existing algorithms, the software/hardware
implementation of the algorithm is described, and an example of test results using

the system are given to point out its capabilities and limitations. Several

additional examples are given in Ref. 9.

CONTROL ALGORITHM FORMULATION

The development of the random vibration control algorithm views the simulation

problem as one of system identification. The approach uses the spectral analysis

techniques discussed in Ref. 10. For the purposes of discussion, consider the two-

input/three-output simulation problem shown in Fig. 1. Physically, the "system"

represents the dynamic response between voltage signals input into the vibration

exciters, denoted as xl(t ) and x2(t), and the response accelerations of an item

attached to the exciterg, denoted as Yl(t), Y2(t) and Y3(t). The finite period (T)

Fourier transform of the kth sample record is denoted as X_(f,T), i = 1, 2;

and Y_(f,T) j = 1 2, 3, respectively. The signal Fourier transforms are used to
J ' ,

construct one-sided input/output cross-spectral densities as
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"" k * k
G_(f) : T+_lim2T E [Xi(f,T ) • Yj(f,T)] (1)

with input auto-spectra,

G (f) = T÷_T • X (f,T)] (2)

The output auto-spectra G_(f) is constructed in a similar way. The operator E is

the mathematical expectation, and when averaged over N sample records of length T,
the one-sided spectral density functions take the general form

N

G!_(f)^j =-NT2 k:lZ E [X_(f,T)*" Y_(f,T)] (3)

where the * denotes the complex conjugate operator. The signals are assumed to be
stationary random and, therefore, a finite number of samples, N, may be used to
estimate the desired cross- and auto-spectra.

The system frequency response function, [Hyx(f)], is defined by

{Y(f)} = [Hyx(f)]{X(f )} (4)

where the brackets [ } denote the vector of response or input Fourier spectra.

inverse frequency response function, [Ixy(f)], is defined as

{X(f)} = [Ixy(f)]{Y(f)} (5)

The

where the two system matrices are generally considered to be the inverse of each
other. Such a concept is only valid when the number of input channels equals the
number of output channels, which is not the general case considered in present

development. To estimate [Ixy(f)], we use the concept of mathematical expectation

applied to Eq. 5 after post multiplying by the conjugate transpose of {Y(f)}, which,
after some algebra, results in

[Ixy(f)] = [Gxy(f)][Gyy(f)]-i (6)

Thus, the system inverse response matrix is the product of the system input/output
cross-spectral matrix and the inverse of the system output spectral matrix. It is
important to note that when the system outputs are fully correlated, the output
spectral matrix is rank deficient and the usual inverse is not defined. When this
occurs one could drop control of one of the responses, combine two responses in an
average or least squares way or define a pseudo inverse. The present algorithm
employs a pseudo inverse as described by Greville [ii]. The pseudo inverse routine
produces the true inverse for rank sufficient matrices while producing unique
inverses for rank deficient matrices. Due to extraneous noise at the output of most
physical systems the pseudo inverse is often not necessary.

The relationship between the input auto-spectra and output auto-spectra is
derived in a similar way as

* T
[Gxx(f)] = [Ixy(f)l[Gyy(f)][Ixy(f)] • (7)
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Given a required output auto-spectra [Ryy(f)], which is generally an envelope

of multiple field measurements, the required input auto-spectra is defined by
Eq. (7) as

[Gxx(f)] = [Ixy(f)]IRyy(f)I{Ixy(f)] T- (8)

The control problem becomes that of defining {X(F)} such that the {Gxx(f)] of

Eq. (8) is realized. If the input signals were statistically independent random

signals, there would be no output cross-coupling control other than that fixed by

the physical exciters and test item arrangement. Thus, it becomes necessary to

introduce cross-coupling control. This is accomplished by considering a coupling
matrix [A(f)] such that

{x(f)}: [A(f)]{S(f)}, (9)

where the [A(f)] matrix is lower triangular (upper triangular elements are all zero)

and the input {S(f)} vectors are mutually independent white noise sources (unit

r.m.s, amplitude with random phase). Upon post multiplication of Eq. (9) by the
conjugate transpose of {X(f)}, and taking the mathematical expectation, there
results an expression for the coupling elements in [A(f)],

[A(f)]IGss (f)][A_(f)lT = [Gxx(f) ]- (i0)

Since the input {S(f)} vectors are mutually independent white noise, their spectral

matrix [Gss(f)] is a unit diagonal matrix. A solution for the coupling elements in
[A] is given on page 262 of Ref. I0.

A flow chart is given in Fig. 2 which summarizes the major tasks of the control

algorithm. To insure test item safety during control signal shaping, an incremental
buildup to the full level drive has been introduced as denoted by the constant a and

increment a a. As can be seen in Fig. 2, system amplitude nonlinearities are

compensated via iteration by updating the system inverse response matrix [Ixy(f)]

every control loop. Maximum control is often achieved within two to three loop
cycles as will be discussed in the results section.

Overall spectral error Eyy is generated for each output by computing the mean

and standard deviation of the difference in logarithmic levels between the desired

level Ryy and the measured level Gyy across the frequency spectrum. The maximum

high and low values are also monitored. If control appears to be adequate, with

less than a 2 to 3 dB mean variation, or improvement does not seem to be occurring,
then individual spectrum plots are made to visually inspect the overall spectral
matching achieved. The mean and standard deviation error estimates are useful for

reducing the time consuming graphics data display during loop build up to the final
drive level. Final judgment on acceptable drive levels are always made based on
graphical inspection of the data.

SOFTWARE/HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The hardware configuration used to implement the control algorithm was

configured from two main stand alone processors. The drive signal generation and

overall loop control is carried out via a 32-bit virtual memory laboratory

computer. The laboratory computer generates the drive signals via a digital-to-
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analog (DTA) interface and supplies control signals to a multi-channel fast Fourier

transform (FFT) analyzer. The multi-channel FFT analyzer is capable of digitizing,
Fourier transforming, and sample averaging up to 8 channels of data while

maintaining time correlation. The input drive signals are sampled simultaneously

with the output response signals so as to maintain correlation of all input and

output signals. The various sample-averaged cross-spectral densities required by

the control algorithm are transferred from the FFT analyzer to the laboratory

computer via direct memory access (DMA). The transfer of one channel pair of auto-

and cross-complex spectra (400 line) requires approximately 50 milliseconds. A two-

input/four-output system requires transfer of 14 channel pairs of information, thus

requiring approximately 0.7 seconds. The spectra transfer generally requires far

less time than the sample averaging time required for a confident data sample when

considering random error.

Drive Signal Generation

As previously stated, the approach taken to generate the required input drive

signals is to consider the shaker inputs to be a combination of statistically

independent random, stationary Gaussian signals {Si}, i=1,2,3 ...M. In which case,

the required drive signals {Xj}, j=1,2,3 ...N can be related to the ideal signals

{S} via a lower triangular coupling matrix [A]. The initial drive signals are
generated first in terms of their spectral content; namely, unit amplitudes exist

from the lowest frequency, fL' to the highest frequency, fH' of interest for output

control. Using a uniformly distributed random number generator, the phase of each

spectral component is generated with random variation from component to component.

To be consistent with the FFT analyzer, a maximum of 400 spectral lines exist

between zero frequency and the analyzer cutoff frequency. The analyzer cutoff

frequencies, fC, are predefined and selected such that fH <-- fC" As such, the

Fourier spectrum of the drive signals initially consist of unit amplitude random

phase components in the analysis range fL to fH" Finite length time histories of

the initial sional_ ar_ then obtained via the inverse Fourier transform of each

independent signal.

In order to capture a number of independent random sample averages of the

system response, sequences of the time histories must be continuously generated. If

the same time series for a particular channel is repeatedly generated, the output
wave form becomes pseudo-random and not acceptable for environmental simulation. To

form acceptable drive signals, sequences of the same signal were randomly delayed by
approximately 25 percent of the signal period and summed for output. It was found

that if the signal time delay were fixed and not randomized, the resulting signals

showed marked periodic components with unacceptable coherence between "independent"
drive signals, as is shown in Fig. 3. However, when introducing the randomized time

delays, acceptable signals such as shown in Fig. 4 resulted. It was Found that the
random phase relationship between the original independent drive signals {S} could

only be maintained when introducing the coupling matrix in the following partitioned
form (as for a two-input system):

XI1 0 All 0 S1 0

(11)
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Time histories are generated for the Xll, X21 and X22 signals individually where XI1

and X21 maintain identical random phase shifts and random time lags as specified by

the original generation of S1, and X22 that of S2. The desired time history drive

signals corresponding to the specified coupling (the A matrix) are then

xl(t ) = Xll(t )
and (12)

x2(t ) = x21(t ) + x22(t).

Additional important characteristics of the drive signals are that they be

stationary and that the signal crest factor can be controlled. Stationarity is

measured by the variation in signal mean and r.m.s, level as time progresses. For

the present algorithm, the zero mean and r.m.s, variation are less than 1 percent.

Control over peak-to-r.m.s, level is accomplished by introducing signal peak
folding. All data points exceeding the desired peak value are folded back into the

signal, not clipped at the peak value. Thus, signal peaks when folded become local

valleys which tend to raise the signal r.m.s, level. Crest factor control in the

range from 2.0 to 4.5 is readily accomplished.

Output Spectra Specification

In order to accommodate various levels of output control specification which

presently exist for equipment under qualjfication and provide a means to evaluate

the importance of all elements in a specification, the following specifications for

the Ryy spectral matrix were developed.

1) Full Ryy Specification: where auto-spectra are specified by spectrum

frequency and magnitude break point pairs and cross-spectra are specified
by spectrum frequency, magnitude, and phase break point values.

2) Auto-Spectra and Coherence Specification: where auto-spectra are specified

by spectrum frequency and magnitude break point pairs and cross-spectra are
specified by frequency and coherence break point pairs. Herein, the cross-

spectra magnitudes are generated from the definition of spectral coherence,

Yij - GiiGjj (13)

3)
and the phase of Ryy is taken as that of the measured Gyy.

Auto-Spectra Only: where auto-spectra are specified by frequency and

magnitude break point pairs. The cross-spectra magnitude and phase are

generated from the measured Gyy in proportion to the magnitude of the

specified Ryy via:

(Rii • Rjj)½

Rij - ½ ° Gij (14)

(Gii • Gjj)

For existing test specifications such as MIL-STD-810C/D, only the output auto-
spectra may be known. If field measurements were made without specification of

cross-spectra, one may be much better off to accept the cross-axis coupling of the
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test setup rather than attempting to invoke a physically unrealizable specification
for which control would be impossible or which may drastically alter the service
life of the test item.

TYPICAL RESULTS

Several types of exciters, exciter arrangements, and test item configurations

were used to evaluate the proposed control algorithm and its limitations as reported

in Ref. 9. The algorithm evaluation process will, of course, continue as the system
is employed for equipment qualification purposes, and the author is confident that

much is to be learned as opportunities arise for its use. The following example
illustrates the general capabilities of the control algorithm.

Multi-Resonant Beam

In order to study the control of sharp structural resonances a small cantilever

beam was driven using two small voice coil shakers. Three accelerometers were used

to record the beam response. The two-input/three-output system is schematically
shown in Fig. 5.

The cantilever beam exhibited damping of less than 0.3% critical, which is

uncharacteristic of built-up structures in which damping levels of 2 to 5% are more

representative. Thus, the low damped beam provides a harsh test of the control

algorithm to control resonances. The initial drive signals to the exciters are

shown in Fig. 6 as being independent random signals in the frequency range from 5 to

250 Hz. The initial beam response to the drive signals and the desired output

magnitude specifications are shown in Fig. 7. Due to the sharp resonances in the
beam, exhibiting distinct phase between outputs, only the cross-axis coherence was

specified since the excitors were of marginal power and, thus, not likely powerful
enough to change system phasing. The coherence between output channels I and 2 was

set at 0.50, as was that between channels 2 and 3. The coherence between channels 1

and 3 was set to 0.20. Control after three loop iterations resulted in the output
spectra shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, the primary beam resonance was well-

c_ntrnll_d_ a_ wa_ the _cond beam resonance at outputs 2 and 3. Since output 1 was

at an anti-node of the second beam resonance, sensitivity to the sucund mode was

high at that location as is shown in Fig. 8a. The second beam resonance occurs

around 90 Hz and with a critical damping ratio of 0.003, its half-power point
bandwidth would be approximately 0.54 Hz. Thus, with a control bandwith of 0.625 Hz

(250 Hz/400 lines), reasonably good control of the mode was realized. Control of

the cross-spectra was reasonably good, however, not as good as the auto-spectra
shown in Fig. 8.

Aircraft External Store Vibration Simulation

The aircraft external store used to evaluate a two-input/Four-output

control configuration is shown in Fig. 9. The external store is a dummy test item

with an overall length of 193.3 cm (76.12 inches). Major bulkheads are at Missile

Stations (MS) 30.38, 55.06 and 66.125. The bulkheads provide for exciter attachment

and free-free missile suspension via elastic bungy cords (2 Hz vertical). The test

item is fitted with add-on damping material to raise modal damping values to 0.02

minimum. A dynamic modal analysis of the test item in the Frequency range from 10
to 500 Hz revealed an abundance of normal mode resonances as shown in Table 1. It

was felt that this multi-modal structure would provide a good evaluation of the

proposed control algorithm.
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Input excitation to the test item was provided by two electrodynamic modal
shakers attached at MS 30.38 and MS 66.125. The shakers were aligned normal to the

missile longitudinal axis and 45 degrees to the vertical (see Fig. 9). The
acceleration response control points are located at MS 55.06 and MS 30.38 with one

vertical and one horizontal transducer at each location. Response channels 1 and 4

are the horizontal responses and channels 2 and 3 the vertical responses.
Field data were not available for the test item and, therefore, the control

specification was a flat response in the frequency range from 20 to 500 Hz on each

output with magnitude 10-4 g2/Hz. The bandwidth of resolution was set at 1.25 Hz

which should provide marginal resolution to control a 2% damped 100 Hz mode (half

power point bandwidth of 4.0 Hz).

The output response specification for channels I and 3, along with the recorded

responses after the initial broadband excitation and after three control loop

cycles, are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen by the data given in Fig. lOa,

channel 1 response was initially dominated by the fuselage first and second
horizontal modes; nevertheless, the control algorithm performed reasonably well.

Similar trends were seen in the other responses as well as is shown in Fig. lOb for

the channel 3 response. Close examination of the hay-stack response in the area of

460 Hz in channel 3 response shows the incompatibility of the control specification

relative to the location of the excitors and response accelerometers. In this case,

it was impossible to drive response 4 (not shown) in the horizontal direction to the

desired level while maintaining vertical response to within limits in the frequency

region of the third Fuselage vertical bending mode at 462.5 Hz. For the most part,

the control algorithm performed well, except at these incompatible areas. It is

expected that measured field data would not reflect these incompatibilities if the

exciters were placed at the store-to-aircraft attachment points and field data were

recorded at the specified output locations.

Throughout the evaluations discussed above, 20 sample averages were used to
obtain the results shown. In many cases, 5-10 averages would have been adequate

during signal development. A higher number of averages, on the order of 200, are

appropriate for random data analyses of the final drive signals to establish
statistical confidence [10]. Control loop time is highly dependent on the frequency

range of interest and the graphical display of results. Twenty sample averages at a
maximum frequency of 62.5 Hz requires 128 seconds; while for an analysis out to

2000 Hz, the sample average time is only 4 seconds. Thus, in the former case, 10

seconds for control analysis time is insignificant while in the latter case it is

measurable. In either case, the time to record graphical data to a hardcopy device

is significant. Such intermediate output records can, of course, be avoided after

developing confidence in the algorithm.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the limited experience gained with the control algorithm thus far, the

following conclusions and observations are made:

I) It appears that the control algorithm, as implemented, will allow different

numbers of input and output channels. This feature can be useful in

various practical test situations, including assurance of uniform
excitation for a test item.

2) The algorithm updates the system inverse response matrix every control loop

cycle which accommodates system amplitude nonlinearities and allows

compensation for system degradation during life time simulation.
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3) Full control of cross-coupling between all output responses can be invoked

with the present algorithm. However, it appears that the extent to which
control is achieved is highly dependent on the physical arrangement of the

exciters.

4) Analysis bandwidth is an important parameter in controlling test item

resonances. The 400-1ine analysis used in the present system appears to be

marginal, with 800 to lO00-1ine analysis being preferred.

5) The dynamic range of the present system is set by the FFT analyzer, that

being the 12-bit analog-to-digital converters. It is recommended that 16-

bit resolution be used to insure sufficient dynamic range especially for

random signal control where crest factors of 3 to 4.5 are required.

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units.

calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units.

The measurements and

fL,fc,f H

t

Xi

Yj

a(t)
E

f
a v( )
Gym(f)

Hyx(f)

Ixy(f)

N

S(t)

T

X_(f,T)

Y_(F,T)

Yij

low, center, and high frequency, Hz

time, sec.

input voltages of the ith channel, volts

output accelerations of the jth channel, g

lower triangular coupling matrix

mathematical expectation operator

Overall output spectral error, g2/Hz

one-sided input/output cross-spectral density, volt-g/Hz

one-sided input auto-spectral density, volts2/Hz

one-sided output auto-spectral density, g2/Hz

system Frequency response function, g/volt

system inverse frequency response function, volt/g

number of sample records

independent random white noise sources, volt

finite period of time, sec.

kth sample record of finite period Fournier Transform of

Xi(t ), g-sec

kth sample record of finite period Fournier Transform of

Yj(t), g-sec

spectral coherence (Eq. 13)

complex conjugate operator
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Table 1. External Store Natural Frequencies

Mode No. Frequency

(Hz)
Mode Description

1 15.0 1st

2 52.5

3 57.5

4 97.5 1st

5 102.5 1st

6 107.5 1st

7 120.0 2nd

8 202.5 2nd

9 227.5 2nd

10 390.0

11 410.0

12 435.0 2nd

13 462.5 3rd

Symmetric Wing Vertical Bending

Symmetric Wing Torsion

Coupled Tail/Wing Horizontal

Fuselage Vertical Bending

Fuselage Vertical Bending

Fuselage Horizontal Bending

Symmetric Wing Vertical Bending

Fuselage Horizontal Bending

Fuselage Vertical Beding

Wing Panel Mode

Wing Panel Mode

Fuselage Horizontal Bending

Fuselage Vertical Bending + 2nd Wing

Y1 Y2 Y3 Responses

System

! !
Input Voltages

Figure 1. Two-lnput/Three-Output System
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Figure 2. Control Algorithm Flow Chart
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Accelerometer Outputs

Force Coil Inputs

Figure 5. Schematic of the Two-Input/Three-Output System
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THE FLIGHT ROBOTICS LABORATORY

Patrick A. Tobbe, Marlin J. Williamson, and John R. Glaese

Control Dynamics Company

ABSTRACT

The Flight Robotics Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight Center is described in

detail. This facility, containing an eight degree of freedom manipulator, precision
air bearing floor, teleoperated motion base, reconfigurable operator's console, and

VAX 11/750 computer system, provides simulation capability to study human/system
interactions of remote systems. This paper describes the facility hardware, software,
and subsequent integration of these components into a real time man-in-the-loop
simulation for the evaluation of spacecraft contact proximity and dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

The Flight Robotics Laboratory of the Marshall Space Flight Center provides
sophisticated simulation capability in the study of human/system interactions of
remote systems. The facility consists of a four thousand square foot precision air
bearing floor, a teleoperated motion base, a dynamic overhead target simulator
(DOTS), a remote operator's reconfigurable station, various simulation mock-ups, and
a VAX 11/750 computer system for real time operation.

The motion base is an air bearing vehicle, with limited capability in six degrees
of freedom, which may serve as a controllable chaser craft or as a target vehicle.
This vehicle contains six pressurized air tanks for pneumatic power of its thirty-two
thrusters. This provides a means of remote operation and control.

The dynamic overhead target simulator (DOTS) is an eight degree of freedom
(DOF), heavy duty electric manipulator capable of traversing over the entire air
bearing floor. The system is composed of a precision overhead X-Y crane to which a
six degree of freedom robot arm is mounted. The VAX 11/750 computer is used in real
time to convert tip position and orientation commands into crane position and arm
joint velocity commands. These commands are generated through inverse kinematic
relationships and digital control laws housed on the computer. An elaborate real
time safety algorithm is also driven by the computer to perform collision avoidance,
end effector force/torque limiting, joint position and rate limiting, and
communications checks.

The remote operator's workstation consists of hand controllers, two monitors, and
a large screen display.

The tip commands for the manipulator are generated by a position model on the

computer. This position model is simply a set of equations which model the hardware

* Work performed by Control Dynamics Company for NASA Marshall Space Flight
Center, Contract #NAS8-36570
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that the facility is configured to simulate. For example, in order to perform studies of
contact dynamics between two orbiting spacecraft,a position model consisting of the
equations of motion for the two craft acted on by thruster, gravitational, and contact
forces is used.

However, this facility is not limited to contact dynamicsstudies. With the correct
position models, the facility may be used to simulate space station construction tasks
in zero gravity or for the testing and training of personnel flying remotely piloted
vehicles. These studies also investigate such human factor concerns as light and
camera positions on the vehicle, control system sensitivity, and transmission time
delays. Since the manipulator control law is implementedon the computer, it is a
simple matter to use the facility as a testbedfor new robotic control algorithms.

In the fall of 1988, the facility will be configured to perform real time, man-in-
the-loop docking studies of the orbital maneuveringvehicle (OMV) with a moving
target. This test series will make use of the manipulator,VAX 11/750, and the remote
operator'swork station. A FORTRAN 77 simulationconsistingof the real time position
model and arm controller, as well as dynamic models of the arm, actuators, and
sensors,will be used to predict the results of the tests. These hardware models have
been generated and incorporated into the simulation. The model parameterswill be
updated as the facility hardware becomesavailable for testing.

The purposeof this paper is to describethe hardwareand software which will be
used in these docking studies. It will explain the integration of these components
and efforts taken to validate the facility.

FACILITY CONFIGURATION

Currently, the facility is being configured to perform real time, man-in-the-loop
docking studies of the OMV with a moving target using the three point docking
mechanism. The active half of this mechanism is simply a set of three
electromechanical jaws mounted on the verticies of an equilateral triangle. The
.... ;,,,_ h,_lf ,_f thee m_,c'hnni_m i_ :_ _e,l of three bars or "towel racks", similarly
mounted, which the jaws will grapple. The active half wiii be mounted to ti_c arm
while the passive half will be fixed at some location in the facility.

Shown in Figure 1 is a block diagram of the facility configuration. A pilot at the
remote operator's workstation views a screen generated by a camera located on the
end of the arm. The position and orientation of the camera with respect to the
docking mechanism would be such that it duplicates the flight hardware
configuration. The pilot then issues of commands for the OMV control system
through a set of joysticks at the workstation. The output of the joysticks is fed into
the computer for use in the position model.

The position model for the OMV docking studies consists of a computer simulation
of two rigid vehicles, the target and chaser, in a circular orbit. The vehicles are
modeled in the simulation using Hill's and Newton-Euler equations (ref. 1). The
target is acted on by gravity and vehicle contact forces and torques. The chaser is
acted on by gravity, vehicle contact, and control system thruster forces and torques.
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A force/torque sensor on the end of the arm senses contact, gravity, and small
inertial forces and torques due to the motion of the arm, The output of the sensor is

filtered to generate vehicle contact forces and moments for use in the equations of
motion. The position model then produces the relative position and orientation of the
chaser docking mechanism with respect to the target docking mechanism.
Manipulator tip position and orientation commands are formulated such that the
relative position and orientation of the docking mechanisms of the facility will

match those produced by the position model.

The manipulator tip commands are now used by the inverse kinematics routine to
produce commanded joint positions. The commanded joint positions, along with joint
encoder feedback, are used by the digital control algorithms to calculate joint rate
commands for the local rate servo systems mounted on the arm.

The safety algorithm also uses commanded joint and tip positions for real time
collision avoidance. Safety envelopes are defined about the arm and various mock-
ups on the floor. These zones are described by equations and never allowed to
intersect. Safety also uses the output of the force/torque sensor to limit the reaction
of the end effector. Encoder and tachometer feedback are used to limit joint position
and rate.

The local controllers on the arm initiate the desired motion to mimic the relative
motion of the orbiting spacecraft.
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FACILITY HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The DOTS is presented in Figure 2. It is a 6-DOF arm suspended from an industrial
X-Y overhead crane. The crane's bridge spans the width and travels the length of the
air bearing floor. The crane's trolley travels along the span of the bridge (covering
the width of the air bearing floor). These two joints are controlled with localized
position control systems. These control systems are composed of PID controllers and
electronic distance meters (EDM). The design of the PID controllers is automated via

the set-up software associated with the position control systems. Each of the position
control systems for the crane also have a rate loop closed about the joint with DC
pulse-width-modulated servo drives and DC motors. These servo loops are also found
on the remaining arm joints.

The control algorithm implementation in the real time software regulates the
rate commands for the 6-DOF arm. This arm is composed of five rotational and one
translational degrees of freedom. Starting at the base of the arm attached to the
crane, the waist rotation joint allows continuous rotation about an axis perpendicular
to the floor via a slip ring. Using the rated speed of the motor selected to drive this
joint and its gear ratio, the continuous joint speed is 1.3 rpm.

Figure 2 Dynamic Overhead Target Simulator (DOTS)
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The next joint encounteredis the shoulder pitch. This joint has a + 50 ° range
with respect to an axis parallel to the floor. A maximum continuous speed of 7.7 rpm
is achieved. Two linear actuators (worm gear and motor) are used to drive this joint.

A counter weight system offsets the loads seen by these actuators.

Farther up the arm, the lone translational joint is encountered. Its maximum
continuous speed is 13.2 cm/sec (5.2 in/sec) with a range of 2.62 m (10 ft.).

The wrist assembly at the end of the arm is composed of three degrees of freedom;
wrist yaw, pitch, and roll. The wrist yaw and pitch are linearly actuated with wrist
pitch having two actuators (similar to the shoulder pitch). These joints are also
limited to + 50 ° travel and a maximum continuous rate of 0.2 rpm. The wrist roll has

no limit in range due to a slip ring. Maximum continuous speed is 10 rpm for this

joint.

Each joint is instrumented with 12-bit encoders and tachometers. The encoders
record relative joint position. These values are read by the main computer system
through the programmable serial communications device. Here, the values are
transformed into a physical measurement of the joint positions.

The tachometers located at the motors (1:1 motor to tachometer shaft ratio) are

integral parts of the servo loop systems. To get a reading of joint speed, the
tachometer voltages are filtered (to reduce noise) and scaled (to match A/D input).
Once filtered, digital measures are taken by a 12-bit A/D device. The main computer
system reads these values via the programmable serial communication device. The
integer values read are converted to real values and scaled to reform the tachometer
voltages. The voltages are related to shaft speed by the voltage constants. Shaft
speeds are transformed through kinematic relationships to a measured joint speed.

The programmable serial communication device used to read the tachometer and
encoder settings is also used to send the rate commands to a D/A, which in turn

generates voltage reference signals for each rate loop on the arm. It also writes the
position commands to the position control systems for the overhead crane.

The payload capability of the arm is 454 kilograms (1000 pounds) with a center if
gravity offset of 46 centimeters (18 inches) from the wrist roll axis.

The force/torque sensor mounted at the end of the arm has a capability of 44,482
newtons (10,000 pounds) and 6779 newton-meters (60,000 inch-pounds). The
accuracy is one quarter percent of full scale.

FACILITY REAL TIME SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

All of the real time software to be used in this test series will be housed on the

VAX 11/750. An executive routine coordinates the input/output operations between

the computer and the crane/arm sensors and actuators, force/torque sensor, and
operator's console. This routine also calls the inverse kinematics, joint controller,
safety, and position model modules. It generates output for a test conductor's
terminal screen in the form of commanded and sensed tip/joint positions and error

messages. It is being modified to generate additional output to a currently undefined
device. The real time simulation cycle time goal is 33 milliseconds. The position

model has been described in the Facility Configuration section.
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Figure 3 DOTS Controller

DOTS Controller

The DOTS controller, highlighted in gray in Figure 3, is simply the collection of
the inverse kinematics, joint controller, and safety routines. An implicit assumption
made in this algorithm concerns the bandwidths of the crane and the arm joints. It
is assumed that the bandwidths of the arm joints are significantly higher than those
of the overhead crane. The crane is commanded to move within an offset distance of
thl _ nn_t_n mn_l n_ut The, _rrn l'|r_ ;_, _h_n :._n'_rr_,_r_rl,_tt I',,_ _,_:_,,,_ ,_ A_t,_ _,,,_1 _

the difference between the commanded position model output and the current crane
position. In this way, as the crane slowly approaches its commanded position, the
arm joints will "backoff" to keep the tip at the desired location. This will effectively
match the bandwidth of the system to that of the arm within a limited range of
motion. This algorithm will also tend to drive the arm to a "home" configuration
which avoids joint singularities.

As seen in Figure 3, the output of the position model are the tip coordinates Xpm,
Ypm, and Zpm in a lab coordinate frame and the transformation matrix [LT]pm
describing the orientation of the arm tip with respect to the lab frame. Xpm and Ypm
coincide with the overhead crane degrees of freedom. Offsets in X and Y are
subtracted from these commands to keep the arm extension in the "home" position at
the middle of its travel. The resulting commands are compensated by a second order

filter with a 1 Hertz break frequency. The filtered commands, Xccom and ¥ccom are
then passed to the localized position control systems which drive the overhead crane.

^ ^ _. _

The sensed crane positions and rates, Xc, Yc, X_, and yo are fed back to the computer.
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The arm X and Y tip position commands,Xa and Ya, are calculated by subtracting
the sensedcranepositions from the outputs of the position model, Xpm and Ypm. The
inverse kinematics generatesa set of six arm joint position commands,qcom. The
digital control law produces a set of joint rate commands, _com, based on the
differences of the commandedjoint positions, qcom, and sensedjoint positions, q.

A

The safety module uses the sensed arm joint position,., and rates, _ and ci and the

overhead crane sensed positions and rates, Xc,',re, Xc, Yo, and the output of the

force/torque sensor, F and T, to perform collision avoidance, joint position and rate
limiting, and arm tip reaction force and moment limiting.

Inverse Kinematics

As previously stated, the inverse kinematics routine generates a set of six arm
joint positions to produce a desired tip position and orientation. Since this is real
time software, it was very desirable to find a closed form solution and avoid any
numerical solution techniques. Care must also be taken to generate a set of equations
with a unique solution in order to eliminate 180 degree joint rotations for small

changes in the commanded tip position and orientation.

Using the Denavit-Hartenberg notation, seven coordinate frames were located
from the base of the arm to the point on the tip to be controlled (ref. 2). This notation
places the degree of freedom between the i'th and the i'th+l coordinate frames along
the z axis of the i'th frame. The position vector of the origin of the i'th+l frame with

respect to the i'th frame is along a coordinate axis of the i'th frame. The
transformation matrix between the i'th and i'th+l frames was easily derived for the

seven frames. The product of these six matrices is then equal to the transformation

matrix of the position model.

The vector from the base of the arm to the tip of the end effector is written as the
sum of the vectors between the seven coordinate frames. This vector, when

expressed in frame 1 coordinates, is equal to the commanded tip position, Xa, Ya, and
Zpm of Figure 3.

The transformation matrix between the frame at the base of the arm and the

frame at the tip of the arm, as well as the position vector locating the arm tip with
respect to the base of the arm, have now been described as a set of equations in terms
of joint degrees of freedom. These equations were then manipulated into a set of
equations which produced joint positions as a function of the output of the position
model and known arm dimensions.

Joint Controllers

The control algorithm for the DOTS is implemented on the main computer system
via several series of digital filters. State variable techniques are used to implement
each filter. Each joint (degree-of-freedom) is controlled separately. That is, each

joint has its own series of digital filters. Currently, the filters are designed to an
uncoupled plant. Each joint is isolated and linearized at nominal operating points
prior to designing filters for that joint.

The digital control filters are composed of a first order filter series (first order

polynomials over first order polynomials) and a series of second order filters (first
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order over secondorder polynomials). The series are implementedso that the output
of the i'th filter is the input to the i'th+l filter and so on. The filters are serially
connectedwith the last first order filter output being the input to the first second
order filter. The input to the filter series (first, first order filter) for the overhead
crane are the position commandsgeneratedby the inverse kinematic module. The
output of these two filter series will be the position commandto be sent to the local
PID controllers for each crane axes. The other filter series will have position error
(commandedminus measuredposition) as inputs. These filters are designed so that
the output will be the desiredjoint rate in terms of a voltage to be applied to the servo
controllers.

The user specifies the coefficients of each filter in the associatedseries as well as
the number of first and secondorder filters in that series. The gain specified for the
series is the product of the individual filter gains in the series and the design gain.
This implementation also allows for only first order filters in the design or only
secondorder filters in the design or just a gain to represent the design. With the
current designs, the overheadcrane axes were limited to a 1 Hertz bandwidth and the
arm joints have bandwidthson the order of 3 Hertz.

The safety software performs collision avoidance, force/torque limiting, joint
position and rate limiting, and reasonablenesschecks on the integrity the sensor
output. A failure in any of these tests will causethe simulation to stop and generate
an error messageon the test conductor's terminal.

To prevent undesirable collisions between the arm, simulation mock-ups, and the
facility walls, floor, and ceiling, safety zones are defined in terms of planes, spheres,
and shapes called cylindroids. A cylindroid is a cylinder with hemispherical ends.
The facility walls, floor and ceiling are definedby planes. The arm is protected by a
set of spheresand cylindroids which envelopeit. A sphere is defined by locating its
center and specifying a radius. A cylindroid is defined by locating the centersof the
hemispheres and specifying a radius. The simulation mock-ups, which are held
stationary, are also protected by user defined spheres and cylindroids. The collision

.......... t.l^_ ,1. .... ,_,,,.,_ tn flndin_ the minimum distance between the

center of sphere and a plane, the centers ot two spheres, the cenLe_ ut a _l_,,_.l,. ....
the axis of a cylindroid, the axis of a cylindroid and a plane, and the axes of two
cylindroids. These distances are then compared to the radii of the spheres or
cylindroids to determine if the zones overlap. The locations of the spheres and
cylindroids protecting the arm must be calculated in real time using encoder
feedback and geometrical relationships which describe key points on the arm.
Obviously, the zones must be large enough to allow for the system time delay and
joint braking distances. The collision avoidance routine works on commanded

positions to minimize the size of the zones. In order to allow contact necessary for
docking studies, user defined zones may be turned off with respect to the sphere

protecting the payload of the arm.

Force/torque and joint position/rate limiting is easily accomplished using
appropriate sensor feedback. The integrity of the encoders and tachometers is tested
in the following way. The encoder readings for consecutive cycles are numerically
differentiated to produce an average joint rate. The tachometer readings of motor
shaft rates, also for consecutive cycles, are averaged and transformed to joint rates.
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If the difference of the calculations is larger than a specified band, the simulation is
stopped.

There is also a limit on the magnitude of the error between commanded and
sensedjoint positions.

VALIDATION EFFORTS

A series of test are in progress to validate the facility. These tests begin with the
check out of the communications software between the main computer system, the
programmable serial communications device, sensors, and remote operator's console.

The motor and servo drives and controllers will be tuned to generate desirable
responses. Rate step responses for each joint will be obtained to measure the motor
and tachometer voltage constants, sensor parameters, joint friction, and mass
properties.

The information obtained in the hardware characterization tests will be used in a

numerical computer simulation of the facility. The simulation will be exercised to
predict open loop responses and tune up the digital control filters.

Closed loop position step responses will be measured and compared to similar
numerical simulation results to verify the joint controllers. At the same time the
safety code will be exercised.
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Upon successful completion of the joint controller and safety tests, simple
springs will be used as docking mechanismsto validate the position model in end to
end tests.

The numerical simulation of the facility is shown in Figure 4. It consists of the
real time position model and DOTS controller software coupled with mathematical
models of the manipulator, sensors,and actuators. The local PID controllers for the
overhead crane are modeled as digital PID controllers (ref. 3) and generate voltage
outputs for the servo drives• The commandedarm joint rates, Ocom, are convertedto
voltages and processedthrough a model of a 12 bit D/A for the servo systems. The
motors are modeled as typical DC armature controlled motors neglecting secondorder
effects (hysteresis) (ref. 4). Using voltage outputs from the servos, the motor models
generate torques, Tr and Tc, which are used by the dynamic model of the

manipulator. The equations describing the manipulator were derived from a
Lagrangian formulation assuming a connection of rigid bodies. These equations are
not limited by small angle approximations. The manipulator dynamics module
produces a set of joint positions and motor shafts rates for input to the sensor
dynamics module. The sensor dynamics module generates output based on models of
the encoders and tachometers with the 12 bit A/D quantization effects. The integer
values of the joint positions and motor shaft rates are then converted to real numbers

in the input/output routine preceding the DOTS controller.

Currently, this simulation is being updated to include a contact dynamics model of
the docking mechanism and quantization effects of the force/torque sensor.

CONCLUSIONS

The Flight Robotics Laboratory is currently undergoing validation testing. It will
provide real time, man-in-the-loop simulation capability for the study of
human/system interactions. The facility can be used for contact dynamics studies,
remotely piloted vehicle tests, lighting and camera placement evaluations, and
simulation of space station construction tasks.

• 1 J_ .t. ..... ; J.q t-,_t 1tan t_l 7 _lllnlll Hi It; .... J ......... _Al_uture test programs t.,_ v_.,AAI ........ ".in It::;IIU_.LYUUO .liu

docking system and capture systems for tumbling satellites.

Late next year, the air bearing floor will be expanded. The motion base will be
integrated for use with the manipulator and VAX 11/750 computer system.
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SPACESTATION DOCKING MECHANISM DYNAMIC TESTING

Thomas G. Howsman* and John R. Glaese**

Control Dynamics Company

Abstract

A prototype docking mechanism for the Space Station has been designed and
fabricated for NASA. This docking mechanism is actively controlled and uses a set of

electromechanical actuators for alignment and load attentuation. Although the
mechanism has been extensively modeled analytically, a series of dynamic tests will
be performed for validation. These dynamic tests will be performed at the NASA
Marshall Space Flight Center's 6-DOF Motion Simulator. The proposed tests call for

basic functionality verification as well as complete hardware-in-the-loop docking
dynamics simulations.

Introdo¢_ion

Over the past 25 years, the American space program has used only two basic classes of

docking mechanism. Namely, the "probe-drogue" type, and the "clear pass-through"
type. The probe-drogue concept was utilized on the Gemini, Apollo and Skylab
projects. The pass-through concept was successfully used on the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project (ASTP) and is the type of docking mechanism being considered for Orbiter to
Space Station docking.

The Space Station docking mechanism, shown in Figure 1, is the first fully actively
controlled docking mechanism to be used by the United States. The active mechanism
uses a set of eight electromechanical actuators to perform such tasks as capture, load
attenuation, and alignment/retraction. In the typical docking scenario, two sets of
latches are used. A set of "quick-acting capture latches" are used to quickly secure
the two halves of the mechanism together after the initial contact. After all relative

motion between the Orbiter and the Space Station has been dissipated, a set of 16
"structural latches" mechanically lock the two mechanism halves together.

The size of the docking port, as well as the performance capabilities of the
mechanism have been modified over the past two or three years. The prototype
geometry used by McDonnell Douglas, who designed the system for NASA, is shown in
Figure 2. This geometry reflects the requirements of the docking mechanism as of
1985.

...................................

* Staff Engineer, Member AIAA
** Senior Staff Engineer, Member AIAA
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Analytical contact dynamics models of the docking mechanism were incorporated
into several multibody simulations so that the effectiveness of various control
schemescould be measured. A "good" docking mechanismcan be defined as one
which has a large capture envelope, minimizes the contact and attenuation loads, and
can complete the docking sequencetime initial contact to structural latch quickly.
The analytical contact dynamics tools developed for the docking mechanism were
essentially the only means of judging the performance of various controllers
proposed for the mechanism.

As a means of validating the docking mechanism,a set of dynamic tests will be
performed on the prototype mechanism. These tests will take place at NASA's
Marshall SpaceFlight Center's 6-DOF Motion Simulator. It is expectedthat these tests
will verify much of the analytical work previously mentioned,and at a minimum the
tests should provide insights to certain modeling deficiencies which are
unobtainable elsewhere.

Analytical Studies

Before evaluation of various candidate controllers of the docking mechanism could
begin, two basic tasks had to be completed. The first was the establishment of a
capture envelope, i.e. misalignments, inside of which the mechanism must
successfully dock. The second task was the analytical formulation of the forces and
moments generated by contact of the two mechanism halves, i.e. a contact dynamics
model.

The capture boundaries shown in Table 1 have been generated primarily by man-in-
the-loop proximity operation simulations located at JSC. (Ref. 1) The values listed in
Table 1 essentially reflect the accuracy to which the pilot can control the Orbiter
during a rendezvous with the Space Station.

Before developing the contact model for the docking mechanism, a review of
previous work was made. Bodley applied Hamilton's principle to the probe-drogue
contact problem. (Ref. 2) However, the significantly more complex geometry of the
current docking mechanism (as compared to probe-drogue) make the use of
Hamilton's principle rather unattractive. TRW developed a general contact model
around 1970 (Ref. 3) which attacked the problem by modeling the geometry of one
body as a set of nodes which may contact a surface on another body. Since either
half of the "pass-through" docking mechanism has a great deal of surface area
which may contact the other half, a very large number of points would be required
for a high fidelity contact model. Thus, it was decided to formulate a contact model
specifically for the mechanism under consideration, rather than modify a previous
model.

The basic approach to formulating the contact model was to consider each type
contact that could occur with the mechanism separately. (Ref. 4) The three basic

types of contact that can occur with the "pass-through" type docking mechanism are:
1. docking ring to docking ring, 2. docking ring to guide, and 3. guide to guide.
Instead of using a set of Lagrange multipliers to enforce geometric constraints, a
"soft-constraint" (Ref. 5) method was employed. The soft-constraint method, which is

analogous to penalty methods used in finite element analyses, places a reacting force
at the point of contact whose magnitude is proportional to the penetration distance.
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This is similar to the action of the Lagrange multipliers; however, with the soft-
constraint method there are no Lagrange multipliers to be calculated.

Once the contact model was formulated, coded, and checked-out it was placed in a
multibody simulation for use in parametric studies of control law parameters. A
detailed discussionof the control law developmentis beyond the scope of this paper,
however, the results of the study are germane. It was found that if the 8
electromechanical actuators were controlled in such a way that they effectively
represented a 10 lb/ft axial spring, capture is assured if the minimum closing
velocity is kept above 0.05 ft/sec and the misalignment is within the envelope
specified in Table 1. A small amount of viscous damping (rate compensation)was
given to each individual actuator through its own analog control loop to enhancethe
capture performance, e.g reduce the amount of "chattering" the mechanism
undergoes during the capture phase.

Dynamic Test Strategy

While the analysis of the docking mechanism has been indispensable as an aid to the
design of the mechanism and its controllers, only a dynamic test can verify the
functionality of the system. Of course, if the test results agree with the analytical
predictions then the models can be used With confidence as predictive tools in other
studies. A series of five tests are planned for the mechanism at MSFC. The first four
tests are basically the system checkout tests, while the final test actually puts the
mechanism through a number of complete docking sequences.

The first test to be run at MSFC is a latch test. The purpose of this test is to insure the
quick-acting capture latches are functional. The second test is a control system
function test wherein the docking ring on the active mechanism half is commanded
to various positions from the control computer. The third test to be performed is the
capture mode response test. For this test, the active mechanism will be placed into
the capture mode from the control computer. The effective spring provided by the 8
electromechanical actuation should be 10 lb/ft in this model. The value will be

verified. Test four is a mate and latch test, the purpose of which is to verify that the
mechanism is stable after the capture latches have been thrown. If a stability
problem is detected a frequency response test will be performed to identify the
problem.

The final test is actually a series of full contact dynamic tests using the MSFC 6-DOF
motion simulator. A total of 64 cases will be run, each of which have different
misalignments between the mechanism halves at contact. The 64 cases have been

selected such that they explore the envelope represented by Table 1. The 6-DOF
simulator has the capacity of representing the dynamics of the orbiting bodies in
near proximity. This capability will be discussed in detail in the next section.

Test Facility Description

The dynamic testing to be performed with the prototype Space Station docking
mechanism will be performed at the Marshall Space Flight Center's 6-DOF Motion
Simulation Facility. The basic layout of this facility is illustrated in Figure 3. The
active half of the docking mechanism will be mounted to the 6-DOF table, and the

rigid half will be attached to the force/torque sensor which is mounted to the ceiling.
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The 6-DOF facility basically works in the following way. The software residing in the
VAX contains a dynamic representation of the orbiting vehicles. The software is
aware of the contact forces acting on the two vehicles at all times, and is therefore
able to compute what the relative position and orientation of the vehicles should be.
This relative position data is converted to actuator lengths and sent to the 6-DOF table
which attains the correct position by moving the 6 hydraulic actuators in concert.
The forces and moments generated by contact between the two bodies are measured
by the force/torque sensor from which the rigid half of the docking mechanism is
suspended. The output of the force/torque sensor is continuously fed into the VAX,
thus closing the loop between interacting contact forces and relative motion between
the two vehicles.

The 6-DOF software requires the mass properties of the two vehicles, which will be
those of the Space Station and the Orbiter for the tests being discussed. The initial
conditions that the 6-DOF requires will be generated for each of the 64 dynamic test
cases discussed in the previous section.

The analog signals generated by the 6-DOF system, such as force/torque sensor output
and actuator lengths, can be made available to a bank of strip-chart recorders. All
data processed by the VAX, e.g. relative positions and orientations, can be output to a
standard plotting package for review after a test is complete.

Conclusion

A "pass-through" type of docking mechanism has been designed for use during
Orbiter to Space Station docking operations. The half of the mechanism that is
carried on the Shuttle is actively controlled, using a set of 8 electromechanical
actuators to provide the necessary alignment and load attenuation capabilities.

Although the mechanism has been the subject of a great deal of analytical modeling,
a dynamic test of the mechanism is needed to verify its capabilities. These dynamic

.3 I I 11UIi:ILIUII I'at.,ll I L¥. I IJL;._. 1 _.,__.l. 1 - LJL1JLJt%..

simulation facility has the capability of simulating the dynamics of a pair of orbiting
vehicles which are undergoing contact
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RIGID HALF MECHANISM

ATTACHED TO SPACE STATION

ACTIVE HALF MECHANISM

ATTACHED TO ORBITER

FIGURE 1. Proposed Space Station Docking Mechanism.
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FIGURE 2. Geometry of Docking Mechanism.
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SPACE SIMULATORS FOR LASER OPTICS

Frank H. Gardner

Tenney Engineering, Inc.

I am going to describe different approaches that are being utilized in the

testing of laser optical systems. One of the most crucial areas in the testing

phase is the stability of the laser optics that is mounted inside the space
simulator.

In each case the individual user has his own ideas as to how to approach

setting up the space simulating facility and how it should be utilized.

In all of the cases we are going to discuss, you will notice that the

customers all utilize different high vacuum pumping systems and different tempera-

ture simulation thermal systems, as well as different ways that they mount the

laser optical system to provide what they feel is the best possible stability.

FIRST SLIDE

This shows a comparatively large space simulation facility that is 6' in

diameter x 6' deep. The reason for the large size of this facility is the fact

that this particular customer is mounting a Newport table inside the space simulator

with the legs going through the bottom of the chamber via special vibration
isolation connections.

The vacuum system for this chamber utilizes a turbomolecular pump with a

valved system, as well as roughing pump of the mechanical type with a molecular

sieve absorber and a ma_n foreline valve. This enables the customer to obtain
high vacuums in the i0 torr range, and as a safety when they do their actual

testing, they shut the pump off and close the valve to the roughing pump and the

turbomolecular pump. This eliminates any possible vibration transmition to the

chamber. All vacuum piping contains vibration isolation bellows as a safety.

The chamber is furnished with a multitude of windows all around the chamber

for easy viewing by the customer, and all of the windows are provided with special

covers. An inside shroud is designed for operation with a flooded nitrogen system,

providing only the extreme low temperature that can be obtained utilizing liquid
nitrogen.

From the customer's liquid nitrogen storage tank a nitrogen pump provides

the liquid to the shroud connection, which has liquid nitrogen control valves tied

into a liquid nitrogen temperature controller. It is a once-through system dis-

charging, through insulated piping, out of building.

This is an extremely costly system, not only because of the large chamber

required to hold the Newport table, but also because of the high cost of the special
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bellows assembly need for the penetration of the Newport table leg assembly. The

large chamber requires a bigger pumping system and a large cryogenic shroud assembly,

adding to the cost. The advantage is the laser system is mounted directly to the

Newport table, providing for direct vibration isolation.

SECOND SLIDE

This shows a smaller thermal vacuum system, again with windows and covers,

but with a mounting fixture such that the chamber and its mounting fixture sit

directly on a Newport table. Thus the isolation is provided not only for the test

item, but for the chamber itself. The chamber in this case only has to be sized

for the laser test item.

The chamber vacuum system in this case is a cryopumping system with a main

valve and a mechanical roughing pump with its valve. Again, as in the previous

condition, when the customer is ready to do his testing, the pumps are shut down

and the valves are closed. For the I0 to 15 minute testing required, this short

time period without the vacuum system operating has almost no effect on the vacuum

level.

A shroud is provided inside the chamber that is both cooled and heated with

a mechanical refrigeration system. This refrigeration system is of the cascade

type, cooling a secondary brine which also has a heater in the circuit for the

heating of the brine. A special brine circulating pump is provided in a closed

loop condition for circulation of the conditioned brine through the shroud. This

provides the chamber with a thermal conditioning system giving a temperature range

of from -73°C to +125°C. The refrigeration system is also provided with valves in

the line, so that it too may be shut down during actual testing to help eliminate

any external vibration.

The chamber and the Newport table with the control panel are all mounted

inside a clean room facility, whereas all of the machinery, the roughing pump, and

the cryopump compressor are mounted on an external framework outside the clean room

facility.

With a brine thermal system, temperature control of ±.5°C is able to be

maintained. A temperature microprocessor programmer, with built-in control functions

and logic for operation of the refrigeration/brine thermal system, enables accurate

stabilization control on the shroud, as well as very accurate ramp rates and

cycling all automatically controlled. To further automate the operation, the

vacuum system contains a Granville Phillips microprocessor ionization gauge with a

digital Convectron gauge, allowing for automatic programming of the vacuum system

from roughing to high vacuum, automatic opening and closing of vacuum valves, as

well as shut-down of the roughing system when the cryopump is in full operation.

THIRD SLIDE

This shows a small thermal space simulator, again with windows and cover

plates, except that this chamber sits directly on the Newport table. It utilizes

a cryopump with a main valve, as well as a mechanical forepump with a valve. The
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refrigeration system is all mechanical and is actually the same refrigeration

system package that was utilized for the chamber shown in Slide 2.

This customer utilizes one or the other of his two chambers, but never both

chambers at the same time. This is being done because of two different laser

systems that are being tested independently, each of a different configuration,

and the space chamber system is required to be shipped with the laser system.

The chamber again is mounted inside the clean room, with all machinery ex-

ternal of the clean room area, and during actual testing, the vacuum system and the

thermal system are shut down, and the main valves are closed off to the chamber.

This thermal space simulator also incorporates a thermal microprocessor

programmer, as well as a vacuum microprocessor, for complete automation of both

thermal ramping and cycling and vacuum automation of operation.

FOURTH SLIDE

This shows a space simulator, again with windows and cover plates, that is

mounted on an isolated foundation, not a table. This unit also utilizes a cryopump

with a main valve, a mechanical roughing system with a valve, both of which are

/ shut down and provided with quick disconnects that are utilized during the actual

testing.

The thermal system is a conditioned recirculated gaseous nitrogen system.

It consists of a high pressure blower, electric heaters, and liquid nitrogen in-

jection valves. A hermetic enclosure encapsulates not only the blower and heaters,

but also the blower motor, eliminating all seals with their inherent problems.

The enclosure and piping are pressurized with gaseous nitrogen and recirculated via

the blower. The gaseous nitrogen is cooled via the injection of liquid nitrogen

and heated via the electric heaters in the enclosure. This provides a thermal

system with a temperature range of -300°F to +300°F (-185°C to +1500C). Since we

connecting piping and shroud tubes, to minimize pressure drop. Control is provided

via the injection of liquid nitrogen and the energizing of the electric heaters.

Shut-off valves and quick disconnects are provided.

All of the machinery is mounted remote of the chamber in a completely separate

area, and this customer not only shuts off the valves to the chamber, but utilizes

the quick disconnects to remove the lines to the chamber, so that no vibration can

be transmitted from the external equipment to the chamber while tests are being

accomplished.

A remote control console contains all instrumentation for the space chamber

facility. Microprocessor digital-type instrumentation for both the thermal system

and for the vacuum system are provided, as well as recording capabilities for both

temperature and vacuum. An umbilical cord connects the instrumentation to the

chamber proper.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Regardless of the size or configuration of the space chamber, the basic

shell of the chamber is manufactured of type 304 stainless steel that is heliarc

welded, with the inside of the shell polished to a number 4 finish. All of the

shrouds are manufactured of deoxidized copper sheet that has tubes welded to the

exterior, and designed with the proper circuiting and headering for the heat trans-

fer medium that is to be circulated. The outside of the shroud is then polished,

with the inside treated and provided with a black finish having an emissivity of

.9 or better. Copper is utilized for the shroud because of its high thermal

conductivity and its ease of manufacture.

All completed units are thoroughly pre-tested for vacuum and thermal

conditions with the space chamber empty of a test item and without the isolation

system.

In all of the above cases the chamber is under a deep vacuum of a minimum of-6
i0 torr or better, and all of the testing is accomplished within a i0 - 15

minute period. In all of the cases the 15-minute period is short enough so that

there is no appreciable deterioration of either vacuum or thermal conditions while

tests are being accomplished and with all of the machinery shut down or disconnected
from the chambers.

Each customer feels very strongly that he has completely isolated any

vibration being transmitted to his test item.

All of the above units are currently in operation successfully from the

customer's point of view, and the ultimate determination of which type of approach

for the design of the facility must be made by the customer, not by the manufacturer.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TWO AXIS MOTION SIMULATION SYSTEM

FOR THERMAL/VACUUM SATELLITE TESTING

David Henderson, Bert Popovich, Louis DeMore, and Joe Elm

Contraves Goerz Corporation

ABSTRACT

A two-axis motion simulation system for thermal/vacuum testing of large satellites,

in a space simulation chamber, has been developed. Satellites as large as 3000

kilograms with a 4-meter diameter and a 5-meter length can be tested. This motion

simulator (MS) incorporates several unique features which result in a less

complicated design with improved performance when compared to previous satellite

motion simulators. The structure is welded aluminum and, with the exception of the

slip ring, completely vented to the simulated space environment. The use of aluminum

and large diameter direct drive motors produces structural resonances greater than 7

Hz and allows a passive cooling system to be used. A vented structure, which greatly

simplifies the design and manufacturing tasks, is possible because AC servo motors

and position transducers are used which have no corona or brush wear problems. The

slip ring module is hermetically sealed and maintained at atmospheric pressure to

eliminate corona from its exposed rings and brushes. Other components including the

thermocouple multiplexing system, bearing lubrication, motors, and transducers are

fully compatible with the high vacuum environment. Finally, the control system can

produce motion with arc-second precision via local or remote computer interfaces.

This cost effective solution fully meets the thermal/vacuum test requirements for

axis stiffness and alignment, solar source shadowing, system reliability, position

and rate accuracy, outgassing, corona, temperature stability, and data transmission.

IAFH_ODUCTION

A two-axis motion simulation system has been designed and manufactured by Contraves

Goerz Corporation (CGC) for testing satellites in a large thermal/vacuum space

simulation chamber_ This deve]opmpnt has been completed under contract to the Indian

Space Research Organization for use at thelr 5ateiiite Center in Bangaiore, iudiu

and will be operational in 1989. Figure 1 is an artist's concept of the motion

simulator mounted inside the space simulation chamber.

THERMAL/VACUUM TEST REQUIREMENTS

Space Simulation Chamber

As shown in Figure i, the space simulation chamber consists of a vertical cylinder

with an intersecting _orizontal auxiliary chamber which can achieve vacuum levels

for testing of 5 x i0- millibar. The internal LN 2 shroud diameter of the vertical
cylindrical chamber, is 8 meters and the MS rotates within this swing diameter.

These shrouds, and shrouds mounted on the MS arms, are painted black and cooled to

I00 degrees K to maintain a uniform cold space background. Finally, the solar

simulation beam enters through the horizontal auxiliary chamber and illuminates the

satellite which is being supported by the MS.

Satellite and Motion Simulator

The satellite, attached to the spin axis shaft, is shown in Figure 1 as a horizontal

cylinder 4 meters in diameter and 5 meters in length, with a specified weight of

3000 kg. The satellite geometric center is aligned with the chamber centerline and
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the centerline of the solar simulation beam. In addition to the orientation shown,

the satellite can also be supported with its cylinder axis perpendicular to the MS

spin axis, which requires the swing clearance to be 3.2 meters from the top of the

tilt axis. In both orientations the MS is capable of rotating the satellite about

the spin and tilt axes to accurately simulate orbital motions with a minimum of

interference to the solar simulation. Connectors for more than I000 instrumentation

channels are mounted on the spin axis shaft, providing signal transmission
capabilities as summarized in Table I.

SPIN AXIS SATELLITE

ASSEMBLY

SOLAR --

SIMULATION

BEAM

*L ° STRUCTURE

(PEDESTAL)

LN 2 SHROUDS

ON M.S.

VACUUM CHAMBER

LN 2 SHROUDS

ON CHAMBER

TILT AXIS

ASSEMBLY

)UNTER

WEIGHT

Figure I. Artist's Concept of Motion Simulator

TABLE I. SATELLITE SIGNAL TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

Pressurized Slip Ring Assembly

DC Lines 350

Direct Thermocouple Channels 50

Co-ax Slip Ring Channels (up to 400 Hz) 15

RF Rotary Joint Channels (Up to 8 GHz) 2

Thermocouple Multiplexing System

Number of Channels

Accuracy

640

±I degree C

MOTION SIMULATOR DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

To develop this two-axis motion simulator CGC integrated its experience in producing

inertial guidance test equipment and range tracking instruments with requirements

for thermal/vacuum testing of a large satellite. Typically, inertial guidance test
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equipment and range tracking instruments require high stiffness structures,

precision bearings, precise axes alignments, direct drive motors, and arc second

resolution rotary transducers. In addition, the control system must produce a wide

variety of high accuracy motion scenarios, including Earth rates and independent

axis operation, through manual or remote computer control. Finally, the payload

mechanical and electrical interfaces are critical and must provide stable mounting

flanges, clear line of sight, and signal-power transmission via slip rings.

This MS for thermal/vacuum satellite testing requires all of these capabilities and

combines them with the need to operate in a space simulation chamber while

supporting a satellite the size of a truck. For this project, CGC's previous

experience with "off-the-shelf" brushless AC motors, resolvers, and Inductosyns* and

their supporting control electronics meshed very well with high vacuum operation.

Thus, the general approach was to vent as much of the MS as possible to the high

vacuum and avoid the complexities and cost of pressurizing and sealing the MS's

internal volume. As a result, the principal design challenges of this project were

supporting this large payload, while minimizing the solar source shadowing, and

achieving compatibility with, and reliability in the high vacuum and thermal

extremes of the space chamber.

MOTION SIHULATOR DESCRIPTION SUMMARY

The MS assembly is shown in Figure 1 with its major components labeled. The overall

simulator weight, less the satellite, is 30,000 pounds and the lowest structural

resonance is 7 Hz. The spin axis is supported on top of the "L" shaped MS structure

with its rotating axis horizontal and intersecting the chamber center. Attached to

the structure, opposite the spin axis, is a counterweight which minimizes the

overturning moment that the tilt axis and mounting stand must support. The tilt axis

supporting the satellite, spin axis, and "L" structure also intersects the chamber

center. Table 2 is a performance specification summary of the tilt and spin axes.

TABLE 2. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION SUMMARY

Spin Axis Tilt Axis

Rotational Limit

Position Resolution

Position Accuracy

Rate Resolution

Rate Accuracy

Rate Drift

Maximum Rate

Continuous

0.0001 degrees

±0.003 degrees

0.0001 degrees/second

0.0005 percent of setpoint

Essentially Zero

±180 degrees

±I0 RPM ±I.0 RPM

Spin Axis

A cross-sectional drawing of the spin axis is shown in Figure 2. This axis is

capable of continuous rotation up to ±I0 RPM by using a 500-1ine slip ring assembly

which transmits electrical signals from the rotating shaft to the stationary

housing. The slip ring assembly is maintained in a atmospherically pressurized and

sealed module. The dynamic seal is a ferrofluidic unit and the electrical

feedthroughs are molded epoxy in stainless steel fittings. With the exception of

this slip ring module, the entire MS is completely vented to the space chamber

environment. Rotating inside the spin axis shaft is one-half of the thermocouple

multiplexing system.

*Trademark of Farrand Inc., Valhallen, New York.
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The spin axis supports the large cantilevered satellite using an aluminum structure

and wire race cross roller bearings lubricated with a fluoroether grease. A direct

drive AC servo motor drives the axis, and a separate modular readout package

provides rate and position feedback for the servo control and motor drive systems.

The readout package contains an Inductosyn*, two resolvers, and a DC tachometer. All

of these components, except the tachometer, are brushless non-contacting

transducers. During times when the axis must be stationary, a pin and bushing stow

lock is provided. Finally passive cooling and active heating are used to maintain

safe operating temperatures.

An additional feature of the spin axis is that it can be operated as a stand alone

unit. A complete set of in-line connectors is provided at the mounting flange. Thus,

this assembly can be mounted on a separate support stand in the chamber to provide

single axis test simulations.

Tilt Axis

A cross sectional drawing of the tilt axis is shown in Figure 3. It has a limited

rotational freedom of ±180 degrees and can rotate at a maximum speed of 1.0 RPM. A

simple twist cable passes all electrical signals from the rotor to stator and a

cushioned stop prevents excessive over travel and damage to the flexible cable. This

axis is essentially the same design as the spin axis assembly except the rotors and

stators are reversed. That is, the same bearings and grease, motor, readout package,

stow lock , and temperature control system are used but the housing rotates and the

shaft is stationary. This approach simplified the design process and enhances

commonality for training, spares, and maintenance. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the spin

axis and tilt axis assemblies in various stages of manufacture.

Control Console

The servo control console is located in the system control room. In addition to

providing independent control for each axis of the motion simulator, it also

contains the safety interlock status chassis, temperature control system chassis,

and the receiver chassis for the thermocouple multiplexer (MUX).

Closed loop feedback control is achieved by using the position and rate information

from the readout transducers to generate torque commands to the motor drive console.

Positions can be commanded with a resolution of 0.0001 degrees and angular rates

with a resolution of 0.0001 degrees per second using manual keyboard entries or an

RS-232 computer interface. A separate digital display for each axis provides, at the

operator's choice, real-time position or rate information. Safety interlocks

including engaged stow locks, overtravel, and power amplifier faults are displayed

on the interlock chassis. The computers, which control the entire thermal/vacuum

test process, can command the MS and determine the status of all safety interlocks.

Motor Drive System

A motor drive console is located in a separate room away from the sensitive

instrumentation, and has its own isolated power supply. This isolation prevents

interference from the high-power pulse-width-modulated (PWM) signals, which drive
the AC servo motors.

The motor drive console receives torque commands from the servo controller and

powers the AC servo motors using a PWM high current, high voltage signal. Position

*Trademark of Farrand Inc., Valhallen, New York.
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Figure 4. Spin Axis Shaft, Housing, and Bearing Components

Figure 5. Tilt Axis Assembly with AC Brushless Motor Uncovered
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Figure 6. Completed Tilt Axis Assembly

information is received from the resolver on each axis to electronically commutate
the motor.

IMPORTANT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Structural Stiffness vs. Solar Source Shadowing

An important compromise inherent in developing the motion simulator was the

structural stiffness versus the solar source shadowing. A large structure is the

most effective way to support the payload, but this interferes with the solar

simulation beam. This interference, or shadowing, can be minimized only by reducing

the structure's cross-sectional area, which results in lower stiffness.A smaller and

more compliant structure has lower resonances, which may be excited by fluid flow in

the shrouds or vibrations ih the mounting platform. In addition, low simulator

structural resonances may couple the satellite structural resonances and make it

more difficult to compensate the axes control systems resulting in a low gain/low

bandwidth servo loop. Finding an acceptable compromise to this problem is further

complicated by the asymmetry of the "L" shaped configuration and the cantilevered
satellite mass.

It should be noted that a major contributor to solar source shadowing is the spin

axis assembly. However, its diameter is determined by the space requirements for the

satellite instrumentation (slip ring, MUX and connectors). Thus, the diameter of the

spin axis shaft and housing was fixed prior to completing the FEM analysis.

A compromise solution was developed with ANSYS* 4.2B, a finite element modeling

*Trademark of Swanson Analysis Systems.
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(FEM) software package. The design goal was a MS with its lowest resonance at 7 Hz

and a minimum cross sectional area shadowing the solar beam. As a secondary goal,

the overall weight was to be as low as possible.

The final FEM meets these requirements. This half symmetric model is constructed of

shell and beam elements (structural walls, fasteners, etc.), spring elements

(bearings), and point mass elements (payload and non-structural components). The
satellite is modeled at the intersection of axes as a 3000 kg mass and its

corresponding inertia. Finally, two important assumptions for this analysis are

that the satellite and mounting stand have very high stiffness.

Figure 7 is an ANSYS plot of the lowest predicted mode shape and frequency, and

clearly shows the "up and down" vibration of the satellite and its associated 7.44

Hz frequency. To achieve this result several decisions were made. The bearings are a

cross roller wire race configuration with a 48-inch pitch diameter. This type o£

bearing has excellent stiffness using modest preload and low friction. In addition,

cross roller bearings are self-preloading which, in conjunction with the split

races, makes them less sensitive to temperature changes. Aluminum is the structural

material, not stainless steel, because it allows thicker walls to be used while

achieving the equivalent mass and sectional stiffness properties. This

characteristic allows aluminum to avoid the buckling problems of stainless steel

15RO, F|RST MOI)_ (BVIIMETRIC IIOUNDRV ¢O/4DITIOMS)

_NSYS 4.2g
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Figure 7. First Made Symmetric Boundary Conditions
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with fewer stiffeners. In addition, aluminum's high thermal conduction and capacity

fit well with a passive cooling scheme, which is discussed in a later section. The

upward sloped arms are configured to minimize the unsupported length of the vertical

pedestal while meeting the satellite clearance requirements. Finally, the diameter

of the pedestal, which shadows the solar beam, is the minimum size that meets the 7

Hz requirement. Figure 8 shows the pedestal and support arms ready for assembly.
Figure 9 shows the support arm assembled on tilt axis.

Figure 8. Pedestal Ready for Assembly

Satellite Data Transmission

The two-axis motion simulator provides for the transmission of all of the satellite

signals necessary for thermal/vacuum testing. The specifications for these satellite
signals are summarized in Table 3.

TABLE 3. SATELLITE DATA TRANSMISSION SPECIFICATIONS

Category Quantity Specifications

Single-Shielded Lines 250

Direct Thermocouple Channels 50

I0 Amp Power Channels 1O

5 Amp Power Channels 35

Co-axial Channels 15

RF Rotary Joint Channels 2

Multiplexed Thermocouple Channels 640

lO0 V at I00 mA

Copper-Constantan

100V at 10A

IOOV at 5A

DC to 400 MHz

DC to 8 GHz and 2 to 8 GHz

Copper-Constantan

Satellite signals connect to the MS via a set of vacuum-qualified connectors located

at the spin axis shaft. Over 50 connectors are mounted radially on the outside of the

shaft. The signals are passed through the continuous rotation spin axis via a
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pressurized slip ring assembly. Vacuum feedthroughs are used to interface to the

pressurized vessel containing the slip ring. An additional set of connectors is

provided at the mounting flange of the spin axis enabling the spin axis to be

operated as a stand alone assembly. The satellite signals pass through the limited

rotation tilt axis by way of a flexible twist cable. Another set of connectors is

mounted at the base of the MS. These connectors are identical to the connectors

located at the spin axis mounting flange enabling the same external cables to be used

whether testing is performed with the two-axis MS or spin axis by itself.

Figure 9. Support Arm Assembled on Tilt Axis

The key components of the satellite data transmission system are the slip ring and

thermocouple multiplexer. Both are manufactured to CGC's specifications by outside

vendors. This slip ring is shown in Figure I0 and has over 500 lines. This large

number of lines requires a dual concentric drum configuration to fit within the spin

axis shaft. Silver-teflon* brushes and silver rings are fully compatible with both

pressurized and vacuum operation. This feature allows slip ring operation, at low

voltages, if the module seal fails. Finally, a two channel high frequency rotary

joint is nested inside the slip ring.

The thermocouple multiplexing system (MUX) transmits 640 channels of temperature

information using only a few slip ring circuits. The analog thermocouple signals are

converted and combined into a digital signal inside the spin axis shaft. This digital

information is transmitted, using the slip ring, to a receiver in the console and is

available through an RS-232 computer interface. This method eliminates measurement

errors introduced by the thermo-electric junctions of the connectors, rings, brushes,

and solder joints.

*Trademark of Dupont
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Figure i0. Picture of Slip Ring Assembly

Outgassing and Leak Rates

Low outgassing and low leak rates are important requirements for successful

thermal/vacuum testing. Excessive amounts of outgassing _nd leakage will prevent the
chamber from reaching its required pressure of 5 x I0- millibar. In addition, the

o_r_ppd mAt_rlal contaminates the satellite, optics, and chamber. No quantitative

specification is given for total MS outgasslng because of the __L .....

difficulties. To limit outgassing, an alternative contamination control plan, devised

in consultation with the vacuum system engineer, is used. Rather than specifying the

total outgassing rate, it is controlled by specifying the MS design configuration,

materials selected, and the manufacturing processes used. In contrast, th_ slip ring
leak rate can be measured directly and is limited to less than 5 x I0-_, millibar
liter/second.

Outgassing

These steps are taken to limit outgassing:

All welds, bolted joints, and interfaces are vented to avoid virtual leaks. This

is achieved by proper placement and interruption of weld beads, tapping holes

through, and using vented screws.

Castings are not used to avoid the porosity and corresponding virtual leakage

which results when the chamber pressure is cycled.

Where possible, all surface finishes meet 63 RMS which limits absorption and

facilitates cleaning.
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The primary structure is MIG welded aluminum. Stainless steel is used for some

small components. Carbon steel is not used.

All organic materials used in the MS are evaluated using SP-R-O022A (3) criteria

for thermal vacuum stability (TVS). Generally all materials have less than 1.0%

total weight loss (TWL) and 0.1% volatile condensable material (VCM).

The bearing grease is a prefluorinated polyether compound with molybdenum
disulfide which exceeds SP-R-0022A TVS criteria.

A vacuum backout is used to clean and precondition the motors, resolvers,

tachometers, and MUX prior to assembly.

The MS components are completely cleaned, prior to assembly, using soap, water,

and alcohol. Assembly is completed in a controlled access clean area.

Leakage

The only source of leakage from the MS is the pressurized slip ring assembly.

This module is maintained at room ambient pressure, irrespective of the chamber

pressure, by a vent line to the atmosphere. The dynamic seal, between the rotating

and stationary components, is a permanent magnet ferrofluidic seal which provides

extremely low leakage combined with high reliability, and zero maintenance. The

electrical feedthroughs are molded epoxy and all static seals are either viton "O"

rings or copper gaskets. The final assembly is leak tested to verify hermeticity.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL

Temperature control is a critical requirement for the MS reliability. The safe

operating temperature range is 280 to 310 degrees K. Many variables in thermal/vacuum

simulation make this temperature range difficult to maintain. The MS produces beat in

its motors and bearings. The solar simulation beam shines on the spin axis and

pedestal. Small heat fluxes can also occur, via conduction, at the satellite mounting

flange and the base support stand. Finally the LN 2 shrouds attached to the chamber
walls and mounted to the MS can vary in temperature from i00 degrees K to ambient,
causing wide variations in radiant heat transfer.

The traditional solution to this thermal control problem is to place heat exchangers

on the MS and pump a thermal exchange fluid through a closed loop at an externally

controlled temperature. This method, while effective, has the disadvantage of

potential leaks and high operating and maintenance costs.

To avoid these problems, a thermal control system using passive cooling and active

reheat was developed. This "semi-passive" system uses conduction links to the LN 9
shrouds, mounted on the MS, to remove heat at a constant rate of approximately 1500

watts. Electric heaters, RTDs, and electronic controllers provide four zones of
active reheat control.

A semi-passive thermal control system is possible because of several important MS

features. A multilayer insulation blanket, wrapped around the MS exterior, isolates

it from LN 2 shroud's and solar beam's radiative thermal loads. The thick walled

aluminum structure effectively distributes the cooling and heating loads to minimize

temperature gradients. The large thermal mass of the aluminum also ensures that, even

when the shrouds provide no cooling, the maximum temperature rise is only one degree

K per day. In addition, the interior surfaces of the shafts and housings are coated

with a high emissivity paint to increase the thermal radiation coupling between the
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rotating and stationary components. This paint combined with the conduction of the

bearings minimizes temperature gradients between the rotors and the stators.

The efficiency of the bearings and motors is a critical factor in the success of a

semi-passive thermal control system. The bearings generate heat in direct proportion

to their friction and the expected value for each axis is less than 500 ft-lbs. Just

as important, however, is the ability of the round wire races to flex in their

housings. This characteristic ensures that even under high loads, which may cause

eccentricities, the bearing friction remains unchanged. Finally, the high efficiency

AC servo motors produce only 90 watts of power at their maximum expected duty cycle.

Unlike traditional motors with brushes, the heat load is produced in the stationary

windings and is easily dissipated into the large diameter housings.

Corona Protection

Since the MS is almost entirely vented to the vacuum environment and since

operational scenarios were identified that could drive the environment into a regime

where corona might occur; the elimination of corona within the MS was a critical

design requirement. The slip ring assembly; which contains the highest risks for arc

over, is the only electrical element that is completely sealed. All other electrical

elements such as motors, axis rate and position sensors, and connectors are designed

to operate within the vacuum environment without arc discharge. The final

configuration is a robust, simple design without the need for costly, large rotating

seals.

Arc-over^is most likely to occur at intermediate pressure (typically between I00 torr
and I0 -j tort) where the air can become ionized and then be able to pass a high

current. The breakdown voltage is directly proportional to the gas pressure and the

distance between the electrodes. "Typical" Paschen curves of this phenomena are shown

in Figure ii. The curve is a plot of breakdown voltage versus the product of

electrode distance and gas pressure. The "work function" parameter; which is a

measure of electrical resistance, demonstrates the dependence of the curve on
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electrode material and the type of gas used in the system. As an example, the minimum

breakdown voltage for silver electrodes in pure helium is approximately 200 volts.

Various techniques and designs have been employed throughout the design of the motion

simulator to reduce the probability of corona onset.

To the extent possible, the operating voltage of all electrical systems has been set

below 200 volts. The thermal control system, axes sensors, and data multiplexer

operator well below 200 volts. Only the spin and tilt axes motors operate above this

voltage; the motors will intermittently reach a voltage of 300 volts (RMS). The

motors are AC synchronous (brushless) motors with permanent magnet fields. This motor

design eliminates the need for brushes and commutator which are common to DC motors,

or motor slip rings that are common to AC motors with separately excited fields. By

eliminating brushes, commutators, and motor slip rings, the most likely sources for

arc discharge have been eliminated. The remaining elements in the system that have

potential for arc-over are the motor wiring, cables, connectors, and terminations.

Techniques have been described in the literature (1), (2) that have been used to

eliminate corona; the electrical design of the MS follows these techniques, e.g.,

• Cables and connector with large differences of potential are kept segregated.

• All cables and motor external wires are Teflon insulated.

• Grounded shields are used over the insulation of high voltage cables.

Exposed conductors at the interface of connection receptacles and plugs are

eliminated.

• Connections are vented to eliminate trapped gas.

Corona onset is best described as a statistical phenomena. To prevent the occurrence

of corona, the most likely conditions for its existence must be eliminated. Every

attempt has been made to accomplish that in the design of the MS.

Precision Motion Control

The motion control techniques utilized on the MS were originally developed for the

inertial guidance test industry. The instrumentation is configured in the CGC Modular

Precision _ngular Control System (MPACS) and provides a closed-loop, multi-mode servo

system for each axis.

Each axis incorporates "direct drive" concepts to maximize motion performance. Each

axis is driven by a direct-coupled AC servo motor and incorporates a DC tachometer

velocity transducer, resolver position transducer, and direct-coupled Inductosyn

position transducer. Through the use of the shaft-mounted Inductosyn and motor,

non-linearities and low frequency resonances associated with other drive systems

(e.g., gear drives, belt drives, chain drives, hydraulic drives, etc.) are

eliminated. This permits the configuration of high gain, high bandwidth servos to

provide accurate motion control.

The Inductosyn position transducer (Figure 12) is utilized in the primary modes of

position and velocity control. This device is actually a high-accuracy 360-speed

resolver used to measure axis position. The stator of the Inductosyn contains two

windings which are mechanically arranged so that the inductive coupling between the

SIN winding and the rotor varies sinusoidally over one degree of rotor travel. The

coupling for the COS winding varies as the cosine over one degree of rotor travel.

These two windings are excited by precision current sources within the MPACS .
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Figure 12. Inductosyn Position Transducer

The amplitudes and phases of these signals are accurately controlled by amplitude and

phase servos within the MPACS. The output of the Inductosyn rotor is a constant

amplitude sinusoid of frequency "f", whose phase varies through 360 degrees with

respect to the sin reference signal for each mechanical degree of axis motion. The

resolver mounted on the axis is utilized in the same manner to provide another

phase-modulated feedback signal which varies through 360 degrees of phase for each
complete ventilation of the axis.

The MPACS instrumentation system receives the feedback signals from the resolver and
_...1_ _ ......... _1 1-
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systems.

Control System

Position Mode (See Figure 13)

The MPACS controls axis motion primarily through the use of a position servo. In

the Position control mode, the Inductosyn and resolver feedback signals are utilized

to drive the axis to a commanded position input. Analog "low resolution error" (LRE)

and "medium resolution error" (MRE) position error signals are generated from the

resolver feedback signals. These signals represent the difference between commanded

and actual axis positions. An analog "high resolution error" (HRE) signal is

generated from the Inductosyn feedback. The Position control mode uses a dual-mode

servo control mechanism. A "coarse" position loop responding to the resolver

generated MRE signal moves the axis to the vicinity of the terminal position. In this

mode, the MRE signal acts as a velocity command to an inner velocity loop using

tachometer feedback. A clamping circuit is included to limit this velocity command to

a preset value. In this manner, the slew rate between positions may be controlled.

When the axis approaches the terminal position, control is transferred from the

"coarse" loop to the "fine" position loop utilizing the Inductosyn generated HRE

signal. "Bumpless" transfer is accomplished by monitoring the MRE, HRE, and HRE rate.
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Transfer to the "fine" loop occurs only when:

0

O

O

the MRE indicates a position error of less than 0.2 degrees.

the HRE indicates a position error of less than 0.02 degrees

The rate of change of the HRE is less than 3 deg/sec

Satisfaction of these tests transfers control to the Type III "fine" position

servo. The tachometer velocity loop utilized in the "coarse" loop is eliminated in

the "fine" loop. This allows increased stiffness and small signal bandwidth. With

this type of control, MS positioning accuracies of I0 arc seconds and repeatabilities

of 1 arc second are readily achievable.
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Figure 13. Position Mode Diagram

Precision Rate Mode (See Figure 14)

Axis velocity control is obtained in the Precision Rate mode. This mode is also

implemented using the Type III fine position servo detailed in the Position mode

description. This implementation provides the generation of highly accurate

velocities, and eliminates the "ripple" error inherent in tachometer based velocity

loops. In this mode, precision velocities are produced by incrementing the position

command at a rate based upon the commanded velocity. The position command is

incremented in steps of 0.0001 degrees; hence, an axis velocity of 1 deg/sec requires
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i0,000 increments per second. Since the position loop is a Type III servo, it is

capable of responding to this command with no following error.

The direct-coupled nature of the axis components permits the configuration of high

gain, high bandwidth servos. This, in turn, provides the ability to reject

disturbance torques due to friction, load imbalance, motor cogging, etc. The result

is precision rate performance accurate and stable to 0.0005%. Furthermore, the rate

generator producing the position increment pulses is crystal controlled. By

synchronizing this crystal oscillator with the timing crystal of the satellite data

acquisition system, it is possible to obtain satellite parameter measurements which

are fully correlated with axis position.

Encoding System

The digitized, phase-encoded signals from the reso]ver and the Inductosyn on each

axis are utilized by axis encoders within the MPACS to provide real-time axis

position readouts. Each encoder contains separate circuits to encode the "coarse"

position from the resolver and the "fine" position from the Inductosyn. These outputs

are correlated to provide a 7-digit position readout available for visual display or
computer interface.

Each encoding circuit is structured as a phase-locked loop. A high-speed digital ring
counter is driven by a 0-24 MHz voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). This counter is
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used to generate a square wave over a complete counter cycle. This square wave is

phase-detected, and compared with the square wave signal derived from the

phase-encoded Inductosyn feedback.The resulting error signal is compensated and fed

as an input to the VCO. The result is a digital ring counter which cycles

synchronously with the Inductosyn feedback. The value in this counter at the zero

crossing of the sin reference to the Inductosyn is loaded into a second counter.

Hence, this value represents the phase shift between the sin reference and the

inductosyn feedback which is linearly related to the axis position. The second

counter is also clocked by the VCO output; therefore, it tracks axis motion and

provides a digital measurement of axis position.

An equivalent circuit processes the resolver feedback in the same manner. The two

digital values are combined to form a 7-digit position measurement.

This system is capable of encoding axis positions accurate to 1 arc second, with a

resolution of 0.36 arc seconds (0.0001 deg). The use of a Type II servo in the

phase-locked loop permits zero tracking error for static positions and constant
velocities.

Motor Drive System (Figure 15)

The MS utilizes AC servo motors for axis actuation. These 3-phase permanent

magnet motors are driven in a "vector control" mode by high-power pulse width

modulation (PWH) amplifiers. These amplifiers operate by measuring the axis position
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using a resolver. From this measurement, the drive computes the coordinates of the

three-phase sinusoidal motor currents required to produce optimum torque. The

magnitude of these currents is then adjusted as a function of the torque command

magnitude and direction. This process is repeated continuously within the drive. The

result is low torque-ripple brushless motor drive system which responds to torque

commands from the servo electronics.

SUMMARY

This two axis motion simulator fully meets all requirements for thermal/vacuum

simulation. Large satellites can be tested with minimal solar source shadowing and

sufficient structural stiffness to achieve resonances greater than 7 Hz. The motors

and transducers are directly coupled devices which eliminates the inherent

instabilities of gear drive mechanism. Over I000 channels are available for satellite

data transmission via slip rings and thermocouple multiplexing system. Corona risk is

eliminated by using brushless motors, special connectors, and pressurizing the slip

ring assembly. Except for the slip ring, the balance of the motion simulator is

completely vented. This greatly simplifies the design and manufacturing process and

the risk o£ leakage. Leakage from the slip ring is eliminated using ferrofluidic

seals and epoxy feedthroughs. All components exposed to the vacuum meet SP-R-0022A

requirements for thermal vacuum stability to limit outgassing. Temperature control is

achieved using passive cooling and active reheating which eliminates the need for

expensive and unreliable fluid heat exchangers. Precision motion control with

arc-second resolution and zero drift is achieved using Inductosyns, MPACS controller,

and a pulse width modulated three phase motor amplifier. Motion commands, are

accepted manually or using remote computer control. The end result is a two-axis

satellite motion simulation system which provides an extremely accurate, flexible,

reliable, and cost effective solution for thermal/vacuum space simulation testing.
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ABSTRACT

A laser interferometer gravitational wave observatory (LIGO) is being developed with

sensitivities which will have a high probability of detecting gravitational waves from astro-

physical sources. Detectors are also planned by others in Europe and eventually in space.

A major component of the proposed LIGO is a total of 16 km of 1.2 m (48 inch) diameter

tube at a pressure of less than 10 -s torr. It will be of 304L stainless steel procured directly

from the steel mills with the initial hydrogen content specially reduced. (Target is 1 ppm

by weight.) Projections of the outgassing rates of hydrogen and of water vapor as a func-

tion of time will be given and the uncertainties discussed. Based on these, a preliminary

analysis of the vacuum system will be presented.

INTRODUCTION

The development of laser interferometric gravitational wave detectors is proceeding at

the prototype level in several countries: France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom,
and the United States. Plans to build a full scale detector in each of the countries are

being considered; the result would be an international network of detectors capable of

doing useful astronomy with gravitational waves. The network would open a new window

on the universe complementing the existing windows in the optical, infrared, radio, and

X-ray bands and add to our understanding of the cosmos as did the opening of the radio

window in the 1930's and the X-ray window in the 1960's. A particularly interesting

possibility would be the direct observation of black holes. 1 Descriptions of the physics

of gravitational wave detection and recent prototype developments have been described
elsewhere. 1,2

In the United States, a collaboration of Caltech and MIT scientists, funded by the

National Science Foundation (NSF), is planning the construction of two separate full-scale

detectors under a single management (the LIGO project). At least four spatially separated

detectors are required to unambiguously determine the location of a source; the two in the

U.S. will provide a solid foundation on which to build the international network. Two

detectors are also needed for a cross-correlation analysis to eliminate false signals caused

*This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation
under Grant No. PHY-8803557.
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by environmental noiseat eachseparatedetector. Sincemany of the theoretically predicted
sourcesof gravitational wavesemit at frequenciesbelow 10Hz where ground motion and
gravity gradient noise reduce the sensitivity of earth-based detectors, there are plans to
construct space-baseddetectors.3

The objective of this study is to ensurethat the technical requirementsfor the vacuum
system are met with minimum cost. A similar study has beenpublished for the detector
planned in the United Kingdom.4 A classicalapproachto reducecostsof pumping systems
is to bake and thereby reduce the gas load. For the LIGO project, the cost and time for
baking the system are significant. It is therefore useful to determine if the requirements
for the vacuum can be met without baking. A brief description of a proposed detector
is presented together with the vacuum requirements. The outgassing characteristics of
stainlesssteelwill beshownfor hydrogenandfor water vapor. Basedon these,a conceptual
designof the vacuum system will be presented.

FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The LIGO Project proposal is for a single observatory consisting of two detectors,

separated by a continental baseline. Each LIGO detector consists of two lengths of vacuum

pipe connected to form the two arms of a right angle. (This geometry takes advantage of

the polarization of the gravity wave and reduces the demands on the frequency stability

of the laser.) Laser beams travel back and forth between mirrors in each arm. Each arm

will be four kilometers in length and 1.2 meters (48 inches) in diameter. Components

of the laser interferometer will be contained in chambers located at the junction of the

arms, at their midpoints, and at their ends, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus the same beam

tube design can be applied to the four identical 2 kilometer sections between chambers. A

sketch of a 2 kilometer section and its vacuum system is shown in Fig. 2.

--_ • _ ..... ;n tha A_t_nr_ h_tween the two masses!P.e laser ini:pr_'or()[[l_,_i n_easures ,-,,,_,,a .....................

in each arm and then compares the changes in the two arms. 1 To indicate the level o[

difficulty of the measurement, these changes are expected to be on the order of .004 of the

diameter of a proton for the LIGO detectors. Vibration from vacuum pumps or equipment

could obviously interfere with this measurement.

The arms must be evacuated so that scattering of the laser beam by the residual gas

molecules is reduced. However the acceptable levels of pressure (which increase with arm

length) can be achieved with existing technology. If all the gas were hydrogen, then a

pressure of 1.3 x 10 -6 Pa (1 x 10 -s torr) would be acceptable. Similarly, if all the gas were

water vapor, 1.2 x 10 -7 Pa (9 x 10 -1° torr) would be acceptable. An important feature

of these requirements is that they need not be met immediately on facility completion.

The laser interferometers are in a state of development, and are not expected to reach

the planned sensitivity for some time. Initial operations may be conducted at somewhat

higher pressures without limiting the observations.
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Consideredas a vacuum system, the LIGO is unusually large. Each of the eight 2
kilometer beam tubes (four at each site) has a volume of 2.3 × 106 liters, and a surface
areaof 7.7x 107cm2. Becauseof its large size, the cost of baking the system, as is often
done to reducethe gas load, would be very high. Again becauseof its size, the option of
using vacuum melted steel to reduceoutgassingwould be prohibitive.

Gate valvesare provided at eachend of the 2 kilometer sectionsso that the vacuum
chamberscanbebrought up to atmospherefor accessto the laserinterferometer equipment,
while the beam tubes remain under vacuum. It is planned that these tubes will not be
exposedto the atmosphereafter the initial pumpdown and leak testing.

STAINLESS STEEL OUTGASSING - HYDROGEN

The most difficult gas to remove in a stainless steel vacuum system is the hydrogen. In

fact, it has only been reduced, not eliminated, in efforts to date. Messer and Treitz 5 report

an outgassing rate of 10 -14 Pa L/s.cm 2 (10 -17 torr-L/s.cm2)or 300 molecules/s.cm 2, after

high temperature (875K) bake in a vacuum oven. Such low levels are not economically

feasible on a large chamber, but a rate of. 1.3 × 10 -1° Pa L/s. cm 2 (10 -12 torr- L/s- cm 2)
is often achieved. 6

Typically, 99% or more of the residual gas in a baked system is hydrogen. 6 The source

of this gas is atomic hydrogen dissolved in the bulk material during the manufacturing

processes. This diffuses out to the surface, combines into molecular hydrogen and is

released into the gas phase. The diffusion is greatly accelerated at high temperatures.

A quantitative description of this process has been given by Calder and Lewin. 6

Q = 4 co -j e TM + -j p. (1)
7t_O

where:

Q = outgassing rate, torr liters/cm 2 second

Co = initial gas concentration in the metal, standard torr liters/cm 3, uniformly dis-
tributed

D = diffusion coefficient, cm2/second

d = wall thickness, cm

t = time, seconds

K = permeability constant (= 1.2 × 10 -16 torrl/2 L/cm • s at room temperature)

PH = partial pressure of atmospheric hydrogen 4 (= 5.3 × 10 -2 Pa (4 × 10 -4 torr))
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To use this formula, it is necessaryto know the valuesof Co and D. Values for Co
given in the literature vary from 1.1 to 4.5 parts per million (ppm) by weight.6,7 A half
dozenrandom samplesrecently testedwere found to have concentrations between1.5 and
3.7 ppm. Theseappear to be small differencesbut they causea very large changein the
degassingtime of unbakedsystems,aswill be shownbelow.

The other value required is the diffusion coefficient,D. The value used in the calcula-

tions below is 5 x 10-14cm2/second at 27C. This value was extrapolated 6 from measure-

ments by Eshbach, et al s taken on 304 stainless steel at much higher temperatures. The

value is uncertain, due to the large extrapolation, and also due to changes which have been

observed in iron over this temperature range. Alpha iron 9 has shown much lower rates at

room temperature than would be extrapolated from high temperatures. Thus if there is

an error in the diffusion coefficient it may be in the direction of less outgassing.

The outgassing rate at 27C according to Equation (1), as a function of time since

manufacture, is shown in Fig. 3 for levels of initial hydrogen concentration of 0.5, 1, 2,

and 4 ppm by weight. The wall thickness is assumed to be .4 cm (.155 inch) thick (a

value suitable for the LIGO application). The outgassing rate will decline from the time of

manufacture rather than time under vacuum, since the internal concentration is so much

higher than the equilibrium due to ambient hydrogen. Initially, the outgassing rate declines

as l/x/7, and the concentration at the center of the chamber wall is unchanged. After

sufficient time, about 30,000 years, this center concentration begins to fall, and then the

outgassing rates fall exponentially. Finally they reach a constant level due to permeation

of atmospheric hydrogen through the wall, There may be additional permeation as a result

of the water vapor in the air.

The important part of the curves in Fig. 3, for this problem, is expanded in Fig. 4.

The time to reach any specified rate varies as the square of the initial concentration. The

8:1 range of concentrations plotted becomes a 64:1 range in the time required to reach a

given rate.

This estimate of the rate of hydrogen outgassing as a function of time and of initial

concentration will be used below in the conceptual design of the LIGO vacuum system. It

will also be a guide for the future procurement of steel for the facilities.

STAINLESS STEEL OUTGASSING - WATER VAPOR

Water vapor is relatively simple to remove from a vacuum system. After bakeout, it

is frequently reported to be unobservable. For practical purposes, it can often be ignored

as a residual gas in a baked system.

However, in an unbaked system most of the initial outgassing is water vapor. 7 The

initial rate is observed to decrease as 1/t and its magnitude will vary with the surface

cleaning procedures used. We found no data for degassing times greater than 100 hours 7,1°

for unbaked systems. Dayton's 7 review gives a rate of 1.9 x 10 -5 Pa L/s. cm 2 (1.4 x
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10-7 torr. L/s- cm2) after one hour. The outgassingrate can be expressedas:

Q = Q1 × (tilt)

where:

Q = outgassing rate

Q1 = outgassing rate at time tl (= Dayton's value at 1 hour)

t -- time

(2)

As t becomes large the outgassing rate is expected to become less than given by this

expression, 7 else the quantity outgassed would exceed the quantities observed. Further

evidence for this view is provided by outgassing experiments at higher temperatures, to
be discussed below.

The simplest model of gas sorption on a surface is that of an average sojourn time

which is a function of the heat of adsorption. 11 The surface coverage is then:

s = Q T (3)

where:

S -- quantity of gas adsorbed per cm 2 of surface

Q -- quantity of gas adsorbed or desorbed per cm 2 per sec.

r -- average sojourn time on surface, in seconds

Frenkel's equation (1924) for the variation of sojourn time with temperature 11 is:

f ---- T O e H/RT (4)

where:

T ---- sojourn time on surface, as defined above

To = time of oscillation of adsorbed molecules, normal to surface, assumed -- 10 -13
seconds 11

H = heat of adsorption, cal/mole

R -- gas constant -- 1.9872 cal/mole K

T = temperature, Kelvin
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The heat of adsorption, H, has been given as 22 to 25 kcal/mole for water on metals. 12

In a recent desorption experiment 13 a 304 stainless steel cylinder was heated at a rate of

0.2 degrees Kelvin per second. Two desorption peaks were reported, one at 22 and the

other at 25 kcal/mole. The corresponding temperatures were 55C and 93C.

This measurement of outgassing rates at higher temperatures can be used to estimate

the rate at room temperature. If a surface holding a quantity So, of adsorbed gas is

allowed to desorb, starting at time t = O, then from equations (3) and (4) it follows that

the outgassing rate would be: 12
So t

Q= (5)
T

where:

Q, t, and T are as defined above,

So = quantity of gas adsorbed on the surface at the time t = 0

The plot in Fig. 5 shows the exponential decay for four values of the heat of desorption,

H: 22, 23, 24, and 25 kcal/mole. These have been normalized to Dayton's 7 estimate of

the outgassing rate after one hour under vacuum. The extrapolated 1/t function has also

been shown. It is clear that the average sojourn model does not explain the initial 1/t

outgassing observed.

In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy, Dayton 7 suggested that the 1/t function

could be a result of the water being desorbed from the surface with a spectrum of energies

rather than any single value, reflecting the complexity of a real surface. To illustrate this

approach, the outgassing rates of the four groups of molecules, with the heats of desorption

shown above, were added in a weighted fashion at each point in time. The details of the

weighting are given in the Appendix. The result is shown in Fig. 5, and it is seen to follow

the 1/t function for a few hundred hours and then decay exponentially. The subsequent
L1 ..... _. .... " .... 4-_large gap between these two functions demonstrai_es _1m....un_r_m_ uf uL_ u_,._ __

for times greater than 1000 hours.

To summarize this water outgassing discussion, no observations of unbaked systems

have been found in the literature for times greater than 100 hours. A rough estimate can

be made based on outgassing at higher temperatures, but the accuracy of this estimate is

open to question at this time.

CONCEPTUAL VACUUM SYSTEM DESIGN

A conceptual design of the vacuum system for a 2 kilometer beam tube is shown in

Fig. 2, and its performance over time is given in Fig. 6. Ion pumps are used for low

vibration. (Other pumps will be used to reduce the pressure from atmosphere but they

will be turned off during laser interferometer operation.) Seven pumps are spaced at 250

meter intervals. Their operational pumping speed is assumed to be 2000 L/s for hydrogen,
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and 1000L/s for water vapor. The ends of the tube are assumed to be open to the vacuum

chambers, where additional pumps and gas load result in the same pressures as in the

tube.

The ratio of the peak pressure (halfway between the pumps), to the minimum pressure

(at the pumps) is 1.08 for hydrogen, and 1.11 for water vapor. 14 The average pressure is

the important parameter for beam scattering, so this is shown in Fig. 6. The average is

1.05 of the minimum pressure for hydrogen, and 1.074 for water vapor.

The hydrogen is plotted for an initial concentration of 1 ppm of this gas within the

walls of the vacuum system. The time required to reach the design pressure for hydrogen is

8 months from the time of manufacture, here assumed to be 1000 hours before pumpdown.

The water vapor plots are limits. It can be seen that a completely unbaked system

may be quite feasible, but in the absence of direct experimental data this is not certain.

Experiments to provide this information are underway.

SUMMARY

The vacuum levels required for the LIGO are well within the state of the art. However,

the unusually large size of the vacuum vessels dictates that every effort be made to minimize

the system's initial and operating costs. The 2 kilometer beam tubes will be permanently

under vacuum. They may not need to achieve the vacuum design goals immediately. These

conditions suggest that the possibility of an unbaked system be examined.

For the most difficult task, reducing the hydrogen partial pressure, the unbaked system

is feasible; the required pressure can be achieved in an acceptable time. The partial

pressure of water vapor, on the other hand, can only be estimated within limits until more

outgassing data is obtained. Experiments to provide this information are now underway.

APPENDIX

Four groups of molecules adsorbed on a surface have been defined with heats of ad-

sorption of 22, 23, 24, and 25 kcal/mole. The magnitude of each group has been adjusted

so it fits Dayton's outgassing rate at one hour. These groups have been plotted on Fig. 5.

These four groups are now weighted and combined as follows:

D(t) = A22(t) + A23(t)/B + A24(t)/B 2 + A25(t)/B 3

Q(t) = K D(t)

K- Q1
D1
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where:

A22(t) = outgassing rate of 22 kcal/mole water at time t. A23 (t) thru A25 (t), similar

Q(t) = outgassing rate at time t. Q1 = rate at 1 hour

D(t) = weighted sum of outgassing rates

D1 = D(t) at 1 hour

B = constant. B = 3 is plotted

This sum is shown in Fig. 5.
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THE TWO AXIS MOTION SIMULATOR FOR THE

LARGE SPACE SIMULATOR AT E.S.T.E.C.

Kurt A. Beckel and Joop Hutchison

European Space Research and Technology Center (ESTEC)

ABSTRACT

The Large Space Simulator at ESTEC has recently been equipped with a Motion

Simulator capable to handle test articles of 5 tons mass and having a volume of

7m in diameter and a length of 7m. The Motion Simulator has a modular set-up, it

consists of a Spinbox as basic unit on which the test article is mounted and

which allows continuous rotation (spin). This Spinbox can be used in two

operational configurations:

Spin axis vertical to 30 ° inclination when mounted on a Gimbalstand;

Spin axis horizontal when mounted on a Turntable - Yoke combination.

The Turntable provides rotation within ± 90 ° . This configuration allows to

bring a test article in all possible relative positions vis-a-vis the sun vector

(which is horizontal in this case).

The Spinbox allows fast rotation between 1 - 6 rpm or slow rotation between

I - 24 rot./day as well as positioning within ± 0.4 ° accuracy. The Spinbox is

provided with a slipring having considerable transmission capacity, totally some

480 direct channels ranging from low level DC (thermocouples) till UHF and power

channels with an overall rating of 310 Amps in total. Additional multiplexing of

thermocouple lines is possible.

+,_ J- I It U +I. <::L L U .L i.,, V i.. t i+ ..............

spots are visible from the test volume. It is specially designed for quick

installation and removal. Provision is made for a later implementation of a

Levelling System allowing precise levelling when tested satellites are carrying

heat pipes.

INTRODUCTION

In order to give the new Large Space Simulator at ESTEC the full operational

capabilities it was necessary to install an appropriately large Motion Simulator.

This facility should be capable to accept test articles in size and mass

corresponding to the possibilities of the Space Simulator. In addition it should

provide the highest possible flexibility, it should allow simple installation and

removal and stay within minimum costs.
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In early 1985 prestudies began and the technical requirements were defined.

A modular concept was chosen. The basic unit is the Spinbox on which the test

article is mounted via a test adaptor. It allows continuous rotation at normal

spinning speed as well as at very low speed for the simulation of geostationary

orbits. The Spinbox is provided with a Slipring having considerable transmission

capabilities for electrical signals and power. Altough the Spinbox is designed to

operate in any position in respect to the gravity vector, two basic

configurations have been chosen as follows:

o

o

Spin axis vertical to 30 ° inclination when mounted on a Gimbalstand

(Figures I and 5);

Spin axis horizontal when mounted on a Turntable - Yoke combination

(Figures 2 and 6).

In the latter configuration the Turntable can be positioned within i 90 °

thus allowing to bring the test article on the Spinbox in any relative position

vis-a-vis the sun radiation. Both configurations are built up on the existing

seismic structure inside the vacuum chamber. A shroud subsystem exists for both

configurations shading the test article from unwanted thermal radiation.

The facility performance requirements are summarized in Tables I and II.

Contracts for design and manufacture of the 4 main subsystems namely the Spinbox,

the Turntable, the Gimbalstand and the Slipring were placed in late 1985/early

1986; the procurement of the other items, the integration at ESTEC, the system

engineering and management has been provided by the ESTEC engineering services.

The installation of the Motion Simulator was completed in December 1987, the

acceptance test followed in January 1988, the acceptance review took place in

February 1988. Immediately after that, a flight unit of an ESA Astronomy

satellite (Hipparcos) was installed on the Motion Simulator and the first

operational test using this equipment was successfully completed one month later.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT ITEMS OF THE MOTION SIMULATOR

SPINBOX

A schematic cross-section of the Spinbox is given in Figure 3. The hollow

shaft provides room for the installation of the Slipring including the necessary

clearance for the cooling air around the Slipring. The bore in the shaft has a

diameter of 328 mm. Since the interior of the Spinbox is at ambient pressure, a

rotary seal consisting of 3 individual graphite embeded teflon lip-seals is
installed.

The first interseal volume after the ambient is backed up by a vacuum line,

the pump of which is installed under the vacuum chamber. Also the second

interseal volume is connected to a vacuum line which, however, is only pumped in

emergency cases. The shaft is guided by means of a cross-roller bearing which

came out in a preceeding detailed study as best compromise between deformation

requirements and volume constraints. The bearing is inside the air compartment of

the Spinbox and has the necessary gearing on its inner ring.
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It is driven via a pinion on the cyclodrive by two servo motors, one for fast and

one for slow motion. A clutch separates the slow motor from the cyclodrive when

the fast motor is in operation. A break prevents rotation of the shaft when the

motors are stopped.

All the potentional high energy dissipating units: motors, cyclodrive,

bearing and seal are connected to a water cooling system. In addition, cooling

air circulates in a controlled way inside the Spinbox. This air flow backed up by

the electrical heaters also keeps the Spinbox at a sufficient temperature level

in cold test phases to avoid condensation. A dome on the spacecraft side of the

Spinbox is provided with the necessary vacuum feedthroughs for the signal and

power lines. It is noticable that the dome on the spacecraft side as well as the

backcover of the Spinbox are easily interchangeable. This was already necessary

during the first operational test with the Motion Simulator as will be explained

in the paragraph of the Slipring.

A final remark shall be made on the rotary seal. Because initial doubts were

existing regarding the reliability and lifetime of friction based seals, a study

was performed about the feasibility to install a magnetic seal. Altough the

magnetic seal has an ideal performance, high reliability and practically

unlimited lifetime it was refrained from the utilisation of this type of seal

because the pressure difference acting on the seal in combination with its

diameter (600 mm) required a gap clearance between shaft and housing at the seal

so small that it was not practical for manufacturing and could not be safely

maintained with a loaded Spinbox.

YOKE

For the configuration with horizontal spin axis the Yoke is interfacing to

the Spinbox on the top side and to the Turntable on the bottom side (see Fig. 2).

The Yoke is a box type structure of high torsion and bending stiffness. The box

inL_LiuL _ ...... _ _- _ .......... A h==_r _y_m 1¢eeDs the Yoke at a certain

minimum temperature. On both sides of the Yoke runs a tube ot 2i0 mm diameter.

These tubes are connected to the air compartment of the Spinbox on one side and

to a central air compartment in the lower part of the Yoke which in turn mates to

the interior of the Turntable on the other side. One tube contains all Slipring

lines, the other contains all Spinbox housekeeping lines. The two tubes also

serve as outflow for the Spinbox cooling air.

TURNTABLE AND ROTARY CABLE GUIDING DEVICE

A schematic view of the Turntable and the rotary cable guiding device is

shown in Figure 4. The Turntable is built up of a massive tubular support

structure. Its inside is at atmospheric pressure. The lay-out of the drive is

similar to that of the Spinbox. For reasons of keeping sparepart costs down the

following elements are identical to those of the Spinbox: main bearing, fast and

slow motor and cyclodrive. The rotary seal is also of the same build-up as on the

Spinbox only the seal diameter is considerably larger (1390 mm). Also in this

case the main bearing is in the air compartment.
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Its inner rotating ring is fixed to a circular plate which interfaces to the

Yoke. In its centre this plate has a large circular hole allowing the two

cablebundles coming from the Spinbox through the tubes of the Yoke to pass. The

Turntable rests on a massive baseplate which is fixed to the seismic structure.

The same baseplate is also required for the Gimbalstand and therefore normally

stays in the chamber. It is connected via a tube of 570 mm diameter to the bottom

flange of the chamber. The interior of this tube again is at ambient pressure.

Inside this tube is another centric rotating tube placed which is resting on a

system of rollers supported by the baseplate. It is driven via an upper mating

tube fixed to the rotating part of the Turntable.

The interspace between the outer and the inner tube carries the (stationary)

housekeeping lines of the Turntable, the inner tube carries the 2 cable bundles

coming from the Spinbox. The inner (rotating) tube protrudes through the chamber

bottom flange into the room under the chamber. There it mates to the rotary cable

guiding device located under the vacuum chamber.

This rotary cable guiding device is necessary to assure an orderly bending

of the 2 cable bundles coming from the Spinbox when the Turntable is rotated. It

consists of two large chains supporting the two cable bundles. The chains are

guided in a controlled manner throughout the full operational range of the

Turntable.

CINBALSTAND

The Gimbalstand consists of a massive framework supporting the Spinbox. The

inclination of the Spinbox is provided by a drive unit mounted on one side of the

Gimbalstand. The drive unit is a sealed compartment at ambient pressure. It

houses the servo-controlled drive motor acting via a wormgear onto the

Gimbalstand inclination axis.

In the case of the Gimbalstand configuration the two cable bundles coming

from the Spinbox are routed via 2 x 2 vacuum tight flexible umbilicals ending on

their lower end to a dome located under the Gimbalstand and mating to the

baseplate. By this means a direct air connection of the Spinbox and the facility

exterior is provided as has been realised in the Yoke configuration.

The Gimbalstand also serves as a maintenance stand for the Spinbox outside

the chamber. In this mode 360 ° rotation is possible. In order to avoid an

override over the 30 ° position when located in the chamber (which would destroy

the umbilicals and LN 2 lines) special safety devices have been installed. Below

the Gimbalstand a room of 360 mm is left free allowing the later implementation

of a levelling system for accuracte levelling when tested satellites are carrying

heat pipes.
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SLIPRING

In the baseline configuration the Slipring has an overall length of 1080 mm

and a diameter of 302 mm. It consists of totally 54 discs carrying up to 12 rings

on both sides. A controlled air stream flows over the outside of the Slipring

maintaining a controlled temperature environment and carrying away excessive

heat. An inside bore of 75 mm diameter provides room for other rotary feedhroughs

e.g. waveguides.

During the first operational test a special rotary feedhrough for two

venting lines leading to the satellite under test had to be installed. In all

these special cases the baseline length of the Slipring will be exceeded. It was

therefore necessary to foresee a possibility to extend the Spinbox on the

satellite side as well as on the opposite side providing the necessary additional

room. It is foreseen to equip the Slipring in the future with a digital

multiplexing device for thermocouple signals.

SBROUD SYSTEM AND MOTION SIMULATOR THERMAL CONTROL

In order to minimise heat exchange with the environment all parts of the Motion

Simulator located inside the vacuum chamber are covered by easily removable and

remountable multilayer insulations. To prevent excessive cooling down in cold

test phases, electrical heater foils are installed at critical locations. Spinbox

and Turntable have in addition their own internal water and air temperature

control systems which are microprocessor controlled from the control console.

All parts of the Motion Simulator inside the chamber are covered with flat

shrouds. In the configuration Gimbalstand, the Spinbox shroud not only shields

the Spinbox but also serves as protection of the test article from thermal

radiation of the Gimbalstand and the unprotected areas of the seismic structure.

The Yoke carries two shrouds: one on its inclined middle part and a

horizontal shroud on its lower part. In order to allow the Turntable rotation,

the in and outgoing LN 2 lines to the Yoke shrouds are p_i,g " :.........

up and offwinding device which is attached to the under side of the Yoke lower

shroud. All shrouds are connected in serie in order to assure uninterrupted LN 2
flow.

DATA, POWER AND HOUSEKEEPING TRANSMISSION LINES

The lines coming from the test article enter the rotating part of the

Spinbox via vacuum feedthroughs located on the dome. In both configurations they

pass from there on entirely in ambient environment to the outside of the vacuum

chamber. The housekeeping lines stay entirely in' ambient environment on their way

to the facility exterior. This constitutes a considerable costsaving factor

taking into account the prices for vacuum feedthroughs and vacuum suitable

cabling. Furthermore, a great number of additional leak sources are eliminated.

Connectors for the Slipring lines and the Spinbox housekeeping lines are located

at the Spinbox and below the chamber before entering the rotary cable guiding
device.
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CONTROL CONSOLE

A Control Console located in the control room allows to control and monitor

all active and passive parts of the Motion Simulator. For operation under ambient

conditions of the Spinbox, Turntable or Gimbalstand in the storage / maintenance

area and inside the chamber a local panel is provided which can be connected at

test floor level and storage floor level. When this local panel is connected it

is impossible to operate the Motion Simulator from the Control Console in the

control room.

HANDLING AND STORAGE HARDWARE

Due to the complexity of the system and the requirement of quick

installation and removal a substantial amount of special hardware had to be

provided.
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TABLE I.- MOTION SIMUIATOR PERFORMANCE DATA

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

o

o

o

o

o

Test volume

Max. test specimen mass

Max. Moment of Inertia Ix = ly = I z
Max. unbalance

Max. overall leakrate

7000 mm diameter

5000 kg

8000 kg.m 2

200 kg.m

1,5 . 10 -2 mbarl/sec

SPINBOX

o FAST MOTION

Continuous rotation (both directions)

- Velocity

- Velocity accuracy

- Max. acceleration/deceleration

o SLOW MOTION

Continuous rotation (both directions)

- Velocity

- Position accuracy

o POSITION MODE

Rotation in both directions

- Speed

- Position accuracy

1 - 6 rpm

+ 3% of selected speed

± 1,0 rad/sec 2

1 - 24 rot/day

± 0,4 °

30 ° - 60°/min

± 0,4 °

TURNTABLE

POSITION CONTROL ONLY

Rotation angle

Position accuracy

Positioning velocity

maximum angular acceleration/

deceleration

± 90 °

± 0,4 °

max. 60°/min

i 1.0 rad/sec 2
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TABLE II.- MOTION SII_OLATOR PERFORMANCE DATA (conttd)

C IMBALSTAND

O

O

O

O

Rotation angle

Position accuracy

Position velocity

Max. angular acceleration/deceleration :

Vertical to 30 ° inclination

± 0,i °

I - 60°/min

± 1,0 rad/sec 2

SLIPRINC CHANNEL OVERVIEW

TYPE NO. OF
CHANNELS

NO. OF S_ARATE

SH_L_

NO. OF

CROUNDINCS

BASELINE :

OPTION :

Low level 216

i Amp/100V D.C. 144

5 Amp/100V D.C. 33

i00 KHz 60

I0 MHz 20

VHF 8

UHF wide band * 2

Waveguide 2

UHF narrow band 2

12

8

3

60

20

4

TOTALS 485 103 4

* Replaced by UHF narrow band for option.
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FIG. 5- MOTION SIMULATOR IN VERTICAL SPIN AXIS CONFIGURATION DURING
ACCEPTANCE TEST. SPIN AXIS 30° TILTED.
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FIG. 6- MOTION SIMULATOR IN HORIZONTAL CONFIGURATION
DURING ACCEPTANCE TEST.
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INDIAN LSSC FACILITY

A. S. Brar

High Vacuum Equipment Corp.

V. S. Prasada Rao

Bharat Heavy Hate & Vessels Ltd

ABSTRACT

R. D. Gambhir and M. Chandramouli

ISRO Satellite Center

The Indian Space Agency has under-

taken a major project to acquire in-

house capability for thermal and vacuum

testing of large satellites. This large

Space Simulation Chamber (LSSC) facility

will be located in Bangalore and sched-

uled to be operational in 1989. The

facility is capable of providing 4 meter

diameter Solar Simulation with provision

to expand to 4.5 meter diameter at a

later date. With such provisions as

controlled variations of shroud tempera-

tures, and availability of infrared

equipment as alternate sources of ther-

mal radiation, this facility will be

amongst the finest anywhere. This paper

presents the design concept and major

aspects of the LSSC which is currently
under construction.

INTRODUCTION

chamber; the 9-meter diameter vertical

main chamber and 7-meter diameter

horizontal auxiliary chamber. The

horizontal chamber is juxtaposed onto

vertical chamber which will accept the

test satellite mounted on a vibration

isolation support platform via a

motion simulator. The auxiliary cham-

ber houses the collimating mirror, and

the spout with chamber window provides

interface with the lamphouse. The

lamphouse houses lamp modules, transfer

optics and the douser in a protected

environment. The vacuum chamber is

lined with shrouds through which

nitrogen is circulated to attain tem-

perature in the range of 100K to 373K.

The entire facility is operated from a

centrally located control console.
There are six normal modes of the LSSC

operation, and are described as follows:

A Large Space Simulation Chamber

(LSSC) with 4-meter solar beam expand-

able to 4.5 meters is being erected at

ISRO Satellite Center, Bangalore, India

with projected completion in late 1989.

This facility, upon completion, will be

used for the purpose of solar simulation

tests, thermal-vacuum tests, infrared

mode thermal balance tests, and vacuum

temperature tests on satellites.

Besides these, the chamber may be used

as vacuum temperature envelope for

deployment tests of panels/antenna,

Thermal cycling of solar panels,

optical tests, and dynamic balancing of

various space craft hardware.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The baseline configuration of the

LSSC consists of two-part 304 SS

Vacuum Mode:

This is for the purpose of dynamic

balancing and other mechanical tests
wherein the chamber shrouds remain at

ambient, and the _ressure is selectable
at i mbar and i0 -_ mbar. The main

chamber shrouds are designed to be re-

movable in order to gain larger working

envelope in this mode.

Vacuum and Cryogenic Mode:

This mode is for the purpose of
thermal tests in the infrared mode or

eclipse situation wherein the chamber

pressure is held less than 10 -5 mbar,

and the shrouds are held at 100K by

means of recirculating subcooled LN2.

Solar Simulation Mode:

In this mode the solar simulator

is 'ON' under high vacuum conditions
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with shroud temperature i00 K similar to

the Vacuum and Cryogenic Mode.

Vacuum-Temperature/Thermal Vacuum Mode:

This mode is for thermal vacuum

testing and bakeout wherein the shrouds

can be maintained at any programmed tem-

perature for any interval of time in the

range of 173 K to 373 K under high vacuum
conditions of less than 10 -5 mbar. The

Constant density GN 2 dense gas circula-

tion system is provided to attain the

desired temperatures.

Solar Simulation Calibration Mode:

This mode is for intensity distri-

bution of the solar beam wherein the

solar simulator is turned on under ambi-

ent temperature and pressure in the
chamber.

Mirror Degas Mode:

In this mode, the collimating

mirror housed inside the auxiliary cham-

ber is heated/cooled from ambient to

393 K and back to ambient by means of

GN 2 dense gas circulation system at the

rate of 5K/hr. with the chamber shrouds

lagging behind the mirror temperature.

DESIGN DESCRIPTION

The following provides some of the

salient design features of various com-

ponents/subsystems of the LSSC.

Chamber:

The design of the chamber is in

accordance with ASME Sec. VIII/BS 5500.

The 9-meter main chamber accommodates

the test payload. The 7-meter auxiliary

chamber housing the collimating mirror

and the spout for solar beam entry is

juxtaposed onto the main chamber. The

4-meter cutout for the main entry and

provision for top loading of the test

payload onto the motion simulator plat-

form by means of an overhead crane are

also provided in the main chamber. The

chamber shell is made of 304L stainless

steel, and all external stiffeners are

A-36 steel, with inner surface polished

to reduce contamination and minimize

heat in-leak. Provisions of illumina-

tion inside the chamber are made, oper-

able under vacuum conditions to facili-

tate mechanical tests as well as CCTV

monitoring operations.

Shrouds:

The shrouds are made of 304L stain-

less steel, single-embossed platecoil

design. They are selected for ease of

weldability and very low outgassing
characteristics. Their outer flatside

is electropolished to reduce emissivity

thereby reducing heat in-leak from

chamber walls, and the inner embossed

side is glass-beaded and painted with

flat black paint Sikkens 463-6-5. The

shrouds are designed for maximum opera-

ting pressure of I00 psi, and can handle

i00 KW internal load in conjunction with

the LN 2 subcoolers. The shrouds are
divided into 42 active flow controlled

zones for temperature control of main

and auxiliary chamber shrouds.

LN 2 & GN 2 System:

The LN 2 system is designed for heat

dissipation of i00 KW inside the main
chamber, with localized flux of 2KW/M 2.

The LN 2 is circulated in sub-cooled

condition by means of independent cen-

trifugal pump systems for the main and

auxiliary chamber shrouds.

The GN 2 system utilizes centrifugal

blowers, maintaining constant density

over entire working temperature by means

of the active pressure control. The

system is designed for 15KW heat load in
the main chamber with localized heat flux

of 1.4 KW/M 2. It is also capable of

programmed warmup or cooldown of the

shrouds in the temperature range of i00 K
to 373 K at the rate of iK/min.

Vacuum System:

A helium cold gas cryopanel, loca-

ted in the 4-meter port of the main

chamber, is used as the primary high

vacuum pump with free N 2 pumping speed

in excess of 250,000 i/sec. The helium

cold gas refrigerator/liquifier is
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capable of supplying 92 watts/39 liters

of LHe per hours from a single RS-

compressor with LN 2 precooling. Two 48"

cryopumps, each with nominal pumping

speed for N 2 of 55,000 i/sec, with cham-

ber shrouds at ambient are also provided.

In addition, two 2200 i/sec, turbomolec-

ular pumps, are installed to handle light

gases, and to form a part of the pressure

reduction system for use in conjunction

with the RGAs. The main roughing system

comprising a pair of identical skids, are

equipped with roots-type blower cascades

backed with the sliding vane mechanical

pumps. These roughing systems can pump
down the chamber from ambient to 1 mbar

in under 1½ hours.

Solar Simulator:

The solar simulator consists of

lamp modules, transfer optics and douser,

all housed in a protected environment

inside the lamphouse, and the main cham-

ber window located in the spout along

with the collimating mirror located in-

side the auxiliary chamber.

There are eleven 20-KW Xenon lamp

modules for use with 4-meter beam size,

which may be increased to fourteen 20-KW

Xenon lamps to expand the beam to 4.5

meters. In either configuration the

i_i_i_v L_n_e o, _.o_ _w!_- to 1.7

KW/M 2 is'provided with intensity uni-

formity of i 4% in the reference plane

at the center of the main chamber.

The collimating mirror is fabrica-

ted as a mosaic of 55 hexagonal mirrors

positioned onto the mirror support

structure supported inside the auxiliary

chamber on a kinematic mount. The

mirrors are made of an aluminum alloy,

diamond turned and subsequently alum-

inized and anti-reflection overcoated

for protection. The mirrors and the

support structure are held at ambient

temperature except during the mirror

degas mode.

Lamp modules, transfer optics and

lamphouse panels are cooled by close-

loop D.I. Water System exchanging heat

with the facilities refrigerated water

supply.

Motion Simulator:

The motion simulator, fabricated

from aluminum alloy, is designed to be

installed on top of vibration isolation

platform inside the main chamber. It is

a two axis mount, providing tilt capa-

bility of ± 180 ° and adjustable spin

rate from 0 to i0 rpm with drift less

than 0.05 rpm as accumulated over any

24-hour period. The simulator is de-

signed to handle payloads up to 3,000 kg

with static unbalance-up to i00 N.M.

and physical size of 4-meter diameter

x 4.5 meter long.

The motion simulator is equipped

with shrouds to provide the same tem-

perature as the surrounding main cham-

ber shrouds, while its main structure

is maintained at near ambient tempera-

ture for satisfactory operation of

critical mechanical components, such as

bearings, etc. The MLI blankets are

utilized to thermally isolate the

support structure from the motion simu-

lator shrouds to affect the required

design criteria.

Data Acquisition & Instrumentation

Control System:
The 7,ENC r_r f_oi]Jrv _ _ r_m-

J

plex system consisting of the chamber

vacuum system, shrouds and nitrogen

circulation system, solar simulator

and motion simulator along with auxil-

iary facilities, like LN 2 storage, etc.

Each system has some parameters which

require monitoring, processing and con-

trolling in order to achieve the de-

signed function. In addition, the

space craft flight model, and sub-

systems within it require subjecting
them to various tests within the cham-

ber. In view of these requirements a

computer based instrumentation control

and data acquisition system has been

implemented.

The overall system architecture in-
cludes the utilization of a 32-bit

microprocessor as the primary host, and

another such machine as the back up
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host. The test satellite data acquisi-

tion is handled by four 16-bit monitor

RTUs to provide capability for 1024 TC,

256 V, 256 I, 64 RTD, and 32 Strain data

monitoring. Also forming a part of

motion simulator is a 600 TC channel

multiplexer located on the spin axis of

the motion simulator. Four 16-bit

Control RTU are employed to handle 128

infrared heaters, each handling 64 TC,

32 I and 32 V. The ninth 16-bit RTU is

used to handle signals from thermal,

vacuum, and auxiliary facilities systems.

The individual PLCs controlling

thermal, vacuum and auxiliary facilities

are connected directly with the host via

the data highway. The PID loop control-

lers for shroud and mirror temperatures

communicate with the host via RS-232C

links, and with their dedicated processor

through RS-422 links. The PLCs/micro-

processors for the solar and motion

simulators are also linked directly with

the host.

Two operator terminals and four user

terminals together with various numbers

of dot matrix printers, line printers,

video hard copiers, winchester, car-

tridge, mag tape and floppy drives con-

stitute the peripheral equipment.

The PLCs along with the control and

instrumentation and mimic panels are lo-

cated in free standing control console

which also provides the alarm and status

of the total LSSC facility.

(California) for solar simulator,

Contraves Goertz Corporation of

Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) for the mo-

tion simulator and PSI Data System,

Bangalore, for data acquisition hard-

ware and software.

SUMMARY

The salient design concepts of the

Indian LSSC, expected for completion

in late 1989, will rank it amongst the

best test facilities anywhere. It is

equipped with solar, motion and infra-

red simulation capable of testing

satellites up to 4 meters in size.
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THERMAL/STRUCTURAL DESIGN VERIFICATION STRATEGIES

FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES

David Benton

The Analytic Sciences Corporation

INTRODUCTION

As space missions become increasingly ambitious, requirements for larger

and more precise structures have collided with demands for greater cost

effectiveness and more routine operations. This has led to a search for

alternate methods of verifying that key design/performance requirements

have been met. This search has resulted in increasing reliance on

analysis with less experimental verification. If this is to be done

without a large increase in technical risk, it is necessary to integrate

testing and analysis, looking at them as alternate means of reaching the

same end, each with its own peculiar advantages and disadvantages.

The substitution of analysis for test has been enthusiastically pursued

in the area of large space structures due to the difficulty of accurately

simulating the flight environment of the very large structures under

consideration. This applies to two principal areas: thermoelastic

behavior and dynamic performance. This paper examines methods of

verifying thermal and thermoelastic performance. The options available

for ground thermal testing are summarized, and corresponding analytical

methods are enumerated. Finally, alternate paths which combine test and

analysis to arrive at a verified thermal/structural design are traced.

Options for reducing test requirements by testing smaller assemblies
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and/or testing in simplified environments are outlined. A generic large

deployable structure is examined in light of these considerations.

GROUND THERMAL TESTING OPTIONS

Common thermal testing options are listed in Table I. Thermal test

environments are selected with one of three goals in mind. One goal is

to simulate the operational environment as closely as possible.

Alternatively, the goal can be to impose appropriate environmental

conditions which facilitate correlation of analytical models against test

results. Both of these serve to verify the thermal design of the system

under test. A third goal is to demonstrate the ability of a design

("qualification testing") or a particular item ("acceptance testing") to

withstand expected temperature extremes. This last goal is often

combined with an attempt to verify the thermal/structural design.

Thermal/structural design of space structures must control the

thermoelastic behavior of the structure. The design parameters include

conductive heat paths, radiative exchange properties, active heater

control, and structural design parameters. Generally, structural

parameters are driven by nonthermal design requirements. The flight

thermal environment includes direct solar radiation, planetary reflected

solar radiation ("albedo'), planetary emitted IR radiation, and on-board

heat loads.

Thermal testing goals are determined by the thermal/structural design

verification approach. With one approach, the design is verified if the

test article does not respond with unacceptable temperatures or

distortions. Ideally, this approach requires very little analysis.

However, the results are valid only insofar as the test environment is an

• E

accurate simulation of the flight envlronment and the test article

conforms to the flight hardware. The alternate approach does not require

an accurate simulation of the flight environment or precise duplication

of the flight hardware configuration. In this approach an analytical

model of the test article in the test environment is correlated against
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actual test results. The resulting "test-validated model" is then

modified to reflect the operational environment. This modified

analytical model is then used to generate predictions of flight

performance. In this case, the test environment is generally defined to

bound "worst case" conditions of maximum temperature, minimum

temperature, and/or temperature gradients predicted for flight. This

relatively simple test environment is typically much easier to create on

the ground than is a full simulation of the flight environment.

The test environment consists of heat sources and sinks. These can be

convective, conductive, or radiative. A convective source or sink is

simply temperature-controlled gas (dry air, N2, etc.) in a (non-vacuum)

thermal chamber. They cannot usually be used to generate large

gradients. Conductive sources and sinks include temperature-controlled

fluid loops, heaters contacting the test article, test article internal

dissipation, and any supporting fixtures attached to the test article.

Usually conductive heat leaks are minimized by test fixture design.

Radiative sinks and sources are important in a vacuum environment since

there is no convective heat transfer. Radiative sinks include shrouds

which view but do not contact the test article. The shrouds themselves

are temperature controlled by heaters and/or fluid loops. Shrouds become

of the test article. Other radiative sources are IR lamps and solar

simulation lamps. When shrouds alone are used, the flight environment is

reduced to an "equivalent sink temperature" for the shroud. When IR

lamps are available, or heaters can be attached directly to the exterior

of the test article, an "equivalent sink heat rate" flux is used. In

both cases accounting for solar radiation requires accurate knowledge for

the test article's thermo-optical properties. Solar simulation lamps are

used to directly simulate solar fluxes. These are commonly employed for

geometrically complex test items where considerable doubt exists as to

the solar flux levels resulting from reflections and shadowing between

different parts of the test article. Internal electrical dissipation can

be simulated by heaters if the actual electronics are not in place.
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Costs increase rapidly with greater fidelity of the text environment to

the actual flight environment. Nonvacuum thermal tests are the least

expensive, but are incapable of creating realistic gradients because of

high convective heat transfer rates. Thermal vacuum tests cannot

simulate the spectral and reflectlng/shadowing characteristics of the

radiative flight environment without solar simulation lamps which greatly

increase cost. At any given level of test fidelity, increasing the test

article's size results in increased cost.

Data collected during thermal tests includes temperature, strain,

displacement, heat fluxes and power usage, and test article function/

performance data. Function/performance data requirements are specific to

each test article and can include both electrical and mechanical function

data. Radiative heat flux is measured with radiometers. With heaters or

electronic equipment, current flow is measured to determine heat rates.

Temperatures are measured with thermocouples or thermistors. Strain

gauges are used to measure local thermoelastic strain. Thermoelastic

deformations are measured by mechanical or optical means. Depending upon

the resolution required, photogrametry or interferometric optical methods

can be used. In some cases large-scale thermoelastic deformations can be

inferred from local strain measurements.

COMBINING TEST WITH ANALYSIS

Both thermal tests and analytical models can be considered in terms of

input and output, as illustrated in Figure i. Ideally, the relationship

between input and output is the same for test and analysis. If this is

true for the range of inputs seen during flight, analysis and test are

interchangeable for use in predicting flight performance. In reality,

there can be a significant discrepancy between analytical and empirical

(test) performance. _nalysls is generally less expensive and time

consuming. Test is usually more representative of actual flight

performance. Thus, the trade-off is between lower cost (analysis) and

lower risk (test), keeping in mind that perfect tests are as impossible

as perfect analyses.
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Thermal analysis of a space structure actually involves a number of

interrelated analyses, listed in Table II. A typical analysis flow is

shown in Figure 2. Listed in Table III are types of thermal tests which

have inputs and outputs corresponding to various analyses. If analysis

alone is used for thermal/structural design performance verification,

thermal testing is required only to qualify the structure and its

components to the appropriate temperature and vacuum conditions.

It is often useful to test large structures as subassemblies, using

analysis to extrapolate the performance of the total system. This is

especially attractive if the heat flows between subassemblies are small

or well defined. Some structures are periodic assemblies of identical

subassemblies, allowing a single subassembly test to be readily

extrapolated to the entire structure.

DESIGN VERIFICATION OF A LARGE DEPLOYABLE TRUSS BEAM

A deployable truss beam which is representative of future large space

structures provides an instructive example.

GENERIC DEPLOYABLE TRUSS BEAM

A number of deployable truss beam structures have been described in

References i and 2. These structures consist of a series of collapsible

bays. Generally, these beams have a slenderness ratio (deployed length/

deployed diameter) between 30 and 50 and an extension ratio (deployed

length/stowed length) of about 20. The are deployed by a mechanism which

extends each bay in turn and latches the joints. Reversing the process

retracts the beam. For the purposes of this example, a i00 meter beam

can be postulated, as shown in Figure 3. This structure could be used to

deploy an experiment package from the Space Station. The beam and

deployment mechanism can be easily designed to deploy a single bay

vertically in a one gravity environment.
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The thermal design must accommodate the requirements of the experiment on

the truss beam tip. Thermal control of the truss beam structure is

achieved passively with coatings. The deployment mechanism uses heaters

plus insulation and coatings. This thermal/structural design is driven

by three requirements. The first requirement is to survive the thermal

environment without unacceptable degradation. The second is to reliably

deploy and retract the truss beam in the flight thermal environment.

Finally, thermal distortions must be minimized to avoid compromising the

experimental data.

THERMAL/STRUCTURAL DESIGN VERIFICATION APPROACH

Verification of the thermal/structural design requires a combination of

analysis and test due to the size of the deployed structure. The

verification approach is summarized in Figure 4. Flight temperature

predictions can be made from analytical models for both stowed and

deployed configurations. A structural model can then be used to predict

component stress levels due to thermal loads, as well as structural

distortions. These analyses rely upon testing of individual elements

(such as tubes and joints) and material samples for properties data. Key

structural assemblies are proofloaded to levels incorporating the thermal

loads. A single bay is cycled to the predicted extremes of temperature

and stress. Because of the periodic nature of the beam structure, the

behavior of a single bay is representative of the entire beam. Combined

with thermal qualification testing of the materials and mechanisms, this

test verifies that the structure will not degrade unacceptably in the

flight thermal environment.

Verification of the deployment kinematics under flight thermal conditions

involves the effects of both local and global thermal distortions. To

evaluate local thermal effects, representative joints and mechanism

devices are cycled through their full range of motion at predicted

temperature extremes plus margin. This verifies performance of truss

beam joints and the deployment devices. To verify deployment and
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retraction under global thermal loads, the entire assembly undergoes a

thermal-vacuum deployment and retraction test as shown in Figure 5. This

adds confidence to the analytically predicted performance of the beam and

the deployment mechanism. Although this test is relatively expensive,

failure of the beam to deploy would be a costly failure. In addition,

the heat exchange within a complex collection of devices such as the

deployment mechanism is difficult to predict accurately. Because of the

periodic nature of the beam structure, deployment of a single bay is

sufficient to verify the kinematics. The beam is deployed in worst-case

hot and cold environments, then the worst side-to-side gradient is

imposed by adjusting shroud temperatures on opposite sides of the beam.

These worst-case temperatures are those predicted by analysis.

Thermoelastic distortion predictions for the deployed beam cannot be

directly verified by ground test because of vacuum chamber size

limitations and gravity effects. Reliance is placed upon analysis plus

measurements of the coefficient of thermal expansion of individual

structural elements. Additionally, predicted temperature extremes and

thermoelastic stress levels are used to cycle individual structural

elements to determine the change in the thermoelastic properties of the

elements after exposure to flight environment.

CONCLUSIONS

Requirements for space structures of increasing size, complexity, and

precision have engendered a search for thermal design verification

methods that do not impose unreasonable costs, that fit within the

capabilities of existing facilities, and that still adequately reduce

technical risk. This requires a combination of analytical and testing

methods. This results in two approaches. The first is to limit thermal

testing to subelements of the total system or to test the system only in

a compact configuration (i.e., not fully deployed). The second approach

is to use a simplified environment to correlate analytical models with
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test results. These models can then be used to predict flight perfor-

mance. In practice, a combination of these approaches is needed to

verify the thermal/structural design of future very large space systems.
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TABLE I - TERMINOLOGY AND INPUT/OUTPUT DATA

FOR TYPICAL THERMAL TESTS

Type of Test

THERMAL (THERMAL CYCLE) -
Test article immersed in a

temperature-controlled dry gas
bath

THERMAL VACUUM - Test

article in a vacuum environment

with spatially uniform heat
sources and sinks

THERMAL BALANCE - Test

article in a vacuum environment

with spatially and temporally
non-uniform heat sources and

sinks

SOLAR THERMAL VACUUM -

Test article in a vacuum

environment with spatially and

temporally non-uniform heat
sources including simulated
solar flux and heat sinks

Input Variables

Test article bulk temperature(s)

Temperature(s) of the sink and/or test article

External heat fluxes ("Q -test") or sink

temperatures ("T-test")

External sink temperatures and solar fluxes

Output Data

Functional and survival data

Functional and survival data

Test article temperature(s),

especially gradients

Test article temperature(s) and
incident fluxes

TABLE II - ANALYTICAL THERMAL MODELS

OF SPACE STRUCTURES

Typical General

Type of Model Input Data Output Data Purpose Program

Radiation Exchange • Geometry ,Internal radiation exchange TRASYS

• Surface properties factors

Heat Rate .Nodal heat fluxes and TRASYS

boundary conditions (BCs)

Thermal Balance

Thermoelastic

• Exterior geometry

•Exterior surface properties
•External environment

• Radiation exchange
factors

• Internodal conductances

• Nodal heat fluxes and

BCs

•Radiative exchange
factors

• Internal heat sources

• Nodal heat capacities

• Structural BCs

• Element temperatures

• Element pre-loads

• Element stiffness

• Element coefficient of

.Steady-state nodal

temperatures
• Transient nodal

temperatures

.Displacements

.Rotations

SlNDA MITAS

NASTRAN
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TABLE III - CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN TEST AND ANALYSIS

Type of Test

Thermal - Vacuum

(Uniform heat sinks

and sources)

Thermal Balance

(Non-uniform heat

sinks and sources)

Solar Thermal-

Vacuum

Input Data

External (uniform) sink tem-

perature or test article tem-

perature

External (non-uniform) sink

temperatures and BCs

External sink temperatures
and solar fluxes

Output Data

Functional and survival data

Test article temperatures

(transient and/or steady-
state

Test article temperature
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IRIS THERMALBALANCE TEST WITHIN ESTEC LSS

Piero Messidoro and Marino Ballesio
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J. P. Vessaz

ESA/ESTEC

ABSTRACT

Tile IRIS thermal balance test has been successfully performed in the ESTEC Large Space Simulator to qualify the ther-

mal design and to validate the thermal mathematical model. Characteristics of the test were the complexity of tile set-up

required to simulate the Shuttle cargo bay and allowing IRIS mechanism actioning and operation for the first time in the

new LSS facility. Details of the test are presented, and test results for IRIS and the LSS facility are described.

INTRODUCTION

IRIS (Italian Research Interim Stage) is the first European launcher to complement the NASA Space Shuttle System

with an expendable, spinning solid upper stage, capable of placing satellites into orbits with energy requirements beyond

the Shuttle basic capabilities. The system consists of the Airborne Support Equipment (ASE) and the IRIS Spinning Stage
(ISS).
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program is being financed by the Italian government through CNR/PSN (National Research Council/National Space Plan)

and is now approaching the end of phase C/D.

The IRIS system verification philosophy is based on a three-model approach. One of the models is the Structural/Ther-

mal Model (STM) which was subjected to the structural and thermal test campaign (thermal balance, modal survey, acous-

tic, spin and deployment, and static tests).

In order to qualify the thermal design and to validate the thermal mathematical models, the system has been tested in two
configuratkms:

eASE/ISS mode, simulating the IRIS system within the Orbiter cargo bay,

elSS only mode, simulating the ISS system during the coasting phase after deployment from the Orbiter.

The ASE/ISS mode thermal balance test was performed at the beginning of 1987 in the Large Space Simulator (LSS) at
ESTEC-Holland, and was the first test in this new facility.

To facilitate installation of the test article and its operations, and to provide representative Shuttle cargo bay interfaces, a

multipurpose IRIS Test Support Hardware (ITSH) was developed by ESTEC and bolted directly to the "seisnfic structure"
of the LSS.

This paper summarizes the characteristics of the IRIS thermal balance test in the LSS. It provides a description of the

test article, set-up and facility; a report of the test sequence and events; and a presentation of the test results from both the

IRIS and LSS facility point of view.
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IRIS SYSTEM

CONFIGURATION

IRIS (ref. 1) is a system to launch satellites, with a maximum mass of 900 kg, from the Space Shuttle (fig.l). It takes the

form of an upper stage of the family comprising Boeing IUS, McDonnell Douglas PAM D and PAM A and it covers the

lower mass range suitable for scientific satellites and small communications/broadcasting satellites.

The IRIS system consists of two main modules:

oan Airborne Support Equipment (ASE) that is mounted in the Space Shuttle cargo bay. It supports the deployable

stage and the payload during ground operations, as well as during launch and ascent up to the on-orbit separation. The

ASE is a reusable module with all subsystems needed to fulfil the mission requirements;

can IRIS Spinning Stage (ISS) that is the deployable and expendable part carrying the payload to be launched. The ISS

is spin stabilized and has a solid rocket motor to provide the necessary impulse for payload insertion into transfer orbit.

The reusable ASE consists of a cradle in the form of a truss structure for mounting the deployable stage and its payload

inside the Shuttle cargo bay. The cradle takes up 1/8 of the cargo bay length, measures 4.5 m wide, 4.5 m high and 2.1 m

deep. It supports the deployable stage through the spin table (at the base of tile solid rocket motor) and two restraints at-

tached to the deployable stage payload attach fitting (PAF). The spin table can provide rates between 45 and 100 rpm to

the ISS/satellite assembly.

On the cradle are mounted all the avionics which interface with both the Orbiter and the ISS, controlling IRIS functions

and monitoring the health status of both IRIS and the satellite. A power supply controls and distributes power to all ASE

subsystems, to the ISS and payload until deployment. The on-board computer is responsible for the operating sequence

with delivery of commands to the various subsystems.

Tile cradle also supports tile sunshield, which is environmental protection consisting of multilayer insulation of Beta-

cloth and aluminized Kapton sheets. The sunshield has a fixed part as well as movable "clamshell" type segments that are

opened to allow the ISS deployment. Tile movable segments are driven by an aeronautical type wiring mechanism with re-

dundant motors and electronic control units.

The thermal environment is controlled using a full insulation approach. In fact, the cradle is also enveloped by muhilayer

insulation. This means that IRIS is completely insulated with respect to space. The internal environment is thermostatically

controlled using ambient heaters attached to the cradle. This solution also provides suitable environmental protection to

the ISS module and to the payload.

The ISS consists of a high performance solid rocket motor using a Kevlar case. The case, on one side, interfaces with the

spin table and, on the other side, interfaces with the PAF, which is a truncated cone adaptor supporting a honeycomb plat-

form on which are placed all the electronics necessary to fulfil mission requirements of the 45 minute coasting phase. Bat-

teries and power control units control and distribute power to all ISS subsystems; the nutation control subsystem controls

the coning of the composite, after deployment; and tile electrical sequencing units command and control the prepro-

grammed mission sequence until final payload separation.

TEST PROGRAM

As described in ref. 2, the verification of the IRIS system is based on several methods such as: test, analysis, similarity, in-

spection and review of design.

In particular, the test program is the most important part of the overall ve, ification activities oriented to demonstrating

that the IRIS design fulfils the performance requirements (qualification) and that the fligllt hardware/software is identical

to the qualified one, free of workmanship defects and is ready to be flown (acceptance).

The models required to carry out the IRIS test program respectively at equipment, subsystem/module and system levels

are outlined in fig. 2 with an indication of the relevant test activities.
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In particular, the system structural/thermal qualification is performed on a dedicated model (STM) by means of the fol-

lowing tests:

- thermal balance (completed in April 1987)

- modal survey (completed in October 1987)

- acoustic (completed in January 1988)

- spin & deployment (completed in July 1988)

- static (to be completed in December 1988).

The STM is thermally representative of the IRIS system in its operational configuration, including flight standard struc-

tural and thermal parts and thermally representative dummies of the electronic equipment, the solid rocket motor and the

payload.

THERMAL BALANCE TEST DESCRIPTION

TEST PIIlLOSOPiiY

The purpose of the IRIS thermal balance test was to qualify the thermal design and to validate the mathematical model.

From a thermal design point of view it was necessary to verify the adequacy of tile concept of full insulation (MLI all

around IRIS) together with the multilayer insulation composition (verify number of internal aluminized layers). In addi-

tion, tile behaviour of the ambient heaters had to be checked. The heat transfer from these heaters to the surroundings is

via thermal radiation, whereas normally the heater foils are attached directly to the surfaces to be heated.

From a mathematical model point of view it was necessary to verify the model approach of the cradle truss structure, am-

bient heater representation and the MLI conductivity value.

To achieve these objectives, the most relevant flight phases were identified (see ref. 3). These were the pre-deployment

quiescent phase with the flight heaters thermostatically controlled (400 W and 800 W), the worst hot and cold deployment

phases with the opening of the sunshield; and a final recovery phase.

In addition to these phases (all transient) two steady state test phases had to be identified in order to:

correlate more easily some aspects of the thermal mathematical model (radiative and linear conductors, geometrical de-

scription, etc.),

a_..Jt_..xat.as.,y VT_,III t,.St,..Ittll_,.._/t OtUltltlJ_ IJUasttO ltUt till./ ta_ttOat,_ttl*O*

As a general criteria it was attempted to be as close as possible to the flight temperature levels.

The above considerations led to the test sequence shown in fig. 3.

TEST FACILITY AND SET-UP

a) Test Facility

The test was performed in the Large Space Simulator (LSS) of the European Space Research and Technology Center

(ESTEC) located at Noordwijk, the Netherlands. The commissioning of this facility took place in 1986 and it was officially

inaugurated on January 14, 1987 at which time the IRIS-STM test preparation was underway at ESTEC. The LSS is un-

doubtedly the foremost installation of its kind in Europe (see ref. 4). This installation is composed of the following main
parts:

• LSS Chamber

The chamber, with an overall volume of 2150 m3, consists of two parts:

- the "main chamber", a vertical cylinder 10 m diameter and 15 m heigh,

. the "auxiliary chamber" with a horizontal cone/cylinder 11.5 m diameter and about max. 15 m long.

The two vessels are interfaced by a nozzle 8 m in diameter. The configuration is illustrated in figure 4.
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eSllrouds
Tlleinnersurfaceof the main chamber and the nozzle are completely lined with shrouds. Tile surfaces facing the speci-

men are painted black and tile remaining surfaces are polished. The auxiliary chamber is equipped with baffle (disc)

shrouds. Liquid nitrogen is circulated in all shrouds. The achieved temperature during the test was 85 K with a tempera-

ture distribution of about 5 degrees celsius.

oVacuum System

The full, high-vacuum pumping system was Used during the test. It is composed of:

- 2 multlvane pumps

- 3 root pumps

- 4 turbo molecular pumps

- 1 L He cryopump for N2

- 2 cryopanels

Tile achieved vacuum was 7 x 10 -5 Pa with the following profile:

10l) I'a (1 mbar) ill 2 hours 30 minutes; 3 Pa in 6 hours; 7 x 10-3 Pa ill 12 hours; 10 -4 Pa in 18 hours.

eSun Simulator

The lamp house of the sun simulator is equipped with 19 Xenon lamps of 20 kW each. Its transfer optic is put in a nitro-

gen environment to avoid ozone production and corrosion. A quartz window 1.08 m in diameter and 82 mm thick provides

the interface between the vacuum chamber and the lamp house. The light beam coming from the lamp house is projected

onto a collimation mirror 7.2 m in diameter that is suspended at the rear of the auxiliary chamber, and from there illumi-

nates the test volume with a 6 m diameter parallel beam in the reference plane.

The sun simulator was used at two levels of sun intensity:

- 400 W/m 2 achieved with 4 lamps,

- 1420 W/m 2 achieved with 13 lamps.

The measured intensity distribution inside the test volume during the pre-test was within 7%.

The test volume is defined by a cylinder 6 m in diameter and 5 m long centered with respect to the axis of the main cham-

ber.

oData Handling Facility

The Data Handling Facility consists of two indcpendent systcms:

- the thermal data handling systcm dedicated to handling data from the test subject during thermal testing,

- the facility data handling system dcdicatcd to data handling for thermal tcst facility control.

The thermal data handling system can providc data acquisition, rcduction and presentation of a maximum of 1032 analog

sensors and 128 digital scnsors. The safety of the test article is assured by the gcneration of mcssagcs and alarm signals

whcn scnsors or derivcd valucs excccd pre-def'med limits. Warning messages and signals are also issued on the basis of cx-

trapolated values.

The reliability of the data handling system is assured by:

- a dual computer system where each computer checks the other

- a dual sensor measurement system

- high redundancy on peripheral equipment

- continuous monitoring of tasks under software control.

Data presentations, on color graphic monitors, terminals and printers, are available in the customer areas and, if needed,

anywhere inside or outside ESTEC through the public telephone network (the latter was not used during this test).

By monitoring detailed facility parameters, the facility data handling system provides, both the test operation team and

the customer, with fast up-to-data and accurate information on the performance of the facility.

Data are acquired directly from temperature, pressure, flow, solar intensity sensors etc. as well as through digital com-

munication links with the LSS subsystems.

Early warning capabilities, integrated into the system to detect and analyse deviations from the nominal conditions at the

earliest moment, ensure a safe and reliable operation of the facility at all times.
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Spacecraftsensorinformation can also be included in the early warning capability. Performance data and warnings are

presented in the facility control and data handling areas only.

During the test, 676 sensors were used as follows:

- 473 thermocouples installed on IRIS itself

- 34 thermocouples installed on the ITStt

- 31 voltage measurement channels from calibrated resistances to measure current of flight heaters and guard heaters

- 131 virtual sensors

- 25 power supplies for the infra-red lamps on the ITSH.

b) "rest Set-Up

The test article was placed on a dedicated structure called IRIS Test Support Hardware (ITSH) (see rcf. 6). This struc-

ture allows the test article to bc centered within thc LSS test volume with the sunshleld facing the collimation mirror.

The test set-up also includcd an additional set of 6 shrouds connected to the liquid nitrogen system of the facility; a Space

Shuttle cargo bay simulator; and a gravity compensation system for thc opening and closing of thc sunshield segments. All

these complementary elcments were fixed to the ITSH structure. The test set-up is illustrated by the photographs in figures

5, 6 and 7.

• IRIS Test Support llardware (ITSII)

A special multipurpose structure has been designed to allow thermal tests on large items in the LSS with a representative

Space Shuttle interface. ITSH was developed primarily to allow two diffcrcnt IRIS test configurations: in a horizontal posi-

tion for the thermal balance test described here, and in a vertical position for a thermal vacuum test of the IRIS flight

model.

Because of its modular concept, this structure is particularly flexible in use and allows easy adaptations for various test

configurations and project specific requirements. The ITSH is illustrated in figure 8.

• IRIS-STM Thermal Balance Test Configuration

In this configuration the ITSH permits the mechanical coupling with split bearings among the five IRIS trunnions (two

main fittings, two stabilizer fittings and one keel fitting) onto the stable platform of the LSS chamber, and makes it possible

to center the test article in its horizontal position within the solar beam.

The Space Shuttle cargo bay was simulated by means of a cargo bay simulator equivalent in size and thermal properties.

To allow opening/closing of the sunhield, a Gravity Compensation Unit (GCU) is also provided.

• Cargo Bay Simulator

The cargo bay simulator is used to simulate the solar trapping phenomena that occur between the cargo bay walls and the

cradle walls.

The cargo bay simulator consists of a light structure holding multilayer insulation of seven layers of Double-sided Alum-

inized Mylar (DAM) separated by polyester netting material. The insulation is covered on both sides by Single Aluminized

Kapton (SAK) and, on the inside facing the test article, by Nomex polyester.

• Additional Shroud System

Suitable cryogenic shrouds cooled by LN2 are installed under the sunshield plane to avoid the radiative heat exchange

between the ITSH base structure and the test article.

• Sunshieid Gravity Compensation Unit

The Sunshield Gravity Compensation Unit (GCU) unloads the hinges of the sunshield segments during the test actua-

tions by supporting them in the center of gravity. The GCU allows the automatic adjustment of the compensation weight

and of its position with respect to the supporting rails.

•Scaffoldings

To the basic test structure one can easily attach scaffoldings, working platforms as well as access bridges and telescopic

stairs to reach the test article during installation and preparation activities in the test facility. All these elements are de-

signed to be installed and removed quickly by two people.
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,ThermalControl

For temperature control of the ITSH, 28 infrared lamps (500 W) were fixed to the legs and the base frame of the struc-

ture and 7 foil heaters were attached where infrared lamps could not be mounted. Eight additional infrared lamps were in-

stalled on the LSS stable platform. During the test the ITSH temperature was maintained at about - 50 degrees celsius.

The power used was only 1 kW during the test and about 8 kW during the recovery phase.

• Other ITSII uses

The ITSH is also designed to be used for the IRIS flight model thermal vacuum test. This requires some modifications of

the split bearings support legs and additional shroud elements. However, due to the modular concept of the ITSH, it is

easily achieved at a minimum of cost.

In the mean time ITSH has also been used for the European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA) thermal balance test with

minor adaptations to the basic ITSH elements.

The test set-up was completed by means of photovoltaic cell sensors to automatically control and measure the solar flux;

a power supply and control unit to feed the IRIS dummy boxes; a sunshield special test equipment to remotely actuate and

control the mcchanism; and an observation camera system to control the actuation of the sunshield from outside the cham-

ber.

TEST PREDICTIONS

The thermal mathematical model (see fig. 9) used for the test predictions was basically the one already used in the analy-

sis campaign for the thermal control design definition.

Changes were made to take into account the IRIS test configuration and the test boundary conditions.

The following items of the STM in the thermal configuration were not flight standard:

- the electronics, except for a few exceptions, were thermal dummies

- the motor was empty

- the bolt cutters were inert

- a dummy payload simulating the mass (900 kg) of a nominal payload was included.

The thermal vacuum chamber and the test fixture configuration were considered in the thermal mathematical model. The

main implementations are the following:

- The introduction of a cargo bay simulator. This represented a compromise between the worst hot and cold conditions

for IRIS in the Space Shuttle cargo bay. The front and the bulkheads were semi-circular; so it was possible to experien-

ce worst cold conditions in the cargo bay (high radiative link with space). The simulation of worst hot conditions was

permitted by maintaining reduced gaps between the test article and the cylindrical part of the cargo bay simulator. This

configuration allowed sun trapping to be simulated.

- The large collimation mirror was considered in the pre-test thermal mathematical model for two reasons: the large di-

mensions (vicwfactor between mirrors and test article around 0.05); and the temperature during the test that was main-

rained at + 20 C for contamination reasons, it was represented in the thernml nmthematical model by a disc (7.1 m in

diameter) having the thermo-optical properties of the mirror.

- The chamber was modelled as a sphere of radius 18 m centered on the IRIS axes. It was considered a boundary with

the following properties: absorptivity and emissivity equal to 1, teniperature of 100 K. The true absorptivity and emissi-

vity of the shroud is 0.9. ltowever, due the large size of the chamber with respect to the ASE, multiple reflections can

be ignored.

- The trunnions were made adiabatic by the application of guard heaters on the test fixture side of the attachn_ent inter-

face. All linear conductors between ASE and the cargo bay have therefore been deleted.

In order to perform the test successfully and safely, a set of pre-test temperature and power level predictions were re-

quired. All the test phases were analysed except the pump down/cool down and warm up (ref. 5).

The thermal analysis predictions for the two steady states allowed the determination of the ambient heater power level to

reach the correct mean temperature range inside the IRIS: 100 W for phase 2 and 60 W for phase 5.
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Theanalysesfor the two slow transients gave the duration of the two test phases: 25 hours fi)r phase 3, and 23 hours for

phase 6.

The analyses for the two deployment phases allowed the evaluation of the thermal behaviour of the operative electronics,

particularly the flight-standard ones. To better appreciate the temperature trends the deployment phases were longer than

planned in flight.

The analysis for the recovery phase gave an indication of the length of phase required.

It has been fomld that the general level of temperatures within the ASE is very sensitive to variations in the parameters:

solar intensity, flight heater power and MLI conductance. A sensitivity analysis was therefore performed in order to assist

in the adjustment, during the test, of the power levels to meet the test objectives. Under the same conditions a double or a

half thermal conductance of the MLI gave a variation in temperature of ___10° C.

TEST EXECUTION

The test required an intense test preparation and pro-test period of about three months.

Before the proper test execution could start, the following pre-test activities were performed:

- sun simulator calibration two weeks before test article arrival

- calibration (e.g. thermocouples, sun simulator cells)

- pre-test of the ITSH to verify the leak tightness of the specific shrouds, to monitor the cool down of the structure and

to check the effectiveness of the heaters; to perform the leak test during video filming and window observation; to

check the proper operation of the LSS in tile test configuration. This pre-test revealed defects in painting of the ITSH

specific shrouds. Repainting was done and the shroud panels successfully retested in time.

The test itself was carried out during February, 1987. The test started on the morning of February 20 and terminated at

night on February 27 following lhe phases as specified in the applicable procedure (rcf. 7). The only exception was the

deletion of phase 8: "earth facing recovery" because during the previous preparatory phase, with sunshield closing, a failure

occurred and the movement stopped at 114 of the run.

The failure was due to the unexpected change in the size of a bearing of the GCU system wheel when exposed to the sun

flux. In fact, the sunshield closed as soon as the temperature decreased.

Apart from this failure, the test was considered satisfactorily executed from both points of view: LSS performance and

During the execution of the test, standard mass-spectrometric measurements were performed to monitor the quality of

the LSS vacuum. Seven sensors were placed inside the facility during the test to control organic contaminant (hydrocarbon

equivalent and ester equivalent). The measured values were less than 1.3 x 10 -7 gcm 2.

TEST RESULTS

The test results confirmed a high level of confidence in the ASE/ISS thermal design.

Generally the temperatures of the test were in accordance with the predicted ones.

In the two steady states the internal environment of IRIS was as predicted (temperature level around 15 ° - 18 ° C). These

results mean that the design of the thermal blankets and the concept of full insulation are acceptable and allow adequate

control.

The results from the two slow trauslents showed that the duration of the 2 phases are 25.5 hours for phase 3, and 21 hours

for phase 6. The differences from the prediction are very small: 2% more and 8% less in time respectively. This result con-

firms the design of the MLI. Moreover, it shows that the ambient heaters work properly and that the thermostat set points

are adequate. The location of these thermostats (on the ISS annular plate) is acceptable.

The considerations that arise from the evaluation of the results of the two deployment phases are in accordance with the

above statements.
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Duringthe hot deployment phase, when the sunshield was opcn, some items reachcd relatively high temperature values.

They are: the cylindrical structure that connects the SRM and the spin table; the springs; and the clamp band of the sepa-

ration subsystem. The temperature was around 40 ° C. This problem led to the reconsideration of the requirements for

these items. The temperature excursion, however, was considered acceptable, because the test co,lditions of this phase

were conservative.

As already explained, it was not possible to have information on the recovery time from the hot excursion, owing to the

sunshield failure during the closure phase.

Taking into account all of the above considerations, the thermal design of IRIS is considered qualified (see ref. 8).

Suitable test correlations have been performed to compare the test results with the post-test predictions which were up-

dated by introducing actual test boundary conditions (shroud temperatures, heat dissipation, measured thermo-opticai

properties, power on/off times, etc.). The coirelation criteria (delta temperature predicted/measured less than 1.5" C,

standard deviation less than 3° C) were reached for all IRIS internal nodes requil ing only a few mathematical model modi-

fications. An example of the statistical histogram for phase 2 is shown in fig. 10. Details of the correlations are contained in

rcf. 10.

CONCLUSIONS

The execution of the Thermal Balance Test allowed the achievement of the stated goals. The thermal design of IRIS has

been qualified. The thermal mathematical model has been updated and vatldatcd, and is now ready to be used for IRIS

payloads.

The cargo bay simulator allowed the creation of the in-cargo bay boundary conditions. This approach gave suitable re-

sults, together with the overall test concept.

This first operational test with the LSS was carried out without problems. The facility performed well and good results

were obtained, in particular, concerning the stability and uniformity of the solar intensity in the test volume. The facifity

showed a very good efficiency which resulted in low operational costs.

Interesting facility information was collected for later improvements.
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Fig. 1 - IRIS in the Space Shuttle
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Fig. 5 - ITSH with dummy load frame inside the LSS

Fig. 6 - Test set-up front view
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Fig. 7 - Test article installation in the LSS
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Fig. 9 - IR IS Thermal Mathematical Model
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THE INSTRUMENT TEST DEWAR:

TESTING SATELLITE INSTRUMENTS AT 1.5 K

Laura J. Milam

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

The Instrument Test Dewar (ITD) is a cryogenic facility designed and

built to test Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) Satellite instruments at

1.5 K. The facility provides a high vacuum and thermal environment with

payload thermal, electrical and optical interfaces. There are two concentric

vacuum spaces which are not hermetically sealed. The instrument vacuum space

is 81.28 cm x 243.84 cm and is cooled by an LHe shroud. The guard vacuum space

surrounds an LN2 shroud. There are two separate cryosorption pumping systems

and a mechanical LHe pumping system. Two data acquisition systems provide

payload and housekeeping data. There have been various problems with the

facility, and changes and improvements have been made to assure optimum test

conditions. COBE instrument testing has been completed on structural, thermal

model hardware and the protoflight units.

INTRODUCTION

The Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) is an in-house project at the

Goddard Space Flight Center. The purpose of the satellite is to study the Big

Bang Theory of how the universe was formed. Two of the three COBE instruments

are cryogenically cooled. The Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS)

is a liquid helium cooled interferometer and the Diffuse Infrared Background

Experiment (DIRBE) is a liquid helium cooled filter photometer. Both

instruments are housed together in the Cryogenic Optical Assembly (COA) which

is cryogenically cooled in the inside of a flight liquid helium dewar. COBE

project requirements for development of instruments dictated the need for a

test facility capable of testing at 1.5 K, but there was no test facility with

this capabi lity •

The Instrument Test Dewar was built specifically to simulate the COBE

flight dewar and to provide a 1.5 K vacuum environment for the COBE

instruments (see figure I). The facility was developed by the Goddard

Cryogenics Technology Section and was built by Janis of Massachusetts. The

facility was turned over to the Simulation Test Section to complete COBE

instrument testing. The facility is housed in a Class i0,000 clean room where

strict contamination conditioning and monitoring is maintained. The COBE

instruments can be tested together as the Cryogenic Optical Assembly (COA) or

can be tested individually. Six tests were completed at various stages of

hardware development including a thermal structural unit, thermal unit and a

protoflight unit.
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SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

GENERAL

An external shell surrounds two concentric vacuum spaces inside of which

is a liquid nitrogen (LN2) reservoir and a liquid helium (LHe) reservoir. The

ITD is 3.35 m (II feet) high by 1.52 m (5 feet) diameter. The instrument test

space is 81.28 cm (32 inches) by 243.84 cm (96 inches) high (see figure 2).

The dewar weighs 4,500 pounds without cryogens and approximately 5,270 pounds

with cryogens.

VACUUM

High Vacuum System

The Instrument Vacuum Space (IVS) and the Guard Vacuum Space (GVS) are

two concentric vacuum spaces but are not hermetically sealed. Each space has

its own roughing pump and cryosorption pump. The cryosorption pumps are good

to a static pressure of less than 1 x fOE-4 torr. When the cryogens are added

and the dewar is cold, a pressure of less than I x 10E-7 torr is achieved.

LHe Pumping System

A mechanical pumping system is used to lower the pressure above the

4.2 K LHe to lower the temperature to approximately 1.5 K. The mechanical

pumping system consists of a Roots blower in tandem with a rotary vane pump.

The LHe bath temperature can be adjusted slightly by throttling valves.

Liquid Nitrogen

The liquid nitrogen reservoir (surrounded by the guard vacuum space)

holds 277 liters of liquid nitrogen. The reservoir is initially filled with

LN2 from the house supply and thereafter can be topped off either manually or

automatically from 160 liter LN2 dewars.

Li qul d He lium

The LHe reservoir surrounds the instrument vacuum space. The reservoir

is filled to its 475 liter capacity from 500 liter LHe dewars. The reservoir

is always backfilled with GHe to atmospheric pressure before LHe is

transferred. The LHe is transferred through a flexible vacuum jacketed (V-J)

line which connects the 500 liter supply dewar dip tube to the ITD internal
fi ii line.
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THERMAL INTERFACE

The mechanical interface which also serves as the main thermal interface

in the ITD is the Instrument Interface Flange (IIF). The IIF is bolted onto

the bottom flange of the LHe reservoir, and the COA is bolted to the IIF

during testing. There are also several attachment points at the top of the

LHe reservoir for copper thermal straps which are connected to the payload.

ELECTRICAL INTERFACE

The electrical interface at the IIF consists of five 196-pin blindmate

connectors wired to nineteen 61-pin external connectors. At the top of the

instrument vacuum space there are six 196-pin blindmate connectors wired to

twelve 61-pin external connectors, which provide for additional

instrumentation and housekeeping instrumentation.

OPTICAL INTERFACE

On the IIF there is a blindmate assembly wired to a 12-pin external optical

fiber connector. The ITD has ports which were originally aligned with the COBE

instrument axes at the top of the dewar. These ports can be blanked off or

special optical quartz windows (for laser alignment) may be installed.

DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL

The facility is operated from a central control console which houses the

controls and gauges for the high vacuum system, LHe pumping systems and the

cryogen level monitors.

There are two separate identical data acquisition systems for test

monitoring. The systems work independently; one system is dedicated to the

payload and one to internal ITD housekeeping. Each system can read up to 140

channels of 4-1ead resistance measurements, 2-1ead voltage measurements or a

combination of both. The systems are configured to read 4-1ead Germanium

Resistance Thermometers (GRT) or Platinum Resistance Thermometers (PRT) and

either 4 or 2 lead strain gauges. Ten channels of data may be plotted on the

CRT screen. The test data is stored on hard disk, floppy disk and magnetic

tape. During testing hard copies of data can be obtained in real time. The

wait period between scans can be pre-set and varied during the test. Plots of

data can be obtained after the end of the test. The ITD has 18 GRTs and

4 PRTs for housekeeping purposes. The PRTs are accurate from 300 K to 60 K

and the GRTs are accurate from 80 K to 1.2 K. There are four cryogenic

accelerometers installed on the IIF which can be monitored if requested. The

dewar internal cabling consists of Teflon coated manganin wire and stainless

steel coax cable.
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TEST DESCRIPTION

The ITD GVS and IVS are roughed down to I00 micron before opening the

main valves to the cryosorption pumps which pump the system down to a static

pressure of 1 x 10E-4 tort (figure 3). At this time the LN2 shroud can be

filled. It typically takes 2 hours to fill the LN2 shroud to I00 percent.

The LN2 shroud is allowed to cool the ITD before starting the flow of LHe.

After LHe flow has begun, it takes approximately 72 hours to fill the LHe

reservoir to I00 percent. A typical cooldown curve from 300 K - 4.2 K is

shown in figure 4. It takes six to eight 500 liter LHe dewars to initially

fill the reservoir. The helium is pumped on by the mechanical pumping system

to obtain the superfluid helium. Superfluid temperatures can be obtained in

24 hours and can be maintained at an average of 72-90 hours depending on power

being dissipated from the payload. A typical cooldown from 4.2 K - 1.5 K is

shown in figure 5. The LHe reservoir can be backfilled with GHe to atmosphere,

refilled and pumped back down to superfluid conditions as many times as

required for the test. The warm-up of the facility is highly dependent on the

payload. It is desirable to begin warm-up when the LHe is pumped out for the

last time, however, it is possible to force any remaining LHe out of the
reservoir. The LN2 is drained out of the LN2 shroud. After all internal

temperatures are above 45 K the facility can be backfilled with GN2 to I tort.

The only internal heat source is the payload itself. If the payload can be

turned on it helps to expedite the warm-up. The facility has been warmed to

ambient temperature in 4 days.

DISCUSSION

The facility has been used for instrument testing for the past 4 years.

AfLer each tear; _mnrnvement,_ aria changes for project np_ed._ were m_de rn the

systems. There was one continuing problem with the facility which was solved

this year and that was with Iceplugs forming in the ITDs internal LHe fill

line. The ice plugs would form during the changing of the 500 liter dewars and

always just after some liquid had started to accumulate inside the reservoir.

It was suspected that when the V-J line was disconnected from the supply

dewar, some air was cryopumped into the llne and would cause a plug inside the

internal fill tube. The plugs were not dangerous but caused delays in the

test and were tedious to break. The problem was solved by having a valve

added to the flexible V-J fill line which connects the 500 liter supply dewar

to the internal fill preventing any air leakage and since the llne was

modified no ice plugs have formed. The internal ITD cabling consisting of #28

and #36 teflon coated manganln wire and Type SI stainless steel coax cable was

replaced in the facility. This was necessary because during two different

tests the project had poor resistance readings, shorts and open circuits which

was determined to be attributed to the dewar cabling. All of the testing in

this state-of-the-art facility was completed successfully. Approximately 6000

test hours were logged over a 4.5 year period.
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SUMMARY

The Instrument Test Dewar is highly unique facility. It is the only

known facility of its kind which can test a full size spacecraft instruments

at superfluid liquid helium conditions. The facility was built to simulate

the COBE spacecraft flight dewar, but now that the facility is no longer

needed for testing COBE instruments it will be maintained and modified as

necessary for future cryogenic satellite instrument testing.
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Figure 1. Instrument Test Dewar
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SOLAR SIMULATION WITH A RECTANGULAR BEAM

O. G. Fell and H. U. Frey
IABG, Munich, West Germany

ABSTRACT

An existing space simulation test facility was modified by

enlarging the solar simulator. Because of restrictions imposed by

existing equipment, the shape of the solar beam was altered from a

circular to a rectangular cross section in order to adapt the test

facility to test objects of increased size. This modification is

described together with the results of prelimimary measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of satellite production in West Germany,

approximately 25 years ago, IABG has been involved in the testing of

space hardware. In 1983 a new, relatively large space simulation test

facility became operational 1), a schematic diagram of which is shown in

fig. 1; fig. 2 shows a photograph of the open chamber. The main

characteristics of the facility are:

Test Volume Dimensions

- Between Lid and Shutter:

- Between Lid and Mirror:

- Diameter:

7.5 m

12.0 m

approx. 6.2 m

Solar Beam

- Diameter:

- Intensity max.:

- Parallel Beam with Collimation Angle:

3.6m

1.4 solar constants

+2 o
m
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Shroud

- Temperature Range: <100 K to 400 K

Vacuum

- Pressure:

- Oil free high vacuum pumps

<10 -5 mbar

Motion Simulator:

Two axes of rotation:

- Attitude axis: +2000

- Spin axis continuous rotation up to 10 rev. per minute

Max. Dimensions of Test Specimen

- Height:

- Diameter:

- Mass:

approx. 5.0 m

approx. 4.0 m

approx. 2000 - 2500 kg

The facility has been used extensively for testing satellites and

subsystems of national and international programmes. It has also been

used for special deformation measurements by means of laser holography

which were reported during the 13th Space Simulation Conference in

!9842)

MODIFICATION OF SOLAR SIMULATOR

With the increase of launcher capacities and a corresponding

increase in satellite sizes we began to study the possibilities of

enlarging the usable test volume of our facility. Since the dimensions

of the chamber itself and of the shroud could not be altered, we focused

our attention on the solar beam, which also represented the main

limitation.
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The solar simulator consists essentially of (see fig. 1)

- the lamp housing with up to 7 lamps of 25 kw each

- the integrator, an array of lenses

- the window as interface between the vacuum inside and the atmospheric

pressure outside the chamber

- the collimation mirror inside the chamber, consisting of hexagonal

segments

This arrangement, the lay-out of which was developed at IABG, yields a

very good intensity distribution across the solar beam (_3 %) with a

collimation angle of _2 °. The efficiency is better than 12 %. These

values were obtained by means of extensive analysis and optimisation

using mathematical models. For example, the collector mirrors were

designed for a light source of finite length with a given intensity

distribution.

Each of the integrator lenses distributes the light over the total

beam area; therefore, switching or exchanging of lamps has hardly any

effect on the intensity distribution in the target area.

A further advantage of this solar simulator design is its modular

concept, which allows easy exchange of lamps, power supplies, etc.

Due to restraints imposed by the building and the chamber, it was

not possible to simply increase the number of lamps and,

correspondingly, the size of the collimation mirror in order to enlarge

the solar beam. Instead, the following modifications were made after a

number of calculations aimed at an optimised solution:

o The integrator was replaced by a new one containing rectangular

instead of circular lenses.

o The collimation mirror was enlarged by a number of hexagonal segments.
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These measures yielded a solar beam with a cross section of 3.05 m by

4.5 m, suitable for larger spacecraft than the 3.6 m dia beam, which

covers square shaped spacecraft cross sections of up to 2.5 m side

length.

The essential parameters of the two solar beams are listed in fig.

3. It can be seen that an increase of illuminated area of approximately

35 % is gained compared to a "loss" of maximum intensity of 7 %. This

reduction was considered acceptable since 1.36 SC leaves a comfortable

margin above the standard 1SC. The gain is mainly achieved by the

improved packing factor of the rectangular integrator (27 %), a

geometrical effect as shown in fig 4. The area covered by the support

structure of the lenses, which does not transmit any light, is larger

for the circular lenses than for the rectangular ones.

Fig. 5 shows photographs of the new integrator which was designed

and manufactured by C. Zeiss at Oberkochen, West Germany.

Preliminary measurements of the rectangular solar beam show that

the intensity distribution is better than _3 % with the exception of the

edges and very few points in the middle (Fig. 6). It should be noted

_ _^_^ •_,,_ ov,,,: mlrror _-_-e_ :e fha rnm.am: nf fh: rnll_m_flnn mi_nr hmH

not yet been installed at the time of these measurements; also the upper

left corner of the beam is obstructed by the support structure of a

radiometer.

These measurments were performed with an intensity of 0.83 kw/m 2-

with full power of the 7 X 25 kw lamps a value of 1.8 kw/m 2 = 1.36 SC

will be obtained.
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CONCLUSION

By a relatively simple modification and with relatively low cost,

the usable test volume of IABG,s space simulation test facility was

considerably enlarged (e.g. for ARIANE 3 spacecraft) and the range of

potential customers increased. A further advantage is that changeover

between the two solar beams can be achieved easily by exchanging the

integrator only; no other modifications are required.
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Fig. 5: Rectangular Integrator
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CONTROLOF THE INDUCED MICROGRAVITY ENVIRONMENT OF

THE MAN TENDED FREE FLYER (MTFF)

Juergen Schlund

MBB/ERNO, Bremen, West Germany

ABSTRACT

The MTFF one element of the European COLUMBUS program is an unmanned

free-flying platform. It will mainly be utilized for long-duration science

investigations and automatic processing, both requiring long periods of

nearly zero-g conditions. At spacecraft�payload interface the sum of

disturbances shall not exceed spectral 10E-6 g below 0.1 Hz and 10E-4 g

above 100 Hz.

Based on past experience main sources of induced disturbances are

expected to come from turbulent flow of air and fluid loops, imbalances of

gyroscopes and reaction wheels.

The excitations are amplified by local and global structural

resonances including low frequency modes of spacecraft flexible appendages

and fuel sloshing and result in harmful accelerations of the sensitive

payload. At the present stage worst case assessments basing on analyses

and test results indicate that great effort and expense are necessary to

meet the strong microgravity requirement.

With ongoing project realization especially during design and

development phases microgravity control activities will become utmost

significant for the realization of a minimized residual acceleration

environment. They include design optimization and its verification by

simulation and test, structural transmissibility measurements with the

str ''_,,r_1 and the integrated enqineering model, the creation of a

qualified disturbance superposition mod_i ..... _ .... _;_- _÷ _,,innd

responses and in last consequence the implementation of passive and active
anti-vibration mounts.

In future the performance of Microgravity Environment Compatibility

(MEC) Tests on system, element and subsystem level will get high priority.

Their results will constitute the basis for reliable predictions of the

expected induced microgravity environment during the on-orbit operational

phases.

INTRODUCTION

The term microgravity is used to describe the physical environment in

an orbiting spacecraft (S/C). The most obvious feature of this environment

is extremely low gravity which is not obtainable on earth for long periods.

The MTFF is an unmanned free flying laboratory for the automatic

performance of processes and experiments in the field of solidification

physics, physical chemistry, liquid physics, biology and biotechnology
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under low gravity conditions during a period of 180 days.

The present MTFF design assumes that about ten experiment dedicated

double racks or twenty single racks can be accommodated and that the

equivalent of ten further double racks is available for subsystem and

experiment stowage. The orbital laboratory and main system data are shown

on Figure i.

The MTFF consists of a two segment Pressurized Module (PM2) providing

the pressurized laboratory environment for research and application and its

own Resource Module (RM) providing basic resources and services such as

electrical power, heat rejection, guidance and navigation, attitude

stabilization and control, communication and data transmission, orbital

transfer and rendezvouz and docking capabilities. Exploded views of PM2

and RM elements are given with Figures 2 and 3.

The MTFF will be serviced by astronauts at intervalls of 180 days. It

has been designed for a lifetime of 30 years.

Two main kinds of disturbance sources contributing to the low g

environment at the spacecraft/payload interface have to be distinguished :

o The natural environment acts on the surface and center of gravity

of the MTFF, results in position independant accelerations inside

the MTFF and exhibits slow time variations along the spacecraft
orbit. Natural disturbances sources are :

- drag forces due to ambient ionospheric medium, especially

aerodynamic drag

- solar radiation pressure

- earth gravity gradient

- momentum transfer from micrometeorid fluxes

- self-gravitational field due to S/C internal mass distribution

o Induced disturbances are generated by on-board equipment and subsystems.

Examples are given with :

- reaction wheels and gyroscopes of GNC subsystem (S/S)

- fans, pumps, centrifuges, air and fluid loops of ECLS-

and TCS-S/S

residual torque of GNC attitude control in combination with the

excitation of low frequency dynamics of the S/C flexible appendages

(solarr arrays, antenna and fuel sloshing).

For response predictions at P/L-S/C interfaces the disturbance force

excitation functions have been multiplied with an empirically found
vibration transfer function which has been derived from measurements with

typical S/C lightweight structures.
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In this paper main considerations are given to induced disturbances

occuring during MTFF operational phases. From technical view it deals with

disturbance source identification, vibration transmission, response

predictions and their verification. Programatic aspects are covered by

requirement definitions and the presentation of the project microgravity

control plan.

MICROGRAVITY REQUIREMENT DEFINITION

At the present stage the MTFF system microgravity requirement is
defined as follows :

o The quasi-static steady state acceleration of the MTFF in its

operational orbit shall be not greater than 10E-6 g.

o Distubances created by and within the MTFF, by its equipment,

when added to the quasi-static level above shall not cause

accelerations at the payload interface greater than :

10E-6 g below 1 Hz

10E-4 g above i00 Hz

log-linear interpolation between iHz and i00 Hz

Payload interface acceleration must be understood as sum of natural

and induced disturbances. Payload disturbance contributions are not
included.

The requirement breakdown and microgravity budget allocation on

element (PM2, RM) and subsystem level has been performed with respect to

SPACELAB experience, equipment and subsystem similarity assessments and

study results. The allocated microgravity budgets are given with Table I.

The requirements define the resultant limit amplitude of the three

translatory acceleration components at the microgravity payload/spacecraft

interfaces. Below 0.i Hz the system requirement breakdown has been

performed linear, above 0.i Hz on power basis (root-sum-square).

The definitions given above must be considered as preliminary, future

corrections can be expected. Presently it is under discussion to compare

equipment, subsystem and element disturbances against rms-values of third

octave bands at their center frequency.

With ongoing design and development activities the results of

equipment and assembly development tests may show the necessity of a

microgravitybudget reallocation mainly to be performed on equipment and

subsystem level.

IDENTIFICATION OF DISTURBANCE SOURCES

PM2 and RM equipment and subsystems are expected to be main

contributors to the induced microgravity environment on board the MTFF.

They are mounted in the PM2 subfloor area and in RMOrbit Replacable Units

(ORU's). A detailed list of vibration and noise generating equipment and
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their location is given with Tables 2, 3 and 4. The Tables must be seen in

connection with Table 5 qualifying the excitation characteristics.

The drives of solar arrays and antenna pointing mechanism will be

locked and thrusters not be activated during the MTFF operational phases.

The residual torques resulting from natural environment disturbance

torque compensation in combination with low frequency S/C dynamics must be

considered as contribution from RM GNC subsystem.

Earth ambient conditions within the PM2 element will be provided by

the ECLS only during man tended servicing phases. It can be expected that

the related equipment will not operate on full level condition during the

MTFF operational phases.

Characteristics and original causes of structure-borne vibration

mechanism are presented by Table 5. This kind of vibration will be

transmitted directly via the structure from disturbance source location to

the sensitive payload.

Additionally the coupling of structure-borne vibrations with air-borne

sound must be be considered. Surfaces of cold plates, heat exchangers,

ducts and S/S assembly housings radiate air-borne sound into subfloor, rack

and cabin volume received by rack-, drawer surfaces and P/L casings. It is

transformed into structure borne-vibrations and must be added to the

structurally transmitted vibrations. Refined vibro-acoustic analyses to be

performed in future will give reliable data on their parts of contribution.

STRUCTURAL TRANSMISSIBILITY FUNCTION

The allocated microgravity budgets refer to S/C-P/L interfaces. The

vibration transfer function allows the prediction of payload responses due

to force excitation at source location. It is defined in terms of g's per

Newton [g/N] and represents the reciproke value of the effective mass

participating at vibrations. Rotational rigid body responses have to be

considered at the utmost radius of possible P/L location on board the MTFF.

The structural dynamic vibration characteristics of typical S/C

lightweight structures have been determined by measurements with SPACELAB

paletts and SPAS-01 satellite under variation of excitation/receiver

location and local mass loading. Although both S/C's are different in

their structural design similar vibration transmission characteristics have

been found. A detailed description is given by Reference [i].

The envelope of these measurements under assumption of worst case

constraints is presented by Figure 4. It is expected that this function

gives a well description of structural transmission behaviour of typical

S/C lightweight structures. Consequently the function has been used for

first response predictions during early project phases.

Vibration amplification at eigenfrequencies of S/C flexible appendages

(solar array, antennas) and of fuel sloshing are not covered by the

transfer function. These effects will be controlled together with the

natural environmental disturbance torques by the GNC S/S momentum
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management.

Future control activities must include verification and adaption to

real MTFF transmissibility by numerical analyses and in the higher

frequency range by measurements taken from Engineering and Structural

Models At source location the S/C mechanical impedances have to be

determined for the coupling of equipment and assembly test results with the

measured system vibration transfer characteristics.

RESPONSE PBEDICTIONAT S/C - P/L INTERFACE

Acceleration responses to identified potential disturbing equipment

have been assessed by determination of the force excitation functions and

its multiplication with the spacecraft vibration transfer function.

Assumptions and equipment characteristics being used for analyses are given
in the following.

For four reaction wheels (RW's) static and dynamic imbalances and

rotor axial bearing force have been superposed under consideration of :

rotating mass of RW : m m 20 kg

heigh of RW : h - 0.2 m
diameter of RW : d m 0.5 m

max. rotational speed : n = 4000 rpm

balance quality grade : Q = 6.3 mm/sec (rms)

axial bearing forces base on measurements results.

The results of Freon and water fluid loop vibrations are derived from

measurements. The test set-up consisted of :

1 pump package, 1 interloop heat exchanger, 1 standard coldplate,
1 throttle line and diverse flexible and hard lines with bends.

loop medium : _reon

flow rate : 1400 kg/h

total pressure drop : 1.73 bar

pump type : SL Freon 21 pump,

2-stage, centrifugal

no. of impeller blades : 12

no. of diffuser _lades : 9

power : 300 W

loop fundamental freq. : 180 Hz

Water

235 kg/h

0.95 bar

REUSSER, l-stage,

centrifugal
6

34 W

130 Hz

Following data have been used for high data rate recorder (HDRR)
disturbance force assessment :

tape diameter : d m 0.38 m

rotating mass : m = 5 kg

fast rewind speed : u - 6 m/sec

acceleration time : t = 1 sec

shape of excitation : rectangular force pulse

analysis bandwith of frequency transformation : 0.5 Hz
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The stiction-friction effects at structural bearings by sudden stress

compensation due to thermal extension/contraction have been assessed with :

mean strain : 50 * 10E-6

modulus of elasticity : 70 * 10E3 N/mm2

cross section area : 940 mm2

shock duration : t = 1 sec

shape of excitation : rectangular force pulse

analysis bandwith of frequency transformation : 0.5 Hz

It is assumed that stick-slip will act as inner force/moment on the S/C

and thus not induce any acceleration of the rigid body. A detailed

description of this phenomena is given with Reference [2].

Gyroscope forcing functions base on the superposition of following

forces and torques measurements :

force parallel to spin axis

force orthogonal to spin axis

torque around axis orthogonal to spin axis

wheel frequency : 400 Hz

Cabin and avionic fan induced accelerations at payload racks base on

measurements performed in the SPACELAB Engineering Model.

Responses to acoustic excitation are derived from SPACELAB analysis

and test data due to its similarity to the COLUMBUS pressurized module

design.

The computed acceleration response amplitudes to excitations from

equipment as listed above are presented graphically in terms of g's by

Figure 5.

The responses to RW and gyroscope vibrations are given by the

envelopes over all possible operating steady states. The equipment itself

have been assumed to behave as rigid bodies. Structural resonances have

not been considered.

The assessed disturbance level due to shock excitation shall only give

an impression about the order of magnitude since the real values are

strongly depending on time duration and shape of excitation pulse.

Many disturbances may occur at the same time. But their superposition

will become very complex due to different types of excitation and the time

dependant variation of their magnitudes and directions.

The checkered area on Figure 5 shows expected response level reduction

by design modifications like for example the implementation of active or

passive anti-vibration-mounts or refined manufacturing tolerances as the

improvement of balance quality grades of rotors.
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VERIFICATION BY ANALYSIS AND TEST

Based on the allocated budgets, verification of the induced

microgravity environment has to be performed on system, element and

subsystem level by analysis or test, and where appropriate in a combination
of both. An overview on methods for the verification of induced and

natural microgravity disturbances is given in the following.

ANALYSIS OF INDUCED DISTURBANCES

The evaluation of induced disturbances by similarity assessments shall

be used if calculations by means of simplified mathematical models during

design definition and early development phase are impossible due to lack of

detailed data. The article should be similar or identical in design,

manufacturing process, quality and set-up (as integrated system) to another

article that has been previously certified to equivalent or more stringent
criteria.

Similarity assessments should also substitute most thorough analyses

if it can be expected that time and cost effort are unproportionally high

related to the accuracy of the expected results.

The analyses of equipment and subsystem disturbances have to show the

influence on S/C rigid body motions and by application of the S/C transfer

function on payload responses in the higher frequency range.

Realistic safety margins have to be considered by the analyses in

order to facilitate the implementation of subsequent test results.

The analytical treatment of low frequency structural dynamics should

be covered by the GNC mathematical model and its numerical simulation.

ANALYSIS OF NA_;RAL DISTURBANCES

The verification of the MTFF natural microgravity environment shall be

performed by analysis and computeL _in_idSiUn, L_udu_u Lu_t_ uall t,ut

applied to drag, gravity gradient and S/C low frequency dynamics

investigations.

MEASUREMENTS OF INDUCED DISTURBANCES

Where other verification methods do not provide reasonable assurance

that the candidate design or procedure is adequate to meet the microgravity

requirement tests and measurements taken from operational equipment and the

integrated system will form a basis for verification of the higher

frequency microgravity environment.

Development tests shall be performed to verify the design approach,

indicate critical areas where design improvement is required, assure

compliance with design requirements, confirm analytical methods or generate

essential design data.

In general, subsystems are tested on assembly and equipment level. It

will be nearly impossible to mock-up completely integrated subsystems. The

test article will be attached to a reference structure with a dynamically

free-free and low frequency suspension. Test outputs are equipment
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interface forces and mechanical impedances to be combined analytically with

the corresponding local S/C impedance and transfer function in order to

derive its contribution to the induced microgravity requirement.

Development tests on element and system level with the Engineering and
Structural Model shall determine structural vibration transmission

characteristics, the dependency of structure borne vibrations from acoustic

excitation and local S/C impedances for correlation with equipment test
data.

Final PM2 and RM element verification is planned to be performed on

system level in order to have realistic boundary conditions for each

element.

Final system verification of the higher frequency contribution is

provided by measurements taken of the fully equipped flight unit.

Subsystems shall operate according to timeline.

It must be noted that ground tests will always be influenced by earth

gravity and athmospheric pressure. Therefore on orbit verification may be

foreseen for the support of payload performance evaluation during and after

flight.

MICROGRAVITY QUALIFICATION APPROACH

Basis of the overall microgravity approach of induced disturbances are

equipment and assembly development- and final verification tests. At the

beginning of the design phase much effort should be spent to equipment and

assembly development test preparation and performance. At early time

necessary design modifications and microgravity budget reallocations could

be recognized and implemented into overall approach.

The superposition of equipment and assembly test results will yield

expected S/S disturbances. The superposition of S/S analyses results in

expected element disturbances. Thus the quality of S/S, element and system

analyses directly depends on the quality of equipment and assembly tests.

In parallel spacecraft vibration transfer characteristics have to be

determined by early measurements with element Engineering and Structural
Models.

PROJECT CONTROL PLAN

An overall control flow diagram given with Figure 6 shows the

allocation of tasks and responsibilities to MTFF project contractors on

system, element, subsystem and equipment level. The contractors shown on

the Figure are representative for the remaining contractors. The project

can be subdivided into one system responsible, two element contractors

(PM2, RM), seven PM2-S/S contractors, nine RM-S/S contractors and one

common subsystem contractor. Main tasks to be performed on each project
level are :
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o requirement definition and breakdown into subordinated requirement

o performance of disturbance analyses and tests

o proposals for and decisions about budget reallocation and

design modifications

o preparation and performance of development and final
verification tests

o report about analyses and test results to customer

o review of subcontractor tasks, review of analyses and tests

and superposition of results to be delivered by subcontractors

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Indoced disturbance sources have been identified on board the MTFF and

are shown with Table 2, 3 and 4. Vibration responses at sensitive

payload/spacecraft interfaces have been predicted by the application of an

empirically found spacecraft dynamic transfer function which is given with

Figure 4. Vibrations from fluid loops (Freon, water) and of reaction

wheels are assessed to be main contributors to the induced microgravity

environment. The expected payload acceleration response amplitudes

presented by Figure 5 are more than hundred times higher than the

admissible values given by the MTFF system requirement, not considering the

structural stiction-friction effects which could be avoided by appropriate

design in any case. Real responses will be significantly lower because the

derivation of excitation and transmission functions base on worst case

assumptions.

The results indicate that future activities must spent much effort

reduction means along the disturbance transmission path.

The activities must be accompanied by early equipment and assembly

development tests and transmissibility measurements with the integrated

spacecraft engineering and structural models in order to improve the

accuracy of payload response predictions.
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Table 1 : System, Element and Subsystem Allocated Microgravity Budgets

(Payload Contributions not included)

ACCELERATION

LIMIT LEVEL AT i

S/C-P/L I/F [g] i f < 0.i Hz

i-
System Requirement :

MTFFOverall

Disturbances

MTFF Natural

Disturbances

Element Requirement :

PM2 Induced

Disturbances

RM Induced

Disturbances

Subsystem Requirement :

PM2-ECLS

PM2-TCS

PM2-DMS

PM2-resid. S/S

RM-GNC

RM-TCS

RM-resid. S/S

vertical Requ.
breakdown

i Frequency Range :

f > 0.i Hz I f >

f<l

10E-6

8 10E-7

1 Hz I f > i00 Hz

Hz I f < i00 Hz I f < 200 Hz

I I

10E-6

7 10E-7

10E-7

10E-7

5 10E-7

5 10E-7

4 10E-7

4 10E-7

10E-7

10E-7

TBD

4 10E-7

TBD

3.2 10E-7

3.2 10E-7

1.6 10E-6

1.6 10E-6

TBD

3.2 10E-7

TBD

linear

f 10E-6

f 7 10E-7

f 7 10E-7

f 4.5 10E-7

f 4.5 10E-7

f 2.2 10E-7

f 2.2 10E-7

TBD

f 4.5 10E-7

TBD

quadratic

10E-4

7 10E-5

7 10E-5

4.5 10E-5

4.5 10E-5

2.2 10E-5

2.2 10E-5

TBD

4.5 10E-5

TBD
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Table 2 : PM2 Induced Microgravity Disturbances Sources

SUBSYSTEM

ECLSS-

Cabin Air

Loop

ECLSS-

Humidity

Control

ECLSS-

CO2-Control

ECLSS-Avionic

and Experim.

ECLSS-

Atmosph.

Pressure

Control

ECLSS-

Fire Detect.

and Suppress.

EQUIPMENT

fan assembly

condensing heat

exchanger (CHX)

outlet diffusers

ducts, bends

valves,

restrictors

CHX bypass valve
actuator

motor

cond. separat.

(centrifuge)

C02 control

assembly

fan assembly

heat ...._ .....

rack inlet

diffuser

ducts, bends

shut-off-valves

control-,

relief-,

exp. vent. valves

smoke

detectors

LOCATION

subfloor

(SF)

SF

CHARACTERISTICS

(see Table 5)

i, 2, 3, 9, 13

5, 7, 9, 10

cabin (C)

SF, C

SF

SF

SF

SF

SF

rack (R)

overhead

(o)

R

SF, C

SF, R

9

9

8, 9

I, 2, 3

i, 2, 3, 12

i, 2, 3, 9

i, 2, 3, 9, 13

9

9

8, 9

8, 9

9
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Table 3 : PM2 Induced Microgravity Disturbances Sources

SUBSYSTEM

TC$ water

loop

STRUC_dRE

EPS

DMS

COMMS

EQUIPMENT

pump

assembly

valves

cold plates

tubing (flex/

hard line)

bearings

(joints, guides)

bearing elements

LOCATION

SF

SF

R

SF, C, R

CHARACTERISTICS

(see Table 5)

i, 2, 3, 5, ii

5, 7, 8, i0

5, 7, i0

5, 7, i0

DC/DC converter

relays

AC/DC inverter

mass memory
(winch. drives)

optical disk

high data rate
recorder

video tape

recorder

video cameras

module

PM2-RM I/F

SF

R

R

R

4, 14

1

8, 12

1

i, 2, 3, 8, 12

R

R

i, 2, 3, 12

3 internal

2 external

i, 2, 3, 12
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Table 4 : RM Induced MicrogravityDisturbances Sources

SUBSYSTEM

TCS-

freon loop

TCS-

radiator

system

PROP

EPS

COMMS

SOLAR ARRAY

STRUCTURE

GNC

EQUIPMENT

pump assembly

interloop heat

exchanger

valves

tubing (hard/

flex lines)

ORU heat

exchanger

heat pipes

heat exchanger

flexible tubes

biprop, tank

thruster

relays

DC/DC converter

antenna pointing

mechanism

solar array drive

bearings

(joints, guides)

bearing elements

reaction wheels

gyroscopes

LOCATION

ORU

main body
MB

ORU, MB

ORU, MB

ORU

2 fixed

on RM

8 mounted

on PM2

prop. ORU

MB

ORU

MB

MB

RM, ORU

ORU

ORU

CHARACTERISTICS

(see Table 5)

5, 7, i0

5, 7, 9, i0

6

8

8, 12

1

4, 14

i, 2, 3, 4

i, 2, 3, 4
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Table 5 : Original Causes of Induced Disturbances

NO.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

i0

ii

12

13

14

KIND OF

EXCITATION

magnetic

mechanical

CAUSE

excentric variable field in

rotor circumferential direct.

dynamic/static imbalances of

CHARACTERISTICS

spectrum of discrete

frequencies

discrete frequencies

mechanical

mechanical

rotors

bearing friction

stiction-friction

broadband noise

impact

fluid stream

fluid motion

mechanical

borne sound

mechanical

aerodynamics

mechanical

fluid stream

mechanical

aerodynamics

the rmal

vortex shedding, cavitation

fluid sloshing

structure borne sound

transmission

switch on/off events

vortex shedding, turbulent
flow

resonance vibrations excited

by fluid stream

pressure fluctuations within

pump medium

inertia forces/moments of

accelerated/delayed masses

periodically alternating
forces

struct, stress compensation

broadband noise

discrete frequencies

broadband noise

impact noise

broadband noise

nearly pure tone

single tones

impact

single tones

impact
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DSR-ANTENNA

System Data :

total mass

lenght

diameter

total el. power

payload el. power

data rate

operational orbit

18000 kg
ii m

4.1 m

10 kW

5 kW

20 MBPS

430-490 km

PRESSURIZED
MODULE

RESOURCE MODULE.(RM)

,LAR ARRAY

PM2-RM ADAPTER

Figure 1 : MTFF Orbital Laboratory

DMS-S/S T[S-RADIATORS PM2-ELEMENT

LOAD

E[LS-S/S

ELE[TR. POWER SUPPLY

Figure 2 : Pressurized Module (PM2-Element) Exploded View
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Figure 3 : Resource Module (_-EIement) Exploded View
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Figure 4 : MTFF Acceleration to Force Transfer Function

(Independent of Excitation Location and Direction)
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SYMBOLS ANDABBREVIATIONS

COMMS

DMS

ECLS

EM

EPS

GNC

HDRR

I/F

MTFF

ORU

P/L
PM2

RM

s/c
s/s
STM

TBD

TCS

Communication S/S

Data Management Subsystem

Environmental Control and Life Support S/S

Engineering Model

Electrical Power Distribution S/S

Guidance, Navigation and Control

High Data Rate Recorder

Interface

Man Tended Free Flyer

Orbit Replacable Unit

Payload

Pressurized Module, 2 Segments

Resource Module

Spacecraft

Subsystem
Structural Model

To Be Determined

Thermal Control S/S
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SIMULATION OF THE EFFECTS OF THE ORBITAL DEBRIS ENVIRONMENT
ON SPACECRAFT

Michael D. Bjorkman
Boeing Aerospace Company

ABSTRACT

The past 30 years of spaceflight has resulted in the accumulation of man-made debris in earth orbit from
both the operation and the deliberate destruction of spacecraft. Over the years as the flux of particles in
earth orbit increased, the probability of impact with a sizable orbital debris particle went from being of
negligible conceria in the early 70's to the designers of Skylab to being of greater concern than meteoroid
impact to the designers of the NASA/International Space Station in the present.

Directly testing for the effects of orbital debris impact on spacecraft exceeds the capability of current
ground-based launchers. Closing velocities between spacecraft and orbital debris particles range from 0 to
16 km/s and are distributed so that there is a 50% probability of impact with particles traveling faster than
11 km/s. Laboratory techniques for launching projectiles, the most common being the two-stage light gas
gun, are limited to less than 8 km/s, well below the median orbital debris particle velocity.

A remedy for the lack of a technique for testing the effects of orbital debris impacts has been sought along
two paths at Boeing and elsewhere. Firstly, through the development of new launcher techniques capable
of impact velocities between 8 and 16 km/s and secondly through the development of similitude techniques
for modeling 8 to 16 km/s impacts using the present capabilities of projectile launchers.

Pioneering work by Hawke and Fowler in 1980 with electromagnetic rail guns indicated that it might be
p_ceii_ita t_. aot_oior_to nrt_iPotl]o¢ intn fh_ R rn • :, I I'HII_C IJSIii_2 a l, dtltCl blIIIL)IC u_vl_,,w. 111 I.ltw xlll.wi-

vening years work has been performed at Boeing and a number of other laboratories around the world to

bring this technique to fruition. However, it was shown early in the effort that the rail gun as originally
conceived was incapable of launching projectiles to velocities larger than those of two-stage light gas guns.
Results from our research which reveal some of the processes which limit the performance of rail guns will
be discussed along with potential remedies.

Other work at Boeing has focused on developing techniques for performing model experiments at impact
velocities less than 8 km/s which are similar to prototype experiments at impact velocities greater than
8km/s. Through a combination of testing and numerical simulation it has proven possible to develop
scaling laws for the motions resulting from perforation of thin plates and the resulting final hole diameters.
These scaling laws will be discussed along with their limitations.
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A STEAM INERTING SYSTEM FOR HYDROGEN DISPOSAL
FOR THE VANDENBERG SHUTTLE

Stuart B. Belknap

The Aerospace Corporation

The Space Shuttle main engines (SSP__s) lead gaseous hydrogen (GH2),

run fuel rich, and lag GH 2 at shutdown during an SSME abort or flight

readiness firing (FRF). At the Kennedy Space Center (KSC), the SSME plumes

exhaust into an open trench that is vented and consequently considered

safe. At Vandenberg Space Launch Complex Six (SI_C-6), the plumes exhaust

into a closed duct. There is a concern that the confined hydrogen could

ignite, produce an accelerated deflagration or detonation, and damage the
launch vehicle.

This paper surveys the two-year feasibility and development test program

completed in December 1987 to solve this problem and to design a hydrogen

disposal system (HDS) for SLC-6. It was necessary that the solution lend

itself to evaluation and verification by subscale testing because of the

cost and risk of full-scale experiments with the shuttle or associated

flight hardware.

In December 1986, after screening concepts that attempt to burn excess

GH 2 and open-duct designs that vent GH 2, the Air Force selected a novel

steam inerting design for development. This concept superheats available

sound suppression water to flash to steam at the duct entrance. Testing,

analysis, and design during 1987 showed that the steam inerting system (SIS)

solves the problem and meets other flight-critical system requirements. The

SIS design is ccmplete and available for installation at SI_C-6 to support

shuttle or derivative vehicles. Without the SIS, the Vandenberg Air Force

Base (VAFB) facility might be unusable by hydrogen-fueled space launch

systems.

INTRODUCTION

This paper concerns a postulated threat to the Space Shuttle vehicle

(SSV) from Lmburned hydrogen at SLC-6 at VAFB (figure i). The SSMEs lead

GH 2, run fuel rich, and lag GH 2 at shutdown during an SSME abort or

FRF. At KSC, the SSME plumes exhaust through the mobile launch platform

(MLP) into an open trench that is vented and consequently considered safe.

At VAFB, the SSME plumes exhaust through the launch mount (I/_) into a closed

duct (figure 2).

In November 1984, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) raised the concern that unburned confined hydrogen might ignite,

producing an accelerated deflagration or detonation, and damage the launch

vehicle. In September 1985, the Air Force formed a team to develop a

solution, make necessary facility modifications, and verify effectiveness in

time to support a May 1986 FRF and subsequent shuttle launch at Vandenberg.

Program participants are listed in figure 3. This paper surveys the
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Orqanization

United States Air Force

Aerospace Corporation

Martin Marietta Corporation

Vandenberg

Denver

Shuttle Processing Contractor

Astron Engineering

Wyle Labs

S. Levy Corporation

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company

Sunnyvale and Palo Alto

Santa Cruz

Huntsville

Eagle Engineering

Cermak Peterka Peterson

Grumman

Sverdrup Corporation

Perkin Elmer

Jaycor

NASA

JSC

KSC

MSFC

Ames

Rockwell

Downey and Vendenberg

Huntsville

Scope of Work

Program Management

Program and Technical Support
1/20 Scale Cold Testing
Instrumentation Development

Integrating Contractor for HDS
Concept Selection

Technical Support and I/7
Scale Testing

Integrating Contractor for SIS
Development Program

Steam Inerting Concept
Technical Support, I/lO0 Scale Testing
Nozzle and Header Design

1/20 Scale Hot Testing
Nozzle and Header Testing

Technical Support

Scaling

Technical Support
Instrumentation Development

6.4% Transient Testing

MSFC Support

Technical Support

Wind Effects Testing

Technical Support

Instrumentation

Architecture and Engineering

Instrumentation Development

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Program Management Support

Technical Support

6.4% Scale Induced Environment Testing

Computer Support

Technical and Testing Support

MSFC Testing

Fig. 3 HDS/SIS Program
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t_o-year feasibility and development program completed in December 1987 to

solve this problem and to design an HDS for SLC-6.

BACKG_

During SSME operation, combustion occurs in the chamber when the

oxidizer-to-fuel ratio equals or exceeds (approximately) i, O/F = 1 (the

stoichiometric ratio is O/F = 8). Unburned hydrogen refers to the quantity

of GH 2 not burned in the engine. Figure 4(a) shows unburned hydrogen time

histories from a normal three-engine start to rated Ix)wer level (RPL).

Figure 4(b) shows an FRF shutdown from RPL. The HDS program considered

these threat scenarios and other shutdown cases, including an abort during

the start transient and a clustered abort that produce a high maximum rate

of t_burned hydrogen of 190 ib/sec (refs. 1 and 2).

The ground rule in the HDS system specification (ref. 2) is that

hydrogen is detrimental only when expelled from a nonburning SSME (O/F < i)

predicated on the assumption that GH 2 from a burning engine is pyrophoric

with air. This position suggests the partial summation of unburned hydrogen

flows in figures 4a and 4b. A more conservative assumption is that all

unburned hydrogen may be detrimental, suggesting a complete summation over

the time histories. In either case, for scenarios considered, the maximum

threat is an unburned hydrogen flow on the order of 160 to 200 ib/sec.

NASA supplied an estimate of 1.32 psid (as an indicator) of the maximum

steady overpressure allowable at the orbiter base heat shield. This

overpressure is produced by the detonation of as little as 1.0 ib of

hydrogen at free space distances corresponding to locations in the

Vandenberg duct.

Successful hydrogen disposal requires some combination of benign

burning, inerting, or venting of excess GH 2. At KSC, radial outward

firing initiators (ROFIs) mounted near the SSME nozzles provide an ignition

source for unburned hydrogen during the SSME start transient. A ROFI is, in

effect, a small rocket motor filled with zirconium pellets. These pellents
flood the area between the SSME nozzles and the duct entrance with small

(550-micron), extremely hot zirconium sparklers. During an FRF or abort

shutdown at KSC, it is assumed that the SSME plumes are adequately vented as

they exhaust through the MLP into an open trench and excess hydrogen
continues to burn.

Between September 1985 and December 1986, the HDS team reviewed several

HDS concepts for VAFB: (i) high-energy burnoff igniters (HBOIs) to burn

excess hydrogen with zirconium igniters in the duct; (2) jet mixing to force

burn the GH 2 at the duct entrance; (3) open duct designs to emulate the

MLP at KSC; and (4) inerting, initially using carbon dioxide, but later

using steam.

During 1986, it became evident that attempts to burn all excess

hydrogen, whether by igniters in the duct or by forced air at the entrance,

are dangerous and impossible to verify without prohibitively expensive

full-scale tests. The Space Shuttle 51-L accident on 28 January 1986
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suspended the imperative for a May 1986 FRF and subsequent launch at VAFB,

and also intensified flight safety concerns.

Open-duct options have the advantage of resembling configurations that

NASA considers safe. However, such an implementation at Vandenberg requires

massive facility modifications. The open geometry also has a disadvantage

with respect to analysis and evaluation by subscale testing. With the open

boundary condition, controlling effects are very difficult to analyze and

scale.

With inerting, the idea is to guarantee that, if combustion stops within

the duct (because of a natural or induced condition), the mixture remains

inert until safely vented past the duct exit. This sort of inert state

should be relatively safe. Also, inert flow within a confined duct should

be controlled by linear momentum and lend itself to simple geometric scaling.

After the Concept Selection Review in December 1986, the Air Force

baselined the SIS for design and development for use at SLC-6 (ref. i).

STEAM INERTING

The sound suppression water system (SSWS) at SI/_-6 provides fire

suppression, deluge, and sound suppression flow. The system introduces

122,000 gpm water flow at the SSME duct entrance for acoustic suppression.

The steam inerting system superheats this water such that a prescribed

fraction flashes to steam and inerts the duct. This approach guarantees

thorough mixing of the inertant with the SSWS flow and avoids the need for a

large steam generating plant. The SIS augments inerting processes caused by

the SSME.

As shown in figure 5, entrained air of some total volume provides oxygen

to oxidize unburned hydrogen from the SSME. A fraction of this air

(containing 21 percent oxygen) combines stoichiometrically with part of the

unburned GH 2 to yield steam. The remaining 79 percent is excess nitrogen,
which also serves as an inertant in the duct. The exothermic combustion of

the hydrogen releases large quantities of heat, causing a fraction of the

SSWS flow to vaporize. This is in addition to the quantity of steam

developed at the SSWS nozzles as a consequence of the flashing superheated
SSWS flow. Therefore, constituents in the duct include possible residual

unburned hydrogen, residual air, excess nitrogen, and steam from three

sources. The SIS augments the SSME inerting process to guarantee that the

duct remains benign past any station at which combustion stops.

Design Concept

The SIS does not use the as-built SSWS system for SSME flow; rather,

provides a new and separate source of superheated, pressurized water at

122,000 gpm. This design concept is illustrated in figure 6.

it

The design goal is 55 percent steam by volume in the duct to assure an

inert condition for any hydrogen-to-air ratio (refer to requirements
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below). Analyses and tests show that this requires a header temperature of

310°F at 145 psig. There is a requirement that the SSg_ not splash above

the duct entrance level; in particular, it should not introduce water

droplets into the SSME exit bells and past the throat prior to SSME fully

developed thrust. Therefore, the SIS leads cold water to establish

aspiration before the onset of steam. The SIS flow scenario is illustrated

in figure 7.

The SIS design includes the use of long-burning HBOIs to augment the

SSMEs as ignition sources above the duct entrance. KSC experience and White

Sands Test Facility (WSTF) testing (ref. 3) indicate that zirconium

sparklers are a safe and effective way to accomplish this objective.

Requirements

The SIS must inert the duct, vent unburned hydrogen safely at the exit,

and not induce the following environments, which maybedetrimental to the

vehicle or to the facility: splash, overpressure, acoustic, or thermal.

Experiments at Sandia National Laboratories define flammability and

detonation limits for hydrogen, steam, and air mixtures. Tests show that

flammability limits are independent of scale; however, deflagration to

detonation depends on scale. Factors promoting flame acceleration include

increased size, obstacles, turns and bends, and turbulence. The

requirement, therefore, is that the SIS prohibit combustion of unburned

hydrogen in the duct (past the critical surface at the entrance at which

combustion from the SSMEs or HBOIs stops). This allows the extrapolation of

subscale test results to full scale and avoids the threat of accelerated

deflagration in an environment which is, in fact, large in size and

turbulent.

A flammability diagram applied to SIS testing is shown in figure 8. The

figure includes combustion limits (ref. 4) and benign combustion limits

(ref. 5). Then, the (derived) requirement is that the SIS maintain a state

in the duct at all locations at all times corresponding to benign points in

the figure. A most conservative goal is to achieve 55 percent steam with

the SIS alone, because this assures a safe duct for any ratio of hydrogen to

air. Failing this, a reasonable objective (with the SSMEpIume present and

ignited at the duct entrance) is to stay beyond the limit of combustion,

with additional distance to this limit as margin.

The steam inerting concept has the advantage of providing an easy way to

measure system effectiveness. Experiments and analysis show that beyond the

duct entrance, past a control surface at which burning has stopped, the duct

is in thermal equilibrium. Liquid and gas phases are close to the same

temperature such that temperature measurements yield the local concentration

of steam.

FEASIBILITY AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Each test site provides a scaled flow of superheated water, the scaled

hydrogen plume, and instr_mlentation. Feasibility and development tests flow
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the steam header alone to trade splash back against inerting performance.

This supports preliminary design of the hot water header and flashing steam

nozzles. Subsequent tests use cold gas (helitln) to simulate the SSME

plume. Then, hot fire tests, with burning hydrogen at the duct entrance,

evaluate induced effects and inerting performance. Finally, tests use spark

igniters within the duct, and at the duct exit, to verify inert, as opposed

to flammable, flow conditions.

The hot fire tests at each site inject a scaled, steady flow of unburned

hydrogen into the model SSME duct. The flow corresponds to a maximum

(design point) rate of unburned hydrogen entering the duct during a

transient SSME startup, FRF, or SSME abort (figure 4). Igniting the GH 2

at the SSME nozzles emulates the function of mainstage or E_OI ignition
above the duct entrance.

Astron Tests

The test configuration at Astron includes a I/i00 scale duct with

viewports, three scaled SSME exit nozzles (with an igniter), a hot water

supply system, and a header with tiny holes to simulate SSME steam nozzles,

as shown in figure 9 (ref. 6). The water system has the capability to ramp

temperature and pressure up and down or maintain constant operating

conditions for a relatively long time. Typical temperature time histories,

above 180 ° but below 212°F, suggest an inert condition in excess of 55

percent steam at points in the duct.

Astron experiments with the steam header alone show that splash above

the duct entrance is very sensitive to header and nozzle design. The

eventual choice is a header on the east SSME wall depressed 40 deg from the

horizontal with 19 nozzles, no header on the west wall, and identical

headers on the north and south walls depressed 52 deg with 18 nozzles each.

Aerospace Laboratories

The Aerospace Aerophysics Laboratory conducted cold flow tests with a

1/20 scale plexiglass model to evaluate flow and mixing effects in the VAFB

SSME duct. Hydrogen flow was simulated by a helium jet emanating from a

1/20 scale alt_inum SSME nozzle. Instrumentation included pitot pressure

and composition sampling probes and hot wireanemometry for air flow

velocities. Wool tufts and Schlieren photography supported visualization of

streamlines. Aerospace also used a wet duct in which water and carbon

dioxide flows operated with and without the helium jet flow.

Wyle Tests

The test configuration at Wyle resembles that at Astronbut at 1/20

gecmetric scale with correspondingly large holes in the hot water manifolds

(ref. 6). Instrumentation includes gas sampling and improved flow velocity

measurements. Selected Wyle tests used a bell jar hood arrangement over the

duct entrance for accurate measurement of induced aspiration.
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Martin/Denver EPL Tests

As shown in figure i0, the test facility at the Engineering Propulsion

Laboratory (EPL) at Martin/Denver employs a 1/7 scale steel model of the

VAFB SSME duct (ref. 7). The EPL hot water manifold is a high-fidelity

analog of the Vandenberg configuration at 1/7 geametric scale. The EPL

manifold uses 1/7 scale steam nozzles rather than simple holes in pipe as

used at Astron and Wyle. Instr_nentation rakes in the duct, with locations

ccmmon to Astron and Wyle, include thermocouples, pitot probes, and gas

sample ports connected to collection bottles. Instrumentation at EPL

included a concept developed by the Aerospace Labs: a memory tube that

produces continuous gas samples at a specific point as a fur_tion of time.

The development tests at EPL established requirements for the SIS

full-scale headers and nozzles. The optimum nozzle is a converging-

diverging (CD) type with a full scale 16:1 exit-to-throat ratio (6:1 at 1/7

scale). The CD nozzles increase air entrainment (relieve splash) without

compromising performance (inert state in the duct). Phase III tests

included use of fans to evaluate wind effects on entrance splash and an air

ejector "to simulate effects of transient air entrainment.

Cermak Peterka Peterson (CPP) Wind Tunnel Tests

Wind effects testing was a major part of the SIS development work. This

includes wind tunnel tests at CPP at i/i00 scale and fan tests at _C/EPL at

1/7 scale. The subsonic wind tunnel at CPP simulates the planetary boundary

layer for specific terrain, including wind magnitude, direction, and

turbulent intensity (ref. 8).

Phase 1 tests modeled the VAFB terrain at 1:1200 scale. This provided

boundary layer characteristics for the subsequent l:100-scale Phase 2

experiments, which included the working model SIS from Astron testing

(figure ii). In Phase 3, C_PP used an indicator gas to study SiS venting

ef£_Ls at the duct exit.

Marshall Space Fli@ht Center (MSFC) Testing

NASA developed the 6.4percent shuttle test facility at MSFC to evaluate

the following SSME launch-induced effects: ignition overpressure, vibro

acoustic, and thermal. Following open-duct HDS testing at MSFC, the SIS

development program evaluated induced environments at Marshall (ref. 9).

Lockheed Santa Cruz Testin@

Lockheed's Santa Cruz Test Facility (SCTF) conducted experiments using a

6.4 percent scale model of the SSME exhaust duct, steam inerting system, and

SSV. The orbiter model includes three model S_MEs that faithfully simulate

transient as well as steady-state operation of the full-scale engines,

including sequential start and shutdown (refs. I0 and ll).

The test program had five tasks. Tasks I through IV developed the model

SSME start/shutdown transients, provided SIS steady performance data for
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correlation with other sites, studied transient effects on performance, and

evaluated induced effects. Task V provided data to resolve issues. Task V

tests included an improved SSME start simulation, improved thermocouples to

deduce steam concentration, and a test with the SIS using cold water only.

RESOLUTION OF ISSUES

The Test and Analysis Program addressed concerns with SIS performance

and function.* By December 1987, in the judgement of the program's

Technical Advisory Committee (TAC), all concerns were answered with no

outstanding issues (ref. 12). Discussion follows.

Induced Environment

This issue refers to environments induced on the facility and vehicle by

the SIS; specifically pressure, acoustic, thermal, and splash.

The SIS must exert no unacceptable back pressure (induce no significant

reverse flow) on the SSME during transient or steady operation. The 6.4

percent model SSME engines developed at SCTF provide an excellent emulation

of the full-scale article. The model chamber pressure rise rate is tailored

to 29,000psi/sec, equivalent to the SSME rise rate of 1900 psi/sec, such

that transient and steady overpressure results apply to full scale. Tests

show that levels are acceptable according to Rocketdyne experience.

Results frcm the 6.4percent facility at MSFC show that the SIS does not

significantly increase steady-state acoustic levels on the facility or on

the vehicle (ref. 9). Rockwell concluded that, from an acoustics

standpoint, there are no known limitations on the use of the SIS

modification at VAFB.

The SSWS, with or without the SIS, must not splash above the duct

entrance for all wind conditions. Specifically, it must not introduce water

into the S_._ _^i_ and _ _ _oa_ pr_r _n fl]]]y develoDed_ thrust.

Wip_ t,,__m_! tes#s with the Astron i/i00 scale SIS at CPP established

_rst-case winds (ref. 8). Phase 1 tests at 1:1200 scale provid_ _''_'__

layer characteristics for the Vandenberg terrain for the subsequent Phase 2

(high-fidelity) l:100-scale experiments.

Conditions in the tunnel are nearly independent of Reynolds' n_nber, and

other similarity requirements are met; therefore, speed ratios in the tunnel

are equivalent to corresponding ratios at full scale for a particular wind

azimuth. Figure ii illustrates the relation between model and prototype

ratios. The launch ccmmit criteria for Vandenberg specifies peak wind speed.

This, therefore, provides the criteria for wind tunnel testing. The CPP

tunnel is set according to mean speed; consequently, a peak gust to mean

ratio is required to set test conditions (figure Ii). This ratio was

measured during the l:1200-scale test and also calculated from theory.

* Aerospace White Papers (18 Feburary 1987) and Lockheed Responses toWhite

Papers (24 March 1987).
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Fig. 12 Steam Concentrations from SCTF Compared to MMC/EPL and MSFC
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Fig. 13 Air Entrainment Rates
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Worst-case wind directions at CPP are 180 deg azimuth for maximum pressure

differential and 135 deg for worst observed aerosol. The puff of aerosol

comes off the west wall, rises a quarter of the way to the SSME nozzles, and

curves back into the center of the duct. Effects in the duct are such that

the splash boundary should be the same at all scales; however, the magnitude

of the splash does not geometrically scale and is probably much worse at small

sizes. The next step, therefore, is to exercise these worst-case winds at the

higher-fidelity MMC/EPL test facility.

Tests at EPL used large fans to induce flows representative of CPP

worst-case winds. There was some splash back during the water start transient

at EPL, although none as high as the SSME exit plane. A definitive test of

splash effects on the engine employed a properly scaled helium purge of 3.5

ft/sec through the SSME. For worst-case winds, the purge velocity is not

reversed; therefore, no steam passes the throat. And droplet trajectory

analysis indicates that no large drops would reach the SSME exit plane at full

scale (ref. 7).

Burning at the Duct Entrance

The specific issue here is whether or not detrimental excess hydrogen,

ignited by the SSMEs or HBOIs above the duct entrance, continues to burn in a

robust and global fashion down to some (defined as) critical surface within

the duct.

Analysis and study by Aerospace* concludes that single-point ignition

above the duct results in a fully burning (turbulent combustion) flame for

SSME conditions. Maximt_a flame lift-off is less than eight inches (flames are

inside the nozzle). Blow-off does not occur. These conclusions agree with

test observations.

Inerting in Duct

±u ±_ con%_nlent to =_._;_ == __]_-.............._,_fa_ _t the duct entrance at

which comh,s_ion stops because of a deficiency of hydrogen or air (or because

of an excess of inertants trom the combustion pLuc_ss o_ u**_ o_o flashing

sprays). There may also be a critical surface at (or beyond) the duct exit

past which the inert mixture becomes weakly flammable. The criterion for an

inert duct is that points between these surfaces correspond to benign states

in the flammability diagram (figure 8).

As part of an early evaluation of SIS feasibility, Aerospace performed a

control volume analysis, injecting steam plus burning hydrogen into a duct.*

This study shows that the SIS should inert the duct and that the process is

self-compensating: increased hydrogen or air flow increases combustion and

returns the duct to an inert state. All subsequent testing confirms these

conclusions.

* Aerospace White Papers (18 Feburary 1987) and Lockheed Responses toWhite

Papers (24March 1987).
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For tests with the steam header alone, figure 12 compares steam

concentrations from the SCTF 6.4 percent test with data from 5_MC/EPL at 1/7

scale and MSFC and 6.4 percent (refs. 7, 9, and ii). Results compare well,

although the SCTF values are systematically a few percent lower.

Figure 13 presents full-scale equivalent entrainment rates from steam-only

tests for the four different scales and indicates excellent agreement. The

_4C/EPL calculation of air entrainment is predicted on the vol_e fraction of

steam indicated by duct thermocouples. Calculations from Wyle use a bell

jar. The SCTF tests use hot wire anemcmeters to calculate entrainment.

Agreement among these different sites and methods supports two key conclusions

about conditions in the duct: geometric scaling applies, and the assumption

of local thermal equilibrium is valid.

For hydrogen experiments, the state in the duct is more complex. In the

neighborhood of a burning hydrogen plt_ne, temperatures are very high -- well

in excess of the boiling point of water, 212°F. During SSME mainstage, such a

condition may extend well into the duct. During the ignition or shutdown

transient, this condition exists near the entrance (above the critical surface

at which combustion stops). The SIS must inert the duct past this surface.

Tests verify this condition in that steam fractions (from temperature data)

compared to hydrogen concentrations (from samples) correspond to benign points

in the flammability diagram of figure 8. At a specific location, of course,

the thermocouple must be robust enough to survive the plume and fast enough to

track the inerting process.

The _4C/EPL tests provide additional data pertaining to steam

concentrations in the duct. These include experiments to study system margin

using an air ejector to augment air entrainment by factors up to 2.5 times the

steady state design point level. Figure 14(a) shows that all measurement

locations for all EPL tests are safe on the flammability diagram (figure 8).

Figure 14(b) illustrates trajectories on the diagram during the startup

transient for two EPL tests (ref. 7). The trajectories begin and remain

safe. This constitutes a dynamic verification of the (statically derived)

flammability boundary.

Test and analysis work at MMC/EPL answered several special performance

issues: time required to fill the duct with steam, steam concentration in the

region of air between the three SSME plumes, and the effects of condensation

at the duct walls (ref. 7).

Scalin 9

The S. Levy Corporation provided scaling analysis during the SIS program.

Theory and experiment, as reviewed above, show that, within the duct, inerting

performance scales geometrically as required. Parameters affecting buoyancy

at the duct entrance and exit are Froude scaled. Mcmentum scaling is used to

match the i/i00 header flow to simulated winds. As noted, water sprays,

droplets, and agglomerations do not scale. However, associated testing is

very conservative, because effects are much more severe at small size than at

large size.
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This credibility of performance scaling is most important. It is this

feature of steam inerting that supports acceptance of the SIS without a

prohibitively expensive, full-scale SSME test prior to FRF.

Transient Effects

The 6.4 percent tests at SCTF satisfy a postulated need for data with SSME

engines, including a transient hot fire phase. There was a question

concerning whether or not steady tests at the maximum rate of unburned

hydrogen (design point threat) are an adequate representation of the

corresponding transient condition. The concern is that dynamic lag might

significantly increase aspiration in the transient shutdown case.

The _ tests simulated FRF and clustered abort shutdown scenarios.

Figure 15 illustrates air entrairment and total engine flow rate for a 6.4

percent FRF with SIS superheated water. For comparison, SCrF tests included

an FRF run with ambient SIS water. The ratio of air entrained to engine flow

rate at SSME rated power level (RPL) is approximately 2.40 for cold water as

opposed to 1.35 for the baseline hot water SIS. That is, the cold water case

aspirates 78 percent more air than the hot water system.

The final tests at SCTF used a small lip on the SSME duct to reduce

subscale splash. These experiments included increased test duration at RPL

and steady operation at 72 percent and 43 percent RPL toward the end of a run

to diagnose transient aspiration effects. The (final) cold water test

happened to have the longest run duration; therefore, is best for this

diagnosis. Figure 16 compares transient to steady aspiration for values of

total engine flow rate for the cold water test. The lower sketch shows the

ratio, which has a maximum value of 2.10. With a correction for hot water,

this ratio is 2.10/1.78 = 1.18. Therefore, the maximum increased air

entrainment because of transient lag ranged from 18 percent for hot to ii0

percent for cold SSWS water.* As explained above, MMC/EPL testing shows that

the SIS meets requirements and is safe for as much as 150 percent extra air
(ref. 7).

Ccmparison of SCTF hot and cold water tests contributes insight into the

steam inerting process. Figure 17 compares temperatures for the hot and cold

tests at the floor of the duct entrance (zone B) and at the center of the duct

exit (zone D).

With the hot water SIS, the entrance temperature near the wall advances to

180 and then to 190*F, continuing after mainstage shutdown -- indicating a

continuing inert condition. The SSME plume evidently does not reach the lower

wall of the duct. The exit condition is 180°F (inert) and jumps briefly to

450°F at SSME start. This suggests that the plume initially projects burning

or superheated gas well into the duct. But, very quickly, the added steam

from combustion inerts the entire duct. Conditions remain inert after

combustion stops. This supports the key SIS operational requirement.

* Gogineni, P. R. : Transient Flow Effects. Lockheed Interoffice

Corresponsdence (20 Oct. 1987).
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With cold water, the SS_4E plume quickly raises the temperature at the

entrance floor to 190°F and at the exit to 550°F. For approximately 0.5 sec,

just before mainstage shutdown, the cold test entrance temperature is well

below 180°F. The exit temperature gradually ramps down from 180°F to ambient

during this interval.

Therefore, with the hot water SIS, the duct remains inert and safe

throughout the FRF. Without the SIS (with cold water), these data do not

prove that the duct remains inert. Very possibly, in the cold water

experiment, sufficient hydrogen has burned between the entrance and points in

question such that the duct is safe. But detailed sampling over repeated runs

would be required to show this, and argtunents would be statistical. The SIS

(with hot water) makes the duct safe with generous margin.

Pur_in@ and Ventin_ Duct

Toward the end of the operational scenario in figure 7, the SIS must

provide sufficient momentum to purge the SSME duct of hydrogen. Planetary

wind tunnel tests at CPP established worst-case winds at the duct exit

(ref. 8). EPLperformed corresponding worst-case tests with fans at 1/7 scale

(ref. 7). These experiments show that the ratio of duct exit flow to peak

wind mcmentum is 1.33 -- indicating outflow. This verifies that wind will not
enter the duct or reverse the exhaust flow.

Two requirements apply to the exhaust plume during SIS operation. There

must be no possibility of a deflagration at or beyond the duct exit, and the

plt_ne must not be flammable near the shuttle vehicle for worst-case winds.

Figure 18 includes results of an Aerospace analysis of interaction of the

exhaust plt_ae with ambient air and south winds.* Corresponding state

trajectories for no wind and 35 knots are shown in figure 19. The calculation

includes condensation and evaporation in the plt_ne. The trajectories remain

in thebenign region of the flammability diagram. Therefore, free space

detonation is not possible.

The calculation in figure 18 indicates that the exit plume is not

flammable (below 5 percent) near the vehicle for all wind conditions. On the

same figure, data from the CPP Phase 3 tests, with an indicator gas, verify

this result (ref. 8). The experimental trajectories are more depressed and

differ somewhat from theory -- probably because the analysis is quasi-one-

dimensional. However, in no case is there a flammable condition near the

shuttle vehicle.

* Moody, D.: Effects of Wind and Scale on Plume. Aerospace Interoffice

Correspondence (ii Feb. 1987).
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TESTSTANDDESIGNAND ANALYSIS FOR
TITAN 34D STATIC FIRING 1

Shayan Pazargadi

Wyle Laboratories

ABSTRACT

The Test Stand IC at the Air Force Astronautics Laboratory

(AFAL), Edwards AFB, CA, was originally designed for F-I liquid

propellant engines. The stand was modified to handle a

5½-segment Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) Titan 34D vertical static

firing test. The new configuration is the only nozzle-down test

stand of long SRM's in the United States, which had to withstand

6.2MN (I.4M pounds) thrust load, and 2444 KN (550 Kips) rocket

weight, as well as seismic and wind loads. The 3230 cm (106

feet) high stand was made of stainless steel truss system

supported by a massive reinforced concrete foundation. The

vertical and lateral thrust loads were mainly resisted by a

four-legged pylon structure attached to the test stand and

foundation. A superstructure was designed to house the rocket

and provide working platforms for stacking operations. Several

finite element models of the combined test stand-pylon-rocket

were developed on ANSYS, NASTRAN and IMAGES-3D softwares. The

models were analyzed for a variety of static, dynamic and

transient loads to ensure the structural integrity of the test

stand. This paper discusses the main design drivers and

analysis effort utilized in the modification of the test stand.

I NTRODUCT I ON

The Test Stand iC located at the Air Force Astronautics

Laboratory (AFAL) at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) was one of

the three nearby identical stands which were

(1)Prepared under contract to the United Technologies

Corporation, Chemical Systems Division, UTC-CSD Contract Number

268024.
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designed, built and used to test liquid F-I engines during the
1960's and was used for the last time in the early 1970's. The

Titan 34D mishap in 1984 brought about a new Recovery Program

that proposed the modified version of the existing test stand

for static firing test of the Titan 34D Solid Rocket Motor (SRM)

in the vertical nozzle-down configuration.

The main objectives of the program were as follows:

I. Perform a nozzle-down static firing test of a full scale

5½-segment solid rocket motor to evaluate the motor segment

joints, to evaluate the accept/reject criteria established from

the non-destructive tests on the candidate insulation material

and to inspect and evaluate fleet motors. Criteria to meet

primarily this objective were:

o normal test conditions and motor performance

o adequate measurements of motor performance

o reasonable ablation rates calculated from insulation

measurements

The motor would be conditioned cold (4.4°C or +40°F mean

bulk) and test fired without thrust vector control or axial

thrust measurement. A water quench system would be used to

extinguish post test residual insulation burning and reduce

soak-out temperatures.

2. Perform nozzle-down short burn and inert gas pressurization

test of 2-segment fullscale motor configurations to evaluate the

dynamics and the integrity of the joints at joint temperature

and motor case pressurization rates

ORIGINAL DESIGN

The Test Stand IC was originally designed for liquid rocket

engines and was configured for the Rocketdyne F-I engines with

305 cm (120 in.) diameter and 406 cm (160 in.) long and a thrust

force of 6.67 MN (1.5 Mlb) on liquid oxygen/RP-i fuel. The

engine was supported on a four-legged pylon which could support

vertical upward loads of up to 35.56 MN (8 Mlb) and horizontal

loads of 4.44 MN (i Mlb).

NEW REQUIREMENTS

The test stand had to modified to configure to the 305 cm
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(120 in.) diameter, 1859 cm (61 feet) long Titan 34D SRM

dimensions, 2444 KN (550 kips) weight and 6.2 MN (1.4 Mlb)

thrust load for 2 minutes burntime with a nozzle canting of 6 °

outward. A superstructure was required to be built on the

existing stand to protect the rocket from wind loads, provide

fixed and removable platforms for stacking operations, and to

provide a lateral restraining structure at the forward end of

the motor. The configuration was set up primarily for static

firing test without any thrust vector control or axial thrust

measurement. The load vectors that are imposed on the motor at

launch and under planned test setup for the two conditions of

the pre-firing static and the post-lift-off burn are shown in

Figures 1 and 2. The test setup did not exactly reproduce the

external loads on the motor because the test stand supported and

restrained the motor uniformly at the aft stub skirt. This

arrangement was acceptable based on the following reasons:

o There were no requirements for thrust vector control or

axial thrust measurement

o The aft stub skirt was able to react the total thrust

with an adequate margin of safety

o Lateral thrust loads resulting from the 6 ° nozzle cant

could be reacted through the aft stub skirt interface

tooling

o Motor case and joint loads induced by motor

pressurization during firing were considerably in excess

of those resulting from externally applied loads, so it

was not necessary to simulate external loading

conditions.

The other loading criteria were as follows:

o wind load of 31.3 m/sec (70 mph)

o seismic load of 0.5 g (Zone 4) in the two horizontal

axes acting simultaneously

o flight restraint lateral loads of 1280 KN (288 kips) in

front-to-back and 364 KN (82 kips) in side-to-side

directions applied to the superstructure at the forward
end of the motor

o platforms in the superstructure had to carry a load of

12 persons per level
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NEW DESIGN

The following modifications were made to the original stand

(Fig.3) to adapt to the new requirements of Titan 34D static

firing tests on the modified stand (Fig.4):

o removal of the following

five tone jib crane and liquid oxygen tanks from the top

platforms above the tanks

Two 36 WF beams from the top of the existing stand

plumbing between the tanks

Firex piping

engine mount and thrust measuring H-beam

tank support columns

o Superstructure of K-type A36 steel frame added to the

existing stand. The superstructure was to provide wind

protection to the motor, fixed and removable platform

for stacking operations and lateral restraint at the

forward ring attachment at the 1463 cm (48 feet) level

above the existing stand.

o A forward ring (Fig.5) at the forward end of the motor

that provided axial restraint through the anti-flight
restraint cables and lateral restraint through snubber

connection to the superstructure in both horizontal

directions.

o Pylon adaptor made of A36 steel and aft skirt fixture

made of 4130 steel both designed to 44.4 MN (10 Mlb)

vertical thrust load to provide interface between the

pylon and the rocket aft end (Fig.6). The pylon adapter

was designed to connect the existing rectangular pylon

opening with the 305 cm (10 feet) diameter thrust

cylinder. The aft skirt fixture was designed to provide

the interface between the pylon adapter fixture and the

motor aft stub skirt.

o The pylon was attached to the test stand to provide

better dynamic stability of the motor-pylon assembly.

This improvement will be discussed later in the paper in

more detail.

o A working platform was added at 244 cm (8 feet) below

the top of the existing stand to support a 6800 Kg

(15000 ib) x-ray machine. The 5½ segment setup and

configuration of the platforms are shown in Figure 7.
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ANALYSIS OF NEW DESIGN

Finite element analyses of the modified test stand were

performed to ensure the structural integrity of the new design

concept. Preliminary finite element analysis of the existing

stand had been performed by IMAGES-3D structural code (Fig. 8).

Trusses T-4 and T-5 (also shown in Fig. 4) are the main load

carrying members of the existing stand to support the

superstructure weight of 411 KN (92.5 Kips)• The structure

would reach its yield condition at a vertical load of 711 KN

(160 Kips). Two of 12 WF members were found inadequate and were

replaced by 24 WF 76 beams members. ANSYS and NASTRAN codes

were used to model the test stand, the pylon and the motor.

Three stand-pylon configurations were analyzed to obtain the

most effective design concept:

I • Unattached: the pylon-motor assembly was

completely detached from the stand

II. Partially attached: the pylon-motor assembly was

attached at its forward ring elevation to the

superstructure via snubbers

III. Completely attached: the pylon-motor assembly was

attached to the superstructure by snubbers at the

forward end and the pylon was attached to the stand

at the pylon top level by steel plates•

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

Dynamic analysis of the unattached configuration indicated

fundamental frequencies of 1.16 Hz for the pylon-motor assembly
and 3.89 Hz for the test stand. Concerns were made at the

dynamic characteristic of the pylon motor assembly at such low

frequencies (Fig. 9). The fundamental frequency increased to

2.51 Hz for configuration II and to 2.79 Hz for configuration

III with the latter one being adopted as an improved design over

the unattached or partially attached concepts. Natural

frequencies of the completely attached configuration are shown
in Table i.

WIND LOAD ANALYSIS

The finite element model of the completely attached

configuration was analyzed for wind load of 70 mph. The worst

combination of wind loading on a rectangular cross section was
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considered as being 1693 N/m 2 (36 psf) on the front face, 1317

N/m 2 (28^psf) on the back face in the direction of the wind and

1317 N/m z (28 psf) sideway pressures acting outward. Analyses

were performed separately for the major and minor axes of the
stand. Results of the stress analysis are shown in Table 2.

Factor of safety of order of 6 against the yield was reported

for the wind loading.

SEISMIC ANALYSIS

The combined model was analyzed for simultaneous

application of 0.5 g seismic acceleration acting in the two
horizontal axes of the stand. The lowest factor of safety of

1.47 against the yield was identified for a localized beam on

the top of the existing stand which was considered insignificant

due to large structural redundancies already built into the

stand.

THRUST LOAD ANALYSIS

The SRM thrust profile was enveloped to a ramp function

reaching its peak of 6.2 MN (1.4 Mlb) at 0.30 seconds and

staying flat up to 120 seconds at burnout.

Transient behavior of the stand was studied for the first

few seconds after the start of firing. A maximum overshoot of

25% was observed in the displacement responses at 0.3 second,

when the thrust force reached its peak, but it quickly damped

out to its stationary value after one second from the start of

firing. Transient responses of displacements and forces at the

top and bottom of the motor are shown in Figure ii. A stress

factor of safety of better than 3 was obtained under different

stages of the thrust load.

REACTION ANALYSIS

Reactions at the base of the stand and pylon were analyzed

for two conditions during the firing and at the end of burnout

(Tables 3 and 4). It can be seen that most of the thrust load

is carried by the pylon structure.

The pylon is mounted to concrete with forty steel anchors -

ten anchors per leg. Each anchor is 5.72 cm (2.25 inches) in

diameter and 1158 cm (38 feet) long. The anchors are made of

4340 quenched and tempered steel with an ultimate strength of

677 MN/m 2 (I00 ksi) and yield strength of 542 MN/m 2 (80 ksi).

Detailed analysis of anchor/concrete interface has been

performed taking into account anchor/concrete relative stiffness
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and specified anchor bolt preload of 889 KN (200 kips). The

results of the analysis limit maximum postulated thrust force to

35.56 MN (8 Mlb) which was consistent with the original design

for liquid F-I engine tests. The maximum required postulated

thrust force of 44.44 MN (10 Mlb) did not exceed the ultimate

strength of the anchor.

CO[_CLUSIONS

The main design drivers in the modification of the F-I

liquid propellant engine Test Stand IC to accommodate for the

Titan 34D solid rocket booster nozzle-down static firing test

were:

vertical thrust load and lateral thrust load (caused by

6 ° nozzle cant) of the SRM are an order of magnitude

larger than liquid engines and they have to be resisted

primarily by the pylon structure.

o due to a much heavier and taller SRM with respect to

liquid engines, resonance frequencies of the motor-pylon

assembly will become a critical factor in the stability

of the assembly under dynamic environments such as

earthquake, wind and transient thrust loads. For this

reason, the motor-pylon assembly had to be tied-in to

the test stand at the pylon level and the motor forward

end had to be attached to the superstructure. This

tied-in configuration increased the fundamental

frequency of the assembly by a factor of 2.4.

o no thrust vector control or axial thrust measurement was

required for this Titan 34D static firing test. The

anti-flight forward end restraint cables and snubbers

and the uniform restraint pylon system at the aft end

considered to be acceptable in lieu of the actual

restraint system of the SRM to the core vehicle.
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TABLE i. - GLOBAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES (Hz)

UNATTACHED PYLON-STAND (CASE I)

Pylon

Stand

PARTIALLY ATTACHED (CASE II)

COMPLETELY ATTACHED (CASE III)

ANSYS

MODE

NASTRAN

1.16 1.18 Ix(*)

1.25 1.31 iz

3.89 4.29 iz

5.42 6.38 ix

2.51 2.74 iz

2.70 2.98 ix

5.12 5.26 Combined

7.11 7.35 2z

7.31 7.49 2x

2.79 3.0 Ix

2.84 3.0 Iz

7.09 7.36 2z

7.44 7.69 2x

(*) x, y, z correspond to side-to-side, vertical and road-to-flame

directions respectively.
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(A) MODE 1 - 1.16 Hz (B) MODE 2 - 1.25 Hz

/

(C) MODE 3 - 5.99 Hz (D) MODE 4 - 7.47 Hz

FIGURE 9. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THE PYLON-MOTOR ASSEMBLY
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TEST STAND FOR TITAN 34D SRM STATIC FIRING

Vladimir Glozman

California Polytechnic University

George Shipway

Wyle Laboratories

ABSTRACT

An existing liquid engine test stand at the AF Astronautics

Laboratory has been refurbished and extensively modified to

accommodate the static firing of the Titan 34D solid rocket motor

(SRM) in the vertical nozzle down orientation. The main load

restraint structure was designed and built to secure the SRM from

lifting off during the firing. In addition the structure

provided weather protection, temperature conditioning of the SRM,

and positioning of the measurement and recording equipment. The

structure was also used for stacking/de-stacking of SRM segments

and other technological processes.

The existing stand, its foundation and anchorage were

thoroughly examined and reanalyzed. Necessary stand

modifications were carried out to comply with the requirements of

the Titan 34D SRM static firing. A new superstructure was

designed and erected on top of the modified test stand. The

superstructure was a steel framework consisting of corner and

side columns, horizontal mounting platforms, and cross bracing

elements. Mounting platform elevations and superstructure height

were designed for easy modification to facilitate stacking/de-

stacking procedures and potential testing of different SRMs.

The superstructure and the test stand overall were analyzed

by finite element methods utilizing IMAGES-3D, ANSYS, and NASTRAN

codes. Critical joints, anchors and the environmental enclosure

were evaluated by conventional methods. Analyses were performed

for the specified loads transmitted to the structure from the

SRM, as well as for wind loads, postulated seismic disturbances,

and acoustic pressure. It was determined that the test stand

exhibits a sufficient factor of safety under the most

conservative combination of the applied loads, stiffness of the

test structure and its dynamic properties were found to be

acceptable.
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Specific attention was given to the SRM mounting structure,
which includes a modified thrust pylon, a newly designed pylon

adapter welded into the pylon, and an aft test skirt fixture

connecting the SRM to the pylon through the adapter. Detailed

finite element analysis of the mounting structure with and

without the SRM was performed, and response of the mounting

structure to the ignition transient and other loading conditions

was thoroughly investigated. It was found that stress levels in

all critical elements was below the yield strength of the

selected materials with sufficient safety factor. The stiffness

of the mounting structure and therefore dynamic response of the

SRM during the static firing was shown to be also acceptable.

The modified test stand met all of the design criteria

during the successful firing of the Titan 34D SRM.

INTRODUCTION

The key element in the static firing of the Titan 34D SRM is

the load restraint structure, which stabilizes the rocket and

prevents it from lift-off during the test. The structure was

designed and built utilizing an existing twenty year old liquid

engine test stand at the AF Astronautics Laboratory. This

allowed for the completion of all work for erecting a complex

test facility in a timely, cost effective manner.

The existing stand was analyzed and design modifications

were implemented to permit SRM testing. A new superstructure was

erected on the top of the existing test stand. The

superstructure consists of a steel beam framework with horizontal

mounting platforms and environmental enclosure.

The ability of the existing pylon structure and its

anchorage to withstand the static load prior to firing and the

thrust load during firing was thoroughly investigated and

necessary modifications have been implemented. A new thrust

restraint fixture was designed to interface with the existing

pylon structure, and to accommodate the SRM aft closure.

Furthermore, the pylon and superstructure assembly were rigidly

connected to provide additional stiffness for the SRM mounting.

Each structure as well as the combined structure were evaluated

for the specified restraint load transmitted from the SRM, as

well as wind load, postulated seismic disturbances and acoustic

pressure. Evaluations were performed by a combination of

conventional and finite element methods using NASTRAN, ANSYS,

IMAGES-3D and other structural codes. Furthermore, due to the

time limitation and the critical importance of the design,

evaluation of the combined structure was performed independently

in two Wyle facilities (Norco, CA, and Huntsville, AL) using two

different structural codes, ANSYS and NASTRAN. The results of

these analyses compared favorably, and subsequent performance of

the test facility during the static firing was the ultimate

verification of the performed design and analytical work.
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SUPERSTRUCTURE

The 6.7 m x 6.7 m x 16.5 m superstructure (Figure i) was

erected on the top of the modified existing test stand

(Figure 2). The design and analysis of the superstructure was

performed using the IMAGES-3D finite element program.

The main structural elements of the superstructure are:

o Four corner columns.

o Four side columns.

o Three permanent horizontal mounting platforms.

o Two removable horizontal platforms at elevations of

3.2m and 14.5m for the side restraint of 2 segment

and 5 1/2 segment specimens.

o Side diagonal cross bars.

The finite element model of the superstructure (Figure 3)

is comprised of the beam structural elements identified in

Table i.

The model consists of 112 nodes which are connected with a

total of 264 beam structural elements at six different cross

sections, based on the anticipated design. To account for the

weight of stairways, handrails, the mounting platform grating,

and other nonstructural elements, the density of the structural

element material was increased by 20 percent. Weather protection

is provided by side panels and a roof. Wind loading on the side

panels was included; stiffness of the panels was assumed to be

negligible. Because the superstructure iserected on top of the

existing stand, the 36 spring elements were used to represent the

stiffness of the stand. The spring stiffness was determined by

finite element analysis of the existing stand.

The main load conditions as the front and side wind loads of

177 km/hr (ii0 mph), the postulated ultimate loads on the top of

the superstructure from the attached SRM, and the potential

seismic load were evaluated.

The wind load was represented as a static pressure on the

projected area of the four sides of the superstructure. A

pressure of 250 MPa (36 ksi) applied to the facing side and a

negative pressure of 192 MPa (28 ksi) on the three other sides

was assumed. Two wind directions were evaluated, a front wind

(road to flame side) and a side wind.

The postulated ultimate forces applied by the SRM to the top

of the superstructure were comprised of two elements: two forces

for a total of 144 ton in road-to-flame direction (Z) and two

forces for a total of 41 ton in side-to-side direction (X).
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The effect of seismic excitation was conservatively analyzed

by quasistatic method applying 0.5g load in three orthogonal

directions simultaneously.

An operating load of 10.6 kN applied to the mounting

platform at the i0 meter elevation and self-weight of the

superstructure was considered in all load cases.

Maximum deflections on the top of the superstructure were

calculated to be:

o due to front wind load;

o due to side wind load;

o due to ultimate side forces

road-to-flame direction

side-to-side direction

6.8 mm

6.3 mm

15.2 mm

48.3 mm

Maximum stress due to wind load was 90 MPa which is below

yield strength of A36 steel with a factor of safety of 2.8. The

maximum stress caused by ultimate top forces of 180 MPa was below

yield strength deflections and stresses caused by postulated

seismic disturbance were substantially smaller of those due to

the wind load.

In addition to the finite element analysis, conventional

methods were used to address buckling of the frame elements and

to evaluate joint connections. Results of these analysis

conformed ability of the superstructure withstand the specified

load with substantial factor of safety.

The environmental enclosure was analyzed by a combination of

conventional and finite element methods and was shown to be

capable of withstanding not only the specified wind load, but

also the acoustic pressure during static firing of the SRM.

A dynamic analysis was performed to obtain dynamic

properties of the superstructure, i.e. resonance frequencies and

mode shapes, with and without the SRM. The main results of the

analysis are summarized in Table 2.

EXISTING TEST STAND

The existing IC test stand (Figure 4) was prepared by

removing about 350 tons obsolete and surplus equipment including

large propellant tanks, the liquid motor support and thrust

measurement system, valves and piping_ etc.

A preliminary analysis indicated the necessity of very

limited modification of the stand main frame structure. The

12WF27 beams were changed to stronger 24WF76 beams at the

superstructure interface to the stand and two other weak elements

were replaced with stronger elements.
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The stand was modeled as a framework (Figure 5) consisting

of 321 beam elements supported at four points. The stand was

analyzed for the same load conditions as the superstructure and

interactive forces from the superstructure were applied to the

finite element model of the stand. The minimum factor of safety

for the wind load was calculated to be more than six against the

yield strength of A36 steel.

The maximum stresses in the stand caused by the abnormal

ultimate load applied to the top of the superstructure was

calculated to be 345 MPa which was below ultimate strength of A36

steel.

The modified stand was also analyzed for a vertical downward

load to determine its vertical load carrying capacity at the

superstructure boundary. A factor of safety of 4.6 against

ultimate strength was calculated for that load condition.

stiffness properties of the existing stand also were

calculated and subsequently used for a pylon-to-stand connection

evaluation and for creating a general combined finite element

model.

MOTOR MOUNTING STRUCTURE

The attachment structure for the mounting of the motor

(Figure 6) includes an existing pylon, newly designed pylon

adapter welded into the pylon, and an aft test-skirt fixture

connecting the motor to the pylon through the pylon adapter. A

finite element analysis of the pylon structure, including a new

pylon adapter, skirt, and a simple (stick) model of the SRM was

performed using the IMAGES-3D and NASTRAN finite element

programs. The model of the pylon is comprised entirely of beam

elements. This assumes that cross sections, particularly those

of the box beam at the top, do not warp. All beam connections

are assumed to be rigid, as are the four support points. All

section properties are based on the drawings of the original

pylon structure.

The pylon adapter model is composed primarily of

quadrilateral and triangular plate elements. The skirt model is

basically a cylinder with a stiffening ring at the bottom. The

SRM is modeled as a beam with section properties based on actual

specimen geometry. The model was subjected to gravity loads in

the three orthogonal directions. This served as a check of the
structural soundness of the model, and also provided information

for evaluating the structures' response to potential earthquake

excitation.
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The dynamic analysis of the mounting structure with and
without the SRM was performed first in order to obtain the
response of the structure to the ignition transient. The lowest
resonance frequency of the SRM itself as a simple cantilever beam
was computed at 1.96 Hz. The lowest resonance frequencies of the
SRM installed are 1.22 Hz and 1.30 Hz in side-to-side and road-
to-flame direction correspondingly. The dynamic response of the
loaded structure to the ignition transient showed that there was
no amplification of the vertical component of the motor
displacement. However, the horizontal component was 1.7 times
the static. The dynamic load factor was used to adjust the
static force for a load combination calculation. Detailed static
stress analysis showed that the only significant stress of
140 MPa occurs in the pylon adapter upper ring. Stresses in
other parts of the pylon and the adapter were substantially
lower. The maximum stress in the aft test skirt caused by the
abnormal "ultimate" thrust of i0 million pounds canted at six
degrees, was calculated to be 490 MPa. This is below the
tensile strength of 620 MPa for normalized 4130 alloy steel.

PYLON ANCHOR YIELD ANALYSIS

Pylon anchor yield analysis was critical• It preceded all

other analyses, because the existing 40 steel anchors were

imbedded in concrete and, therefore, could not be replaced. Each

anchor is 57.1 mm (2.25 in.) in diameter and 11.6 m long and is

made of quenched and tempered 4340 steel. Detailed analysis was

performed taking into account anchor/concrete relative stiffness

and the anchor/concrete interface. Even though the anchors can

withstand the abnormal "ultimate" thrust of i0 million, maximum

thrust force must be limited to 8.6 M based on yield of the

anchors, and to only 7.2 M to maintain the joint. But even the

smallest allowable thrust is substantially higher than that

predicted and recorded during the SRM test.

COMBINED MODEL ANALYSIS OF THE TEST STAND

After design and modification of the main elements of the

test stand were completed, the finite element analyses of the

stand were carried out. A combined finite element model of the

superstructure, test stand, pylon assembly and SRM were developed

on the NASTRAN and ANSYS finite element computer codes and

carried out by two independent teams. These analyses were aimed

to verify the design effort and also examine the stand-pylon-SRM

interfaces. Therefore, the three following cases were analyzed:

. Free standing pylon with the SRM without any attachment

to the restraining structure.

• Pylon with the SRM attached to the superstructure at the

top level by means of struts.
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. Pylon attached to the stand at the second platform level

with the SRM attached to the superstructure at the top

level.

The analyses of the combined model were performed for

different load conditions: thrust load, wind load, seismic

disturbances, etc. The analyses took into account the transient

nature of the thrust force and the SRM mass decay during the

burnout.

The results of the combined model analyses gave additional

information about static and dynamic behavior of the stand. They

were in good agreement with the previously obtained data, and

therefore, verified overall new design and modification of the

test stand and the pylon.

Performance of the test stand during the SRM static firing

was in good correlation with analytical predictions. No trace of

damage, malfunction, or any structural problems have been noticed

during the test. The measured stresses, eigenvalues, and

eigenvectors were very close to those obtained during design and

analytical activities. Overall the test stand performed

exceptionally well and met all design criteria during the

successful firing of the Titan 34D SRM.
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TABLE 1

SUPERSTRUCTURE NODE AND BEAM ELEMENT SUMMARY

•ELEV'. VIEW NOOE
M MJMBER

16.2 92-104

105-112
12.8 66-78

10.0 __ 53-65

6.7 //_ 40-52

• SECTIONS W16 X 67

27-39

14-26

1-13

COLUMN
CORNER SIDE

Wl;_ X ,58 W1_ X 26

25-28 53-56

21-24 19-52

17-20 45-48

13-16 41-44

9-12 37-40

5-8 33-36

1-4 29-32

PLATFORM W12 x 26 SIDE

INNER OUTER CORNER CROSS Two 6X4X 1/'2

:157-164

117-124

97-104

77-84

57-64 °

185-192

165-180

145-152

125-132

105-112

85-92

65-72"

153-156

133-136

113-116

93-96

197-200

192-196

233-264

225-232

217-244

209-216

201-208
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TABLE 2

RESONANCE FREQUENCIES OF SUPERSTRUCTURE, HZ

Mode Description

Global rocking side-to-side

Global rocking road-to-flame.

Globa! torsion

Local side column bending

Lower platform (local)

Upper platform (local)

Without

Specimen

6.67

6.45

4.29

8.66, 8.72

8.72, 8.73

With

Specimen

2.58

2.59

7.41

4.29

8.66, 8.71

8.71, 8.73, 8.75
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FIGURE 1

SUPERSTRUCTURE FRAMEWORK
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FIGURE 2

MAIN STRUCTURE OF THE TEST STAND FOR TITAN 34D SRM FIRING
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FIGURE 3

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE
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FIGURE 4

TEST STAND IC
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FIGURE 5

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE MODIFIED TEST STAND IC
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.._ SRM

AFT SKIRT

PYLON ADAPTER

FIGURE 6

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF MOTOR MOUNTING STRUCTURE
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ARIANE 5 VERIFICATION AND ASSOCIATED TEST FACILITIES

M. Vedrenne and A. L. Gonzalez

ESA Headquarters - Paris

ABSTRACT

The philosophy of verification tests of the Ariane 5 launcher programme is already established. It corre-
sponds to the development and the ground and flight qualification phases for both unmanned and manned
launches. The different types of test are outlined for the system, booster, main core and upper structures,
allowing the identification of the associated test facilities which are then described.

INTRODUCTION

The development of the Ariane 5 launcher is now beginning but a preliminary phase has been performed to
establish the basis of both a sound configuration as well as its verification programme. A major part of this
verification programme concerns testing and due to specific facilities foreseen and long delivery times, an
early definition has been established.

In this paper, the test programme of the Ariane 5 is presented. First the tests classification is established to
mention briefly the different tests proposed in each area and in a second part the test facilities are
identified.

ARIANE 5 TESTING

The launcher tests can be classified with respect to their programmatic objectives in the following categories:

- Environmental definition (external, internal)
- Development
- Qualification

Alternatively, tests can be classified in relation to the launcher assemblies, giving the following groups:

- System
- Booster
- Main core

- Upper stage and structures

This second classification is used in the following descriptions making reference to the programmatic ob-
jectives involved.

SYSTEM TESTS

The following system tests are foreseen:

Reduced Scale Tests

The purpose of these tests is to define the external environment of the launcher: Aerodynamic, thermal
and acoustic tests are included. They are performed with reduced models in appropriate existing facilities.
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Functional Tests in Europe

The main objectives are in the development and qualification of the launcher guidance and control func-
tions. To run these tests a functional simulation installation (ISF: Installation de Simulation Fonctionnelle)
will be set up at Les Mureaux near Paris.

Structural Tests

They will include the dynamic testing of the booster, main core and upper structures. The dynamic tests of
the booster will be performed in the French Guiana test installations (see booster testing below). For the
dynamic testing of the main core a specific facility will be installed in Europe.

Validation Tests in French Guiana

Mechanical integration of the launcher as well as electrical verifications will be performed in CSG (Centre
Spatial Guyanais).

BOOSTER TESTING

The booster testing comprises: Preliminary tests;Testing in nominal the configuration.

The preliminary tests will allow evaluation of the different technologies to be used, manufacturing process,
functioning aspects like internal pressure build up behaviour, segment joints, etc .... Different types of
models will be used, some of them being at reduced scale and using teststands.

Ten firing tests will be performed in nominal configuration in the test facilities prepared in CSG. Three
types of tests arc to be distinguished.

Tests B

The purpose of two tests is to evaluate the internal functioning with a reinforced structure to avoid the in-
herent risk of using a non fully developed structure.

Tests M

These tests correspond to the development of the integrated booster. Four tests are foreseen, the first two
will be used to verify the compatibility between the different elements of the booster. The other two will
examine extreme environmental conditions.

Tests Q

The functioning of the booster will be verified in four tests. The last two being associated in the same con-
figuration as are the two flight units for the same launcher.

MAIN CORE TESTING

Testing of this stage is broken down as follows:

Tank

Adjacent structures
Engine
Stage

The tank testing includes the usual verification of materials, technologies, manufacturing processes, func-
tioning aspects of the anti-vortex, etc ....
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For theadjacentstructures,thetestsarealsothestandardstaticanddynamicones.

Theenginein itself followsits own developmentsequenceanda detaileddescriptionof its testplanisout
of thescopeof thiscommunication.It shouldbementionedin generaltermsthat theenginetestingstarted
with the materialsandprocessesverificationfollowedby seriesof testsat componentsandsubassemblies
level to finally test the wholeengine. A generaldescriptionof the teststandswill be found in the next
section.

The completestagewill be testedin FrenchGuiana,usingthe operationalfacilities: Launchintegration
building, transportplatformandlaunchpad. It will be testedin launchconfigurationsupportedby two
dummiesrepresentingtheboosters.

UPPERSTAGEANDSTRUCTURESTESTING

The upperstagefollowsat its level,the sametestinglogicasthe maincore: tank, structure,engineand
stagetesting.Theteststandswill bedescribedbelow.

The upper structurescomprisethe vehicleequipmentbay, the SPELTRA(StructurePorteuseExternede
LancementTripleAriane)(Structureallowingmultiple launches)andthefairing. Asfor anystructure,the
maintestswill be:

StaticTests:stiffness,strength
DynamicTests:vibrations,acoustic,separation

ARIANE 5 TESTFACILITIES

It is too earlyin the programmeto describethe test facilities,but themostimportanthavealreadyidenti-
fiedandashortdescriptionwill begivenin thissection.

BOOSTERTESTSTANDZONE

This facility will comprisea test areawith flues,a shelterstructureincludingthe technicalpremisesand
accessfacilitiesand mobilecoverof the wholearea;a mobilepart madeup of a palletandthe booster
wouldbe insertedin a solidmetalstructureintegralwith thefoundationsandhavingthehandlingfacilities
necessaryfor table/railtracklevellingadjustments.A testmonitoringzoneabout700m away,housingthe
monitoringandcommandfacilitiesnecessaryfor carryingout the testsandanaccessrail tracklinking the
boosterintegrationbuildingto the teststandandenablingthe wholemobilestructure(palletplusbooster)
to betransferred.

MAIN COREENGINETESTSTANDS

Theenginetestinginvolvesmanystands.Amongthemwecanfind thefollowingones:

Standfor testingcomponentsunderhigh-pressurepropellant(Vernon- France)to beusedfor characteris-
tizationof thegeneratorinjectionelements,dynamicsealsandbearings.

Standfor testingthe generatorand oxygenturbopump(Ottobrunn - W. Germany). Adaptationof an
existingstand.

Turbopumpteststand(Vernon). The correspondingtestswill be madeon the liquid oxygenandliquid
hydrogenturbopumpsfed either independentlyfrom a high-pressuregaseoushydrogensourceor a gas
generatorfed byhigh-pressuretanksor coupledwith the gasgeneratorfed with propellantstappedat the
pumpoutlets.
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Chamberteststand(Lampoldshausen- W.Germany).Thisstandwill allowcharacterizationandqualifica-
tion testsof the enginecombustionchamberin a horisontalposition to becarriedout. Thechamberwill
befedfrom high-pressurecryogenictanks.

Enginestands(VernonandLampoldshausen).Both standswill beidentical. Theywill bedesignedto sim-
ulate ascloselyaspossiblepropellantandfluid systemof the stageandto carryout testsin "stagewith
battleshiptanks"configuration.

UPPERSTAGEPROPULSIONTESTFACILITIES

Testson the engineandthe propulsionunit will bedoneonthe testsiteat Lampoldshausen.Thissitehas
variousfacilitieswherecold testscanbecarriedout for the purposeof tuning,pressuretestingand func-
tional testingon the componentsof the engineandthe propulsionunit. Thehot testswill becarriedout
on thefollowingteststands:

- Standto beusedtor short-durationchamberandenginetestsundergroundconditions.The tests
couldbeperformedwith or without asupersonicdiffuser.

- Standto testthepropulsionunit andtheintegratedstageundergroundconditions.

- Standfitted with avacuumchamberandastreamejector,thusmakingit possibleto runenginetests
undervacuumconditions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The Ariane 5 launcher development is starting. From the preliminary phase, the verification tests corre-
sponding to the launcher system, booster, main core, upper stage and structures, have been identified,
allowing the preliminary definition of the test facilities needed. Among them, the booster teststand in
French Guiana and the stands for testing the main engine and the upper stage engine have been outlined.
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THE SEPARATION TEST IN VACUUM OF
THE ARIANE 4 PAYLOAD FAIRING

J. R. Butcher

Contraves AG, Zurich

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the separation tests performed

during the qualification test programme of the ARIANE 4

Payload Fairing. As the first fairing structure to be deve-

loped using carbon-fibre technology, two separation tests

of a flight standard fairing were performed under vacuum

conditions. The primary objectives of these tests were to

verify compliance with the vehicle imposed requirements and
to establish the behavioural characteristics of the fairing

structure itself.

INTRODUCTION

ARIAN
European f
the volume
payload fa
fibre tech
constructi

E 4 is the latest increased lift version of the

amily of launch vehicles. In order to optimise

to weight ratio of the correspondingly larger

iring, the structure was developed using carbon-

nology as opposed to the aluminium skin/stringer.

on of previous ARIANE fairings.

Ha

earth's

launch

the end

of rel e

System)

stage.

ving protected the payload during ascent through the

atmosphere, the fairing is jettisoned from the

vehicle, whilst still in the accele

of 2nd stage burn. Separation is ef

asing a tension band, (the Horizo

• which attaches the fairing to the
This is followed within milliseconds

tion of a linear explosive device, (the Vert

System), which acts along the longitudina
fairing, separating it into two halves an

laterally away from the launch vehicle•

payload).

rated phase, at

fected by means

ntal Separation
vehicle's 3rd.
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In order to fulfill the clearance requirements, a de-

tailed dynamic analysis determined that a relatively low

radial stiffness was required for the fairing halves. The

separation system therefore imparts a correspondingly high

amplitude "flexing" motion into the fairing structure during

separation. Precise evaluation of this behaviour was thus

necessary to ensure that no part of the fairing structure

impinges on the payload volume and launch vehicle structure

after jettison, (and to verify the mathematical model used

to predict the behaviour of all subsequent fairing configu-

rations). It was therefore considered necessary to perform

separation tests under conditions representing as far as

possible, those in flight, To avoid any influence from aero-

dynamic drag during separation, it follows that such a test

had to be performed under vacuum conditions.

The tests were also performed in a Ig, environment,

(simulation of operational acceleration loads of approx 3g.

not being possible), and at ambient temperature conditions

as opposed to the elevated in-flight temperatures. The

effect of the axial acceleration was subsequently analyti-

cally superimposed on the test results, and the effect of

the lower test temperatures on the fairing structure repre-

sents worst case conditions with respect to the clearance

achieved, due to the corresponding increase in structural
stiffness.

Due to the size of the test object which has a diameter

of 4m. (13ft) and a height of 9.6m. (31.5ft), the test was

performed in the Dynamic Test Chamber at ESTEC in the Nether-

lands; currently the largest vacuum chamber available in

Europe, Views of the fairing before and after separation are

given in FIGS. 1 and 2 respectively.

In addition to verifying the various performance requi-
rements, it was to be shown that no permanent deformation of

the fairing structure occurred following two consecutive

separation tests. As a result, two such separation tests

were performed during August and October 1984.

FAIRING DESCRIPTION

The test item consisted of the Qualification

Fairing, which was a "medium length" version of the

design options, The overall height of this fairing is
9.6m. (31,5ft) with a diameter of 4.0m. (13,1ft).

Model

three

thus

The fairing takes the form of two symmetrical half

shells, (designated T and TN), joined together in the verti-
cal plane and attached to the launch vehicle at it's base.
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The test item was built to the full flight standard
configuration with the exception of some minor points men-
tioned in the following paragraphs.

A summary description of
of the fairing follows.

the various major subsystems

STRUCTURE

The fairing structure consists essentially of a lower
cylindrical section with a height of approx. 5.0m. (16.4ft),
a Front Cone of height approx. 3.7m. (12.1ft), with a
spherical section Nose Cap of height O.9m (3ft) forming the
apex of the fairing. The Cylinder and Front Cone sections
are produced from an aluminium honeycomb core/Carbon Fibre
Reinforced Plastic face sheets construction, whilst the Nose
Cap is a more conventional aluminium skin/stringer design.
An aluminium Separation Ring is attached to the base of the
cylindrical section to provide the mating interface with the
vehicle's upper stage.

A layer of cork is bonded to the outside surface of the
Front Cone and Nose Cap sections to protect the payload and
fairing from kinetic heating during launch.

The entire external surface is then coated with a white
electrostatic paint. The test model was only painted on the
TN-Half. the T-Half being left in order to observe any
possible effects of separation on the surface of the struc-
ture itself.

SEPARATION SYSTEMS

The fairing is connected to the launcher by means of a
steel tension belt which maintains a circumferential tooth
of the Separation Ring. in a corresponding groove at the ve-
hicle interface. The steel belt is tensioned by means of two
tension bolts located diametrically opposite each other. At
the instant of separation, the two tension bolts are cut by
pyrotechnic bolt cutters. This action effectively disconnects
the fairing from the launcher and this assembly is thus
known as the Horizontal Separation System (HSS).

Almost simultaneous with this release, (with less than
2msec. delay), the Vertical Separation System (VSS) is
activated. During the launch phase, the VSS acts as the
structural connection between the two fairing half shells.
Upon detonation of the explosive device within the VSS. the
two halves are separated and jettisoned laterally away from
payload and launcher, (ref. FIG. 3).
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As the fairing is ejected whilst the vehicle is still in an

accelerated phase at the end of 2nd. stage burn, the VSS

must impart sufficient separation energy to avoid any risk

of impacting the payload or vehicle following separation.

Correct sequencing of the HSS and VSS activations is

ensured by a pyrotechnic system initiated from a central

distribution manifold from which Confined Detonating Fuses

relay the detonation to the respective separation systems.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION

A full compliment of the normal flight instrumentation

for operational launches was also installed and checked out

during the separation tests. This comprises :

One displacement transducer per half fairing to

separation distance as a function of time.

record

Two linear potentiometers per half fairing to monitor

the radial flexing motion of the structure during sepa-
ration.

One Gyrometer per half fairing to measure the

velocities of the separating structure about all

axes.

angular
three

Pyrotechnic status signals to verify the instants of

pyrotechnic ignition, bolt cutting and pyrotechnic con-

nector separation.

One accelerometer was also installed at the base of the

VSS on each half fairing to monitor acceleration

levels. (Whilst not beJonging to _f,_ u_,,_t_,, _,_

normal flight instrumentation, these are being flown on

the initial technological launches and as such were

also mounted during this test).

SOFT TENSION BELT RELEASE SYSTEM

In order to reduce the shock levels imparted to the

vehicle at fairing separation the Soft Tension Belt Release

System was developed. This system consists essentially of

one hydraulic actuator installed within each half HSS ten-

sion belt assembly.

Activation of this device some 5 secs. prior to fairing

separation has the effect of reducing the HSS tension from
the launch tension of lO tonnes to 2 tonnes, thus reducing

the stored energy in the HSS, (and Vehicle interface), at

the instant of separation. This device was installed and tes-
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ted prior to the second separation test for comparison

purposes.

CABLE STOWING SYSTEM

The function of the Cable Stowing System is to retain

the deployable part of the instrumentation cable against the

structure of the fairing halves during launch and ascent. It

also has to resist the shock of separation but subsequently

to gradually release the cable during separation, to enable

instrumentation data from the fairing to be transmitted to

the vehicle over a separation distance of approx. 6m
(19•Tft),

As such a separation distance could not be achieved in

these tests, a short section of cable was installed on the

fairing, without the interface connectors, to verify that

the method of fixation could withstand the separation shock•

TEST OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the separation tests can be
sed as follows :

summari-

Fulfilment of the clearance requirements with

to payload volume and vehicle envelope during
tion•

respect

separa-

Verification of the structural integrity of the fairing

and its equipment, (including fixations), during sepa-
ration,

Correct functioning of the pyrotechnic as well as Hori-

zontal and Vertical Separation Systems.

• Validation of the in-flight separation measurement
plan.

Validation of the finite element

fairing separation analysis•

model to be used for

TEST CONFIGURATION

FAIRING INSTALLATION

The fairing was installed in the Dynamic Test Chamber,
(DTC), mounted to a structure which simulated the vehicle

interface, known as the Adjacent Structure, (AS). The AS was
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in turn mounted on the seismic structure of the DTC, at a

location of 400mm. (16in.), from the chamber centreline,

(ref. FIG. 4). This then enabled a free flying distance of

at least 2m.(6.5ft) of one half (the TN-Half) fairing, which
was required to ensure sufficient data was obtained to

characterise the fairing's behaviour following separation.

CATCHING SYSTEMS

In order to restrain the fairing halves following the

separation and free-flight, fairing catching systems were

installed in the DTC for each half fairing. These consisted
of :

Horizontal Fairing Catching System (HFCS)

This system consisted essentially of a catching net

which was used to absorb the energy of the separated halves

and prevented them from impacting with the wall of the DTC.

The nets were attached to the chamber by means of hydraulic

dampers and were tied back towards the wall to provide the

required uninterrupted free-flying distance for each half

fairing. The various catching systems were designed in such

a way that it was the HFCS that first influenced the flight

of the fairing halves, and was thus the limiting factor in
determining this distance.

Bounce Back Restraint Device (BBRD)

The aim of the BBRD was to retain the half fairing

against the catching net after separation and to prevent

them from bouncing back from the net and onto the mounting
structures in the centre of the chamber. To achieve this,

each device consisted essentially of four nylon cords

attached near the corners of the cylindrial section of the

half fairing.

These ropes passed through a jaw clamping mechanism

before being attached to the DTC wall by means of elastic

ropes and a pulley arrangement. The design of the BBRD was

such that the nylon ropes passed freely through the clamp

jaws during separation, without influencing the fairing
behaviour, but could not be pulled back in the opposite

direction after the fairing was caught in the net.

Vertical Fairing Catching System (VFCS)

The VFCS consisted simply of two nylon cords for each

half fairing, suspended from the underside of the DTC lid
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and attached to the fairing at the bottom of the conical
section. The lengths of the cords were determined to allow
an unimpeded free flight but to avoid an excessive drop onto
the chamber sub-floor and toppling of the separated half
fairing.

MEASUREMENT PLAN

In addition to the flight instrumentation mentioned
above, a series of test instrumentation was added to the

fairing to define its behaviour during separation. Due to

the geometric constraints of the DTC, this instrumentation

was concentrated on the TN-Half fairing, this being the half

which was capable of sufficient free flying distance. The

more important measurement systems can be summarised as
follows :

ELECTRO-OPTICAL CAMERAS

As the most critical aspect of the test was to define

the precise motion of the fairing half-shell during separa-

tion, (in order to subsequently validate the mathematical

model), an accurate, high speed, 3-Dimensional trajectory

measurement system was required.

The SELSPOT Electro-Optical Camera, (EOC), system was
developed and specially adapted for this purpose by SELCOM
AB, Gothenburg, Sweden, This system consists of a number of
Light Emitting Diodes, (LEDs), attached to the fairing
structure; each one being measured by a pair of infra-red
sensitive cameras, thus enabling the 3-Dimensional
trajectory to be computed. The system operates on the
principle of pulsing the LEDs at high frequency with a
defined sequence, resulting in a number of discrete measure-
ment points.

A total of 6 cameras were used for this test, to
monitor 12 measurement points on the fairing. This combina-
tion results in a sampling rate of 833 HZ for each measure-
ment point.

The LEDs are connected to LED Control Units, (LCU),
which act as a distribution unit for pulsing the LEDs. The
complete system is controlled and monitored by an Adminis-
tration Unit, which in turn interfaces with a computer for
command input and data storage.

A schematic of the measurement set up is shown in FIG.
5, whereby Cameras IA and 3A were installed on a central

tower structure inside the fairing and Cameras 2B and 4B
were attached to the inside wall of the DTC. Cameras IA and
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2B thus acted as a pair viewing one quadrant of the cylin-
drical section of the fairing, whilst 3A and 4B monitored
the other quadrant, These measurement points were achieved
by mounting a "double" LED arrangement of which, one was
installed on the inside surface and the other adjacent to,
but on the outside surface of the fairing,

Pulsing this pair of LEDs simultaneously, enabled a
measurement "point" on the fairing structure to be seen by a
camera pair, one of which was installed inside and one out-
side the fairing. Cameras 5A and 6B were both attached to
the underside of the DTC lid, monitoring LEDs attached to
the outside surface of the fairing Front Cone.

CINE CAMERAS

In order to obtain a general visual impression of the
fairing _ehaviour during separation, four 16mm cine cameras,
each equipped with a 94 ° wide angle lens, were installed
outside the DTC, viewing through optical view ports, The
cameras had a film speed of 150 frames/sec, and were
controlled by a single control unit providing
synchronisation with each other and the ignition signal. For
the second separation test, one of these cameras was
relocated inside the DTC to improve its viewing angle. A
special sealed container with outlets for the control and
pressure lines to pass through feed throughs in the DTC
wall, was produced to protect the camera from the vacuum
conditions.

RRFAKWIRFS

To establish the sequence of separation of the two
halves, over the entire length of the fairing, at the ins-
tant of separation, a series of Breakwire assemblies were
bonded across the joint between the two half shells. Each
assembly provided timing information over displacements bet-
ween the half fairings of 0,40 and 60mm, enabling accurate
assessment of the separation sequence both along the fai-
ring's length and comparison of the two separating joints.

STRAIN GAUGES

In order to establish the stresses induced in the fai-

ring structure as a result of separation and the subsequent
flexing modes, 24 strain gauges were attached to the TN-Half
fairing. The locations were selected as those areas indicated
by the analysis as being the most critical, some of which
were re-located for the second test based on the evaluation
of the data from the first test.
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SHOCK ACCELEROMETERS

High frequency shock accelerometers were attached to

the major interfaces of the pyrotechnic and separation sys-

tems; (i.e. pyrotechnic manifold, VSS detonator blocks, VSS
end seals at the opposite ends to the detonators, and the

bolt cutter housings). The purpose of these was to establish

the event timings of the pyrotechnic system, to verify the

correct sequence of operations,

Similar accelerometers were also installed on parts of

the fairing catching systems to establish impact times and

thus correlate the free-flying times established with other

measurement systems,

MEASUREMENT ACCELEROMETERS

In order to obtain an indication of the low frequency
acceleration levels, a total of 15 measurement accelerome-

ters were installed at various locations on the TN-Half fai-

ring. Of primary interest were the areas of the VSS separa-

tion joints and the highest point on the Nose Cap.

CLEARANCE DETECTORS

As a supplementary source of verifying the clearance

requirement with respect to the vehicle interface, clearance

detectors were bonded to the support structure onto which

the fairing was mounted. These took the form of simple moul-

ded polystyrene blocks extending to the limits of the

forbidden volume, within which no part of the fairing struc-

ture may pass during separation. These would have provided
immediate indication had this volume been breached.

SHOCK MEASUREMENTS ON ADJACENT STRUCTURE

In addition to establishing the fairing behaviour, an

indication of the shock levels induced into the vehicle, at

the instant of separation, was also obtained.

A total of nine high frequency accelerometers were attached

to the Adjacent Structure to monitor in particular the

levels experienced close to the fairing mounting interface,
around its complete circumference.
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IGNITION SYSTEM

The ignition of the pyrotechnic system was initiated by
a start command entered on the computer keyboard of the

EOC system, resulting in a trigger signal being sent to the

Ignition Control Unit (ICU). This signal in turn closed

power relays within the ICU which simultaneously provided

the ignition current to the pyrotechnic detonators and recor-
ded a "time zero" signal on each of the magnetic tape re-

corders of the data management system, as well as each cine

film. This signal was thus used as a timing reference for

subsequent data evaluation.

TEST OBSERVATIONS

a) A detailed visual inspection performed following the

first separation test, indicated some anomalies. The TN-Half

fairing structure, (inner face sheet and honeycomb core),

had ruptured along a row of fixing inserts close to the axis

of symmetry. The rupture extended along a length of approx.

1.5m (5ft) from the base of the fairing. Detailed evaluation
of the instrumentation results revealed however, that the

failure did not occur during the free-flight of the half-

shell, but after being restrained by the catching nets. The

position of the nets and stiffness of the support points
were modified for the second test. The damaged area of the

fairing was replaced and no such failure occurred during the
second test.
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Nose Cap, adjacent to the VSS had broken loose, Localised

shock loading due to separation was clearly higher than ex-

pected in this area. These rivets were subsequently replaced

with steel bolts and again no such problems were observed

during the second test.

c) Some structural damage was observed in the area of the
Bolt Cutter fixations which resulted in some parts becoming

loose during separation. This area was also strengthened to

avoid the possibility of any loose parts impinging the pay-
load volume and this modification was successfully verified

by the second test.

d) Failures were encountered on both displacement transdu-

cers during the first test. The principle of operation of
these transducers is of a thin cable attached to the vehicle

interface, This is then extended from a pulley within the

transducer which is attached to the fairing structure, As

the cable extends up to 2m (6.5ft) during fairing separation,

the resultant output of the potentiometer within the trans-

ducer provides an indication of displacement versus time,
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The problem encountered during the first test was that both
cables broke at the attachment interface with the vehicle,

immediately on separation.

The geometry of the attachment point as well as that of
the cable outlet and pulley arrangement was modified for the

second test, resulting in successful functioning of both
units.

e) The fixations of the Cable Stowing System did not with-

stand the separation shock and the cables broke loose from

the attachment points. Modifications were made for the second
test but the cables again separated from the fixation

brackets.

(Note: This system was subsequently redesigned and retested

at sub-system level before becoming qualified for

flight).

TEST INSTRUMENTATION RESULTS

The results of the various methods of instrumentation

are summarised below, with both separation tests being com-
bined, as the measurements for both tests were essentially
the same.

Measurement data has been quoted where it is considered

meaningfull to do so. Much of the data however was used to
validate the mathematical model to be used for the separa-

tion analysis of all subsequent ARIANE 4 launches. The
results of this correlation are outside the scope of this

paper.

ELECTRO-OPTICAL CAMERAS

The 3-Dimensional trajectories of all measurement

points were successfully obtained from both tests. Whilst
all points were important to characterise the fairing's be-

haviour, the critical points are the bottom corners of the
half-shell, at the HSS/VSS interface. It is in this area

that the "flexing" motion of the fairing during separation
is most extreme.

These measurement points are thus the most critical

with respect to verifying that the clearance requirements of

the payload and vehicle are satisfied. This flexing motion

can be explained by considering FIG. 6 which indicates the

forms taken by the circumference of the base of the fairing

during separation. In addition to being jettisoned away from
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the vehicle, the two sides of each fairing half-shell are
also projected radially outwards by the force of the
separation system, It thus follows that these points, having
reached a maximum amplitude, will tend to return inwards,
The relationship between separation velocity, flexing fre-
quency and amplitude is thus clearly critical in determining
the clearance margins during separation.

The plot of the trajectory of measurement point A of
FIG. 6, in the horizontal separation plane, is indicated in
FIG. 7 and is typical for both corners of the half-shell.
A typical minimum clearance between these points and the
payload volume was determined as approx. 350mm (14 in),
which results in a satisfactory margin of safety when consi-
dered in a parametric separation analysis.

Measurement data was obtained over a horizontal free
flight distance of 2m (6.5ft) within a time of 350msecs.
before _ontacting with the catching system. As this corres-
ponds to almost one complete cycle of the flexing motion,
(Ref. FIG 7), confidence is achieved that the fairing motion
can be fully characterised.

The trajectory traces of the measurement points also
clearly indicated discontinuities at the instant of fairing
rupture during the first test. These correspond to the ins-
tant of the second maximum amplitude of flexing, at which
time the measurement points on the axis of symmetry of the
half-shell are tending to be pushed back towards the centre
of the DTC due to the resilience of the catching net, The
failure therefore, did not occur during free-flight but as a
combination of the flexing motion and the restraint of the

BREAKWIRES

Data obtained from the Breakwire signals indicated that
complete separation occurs between 2.5 and 4msecs. after
ignition, with the base of the fairing tending to commence
movement marginally before the upper part,

The results were consistent with those indicated by the

EOC system and also the sense of rotation established by the
gyrometers. Both sides of the fairing separated simulta-
neously as expected, These results applied to both separa-
tion tests.

STRAIN GAUGES

All strain gauges yielded sufficient data to establish
correlation with the dynamic analysis in all areas. Informa-
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tion obtained from the strain gauges also assisted in veri-

fying the cause of the structural failure experienced during
the first separation test.

The time of an instantaneous discontinuity in the out-

puts of strain gauges located adjacent to the failure line,

are identical with that obtained from the electro-optical
system correlating to the moment of the second maximum dis-
placement.

Data obtained from the second test, including the area

repaired after the first test, indicated no abnormally high
strain levels.

SHOCK ACCELEROMETERS

The pyrotechnic timing sequence established from both

tests, by means of the shock impulses, confirmed correct

operation of this system. Activation of the two HSS Bolt

Cutters and VSS detonation occurred simultaneously, (within

O. Imsec.), approx. O.5msec. after manifold ignition. An im-

pulse on the VSS end seals at the opposite ends of the deto-
nator blocks was recorded 1.3msec. later, which is consis-

tent with an expected detonation velocity of the VSS of
6500m/sec, (21000ft/sec.),

Additional shock accelerometers attached to various

parts of the catching systems confirmed that the impact

occurred at the catching net before the vertical support

ropes influenced fairing trajectory. The time of impact also

agreed within 6msecs of that computed from the EOC system,

when considering the available free-flight distance.

MEASUREMENT ACCELEROMETERS

Sufficient information

frequency accelerometers to

analysis.

was obtained

provide inputs

from the low

to the dynamic

CLEARANCE DETECTORS

Detailed visual inspection of_the polystyrene clearance

detectors revealed that no part had been touched during
separation, thus confirming that the minimum clearance

requirements with respect to the vehicle interface, had been
satisfied.
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SHOCK MEASUREMENTS ON ADJACENT STRUCTURE

The high frequency accelerometers attached to the Adja-

cent Structure indicated peak levels of approx. 800g. in the
area adjacent to the VSS, during the first test.

The effect of the reduction of the tension in the HSS

for the second test, from I0 tonnes to 2 tonnes, as a result

of the Soft Tension Belt Release Test, was to reduce the

corresponding shock levels to approx. 400g.

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION RESULTS

DISPLACEMENT TRANSDUCERS

As discussed under Test Observations above, correct
output data was obtained during the second test. This data

agreed very closely with that obtained from the SELSPOT sys-
tem.

LINEAR POTENTIOMETERS

The linear potentiometer system, developed to monitor

the flexing motion during separation, functioned correctly

during both tests. Maximum amplitudes of 500-600mm (20-24in)

were indicated, again correlating with values measured by
the EOC system.

GYROMETERS

Both gyrometers also functioned correctly yielding data

compatible with that computed from the EOC system.

The ability of the unit itself, (as well as the fixa-

tion to the fairing structure), to withsland the separation
shock, was thus also verified.

EVENT STATUS SIGNALS

The status signals included as part of the Flight Ins-

trumentation, assist in verifying that these events actually

occur in flight and that the relative timing of the events

are correct. The results again produced data compatible with
other measurement systems by indicating Bolt Cutter functio-

ning O.5msecs after manifold ignition and pyrotechnic
connector separation 20-30msecs later.
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ACCELEROMETERS

One of the accelerometers of the type proposed to be

flown for supplementary information on the initial technolo-

gical flights of ARIANE 4 was damaged during the first test,
whilst the second unit functioned correctly. Following re-

furbishment by the manufacture, both units were again

installed for the second test and both produced correct

data.

SOFT TENSION BELT RELEASE TEST

The Soft Tension Belt Release System was tested under

vacuum conditions prior to the second separation test.

Instrumentation included additional strain gauges on

the tension belts to monitor the tension, and shock accele-

rometers on the Adjacent Structure to measure the correspon-

ding shock levels at actuation.

This system functioned satisfactorily, resulting in a
final HSS tension of 2.5 tonnes and maximum shock levels

recorded on the Adjacent Structure were approx. 180g. Follo-

wing this test, the HSS tension was re-adjusted to the spe-
cification value of 2 tonnes for the actual separation test.

CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper has been to describe the separa-

tion tests performed on the flight standard version of the

ARIANE 4 payload fairing during it's formal qualification

test programme. A total of two tests were successfully per-

formed during August and October 1984, by the end of which
all the main test objectives had been fulfilled. Correct

functioning of all aspects of the fairing, including

pyrotechnic and separation systems, were verified and
sufficient measurement data obtained to enable validation of

the mathematical model to be used for all subsequent flight

predictions.

Prior to publication of this paper, the first launch of

the ARIANE 4 vehicle was successfully achieved from the

Guyana launch facility on 15 June 1988. On board instrumen-

tation confirmed the predicted separation performance of the

payload fairing.
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FUTURE OUTLOOK

The development programme of the payload fairing for

the next generation of European launcher, the ARIANE 5, has

already commenced. Due to signifiant design changes for this
version, particularly in overall size, it is foreseen that

similar separation tests will also have to be performed du-
ring this programme.

In order to be able to perform these tests without

undue geometrical constraints from the test facility, stu-

dies have been initiated to investigate the availability of
larger vacuum chambers; including those in the U.S.A.
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Figure 6. Fairing flexing motion
during separation
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THE SOLAR SIMULATION TEST OF THE
ITALSAT THERMAL STRUCTURAL MODEL

M. Giommi, S. Liverani, and G. P. Santin
Selenia Spazio, Rome, Italy

ABSTRACT

ITALSAT is a three axis stabilized communication satellite. It is the main program presently under de-

velopment in Italy as part of the Italian Space Plan sponsored by the government through the National
Research Council (CNR).

The spacecraft embarks three payloads: two for telecommunication at 20/30 GHz and one for a propaga-
tion experiment at 40/50GHz. The antenna farm consists of five antennas: three of them are mounted
on the earth facing platform while the other two are located on the east and west panels.

The overall spacecraft thermal design is SELENIA SPAZIO responsibility while the body thermal control
has been subcontracted to AERITALIA.

The thermal control is achieved by means of the following techniques:

o thermistors to control heaters located on the batteries and Antenna Pointing Mechanism (APM).
The controls are achieved by a Thermal Control Unit (TCU) which processes the temperatures and
commands the heaters;

2. thermostats to automatically control heaters located on the Reaction Control Thrusters (RCT) and
earth sensors;

3. high dissipating units are located on the north and south radiators;

4. second surface mirrors (SSM) bonded on the external surface of radiator panels to minimize solar
energy absorption and to increase the heat rejection;

5. all other spacecraft surfaces covereO Wltla mermai oianKets to reduce the soiar effects and to mini-
mize thermal gradients.

The ITALSAT structural/thermal model (STM) has been submitted to a solar simulation test in order to
verify the spacecraft thermal design and the thermal mathematical model which will be used to predict the
"on orbit" temperatures. The test was performed, by SELENIA SPAZIO, in the INTESPACE SIMLES
solar simulator (Toulouse, France) in November 1987.

The STM was representative of the flight model in terms of configuration, structure, appendages and
thermal hardware; dissipating dummy units have been used to simulate the electronic units.

The test consisted of three main phases: on station (begin of life), on station (end of Life), transfer orbit.

The end of life condition has been simulated by applying a certain quantity of kapton tape on the north
radiator SSM in order to increase its solar absorptance up to the end of life expected value.

Different seasonal conditions (i.e. solar fluxes cases) and diurnal transient have been properly simulated
throughout the test in order to verify the spacecraft thermal control performances.
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The STMwasmountedon the SIMLESgymbalsystemvia atestadaptordesigned to minimize heat fluxes
with the spacecraft. 436 thermocouples have been used to monitor the spacecraft temperatures during the
test. 51 heater circuits provided the simulation of the heat dissipation in the various operative modes.

Test Results are currently under evaluation; on the basis of a preliminary analysis it is possible to say that:

- test performances have been satisfactory; test conditions had small and reckonable influence on the
spacecraft temperatures;

- spacecraft measured temperatures were up to 15°C higher than the predicted ones. This imposes a
careful correlation analysis in order to have a reliable flight temperature predictions.

The paper will describe the tested spacecraft model and the test approach. Finally test results, correlation
with predicted temperatures as well as influences of test conditions on the spacecraft test temperatures will
be extensively presented and discussed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF OPTIMIZED, GRADED-PERMEABILITY
AXIAL GROOVE HEAT PIPES

Michael R. Kapolnek and H. Rolland Holmes
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Heat pipe performance can usually be improved by uniformly varying or "grading" wick permeability
from end to end. This paper describes a unique and cost-effective method for grading the permeability
of an axial groove heat pipe: selective chemical etching of the pipe casing. This method was developed
and demonstrated on a proof-of-concept test article. The process improved the test article's
performance by 50 percent. Further improvement is possible through the use of optimally etched

grooves.

INTRODUCTION

Grading the permeability of simple, nonarterial wicks has previously been shown to improve heat
pipe performance. An axial groove heat pipe consisting of pipe segments with different groove
geometries is one way in which this has been done (ref. 1). Graded porosity slab wicks (ref. 2 ) use the
same principle but are more difficult and costly to fabricate than axial groove designs. This paper
describes a new method for grading the permeability of an axial groove heat pipe.

The new method is based on variable chemical etching of the grooves so that the amount of material
removed varies along the length of the pipe. Such a method is cost-effective and can substantially
increase the heat pipe performance while slightly decreasing the weight. This improvement extends
the we]gnt-euec:uve xallg_ ui" cu_a¢_A'-"t_uu,,. .,.¢_L v,v ....... _,.... _-v .... __-_-............ p _
more extensive usage of this flight-proven design.

SYMBOLS

Values are given in both SI and U.S. Customary Units. The measurements and calculations were made
in U.S. Customary Units.

A Area

dL Liquid diameter

K Permeability

Lp Length of the heat pipe

rh Mass flow rate

N Number of calculation subintervals

APL Liquid pressure loss

AI_, Vapor pressure loss
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r

rc

rmin

Rt

tetch

x

P

0

Effective capillary radius

Effective capillary radius at the heat pipe condenser end

Minimum effective capillary radius

Fin tip radius

Thickness reduction due to chemical etching

Distance along heat pipe measured from condenser end

Liquid viscosity

Liquid density

Surface tension

Groove angle

CONCEPT

The thermal transport of axial groove heat pipes is generally limited by capillary pumping. The
capillary transport limit is reached when the total of the liquid and vapor pressure losses at any
location along the heat pipe length is equal to the local maximum available capillary pumping head
(Figure 1). The capillary pressure head is created by the liquid/vapor meniscus at the groove slot and is
inversely proportional to the radius of curvature of this meniscus. Figure 2 shows a cross-section of a
typical groove, where this radius is specified as rmin. The maximum capillary head is, therefore,
limited by the smallest capillary radius that can form in the given groove geometry. The performance
of the pipe can be maximized by creating a small groove width at the liquid-vapor interface (which
allows the formation of a meniscus with a small radius of curvature) and a large flow area in the
groove.

This small groove width is not required over the entire pipe length to optimize performance. A small
meniscus radius will only occur where large liquid/vapor pressure differences exist; small groove
widths are only beneficial at these locations. A small meniscus radius generally occurs near the
evaporator end of the pipe. Large liquid areas are desirable at all locations in order to minimize
frictional flow losses. Since the groove area is directly related to the groove width, the performance of
the pipe can be optimized by varying the groove size so that it is just small enough to support the
meniscus that will form at any given point. In general, this will result in large open grooves in the
condenser portion of the pipe and smaller grooves in the evaporator.

This new concept uses chemical etching to tailor the geometry of axial grooves along the heat pipe
length. Chemical etching is a commonly used machining process. The amount of material etched is
directly proportional to the time in the etchant as well as the concentration of etchant and its
temperature. Of these three independent variables, exposure time is the easiest to control. The axial
groove wick can be graded by controlling the exposure time of each axial location along the heat pipe.

This concept was developed as an alternative to the use of multiple cross sections for varying the
groove geometry of axial groove heat pipes. The new process has two main advantages. With a well-
controlled grading process, the groove profile can be optimized for any given application. Also, a
single heat pipe casing is used, greatly simplifying the fabrication process.
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DESIGN ANALYSIS

A computer code (GGROOVE), capable of calculating the capillary transport limit of axial groove heat
pipes with lengthwise-varying cross sections, was developed to analyze altemate grading profiles. The
number and shape of the unetched axial grooves are input to the code, along with the equation that
defines the etching profile. Input to GGROOVE also includes the vapor section shape, working fluid,
operating temperature, and gravity constant. The code then iterates on the heat transport of the pipe
until the total pressure drop (liquid and vapor) at any point in the pipe equals the available capillary
head at that point. The working fluid charge quantity is also calculated by the code.

The code uses a bisection technique to iterate on heat transport until a local meniscus radius of
curvature has been minimized at a point x within the heat pipe. By balancing local capillary pressure
head with flow losses, an expression for the local meniscus radius of curvature, r{x), results:

(i i)5pL {x}+ Apv {x} + 20 r_¢) r e = o
(1)

1/,

r{x}= -/[1 _ A p L (x) + Ap v (x}/

(2)

where rc is the effective capillary radius at the condenser end of the pipe. Gravity-induced flow losses
have been neglected to simplify the discussion.

Viscous flow losses in the axial grooves are evaluated using Darcy's Law (ref. 3}:

dpL _trh
m

dx
pKA (3)

The groove permeability, K, and total wick flow area, A, are dependent on the shape of the grooves.
Since the groove shape varies with location, thu .... ' ..... ,_.,.,'_ ..¢_........... 1_ ,-1,_p_nrl.... rm lnrntinn_

p_l IIIE¢:I L/lilLy v _

Because evaporation and condensation occur, the total mass flow through the grooves, rh, is location
dependent. The mass flow rate is calculated using the heat transport and the latent heat of the working
fluid.

Integrating both sides of Equation 3:

ApL= fo L K (x) A {x}
P

dx

(4)

the integral can be approximated by

hpL= -g-- E K (wi)A (wi)p i=l

AX

(5)

where Wl Is a number within the subinterval [ x i_ i _Xl]. Alx), K{x) and rh{x) are assumed to be constant
within the subinterval, an assumption that improves as the subinterval size decreases. The GGROOVE
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codeevaluatesrh,A, andK at thexi endof eachsubinterval.Thenumberof subintervals,N, is input by
the userandis typicallyabout 1000.Theviscousflow lossin the liquid wick from the condenserendof
the pipethroughsubintervalJ is then

.± m(x )Ap (xj)--p K(x,)A(x,)
(6)

Because the vapor pressure loss, 5Pv(Xj), is typically 10 percent or less of the total pressure loss for an
axial groove heat pipe, the effect of varying geometry on it is negligible. This allows the use of closed-
form expressions for its calculation. These expressions are available in other sources (ref. 3) and are
not discussed here.

The local meniscus radius, r(xj), is minimized when the geometry of the heat pipe can support no

smaller value. For the axial groove geometry shown in Figure 2, the minimum effective capillary
radius rmi n is:

rmi n = dLsin0 - 2R t (7)

The fin tip radius, Rt, will vary with the amount of material etched, so the expression for the local
minimum capillary radius is:

rmin(X. _ = d Lsine- 2Rt(xj) (8)

The capillary transport limit found by GGROOVE is the maximum heat input at which a local
meniscus radius is equal to the minimum effective capillary radius. The local meniscus radius is
calculated using Equation 2; the minimum effective capillary radius is calculated using Equation 8.
The meniscus radii are compared at each subinterval.

The performance of a proof-of-concept test article was predicted by GGROOVE for several proposed
etching profiles (Figure 3). These profiles were chosen because they could be obtained with available
equipment. The etching was limited to 0.127 mm (5 mils) to ensure that no part of any groove would be
completely etched away. Profile A yielded the best performance improvement (Figure 4) and was
chosen as the design profile for the proof-of-concept test article. The test article was a 27-groove heat
pipe, 167.6 cm (66 in.) long and approximately 1.25 cm (0.5 in.) in diameter. The article was tested
prior to groove grading to obtain a performance baseline.

Subsequent to fabrication of the test article, GGROOVE was modified to permit optimization of the
grading profile for a given pipe configuration. The most significant change is that the etching profile
is set by an optimization routine rather than input by the user. For each subinterval J, Equation 2 is

used to find the capillary radius, r(xj), required to overcome the liquid pressure losses in subintervals
1 through j-1. The maximum thickness of material that can be removed while still supporting that

radius is then found using Equation 8 and the variation of Rt(xj) with etching:

R t (xj) = R t (Lp)- tetch (Xj) (9)

r(xj) =d L sin0-2(Rt(Lp) - tetch (xj)) (10)

tetch (x._ _ r(x} d L2 + Rt(Lp) - -2 -- sin0 (11)
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The thickness of material etched,tetch(Xj),is then usedto find the local grooveshapeas definedin
Figure 2. The local permeability,K(xj), and flowarea,A(xj),arecalculatedand used in Equation6 to
determinethe liquid pressuredrop APL(Xj). The capillary transport limit is found by the same method
used in the original version. The code also outputs the optimum etching profile at that limit.

An optimized grading profile was found for the test article and is shown in Figure 5. It is very similar
to the test article's design profile and yields a predicted performance that is the same (within the
accuracy of the code).

DEVELOPMENT ARTICLE FABRICATION

The fabrication of the proof-of-concept heat pipe followed standard Lockheed heat pipe
manufacturing procedures except for the addition of the etching step. A standard, on-site chemical
etching facility was used. The procedure included masking of the flange, exposure to 90 ° C (194°F)
sodium hydroxide, and several rinse steps.

A number of trial runs were conducted before attempting to etch the proof-of-concept article. Initially,
several 12.5 cm (5 in.) long extrusion samples were uniformly etched for varying times in order to
calibrate the sohition and to assess the uniformity of the etched grooves. Examination of these
samples showed the etching to occur uniformly throughout the cross section and at a rate of
0.015 mm/min (0.6 mils/min). The etched surfaces were no longer smooth but were covered with very
small ripples. Because the liquid flow rate in axial groove heat pipes is highly laminar, this roughness
was considered insignificant.

The next trial was on a 152 cm (60 in.) long extrusion similar to the test article. The extrusion was
mounted in a basket perpendicular to the etching solution surface° The basket and pipe were lowered
into the bath so that half the pipe was rapidly immersed. The rate of descent was then slowed so that
the remainder of the pipe would be etched to the desired grading profile.

Two problems occurred with this trial run. First, the reaction between the aluminum and sodium
hydroxide was so violent that the reaction products forced unspent etching solution through the top of
the extrusion. This resulted in etching above the surface of the bath. In fact, so much etchant was
expelled that the extrusion was etched nearly uniformly throughout its length.

An a_oclated nroblem was that the strength of the bath was hi_her than in earlier calibration runs,
causing too much material to be etched from the pipe. Thereafter, the strength of the etchant bath was
calibrated just before each subsequent run.

The first problem was more difficult to solve. Two approaches were taken. First, the temperature of the
bath was lowered to 71 ° C (160°F). This reduced but did not eliminate the secondary etching. The bath
temperature could not be lowered further because of facility restrictions.

The second solution was to insert a 0.64-cm (0.25-in.) solid, stainless steel rod in the vapor section of
the pipe before etching. Its purpose was to block etchant from rising above the surface of the bath. This
further reduced etching above the bath surface but did not totally stop it. Photomicrographs of sample
heat pipe sections also indicated that the circumferential etching of the grooves was not uniform.

Considering the trial runs, we decided to grade the development test article with this procedure using a
larger diameter rod. The procedure in detail was :

• After cutting the end caps off the test article, an 84 cm (33 in.) long, 0.79 cm (0.3125 in.) diameter
stainless steel rod was inserted into the pipe and mechanically attached at the evaporator end. The
flanges of the pipe were painted with a masking compound to prevent etching.

• The pipe was mounted in a basket perpendicular to the etchant bath surface with the evaporator
end facing up. The basket was then quickly lowered into the bath until 84 cm (33 in.) of the pipe
were submerged.
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• The descentrate of the pipe was slowedto 15.3cm/min (6 in./min). Descentcontinued until
10.2cm (4in.) of thepipe remainedoutsidethe bath. Thepipewas then rapidly removedfrom the
bathand put throughtherinsingprocedure.

• Themaskingpaint wasremovedfrom the pipeflanges;the pipewascleanedaccordingto standard
procedures,welded closed, and charged with ammonia. The heat pipe was then ready for
performancetesting.

PERFORMANCE TESTING

The heat pipe evaporator and condenser configurations were the same as assumed for the design
analysis. The pipe was mounted on a test stand and instrumented with 15 thermocouples. Nichrome
heater tape was affixed to the pipe to heat the evaporator section. Cooling at the condenser end of the
pipe was provided by 66 cm long axial groove extrusions supplied with tap water and clamped to the
pipe. The test set-up is shown in Figure 6.

The heat pipe's transport limit was found with the pipe level and under four adverse tilts. The charge
level was then changed and the variation of transport limit with adverse tilt redetermined. Testing
was done for multiple-charge levels, because the optimum charge of the pipe could not be calculated
until the exact grading profile was determined.

After testing was completed, the pipe was sectioned and photomicrographed in order to determine the
actual grading profile. Sample photomicrographs are shown in Figure 7. The actual and desired
profiles were then compared (Figure 8). A significant difference between them indicates that the
etching procedure used did not adequately control the grading of the wick.

The actual grading profile was input to GGROOVE to determine the theoretical transport limit and
optimum charge quantity. The performance of the test article at its optimum charge is compared with
its theoretical performance and its performance before etching in Figure 9. Agreement between actual
and theoretical performance is good. Most noteworthy, however, is the 50-percent performance
improvement that resulted from the graded etching of the axial grooves.

CONCLUSIONS

The work described in this paper shows the significant benefits of this graded axial groove heat pipe
concept. A significant performance improvement was demonstrated even though the etching profile
achieved deviated from the design profile. By starting with an extrusion shape that has been optimized
for this concept and using a better controlled etching process, much higher improvements can be
achieved.
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HEAT PIPE COOLING SYSTEM WITH SENSIBLE HEAT SINK*

Calvin C. Silverstein

CCS Associates

INTRODUCTION

During hypersonic flight, the aerodynamic heat flux at uncooled stagnation

regions can produce temperatures beyond the operational capability of virtually

all structural materials. In such instances, the use of ablative materials may

limit the temperature rise to acceptable levels. However, ablation can produce

undesirable changes in the size and shape of affected stagnation regions.

If there is a suitable heat sink available, an alternate thermal protection

approach is to utilize a heat pipe cooling system to transport heat from regions

of high aerodynamic heating to the heat sink for ultimate disposal. The heat

pipe approach is attractive because, in contrast to pumped cooling loops, heat

transport is virtually isothermal and separate pumps and power supplies are not

required.

Earlier studies have indicated the feasibility of heat pipe cooling for

the leading edges of hypersonic aircraft wings (refs. 1,2,3). With this concept,

a radiation heat sink is employed on the upper wing surface, where the aerodyn-

amic heating rate is relatively low. A continuous heat pipe structure extends

around the wing surface, from the regions of high aerodynamic heating to the

radiation heat sink on the upper surface. Aerodynamic heat incident on the lead-

ing edge is then tran_poLt_u t,Luu_, t_e ..... _ ................... _.-

face, and dissipated by radiation to the environment.

This paper deals with a heat pipe cooling system which employs a sensible

heat sink. With this type of system, incident aerodynamic heat is transported

via a heat pipe from the stagnation region to the heat sink, and absorbed by

raising the temperature of the heat sink material. The use of a sensible heat

sink can be advantageous for situations where the total mission heat load is

limited, as during re-entry, and a suitable radiation heat sink is not available.

BASIC CONCEPT

The basic principle involved is illustrated in figure 1 for nose tip cool-

ing. A cylindrical heat pipe occupies the central region of the nose cone.

The hemispherical forward end of the heat pipe protrudes into the air stream,

and serves as the nose tip. The heat pipe is surrounded by an appropriate heat

* Based on work performed under Contract 33-0878, Sandia National Laboratories,

Albuquerque, NM.
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sink, which in turn is surrounded by ablative or temperature-resistant material.

An optional heat shield limits heat transfer between the heat sink and the outer

layer.

Aerodynamic heat incident on the nose tip is transported through the heat

pipe and deposited in the adjacent heat sink. The cooling system thermal capa-

city is sufficient to absorb the total mission heat load on the nose tip, while

limiting peak temperatures to levels consistent with the operational temperature

capability of the heat pipe and heat sink materials. Heat incident on the later-

al nose cone surface is generally of a much lower intensity than that experienced

over the nose tip, and can be dissipated through the conventional ablative pro-

cess or through sensible heating of a temperature-resistant layer.

With this cooling system, temperatures can be limited to levels permitting

a metallic nose tip of fixed size and shape, even under exposure to stagnation

heat fluxes on the order of thousands of w/cm 2.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

A preliminary investigation of a heat pipe nose tip cooling system of the

type described has been carried out for a re-entry vehicle (ref. 4).

COOLING SYSTEM GEOMETRY

The geometry of the heat pipe cooling system is shown in figure 2. In gen-

eral, the axial cooled length X must exceed the nose radius R in order to main-
a

tain a nonzero ablator thickness between the cone surface _nd the heat sink.

The heat sink may be mounted outside the heat pipe in a conical configuration,

as shown in figures 1 and 2, in a cylindrical configuration, or as a combination

of the two. Alternatively, the heat sink may be located inside the heat pipe

by thickening the wick by an appropriate amount.

The conical heat sink configuration makes more effective use of the avail-

able volume within the nose cone than the cylindrical or internal configurations.

The overall length required to accommodate the heat pipe cooling system can then
be minimized.

To further reduce the heat load and hence cooling system size and weight,

the heat pipe radius R at the start of the heat sink section can be made smaller

than the nose radius _ . The axial cooled length X is then smaller than if

R were equal to R . n a
c n

MATERIALS

Since sensible heat is the heat absorbing mechanism, the cooling system

should be characterized by a high thermal capacity (i.e., heat absorption capa-

bility) per unit weight and volume. This requirement leads to the selection

of heat pipe and heat sink materials with high mass and volumetric specific heats,

and with high operational temperature capability. In addition, the heat pipe

envelope should have high thermal conductivity to minimize the temperature grad-
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ient and thermal stress in the stagnation region, as well as good strength at

anticipated operating temperatures. Finally, the various heat pipe and heat

sink materials must be chemically compatible.

For the application under consideration, lithium was selected as the heat

pipe fluid and as the primary heat sink material. TZM molybdenum was selected

as the heat pipe containment and wick material, and for containment of the lith-

ium heat sink liquid. These materials satisfy cooling system operational re-

quirements quite well. Additionally, lithium has the highest heat transport

capability of the various heat pipe fluids, and its operational temperature range

is quite compatible with thermal capacity requirements.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE

As previously stated, the highest feasible operating temperature is advis-

able for the heat pipe cooling system, in order to minimize system volume and

weight. TZM is compatible with lithium to at least 1920°K (3000°F), and is pro-

bably adequate from the strength standpoint to at least 1810°K (2800°F). The

principal limitation on temperature arises from the need to protect TZM from

oxidation at temperatures above around 920°K (1200°F).

Data on the lifetime of TZM coated with molybdenum disilicide was obtained

from reference 5. At the end-of-mission temperature of 1590°K (2400°F) which

was selected as the basis for the design studies, a lifetime of 150-170 hr in

still air is indicated. The actual coating lifetime will be determined by such

additional factors as the influence of the pressure and velocity field over the

nose cone, temperature gradients through the coating, and cyclic temperature

operation.

COOLING SYSTEM DESIGN

A preliminary design of the heat pipe cooling system is shown in figure 3.

The cooling system was designed for a peak cold wall heat flux of 3400 w/cm 2

(3000 Btu/ft2-sec), and a total heat load of 6640 kw-sec (6300 Btu). The system

length is 61 cm (24 in.), and the half-angle of the lithium heat sink is 3.91 deg.

The exposed surface of the TZM heat pipe is coated with molybdenum disilicide

to prevent oxidation. The total cooling system weight is about 3.6 kg (8 ib).

The cooled surface extends beyond the nose tip to a small portion of the

lateral nose cone surface, for a total axial cooled length of 3.28 cm (1.29 in.).

This extension beyond the nose tip increases the heat load on the heat pipe cool-

ing system, but is necessary to assure that the ablative layer will have a mini-

mum thickness of 0.38 cm (0.15 in.) at its juncture with the forward end of the

heat pipe.

The interior of the heat pipe is lined with a wire screen wick structure.

The wick consists of two layers of different mesh TZM screen, of variable thick-

ness. The wick is thinnest at the stagnation point, to minimize the temperature

drop as heat flows through the wick thickness to vaporize the lithium in the

wick pores at the inner wick surface. In the cooled region, the wick varies
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from a thickness of 0.046 cm (0.018 in.) at the stagnation point to 0.091 cm

(0.036 in.) at the beginning of the heat sink section. The outer layer, which

serves as the lithium flow channel, is fabricated from i00 mesh screen. The

inner layer, which provides the necessary capillary pressure for circulation

of the lithium heat pipe fluid, is constructed from 400 mesh screen.

The wick is considerably thicker in the heat sink section of the heat pipe,

with a total thickness of 0.254 cm (0.i00 in.). Here, the outer liquid flow

channel is fabricated from 50 mesh screen, and is covered by a 400 mesh capillary

pumping layer. The thicker wick also makes a significant contribution to cool-

ing system thermal capacity.

Heat pipe heat transport limits were evaluated at the most severe heating

condition, which occurs when the cold wall stagnation heat flux has peaked at

3400 w/cm 2 (3000 Btu/ft2-sec). At this time the hot heat pipe vapor has advanced

about 36 cm (14 in.) into the heat sink section of the heat pipe. The calcula-

tions show that heat transport will not be constrained by limits imposed by:

the attainment of sonic velocity in the heat pipe vapor, entrainment of the heat

pipe liquid by its adjacent vapor, boiling of lithium in the heat pipe wick,

or the maximum capillary pressure available in the wick pore structure.

During re-entry, the cooling system temperature reaches a peak of 1670°K

(2550°F) at the stagnation point. The end-of-flight temperature is 2400°F.

The internal cooling system pressure reaches a maximum value of 128,900 N/m 2

(18.7 psia), which is the vapor pressure of lithium at its maximum re-entry tem-

perature of 1640°K (2500°F).

CONCLUSIONS

Heat pipe cooling, in conjunction with an appropriate sensible heat sink,

constitutes a simple, effective technique for the thermal protection of stagna-

tion regions without compromising the size and shape of such regions. The tech-

nique is applicable to missions of limited duration for which moderate total

heat loads are experienced.
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Figure 2. Geometry of Heat Pipe Cooling System
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REQUIREMENTS AND TEST RESULTS FOR THE QUALIFICATION
OF THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS

J. E. Brzuskiewicz and G. A. Zerlaut

DSET Laboratories, Inc.

K. Lauder and G. M. Miller

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

ABSTRACT

Paint type coatings are often used as engineering materials in

critical satellite temperature control applications. The functional

features of coatings used for temperature control purposes must remain

stable throughout the satellite manufacturing process and the satellite

mission. The selection of a particular coating depends on matching coating

characteristics to mission requirements. The use of paint coatings on

satellites, although having an extensive history, requires that the paint

be qualified to each application on an individual basis. Thus, the

qualification process through testing serves to ensure that paint coatings

as engineering materials will fulfill design requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The complexity and size of current and future spacecraft, the rigors

of spacecraft manufacture and long mission life requirements impose

increasing demands on paint type coatings used for spacecraft temperature

control. Paint type coatings used on spacecraft hardware can be

categorized into several general types. All of these coatings use

inorganic pigments of a semiconductor or dielectric nature. The binder

systems used are based on silicate, silicone or urethane chemistry.

require absolute substrate cleanliness before coating application, are

brittle, porous and are sensitive to environmental conditions during the

coating process. Elastomeric silicone coatings are cleanable, flexible and

relatively easy to apply, but are easily notched during routine assembly
procedures. The silicone-alkyd and urethane coatings, while being durable,

easily applied and easily maintained have unacceptable stability towards

the space environment for long-term missions.

White thermal control coatings are used primarily for their properties

of space stable, low solar absorptance, high emittance and relative ease of

incorporation into hardware manufacturing processes. However, other

coating properties are often considered during the coating selection and

qualification procedure. As an example, the coating selection criteria for

the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite are generally more

stringent than for other spacecraft due to added requirements for low

surface particulates, high emittance at low temperature and a reasonable

degree of conductivity for electrostatic discharge.
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While none of the paints evaluated for COBE were found to meet all of

the criteria, low outgassing elastomeric silicone paints, pigmented with

silicate treated zinc oxide, were found to have the greatest combination of

desirable features. Test data and an outline of the qualification test

procedures followed are presented for one of these coatings. Thls coating,

designated as TW-1300, was found to be acceptable for use on the COBE

satellite.

SYMBOLS

s

Aol S =

61 =

_2 =

6H =

V I =

V 2 =

Cp =

m =

AT/At=

0 =

T =

T O =

(_tc =

Qgas =

A =

solar absorptance

change in solar absorptance

emittance of test specimen

emittance of standard

hemispherical emittance

voltage output, specimen

voltage output, standard

heat capacity of block

mass of block

rate of temperature change

Stefan-Boltzman Constant

temperature of the sample

shroud temperature

heat loss due to thermocouple

heat loss due to residual gas

total area of block

COATING SELECTION CRITERIA

NASA Specification No. MSFC-PROC-1384 (Reference 1) outlines the basic

requirements for a low outgassing, white silicone spacecraft temperature

control coating. These requirements are dictated to ensure the quality and

functionality of spacecraft temperature control coatings of this type. The

requirements for low outgassing, solar absorptance, emittance, adhesion and

ultraviolet stability are imposed to ensure that the coating, used as an

engineering material to minimize solar load, meets all design and

performance expectations. Paint type coatings used as engineering

materials must also be incorporated into satellite manufacturing processes

and schedules. Requirements for these practical realities include pot-

life, shelf-life, sprayability and cure time. The basic requirements of

MSFC-PROC-1384 apply to typical satellite requirements and are based on the

experience of many satellite programs. Each program or mission however,

contributes new demands on the performance of these coatings.
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The selection of white paint for the exterior surface of the COBE

satellite was based primarily on coating thermal properties. A liquid

helium dewar and two instrument packages operate at a surface temperature

between 140°K and 150°K. Paints can typically have an emittance in this

temperature range which is 0.1 less than the emittance at room temperature.

Therefore, a paint with the highest possible emittance was desired. Other

important thermal properties include stable solar absorptance in a

circumpolar orbit at 900km above the surface of the earth and good adhesion

over varying thermal conditions.

Secondary selection criteria were low surface contamination and a high

enough conductivity to minimize on-orbit surface charging and discharging

to the satellite structure. A surface cleanliness rating of Level 300 or

better was required in order that the coating would not produce particulate

contamination. The cleanliness rating, as outlined in Reference 2,

describes surface contaminant size, distribution and numbers. A rating for

a typical silicate paint is 750, while urethane or silicone paints have

ratings between 200 and 250. The coating conductivity requirement allowed

a degree of latitude since the maximum electron flux and energy for

satellites at the COBE altitude and inclination occur for only tens of

seconds. The resulting peak differential charge, on the order of 200

volts, would therefore dissipate shortly after passing over the polar

region. 1

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

The requirements and typical properties for the TW-1300 coating are

summarized in Table 1. The specific test methods and detailed procedures

followed to determine the properties listed in Table I may be found in

References 3 through 7.

SOLAR ABSORPTANCE AND REFLECTANCE

Solar absorptance was determined from absolute hemispherical spectral

refJec_ance measurements perforn,_d in a_urda,_ wJLh AST_ 3Lai_d_yd T_t

Method E903-82. The measurements were performed using a Beckman DK-2A

Spectrophotometer with a center mounted integrating sphere of the 'Edwards'

type (Figure A1.2 of E903-82). Total reflectance measurements were

obtained in the entire solar spectrum from 280 nm to 2400 nm wavelength at

an incident angle of 7° The measurements are properly denoted as being

'absolute hemispherical spectral reflectance'

Air Mass Zero solar absorptance, a s , was determined using the solar

spectral distribution from Johnson (Reference 8). Reflectance data for 48

selected equal energy ordinates, corresponding to 2S increments of the

distribution, were averaged as a fraction and subtracted from unity.

Measurement data between 295 nm and 2400 nm were used and account for 96_

of total solar radiation. As seen in Figure 1, a nominal 8-10 mil coating

thickness provides an optimal solar absorptance of less than 0.20.

1 "Selection of White Thermal Paint for COBE Exterior Surfaces,"

COBE Systems Engineering Memorandum. October 20, 1987.
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Hemispherical spectral reflectance measurements were also used to

evaluate the effects of surface roughness and were conducted in accordance

with ASTM Standard Test method E-903-82. The measurements were performed

with a Beckman DK-2A Spectrophotometer using an integrating sphere as shown
in Figure A1.3 of ASTM E-903-82. This detector-baffled, wall mounted

sample integrating sphere precludes the necessity of using a reference
standard, except when defining the instrument's 100_ line. The reflectance

measurements were obtained in the solar spectrum from 280nm to 2400 nm

wavelength at an incident angle of 20 ° The diffuse hemispherical

reflectance measurements were made using a light trap as shown in Figure
A1.3 of ASTM E-903-82. The total hemispherical spectral reflectance

measurements were made using the integrating sphere with a continuous

sphere coating by employing a sphere-completing segment.

The paint test panels used for the measurements were chosen on the basis of

their having strikingly different visual surface texture while having

approximately the same coating thickness. The test panel prepared from

paint Lot No. 169-8 was produced by spray painting in such a way as to

produce a pebble grained surface. The test panel prepared from paint Lot

No. 1-0028 had a surface typical of the egg-shell finish resulting from
normal spray painting procedures. The average total solar reflectance, and

the average diffuse reflectance were calculated using the same 48 selected

energy ordinates used to determine solar absorptance. Specular reflectance
was calculated by taking the difference between the total reflectance and
the diffuse reflectance. These data are shown in Table 2.

The reflectance data presented in Table 2 indicate that the surface

roughness of the coating has little effect on diffuse reflectance. Indeed,
tile solar absorptance and average reflectance values exhibited in Table 2

suggest that the two coating samples are identical. It should be noted

that the light trap used with the 8 in. diameter integrating sphere

intercepts about 0.8_ of the diffusely reflected flux from the sample. The

0.4_ specular reflectance obtained for both samples is approximately equal

to the uncertainty in the measurements, thus, the coatings are essentially

as close to being perfectly diffusing surfaces as can be designed into
organic coatings.

TOTAL EMITTANCE

Total emittance measurements were performed with a Devices and

Services Company emissometer Model AE, Adaptor Model AE-ADI, equipped with

a Model RD-1 scaling digital voltmeter. The detector portion of the

emissometer is heated to 150°F so that the sample does not have to be

heated. The detector responds only to radiation heat transfer and is

designed to have an output linear with emittance. Being a differential

thermopile with sensing elements of aluminum foil and black paint, the

detector has a near-constant response to thermal wavelengths from 3 to 30
microns.

The test specimens and a flat black standard of known emittance (0.90)
were placed on a heatsink and allowed to stabilize to ambient conditions.

The detector was placed on the flat black standard for approximately one
and one half minutes and the voltage output recorded. The detector was
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then placed on the test specimen for approximately one and one half minutes
and the voltage output recorded.

The total emittance was calculated as follows in Equation 1 and found

to meet the requirements of 0.90 ±0.05 for nominal thickness.

V1

e 1 = (e 2) (1)
V2

In equation 1, where el = Emittance of test specimen,

e2 = Emittance of black standard,

V 1 = Voltage output for test specimen, and

V 2 = Voltage output for black standard.

ADHESION

Thermal shock tests were conducted using liquid nitrogen immersions,

oven exposures and controlled rate temperature changes in an environmental

chamber. The liquid nitrogen immersion temperature tests ranged between

either 254°C or ambient temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature. An

environmental chamber was used to cycle samples between 60°C and --70°C

using a 0.5°C/mln rate of temperature change. TW-1300 was evaluated on

aluminum substrates primed with TW--1300 primer on both abraded and

unabraded aluminum.

The aluminum substrates used for the 254°C - liquid nitrogen immersion

tests were prepared by cleaning with Methyl Ethyl Ketone before applying

TW-1300 primer and paint. Test samp]es were allowed to cure under ambient

laboratory conditions for more than 40 hours before thermal cycling. After

curing, the test samples were placed in a 254°C oven for 5 minutes. After
......... = ...... J 4_ l{_nJA m{_an lln_J] _?|ffNP_ll_ml.uL_ L|t_ _ampi_a . ..............................

boiling ceased. At this point the samples were returned to the 254°C oven.

This cycle was then repeated. None of the samples tested exhibited any

change from their original appearance or condition.

The same cycles were used to test TW-1300 samples prepared on abraded

and primed aluminum substrates. These substrates were prepared by

scrubbing the substrate surface with a mixture of Comet cleanser,

carborundum grit, and water. The substrates were thoroughly rinsed with

water and allowed to air dry before applying primer and paint. These

samplcs also did not exhibit changes from their original condition, after

two cycles between 254°C and liquid nitrogen temperature.

TW-1300 was also evaluated on abraded and primed aluminum substrates,

by cycling between ambient temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature.
Test samples were allowed to "equilibrate" at each temperature before

continuing the cycle. Samples tested in this manner exhibited no change

from their original condition even after more than 40 such cycles.
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TW-1300applied to abraded and primed aluminum substrates with various

thicknesses of primer were subjected to the liquid nitrogen immersion test

and to a cyclic temperature test in an environmental chamber. Environmental

chamber test samples were soaked for 6 hours at 24°C with 80% RII followed

by another soak at 24°C with 50% RH for 1 hour prior to cycling temperature

between 40°C with 50% RH and -70°C using a 0.5°C/min. temperature change

rate. No adhesion loss, cracking or other signs of failure were noted

after I00 cycles.

Additional test samples were subjected to thermal vacuum tests at 10 -6

tort. 90 cycles with a 2°C/min. rate of temperature change were conducted

between -130°C and 60°C and followed by a liquid nitrogen immersion. There

was no apparent loss of adhesion after this testing.

COATING HANDI, ING PROPERTIES

The sprayability and resulting appearance of the TW-1300 coating are

subject, in part, to paint preparation and spraying technique. The paint

is applied using typical spray painting procedures and equipment ill

successive wet coats of uniform thickness, allowing just enough time

between coats for solvent evaporation in order to avoid runs. The paint is

air dried at room temperature generally for not less than 64 hrs. before

conducting critical tests such as outgassing, ultraviolet degradation or

thermal/vacuum tests. However, hardware or samples can be handled after

8 hrs. since nearly 100% of the mechanical strength of the film is

developed in this time period.

The resulting paint coating is soft and subject to tearing when

compared to polyurethane coatings. However, these characteristics are

inherent to the coating material. Evaluation tests were conducted on the

paint as a function of film thickness and as a function of temperature and

humidity conditions during application and cure to determine optimum spray

painting conditions. The results of this testing indicated that the

greatest film strength is obtained with an 8--10 mil thick film cured at

70°F with relative humidity in the range between 25% and 45%. Softer paint

films generally resulted when high humidity conditions were used during the
cure time.

Other paint characteristics related to sprayability and handling

include weight per gallon, shelf-life, pot-life and viscosity. Typical
values for these characteristics are shown in Table 1 and are determined at

the time of manufacture as part of quality assurance procedure.

SPACE STABILITY PROPERTIES

OUTGASSING PROPERTIES

Outgassing tests in accordance with ASTM E595 were conducted on paint

samples which were applied to release films. The samples were allowed to

cure under ambient conditions for a minimum of 5 days prior to the

outgassing test. No elevated temperature cure or baking cycles were used.

As shown in Table 1 Total Mass Loss (TML) averaged 0.35% and Collected
Volatile Condensable Material (CVCM) averaged 0.01%.
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ULTRAVIOLET STABILITY

The ultraviolet stability of new spacecraft coatings wiLh respect to

changes in solar absorptance must be verified. Ultraviolet exposure and

reflectance measurements must be performed invacuo and at nominal

spacecraft operating temperature. Solar absorptance was determined in air

prior ultraviolet exposure from reflectance measurements made in accordance

with ASTM E-903 over the wavelength region between 290nm and 2400nm. Test

samples were then mounted in a vacuum chamber and maintained at 25°C

throughout the test. The samples were subjected to a total exposure of

1000 equivalent sun hours (ESH) at a one sun intens:ity using an X-25
airmass zero xenon source. The vacuum chamber was operated at 10 -6 tort

during the test and was not interrupted for reflectance measurements.

Reflectance measurements were made Jn-sJtu through a quartz window at O,

50. 100, 200, 500 and 1000 ESH. Although measurements made in this manner

do not yield absolute solar absorptance values, relative changes in solar

absorptance can be determined. Changes in solar absorptance using this

technique can be determined within _0.02.

Catalyst type, handling and storage effects on the ultraviolet

stability of TW-1300 were determined during several ultraviolet degradation

tests. The solar absorptance data shown in Table 3 indicates that the

TW-1300 is quite stable to ultraviolet radiation when handled properly.

The detrimental effects of surface contamination on reflectance, and thus

solar absorptance, is shown by comparing the reflectance spectra in Figure

2 for an uncontaminated sample to the spectra in Figure 3 for a sample

handled with latex rubber gloves.

CHARGED PARTICLE STABILITY

The differential energy spectrum of electrons in the COBE mission

environment exhibits two flux density peaks at relatively low energies.

The lowest energy electrons occur between 6 and 30 eV and have a flux of

approximately _ x lu 7 eiec_rons/'cm2.sc.eV-_. _u_ _,_g_,_ _,_._y _:_,;_,,o

are typically on the order of 1 KeV but could be as high as 20 KeV. The

I KeV electrons have a flux of approximately 5 x 105 electrons/cm2"sr'eV's.

Figure 4 presents data for separate but consecutive 1MeV electron and

proton exposures each with a total fluence of 1014 particles/cm 2. The

results of the high energy electron irradiation indicates significant

damage in the near infrared region and is not untypical. However, results

obtained from tests conducted on a similar coating using more realistic

energy levels were found to be considerably less dramatic {References 9 and

10). Further, a comparison of the effects of 20 KeV electrons to 80 KeV

electrons also on a similar coating reported on in Reference 9 suggests

that the electron energy dependent damage effects are generally less than

the energy ratio. Therefore the Aa s = 0.04 measured after the 1MeV
exposure is not considered inordinate. This is especially true since the

1014 electron fluence is approximately two times greater than the total

fluence predicted for the COBE mission.
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The interpretation of the effects of the proton irradiation, conducted

subsequent to the electron irradiation is less straight forward since both
the electron and proton energy levels used exceed the threshold levels at

which incipient damage can be observed in silicate treated zinc oxide

systems. Therefore, the additional significant damage in the near infrared

region occuring after the proton irradiation could be due to a synergistic

effect of the prior damage caused by the electron irradiation. Low energy

proton testing is planned for the very near future in order to further

characterize the TW-1300 coating performance in the charged particle
environment.

LOW TEMPERATURE EMITTANCE

The hemispherical emittance of many materials is temperature

dependent. Therefore, it was necessary to characterize the temperature

dependency of em_ttance for the coatings used on COBE. Coating samples
were evaluated using a transient calorimetric technique where a metallic

block of known mass and heat capacity was coated with the test material and

suspended in a liquid nitrogen cooled shroud inside a vacuum chamber

(Reference 11). Sample temperature was monitored while the sample

radiatively cooled under these conditions. Heat loss by conduction in the

vacuum chamber was minimized by maintaining a pressure less than 10 -6 tort.

Heat loss through the thermocouple lead was calculated and accounted for In
each temperature interval.

The thermal balance of the test chamber is described by Equation 2,
where:

Cp =

AT/At=

A =

T =

T O =

Qtc =

Qgas =

(7 =

mass of block

heat capacity of the block

rate of temperature change

total area of the block

hemispherical emittance

sample temperature

shroud temperature

heat loss from the thermocouple

heat loss due to residual gases

Stefan-Boltzman Constant

-mCp(AT_ t) = )a_ (T-To) + Qtc + Qgas

Hemispherical emittance was calculated using Equation 3 by rearranging

Equation 2 and neglecting the heat ]oss to the chamber, Qgas"

-mCp(A T/A t)-(_tc

CH =

Aa (T-To)

(2)

(3)
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This technique has been found to be reliable for determining hemispherical
emittance as a function of' temperature for temperatures as low as 120°K
with an accuracy of ± 2%. Emittance data for the TW-1300coating is shown
in Figure 5 and ranges from 0.90 at +363°K to 0.75 at -123°K.

SUMMARY

The results of qualification tests conducted on a white thermal

control coating have been presented. The test results show that this

coating is acceptable for use on the exterior surfaces of the COBE

satellite. The coating meets specific requirements for low solar

abosrptance, emittance, cleanliness and space stability. The physical

features and handling characteristics of the coating tested were also found

to meet requirements for sprayability, adhesion, pot-life and storage-life,

thus allowing the coating to be easily incorporated into the satellite

manufacturing anti assembly process. The resistance of this particular

coating to degradation by the effects of ultraviolet, electron and proton
bombardment was found to be not unlike similar coatings that have been well

characterized and which have a long history of use in satellite temperature

control applications. The analysis of NASA Specification MSFC-PROC-1384

and the specific requirements of the COBE satellite clearly suggests the

suitability of the TW-1300 coating investigated for many satellite

applications in addition to the COBE mission.
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TABLE1
Summaryof Coating Properties and Test Results

Test

Total Emittanee (_l)

Emittance vs. Temperature (_H)

Solar Absorptance (_s)

Ultraviolet Stability (_a s)

Adhesion

-- Thermal Shock

- Conical Mandrel

- Thermal/Vacuum

Coating Weight

- As Manufactured

- Dry Film

Pot-Life

Paint

_nelI-Ll_e

Catalyst
Shelf-life

Viscosity at Time

of Manufacture

Outgassing-No Oven
Cure or Bake

Self-Generated Particulate

Contamination

Requirement

0.90 + 0.05

123°K to 363°K Stability

Less than 0.22

Less than 0.02

after 500 ESH

No loss of adhesion

No loss of adhesion

No loss of adhesion

11.3 to 12.5 ]bs./gal.

Not specified

45 minutes minimum

6 month minimum when

relrigera_ed

6 month minimum when

refrigerated

25 to 31 seconds

No. 4 Ford Cup

TML - 1.0%

CVCM - 0.1%

Not Specified

Result

0.93

0.75 - 0.90

0.18

Less than 0.02

after 1000 ESH

No loss of adhesion

No loss of adhesion

No loss of adhesion

11.8 lbs./gal.

O.03g/mil-in. 2

Greater than

45 minutes

Greater than 6 months

wile. r_frigeraL_d

Greater than 6 months

when refrigerated

25 to 31 seconds

No. 4 Ford Cup

TML - 0.35%

CVCM - 0.01%

Better than Level 300
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Table 2

Solar Reflectance and Solar Absorptance

of TW-1300 Samples Having

Different Surface Roughness

Sample

169--8

1-0028

O. 190

O. 190

Total

Reflectance (%)

Diffuse

Reflectance (%)

Specular

Reflectance (%)

81.0 80.6 0.4
81.0 80.6 0.4
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COMPARISON OF SULFURIC AND OXALIC ACID ANODIZING FOR
PREPARATION OF THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS FOR SPACECRAFT*

Huong G. Le, John M. Watcher, and Charles A. Smith

McDonnell Douglas Corporation

ABSTRACT

lhe development of thermal control surfaces, which maintain stable solar

absorptivity and infrared emissivity over long periods, is challenging due to

the severe conditions in low-Earth orbit (LEO). These conditions include

ultraviolet radiation, atomic oxygen, and thermal cycling as the spacecraft

passes into and out oF the Earth's shadow. Some candidate coatings are

second-surface silver--coated Teflon; second-surface, silvered optical solar

reflectors made of glass or quartz; and anodized aluminum. We have evaluated

sulfuric acid anodized and oxalic acid anodized aluminum under simulated LEO

conditions. Oxalic acid anodizing shows promise of greater stability in LEO

over long missions, such as the 30 years planned for the Space Station.

Sulfuric acid anodizing; however, shows lower solar absorptivity.

*This work has been sponsored by the IRAD (Independent Research and

Development) program of McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company-Huntington

Beach, California, under Project Description No. 251.

lhe authors wish to express their appreciation to W. S. Slemp of NASA-Langley

Research Center (NASA-I_aRC) and W. R. Hardgrove of TRW for their invaluable

contributions in performing the ultraviolet exposure (NASA-LaRC and TRW) and

the thermal cycling (NASA-LaRC).
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INTRODUCTION

Thermal control systems are needed on spacecraft to maintain temperatures in

the range required for effective operation. These systems have a surface

which is exposed to space and has a range of acceptable values for solar

absorptivity (_) and for infrared emissivity (_). Usually, the surfaces

are chosen to have the lowest possible absorptivity and the highest possible

emissivity, for the minimum :/_ ratio. One material used for these

surfaces is FEP leflon film with a silver-coated second ,,urface. However,

samples of this material which were returned from the Solar Max satellite
l

after repair showed significant degradation after only four years.

Although the degradation may be due to exposure conditions and temperatures

that were more severe than those expected, there is concern that this material

will degrade during the extremely long periods of time planned for spacecraft;

such as the Space Station. Another surface used on satellites is thin glass

or quartz with a second-surface silver coating. These surfaces show good

stability; however, they are expensive to make and attach to a radiator or

other structures. There is also insufficient data on their stability or the

stability of the adhesives used to attach them for many years in orbit.

Anodizing, which is the process of electrochemically forming a coating of

aluminum oxide on an aluminum surface, has been investigated for more than
2

20 years for thermal control coatings for low _, high c applications

Large areas can be anodized in a relatively short period of time; the surface

is much harder and more resistant to damage than other thermal control

coatings. The three most common types of anodizing are produced using

chromic, phosphoric, and sulfuric acid. Of these, only sulfuric acid

anodizing has a sufficiently low : to be a candidate for spacecraft

radiators. Depending on the alloy and the anodizing process conditions,

can be as low as O.l, and c can be as high as 0.9. However, sulfuric acid

anodizing is not stable to the ultraviolet radiation in space and the

tends to increase with time in orbit, possibly due to the formation of defects

in the lattice which increase scatter]ng of the solar radiation 2. One

theory for the susceptibility of sulfuric acid anodizing to ultraviolet

radiation is that it is sensitized by sulfur or sulfate anions occluded in the
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lattice. Sulfuric acid anodized coating contains about 13% to 18% of sulfate

(A12(S04)3).

We investigated oxalic acid for thermal control surfaces because there are no

inorganic ions occluded in the aluminum oxide that may sensitize the a,:_dizing

to ultraviolet radiation. Although oxalic acid is not commonly used in th,'

United States, it is more popular in Japan where it was first developed.

Oxalic acid anodized coating has about 3% of oxalic acid in the form of

aluminum oxalate 3 (A12(C204) 3, indicating that it may be less

susceptible to changes due to UV. Also, faying surface corrosion of anodized

components due to oxalic acid residues is not a problem, in contrast to

chromic and sulfuric acid residues, since neutralizat]on with dilute ammunia

or sodium bicarbonate is adequate to avoid corrosion.

.EXP_EF-R_I _M_EN_T AL__PROCEDUR_E_

SAMPLE PREPARAILON

Previously anodized 565I aluminum/magnesium alloy with the trade name Coilzak

was selected as our test material since bare 5657 alloy was unavailable at the

time this work was performed, lhis alloy was first studied for spacecraft

thermal conlrol coatings by D. Dully 4. Coilzak is extensi,rely used in the

automotive induslry; iL is preanodiLed by Alcoa, and has a high specular

_fl_ri_,,i#,, Thp tp_t _amnl_s were fabricated from a 0.081 cm (0.032 in.)
........... j ......

thick Coilzak sheet into 8 x 25 cm specimens.

In the anodizing sequence the test specimens were stripped with a

phosphoric/chromic acid stripper to remove the preanodized coating

(Figure l). The test specimens were bright dipped in a phosphoric/nitric acid

solution at temperatures from 95°C to lO0°C for 45 seconds. After

anodizing, the test specimen was wiped with a clean cloth to remove smut.

(Smut is a thin layer of unwanted material formed during processing.)

We performed the anodizing process in the Chemistry Laboratory pilot process

line at our facility. Anodizing was accomplished in a temperature controlled

lead tank with a volume of II L. Power was supplied by a Trygon 40-volt,

8-amp power source using the lead tank as the cathode.
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ANODIZING PARAMEIERS

We performed a series of experiments to determine the optimum electrolyte

concentration, current density, anodizing time, and bath temperature for

oxalic acid anodizing. Our preliminary results indicate that an electrolyte

concentration of 15% oxalic acid at a current density of lO amperes per square

foot (A/sq ft) yields the most suitable anodic coating. To produce the best

_/c ratio of 0.20 for oxalic acid anodizing, we first selected a 50°C

electrolyte temperature (Figure 2). However, laber abrasion and ultraviolet

test results showed that the coating prepared at this temperature is

mechanically weak and unstable to ultraviolet radiation in vacuum. At O°C

to 20°C the coatings exhibit good abrasion resistance but poor optical

properties. The best combination of results is obtained at 30°C. lhese

results show that higher electrolyte temperatures yield better optical

properties (lower :/c ratio) but softer coatings.

lhe optical properties of coatings prepared at different current densities and

anodizing times at 30°C show that sulfuric acid anodized aluminum yields a

better _/c ratio (0.20) than that of oxalic acid anodizing (0.25) and its

emissivity increases more rapidly with increasing coating thickness.

IJI1RAVIOI_E1 RADIAl ION EXPOSURE

lest samples of (,,_,(lidatecoatings were subjected I(_an ultraviolet flux

equivalent to Lwo and three solar constants intensity at NASJ_ Langley Research

Center (NASA-I_aRC) and the 1RW lhermophysical l.aboratory, respectively.

At NASA-I_aRC, a modular ultraviolet exposure system consisting of six high

vacuum chambers surrounding a l KW xenon arc lamp source was used for

ultraviolet exposure of anodized aluminum specimens over the wavelength region

of 0.18 to 0.40 microns. Quartz optics were used to transmit the ultraviolet

radiation incidenL on the l-in. square specimens in these individual vacuum
-8

chambers. Typical vacuum in each chamber was IxlO torr. Each test

specimen was mounted on a water cooled plate and the test temperature was less

than 43°C.
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Reflectance was measured in-situ using a Beckman DK2A spectrophotometer with

an integrating sphere reflectometer. Measurements were made over" a wavelength

range of 0.25 to 2.5 microns. Reflectance data was recorded by a computer at

0.015 micron intervals and integrated over an air mass 0 solar spectrum to

obtain the solar absorptance. Values of normal emiltance at room temperature

were determined ex-situ using a Gier-Dunkle Instrument DB-IO0 Emissometer 5.

At IRW, a similar ultraviolet exposure system was employed for exposure of

an(_diLed aluminum specimens. A 5 KW xenon arc lamp was used as the

ultravioleL radiation source over the wavelength region _I' 0.18 to 0.40

microns. The l-in. square specimens were mounted on a water cooled plate

which was then enclosed in a quartz tube and pumped down to a vacuum of

IxlO -6 torr. The exposure temperature was approximately 66°C.

The solar absorptance and normal emittance at room temperature of the test

specimens were measured using a technique similar to that used at NASA-LaRC.

Spectral directional reflectance was measured in-situ using d _eckman DK2A

spectrophotometer with an Edwards type integrating sphere reflectometer.

Measurements were made over a wavelength region from 0.28 to 2.5 microns.

Solar absorptance was determined by first finding the average reflectance of

the specimen at a number of wavelength bands. An overall average solar

reflectance was then calculated; subtracting this value from unity gives solar

absorptance for an opaque specimen. The normal emittances at room temperature

were determined using a Gier-Dunkle Instr'ument Model DB-IO0 Infrared

Reflectometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ULIRAVIOLEI RADIATION

After I000 equivalent sun hours (ESH) exposure at two solar constants at

NASA-LaRC, both oxalic and sulfuric acid anodized aluminum samples developed a

yellowish color with increased solar absorptivity. In all cases, emittance

was unaffected by ultraviolet radiation.
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Oxalic acid anodized samples produced at 50°C electrolyte temperature

degraded significantly compared to those produced at 30°C (lable l).

However, the oxalic acid anodized coatings produced at the lower temperature

were more stable to the ultraviolet radiation than the control sulfuric acid

anodized samples produced at the same temperature. For example, the change in

solar absorptance (a:) of the oxalic acid anodized sample is 0.023 after

lO00 ESH, while the sulfuric acid anodized sample with a similar coating

thickness exhibited A: of 0.063. The change in absorptance as a function

of exposure hours at two solar constants of oxalic acid anodized aluminum

(Figure 3) indicates that the degradation increased gradually from 300 to lO00

ESH. Long-term exposure (5000 ESH) testing is needed to determine whether the

degradation will be stable with time.

We also subjected the anodized aluminum to ultraviolet radiation at three

solar constants at 1RW Thermophysical Laboratory to determine if there is a

direct correlation between different levels of accelerated ultraviolet

testing. After ultraviolet exposure at three solar constants for lO00 ESH,

oxalic acid anodizing produced at 50°C showed severe degradation similar to

that at two solar constants (at NASA-I_aRC). Both oxalic and sulfuric acid

anodized samples produced at 30°C exhibited a similar change in absorptance

(0.04) (lable 2). However, both of the sample surfaces cracked after lO00

ESH. lhe cracks on the oxalic acid anodizing radiated from several edge

locations and appeared to be caused by mechanical handling, lhe sulfuric acid

anodizing had many uniformly distributed short cracks, indicating a different

cause. Possibly differential expansion during ultraviolet exposure combined

with the residual stress in the anodize layer to produce these cracks. It was

hypothesized that the exposure temperature was much higher than the

anticipated 27°C. lhus, identical samples were resubjected to ultraviolet

exposure. The exposure temperature was measured by attaching a thermocouple

directly to the exposure surface. It was observed that at only two solar

constants the test temperature was elevated to 43°C. lo avoid damaging the

anodized samples, the ultraviolet exposure was conducted at two solar

consLants for lO00 ESH. Orle interesting note was that the sulfuric acid

anodized sample started to craze under vacuum prior to ultraviolet exposure.

lhe oxalic acid anodized crazed after 500 ESH. However, the change in

absorptance of oxalic acid anodizing after lO00 ESH (0.03) was significantly
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less than that of sulfuric acid anodizing (O.08)(lable 3). lhus, ultraviolet

test results obtained at two solar constants at both test facilities (1RW and

NASA-LaRC) indicate that oxalic acid anodizing is more stable to ultraviolet

radiation than sulfuric acid anodizing.

f-urther investigation is being conducted to solve the crazing problem which

occurs on the anodized samples during ultraviolet exposure at 1RW.

We also investigated the phenomenon of "bleaching", which has been observed

with white paints 5'6, to determine if there is a lowering of absorptance for

clear" anodized aluminum on exposure to atmospheric oxygen after ultraviolet

exposure. Solar absorptance was measured both ex-situ and in-situ. Although

the mechanism of bleaching has not been fully explained, a likely explanation

is that color centers formed within the film under ultraviolet radiation are

partly destroyed in the presence of oxygen in air. Our results showed that

bleaching occurs and the ultraviolet degradation is reversed in both oxalic

and sulfuric acid anodized coatings (lable 4). However, only a small portion

of the solar absorptance gain is reversed, indicating that bleaching with

molecular oxygen is not a feasible approach for reconditioning anodized

coatings.

1HERMAL CYCLING

The clear anodized aluminum samples were subjected to thermal cycling from

-73°C to 38°C in a nitrogen environment. After 4000 cycles, neither oxalic

nor sulfuric acid anodized coatings of various thicknesses (0.012 to 0.0203

cm) exhibited cracking or spalling and their emissivity remained unchanged.

SAL1 SPRAY CORROSION RESISIANCE

Both types of clear anodizing passed the salt spray testing, conducted under

conditions specified in ASIM method BllT-?3, indicating that corrosion

resistance satisfies Military Specification 8625, Anodizing of Aluminum

Alloys. This also indicated that no corrosion problems would occur with

either type through production, transportation, or prelaunch storage.
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ABRASION RESISIANCE

Taber Abraser tests on oxalic and sulfuric acid anodized aluminum (lable 5)

showed that oxalic acid anodizing produced at a low temperature (30°C) was

somewhat more resistant to abrasion than sulfuric acid anodizing produced at

the same temperature, and that the oxalic acid coating produced at 50°C eroded

rapidly. These results are probably due to the porous structure of the anodic

surface, as observed in the scanning electron micrographs (Figures 4 and 5).

SCANNING ELEClRON MICROSCOPY

Using scanning electron microscopy, we examined the surface morphology of the

oxalic acid anodized coatings produced at 30°C and 50°C electrolyte

temperatures (Figures 4 and 5). The surface produced at 50°C is significantly

more porous than that produced at 30°C, indicating that more contaminants can

be trapped inside the pores, lowering its ultraviolet stability.

We also examined the anodizing produced at 30°C by sulfuric acid, and by

oxalic acid using the scanning electron microscope. No significant

differences were observed.

CONCLUSION

The properties of the oxalic acid anodized thermal control coating prepared at

30°C are similar to the sulfuric acid anodized coating. Our current data

obtained at two solar constants indicates that oxalic acid anodized coating

exhibits significantly less degradation to ultraviolet radiation than sulfuric

acid anodized coating. The most noteworthy observation is that our and

Acurex' anodizing studies 4 show much less degradation than was reported in

2
earlier work. Further testing is in progress. Additional ultraviolet

testing, which includes the shorter wavelength region (0.14- 0.18 microns)

and longer term exposure, is essential to ascertain the stability of both

anodizing systems to be used as thermal control coatings in the LEO

environment.

We will include selected oxalic and sulfuric acid anodized aluminum samples

identical to those tested at our ground--based accelerated test facilities on
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the FOIM-III (Fvaluation of Oxygen Interactions wil.h Matcrials.-lII) flight

experiment 7. The samples will be exposed for 40 hours in the :I{) and ,.,ill

be retrieved for examination. These flight results will enable us to compare

our simulated test results with those obtained in a real space environment.
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Table 1. Effects of UV Exposure at Two Solar Constants for 1000 ESH on the Optical Properties of
Oxalic and Sulfuric Acid Anodized Aluminum*

Anodized
electrolyte

(temperature)
Oxalic acid (50°C)

Oxalic acid (30°C)

Oxalic acid (35°C)

Sulfuric acid (30°C)

Coating thickness
(mil)
0.50

0.65

1.00

0.80

Before exposure
0.199

0.250

0.231

0.242

Solar absorptance ((x)

After exposure
0.365

0.249

0.254

0.307

0.166

0.024

0.023

0.065

*Test performed at NASA-LaRC

Table 2. Effects of UV Exposure at Three Solar Constants on the Optical Properties of Oxalic Acid
Anodized Aluminum*

Anodized
electrolyte

(temperature)

Oxalic acid (50°C)

Oxalic acid (30°C)

Sulfuric acid (30°C)

Coating thickness
(mil)

0.50

0.51

0.55

Exposure time
(ESH)

0
100
300
50O

1000

0
300
5O0
700

1000

0
300
5OO
700

1000

After exposure

Solar absorptance (_)

_oL

0.22
0.28
0.33
0.36
0.38

0.22
0.25
0.26
0.26
0.26

0.17
0.19
0.21
0.22
0.21

m

0.06
0.10
0.13
0.16

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.04

0.02
0.04
0.05
0.03

*Test performed at TRW Thermophysical Laboratory

Table 3. Effects of UV Exposure at Two Solar Constants on the Optical Properties of Oxalic Acid
Anodized Aluminum*

Anodized
electrolyte

(temperature)

Oxalic acid (30°C)

Sulfuric acid (30°C)

Coating thickness
(mil)

0.51

0.55

Exposure time
(ESH)

0
250
5OO

1000

0
250
50O

1000

Solar absorptance (_)

After exposure

0.22
0.25
0.25
0.25

0.16
0.22
0.24
0.24

A_

m

0.03
0.03
0.03

0.06
0.08
0.08

*Test performed at TRW Thermophysical Laboratory
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Table 4. Effect of Bleachin 9 on Oxalic and Sulfuric Acid Anodized Aluminum

Anodized electrolyte Solar absorptance
(temperature) Exposure time (ESH) In vacuum In air

Oxalic acid (30°C)

Oxalic acid (50°C)

Surfuric acid (30°C)

0

1000

0

1000

0
1000

0.225
0.249

0.199
0.365

0.242
0.307

0.228

0.240

0.201
0.351

0.238
0.291

Note: Exposing samples to air after they were exposed to UV radiation in vacuum

Table 5. Abrasion Resistance of Oxalic and Sulfuric Acid Anodized Aluminum

Wheel revolutions

0

200

450

600

3000

Sulfuric acid anodized Oxalic acid anodized AI

AI(30°c) weightl°ss (9)

0.0000

0.0015

0.0020

0.0030

0.0174

Note:

(30°C) weightl°ss (9)

0.0000

0.0044

0.0050

0.0053

0.0075

Coating thickness of 0,40 mil; Teledyne Taber abraser conditi0ns:load of

Oxalic acid anodized AI

(50°C) weightl°ss (9)

0.0000

0.1542

0.1548

0.1624

Bare metal

kg, CS17 wheel, 70 rpm
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MOISTURE INTERACTION AND STABILITY OF

ZOT THERMAL CONTROL SPACECRAFT COATING*

Gordon R. Mon, Charles C. Gonzalez, Ronald G. Ross, Jr.,

Liang C. Wen, and Timothy O'Donnell

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Two of many performance requirements of the zinc orthotitanate (ZOT) ceramic

thermal control paint covering parts of the Jupiter-bound Galileo spacecraft

are that it be sufficiently electrically conductive so as to prevent elec-

trostatic discharge (ESD) damage to onboard electronics and that it adhere

to and protect the substrate from corrosion in terrestrial environments.

The bulk electrical resistivity of ZOT on an aluminum substrate was measured

over the ranges 22°C 90°C and 0%RH 100%RH and also in soft (10 .2 Torr)

and hard (10 .7 Torr) vacuums. No significant temperature dependence was

evident, but measured resistivity values ranged over 9 orders of magnitude:

105 ohm-cm @ 100%RH; i0 I0 ohm-cm @ 0%RH; > 1012 ohm-cm in a hard vacuum.

This latter value violates the ESD criterion for a typical 0.019 cm. thick

coating. The corrosion study involved exposing typical ZOT/substrate com-

binations to two moisture environments--30°C/85%RH and 85°C/85%RH--for 2000

hours, during which time the samples were periodically removed for front-

to-back electrical resistance and scratch/peel test measurements. It was

determined that ZOT/AL and ZOT/MG systems are stable (no ZOT delamination)

although some corrosion (oxide formation) and resistivity increases observed

among the ZOT/MG samples warrant that exposure of such parts to humid en-

vironments be minimized.

INTRODUCTION

Two important in-flight performance functions of spacecraft paints and coat-

ings are (i) to passively control spacecraft temperatures (requiring low and

stable solar absorptance to emittance ratios) and (2) to maintain external

surfaces at _ I0 volts equipotential in order to (a) prevent electronics-

disrupting static discharge events and (b) minimize the effects of space-

craft surfaces on the charged particle environment. The Galileo Project ESD

criterion is as follows:

Pv*t < 2x10 I0 ohm-cm 2 (i)

where PV is the paint bulk resistivity and t is the paint thickness.

* This publication reports on work done at Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

California Institute of Technology, under NASA Contract NAS 7-918
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Because of launch delays following the Challenger tragedy, another property

of the paint has recently received considerable attention--namely, the ef-

fects on it of long-term exposure to terrestrial storage environments: will

the paint protect the substrate from corrosion without itself delaminating

and will the paint maintain its desirous electrical conduction properties

until launch and, indeed, for the duration of the mission? To answer these

questions and to test the ESD criterion for ZOT paint, we first measured the

bulk electrical resistivity of ZOT paint on an aluminum substrate and then

determined the effects on the ZOT paint of long-term exposure to a moist

environment.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION

In the 1970's IITRI reported on the development of an inorganic thermal con-

trol coating, formulation designation YB-71, which uses a zinc orthotitanate

pigment with a potassium silicate binder (designated PS7 by Sylvania Elec-

tric Products Corporation) (refs. i, 2). This coating is herein referred to

as ZOT paint, or ZOT. Further details on ZOT processing and material char-

acteristics can be found in a paper by Harada and Mell (ref. 3). ZOT re-

sistivity has been reported (refs. 2-4) as being nominally 108 ohm-cm. How-

ever, test details and test environments are generally lacking. Lockerby,

et al. (ref. 4), measured nominal resistivity values of 1012 ohm-cm for ZOT

on aluminum but discounted the validity of this measurement in favor of a

measured 107 ohm-cm value for ZOT on fiberglass.

ZOT RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

In this section we report measured bulk resistivity values of ZOT paint in

humid air and in vacuum. We also establish that lateral ionic conduction

through ZOT paint can be explained in terms of bulk conduction--i.e., using

measured bulk conductivity values to calculate lateral conductance yields

lateral conductance values of the same order of magnitude as was observed by

direct measurement.

All JPL ZOT samples were prepared in accordance with an internal Fabrication

Specification FS511315.

Bulk Resistivity

Bulk electrical resistivity of ZOT paint was measured for eight samples con-

sisting of 0.019 cm of ZOT paint applied to 5 cm x I0 cm x 0.16 cm aluminum

(6061-T6) substrates. Resistivity measurements were sequentially made in

the following nominal environments:

(I) 30°C/50_RH;

(2) 30°C/85_RH;

(3) 85°C/50_RH;

(4) 85°C/85_RH;

(5) 20°C and 60°C "soft" vacuum (3x10 -2 Torr); and

20Oc 50°C "hard" vacuum (10 .7 Torr).
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Chamber equilibrium was achieved within two hours of initiation of the en-

vironment. Achievement of sample equilibrium with the environment may re-

quire considerably more time. Accordingly, samples were measured in the

same environment over a period of at least 26 hours and, in some cases,

longer. Every 30 minutes data were acquired over two minute intervals.

The bulk resistivity of ZOT paint was determined by establishing a uniform

electrical field across the ZOT paint in the direction of its thickness.

This was achieved by applying voltage to the sample aluminum substrate,

serving as the positive electrode, and collecting the measurement current at

the ZOT surface by means of a cylinder-and-guard-ring electrode system con-

sisting of a conductive elastomeric rubber mounted at the end of a moveable

core of a pneumatic solenoid that can be forced into intimate contact with
the ZOT surface when it is desired to make a measurement. The applied volt-

age and the voltage drop across a known precision resistor in series with

the sample are measured and the sample resistance and its bulk resistivity

are determined from the following formulas:

where

RZO T = Rk*(V P - V)/V

pV _ RZOT*(PI*r2/t)

t _ paint thickness, 0.019 cm

r = electrode radius, 0.333 cm

Rk - precision resistance, ohm

Vp _ applied voltage, volts

V = voltage across Rk, volts

RZO T = bulk resistance of ZOT, ohm

PV - bulk resistivity of ZOT,
ohm-cm

(2)

(3)

A schematic of the measurement set-up is depicted in figure I.

Lateral Resistance

In order to measure lateral resistance through ZOT paint, samples were

fabricated consisting of a concentric metal electrode system

(0.03 um Ti/0.30 um AI) vacuum evaporated onto a borosilicate glass (Pyrex

7740) surface to which 0.019 cm of ZOT paint was then applied. Glass-only

samples (no ZOT) were first measured to quantify contributions from the

glass (ref. 5); then the ZOT/glass samples were measured. A schematic of

the measurement set-up is depicted in figure 2.

Measurements were made at essentially the same nominal environments follow-

ing essentially the same measurement procedures as for the bulk measurements

but with the exception that voltage was continuously applied to these

samples. Positive polarity voltage was applied to the large central inter-

facial electrode; current was collected at the concentric ring electrode.

The lateral resistance is determined from the measured applied voltage and

the measured voltage drop across the precision resistor using

R T = Rk*(V p - V)/V (4)
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where R T is the lateral interelectrode resistance; it is composed of several

terms including:

(I) ZOT/glass lateral interface resistance; (2) ZOT lateral bulk resistance;

(3) interface-to-surface ZOT bulk resistance; and (4) ZOT surface resistance

terms. Determining surface and interface resistance from lateral and bulk

resistance measurement data requires complex analytical models. Rather, we

shall compare the measured lateral interelectrode resistance R T with the

lateral resistance calculated using bulk resistivity values obtained from

the "bulk measurement" data, using

R c = PV*in(r2/rl)/2*Pl*t (5)

where

r I = electrode radius, 3.651 cm

r2 = guard ring radius, 3.810 cm

R c = calculated lateral resistance_
ohms.

See figure 2 for measurement details.

Test Results

ZOT paint bulk resistivity data, obtained from the measurements on four

samples at several oven temperature/humidity setpoints, are presented in

figure 3, together with the best linear regression line through the data.

Note that ZOT bulk resistivity varies by five orders of magnitude over the

full range of relative humidity; little or no temperature sensitivity was

observed. In other words, the bulk resistivity of ZOT paint exhibits almost

no sensitivity to temperature variation in the range of the measurements

(20°C to 85°C) but exhibits enormous sensitivity to moisture in the ambient

air.

ZOT bulk resistivity data obtained in vacuum are also presented in figure 3.
As a result of a 100hr/100°C bakeout the ZOT bulk resistivity in a 10 -2 Torr

vacuum increased from 3.5xi0 I0 ohm-cm at 22°C and 1.6x10 II ohm-cm at 60°C to

about 3x1012 ohm-cm. ZOT bulk resistivity data gathered in a 10 .7 Torr vac-

uum are also presented in figure 3; values as high as 1014 ohm-cm were

measured.

The ESD acceptability criterion, equation (I), is violated for 0.019 cm

thick ZOT if PV > Ix1012 ohm-cm. The hard vacuum measurements flag possible

concerns that ZOT paint may not be sufficiently conductive to provide its

intended ESD function in the hard vacuum of space; the plasma (ionizing

radiation) environment of Jupiter, however, is expected to provide compensa-

tion.

Lateral ("surface") resistivity of the ZOT/glass samples, determined from

measurement data on three samples, is presented in figure 4 together with

the lateral resistivity calculated using bulk resistivity values determined
from the "bulk measurement" data. The values determined from the bulk data

agree quite well with the directly measured values. We infer from this that

lateral conduction in ZOT paint is bulk-dominated, i.e., surface and inter-
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face resistances are of the same or larger order of magnitude than the lat-

eral bulk resistance.

As a point of information, the bulk resistance data was obtained 3 i0

minutes after the application of sample voltage; this interval between the

application of the voltage and acquisition of the data may not have been

sufficiently long in some cases to allow current transients to dissipate.

Two typical cases are presented in figure 5, showing that at 22°C/40_RH the

10-minute reading may differ from the equilibrium value by more than a fac-

tor of 5; whereas at 85°C/5_RH the variation between the i0- and 1000-minute

readings is less than a factor of 2. This effect is less pronounced at

lower sample moisture content levels and is typically less than the measure-

ment scatter noted in figure 3.

AGING STUDIES ON ZOT PAINT

In this section we present the results of investigating the effects on coat-

ing/substrate combinations of long term exposure to moist environments.

ZOT/AL, ZOT/MG, and ZOT/SIKKENS/GOLD-PLATE/MG (ZSGM "SIKKENS" is a black

thermal control paint) samples were aged, i.e., exposed for long periods of

time to constant temperature/humidity environments--30°C/85_RH and

85°C/85_RH--as indicated in table i. The samples were periodically removed

from the exposure environments for scratch/peel testing, visual observations

of degradation, and total front-to-back electrical resistivity (effective

bulk resistivity of the ZOT coating) measurements.

Scratch/Peel Test Results

The scratch/peel tests were conducted in conformance with ASTM test stand-

ards (ref. 6):

"An X-cut is made in the film to the substrate, pressure-sensitive tape

is applied over the cut and then removed, and adhesion is assessed

qualitatively on the 0 to 5 scale...

5A

4A

3A

2A

1A

0A

No peeling or removal

Trace peeling or removal along incisions

Jagged removal along incisions up to 1/16 in. on either side

Jagged removal along most of incisions up to 1/8 in. on either

side

Removal from most of the area of the X under the tape

Removal beyond the area of the X"

Observed post-exposure degradation and pre- and post-exposure

scratch/peel test results are listed in the last two columns of table I.

Visual Observations

The ZOT/AL samples exhibited only minor visible degradation and no loss of

adhesion of the ZOT to the aluminum. The same is essentially true for the

ZOT/MG samples, although for these samples some limited edge delamination of
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the ZOT coating and the formation of an interface oxide layer was observed.

The ZSGM samples faired poorly--samples exposed to the 30°C/85_RH environ-

ment exhibited localized spots of ZOT delamination, while those samples in

the 85°C/85_RH environment degraded so much that they were removed from the

aging chamber after only 95.5 hours of exposure. The ZOT surfaces on these

samples were extensively pock-marked with what appeared to be oxide bits of

the magnesium substrate that had upwelled through the coating at many loca-

tions, a phenomenon known as "magnesium flowering", figure 6. In addition,

delamination of the coating at the Sikkens/gold interface was common.

Electrical Resistance Measurements: Substrate Corrosion

Electrical resistance data were acquired at room ambient conditions. The

resistance measured was that between the exposed ZOT surface and the under-

side of the substrate. The measured resistance values include contributions

from the ZOT paint layer and interfacial oxide (corrosion product) layers,

if any; we refer to the measured value as the effective coating resistance.

Effective coating resistivity (calculated using the thickness of the ZOT

paint) is plotted against time-of-exposure for ZOT/AL, ZOT/MG, and ZSGM,

respectively, in figure 7.

The ZSGM system is comparatively the most resistive. The rate of corrosion

of ZSGM in an 85°C/85_RH environment is significantly greater than in a

30°C/85_RH environment. The ZOT/AL and ZOT/MG systems are initially equally

resistive, but upon exposure to steady temperature/humidity environments,

the ZOT/AL systems become somewhat less resistive, while the ZOT/MG systems

become somewhat more resistive. When account is taken of the large varia-

tion of ZOT resistivity with moisture content (five orders of magnitude:

figure 3), the spread of the 2000-hr data and the relatively small changes

in resistivity with aging (about one order of magnitude or less: figure 7),

it is not unreasonable to conclude that the ZOT/AL systems exhibit essent-

ially no resistivity chanKe after 2000 exposure hours, but that the ZOT/MG

systems do exhibit an increase in effective resistivity. The actually ob-

served small decrease in resistivity of the ZOT/AL systems is attributed to

excess moisture in the ZOT paint: the time between removal of the samples

from the environments and measurement of their resistances--about 24 hours--

was perhaps insufficient to allow the samples to achieve moisture equi-

librium with the room ambient. On the other hand, the increase in resist-

ance of the ZOT/MG samples has been confirmed as due to the formation of

high resistance magnesium oxides at the ZOT/MG interface.

Aluminum forms a thin protective oxide layer which we believe retards the

formation and build-up of reaction product. The magnesium substrate, on the

other hand, is chemically less stable when in contact with moisture (sorbed

in the ZOT)--the build-up of resistive reaction product dominates the re-

sistance properties of the ZOT/MG system.

Additional post-exposure resistance measurements were made on selected

samples to determine which layers were dominating the overall front-to-back

resistance measurement. This was done by scraping away the ZOT and exposing

the substrate at a corner of the samples. Thus resistance measurements be-

tween the ZOT surface and the corroded and freshly exposed substrate could

be made. For the ZOT/AL samples, the measured resistances were those of the

bulk ZOT. It was verified that the increasing resistance of the ZOT/MG sys-
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tems is attributable to the formation and growth of a magnesium oxide layer

between the ZOT and the magnesium substrate. The curious fact that the ef-

fective resistivity of the ZSGM systems was almost two orders of magnitude

higher than that of the other systems was also verified by this means.

The ZOT in the ZSGM systems actually measured higher for resistivity than

did the ZOT in the other systems--irrespective of substrate materials. This

may suggest a different coating morphology for ZOT on Sikkens/Au-plate/Mg

than for ZOT on aluminum or even on magnesium by itself.

MOISTURE DESORPTION

The moisture desorption behavior of ZOT paint in a soft vacuum

(3xi0"2 Torr) at room temperature has been measured using a Cahn Electro-

balance. The procedure followed was to first determine the desorption be-

havior of ZOT/GLASS samples and then of GLASS samples alone. By subtract-

ion, the desorption behavior of ZOT paint was deduced. The data indicate

that ZOT paint will lose most of its physically sorbed moisture within an

hour after injection into space.

Figure 8 exhibits typical weight-time response to forepump vacuum applica-

tion. There is an initial jump in weight due to buoyancy--a mass weighs

more in vacuum than it does in air--followed by an approximately exponential

loss of weight due to desorption of volatiles, assumed to be moisture. Also

plotted in figure 8 is the pressure vs. time profile as measured in the Cahn

Balance chamber during a typical data acquisition run. Most of the air is

lost almost immediately, but the sample weight loss is a more gradual ex-

ponentially decreasing function of time. Figure 8, therefore, approximates

the sample weight response to a step change in ambient pressure.

The buoyancy, Be, is obtained from experimentally measured data using the

equation B e = W I Wo, where W I is the initial weight after forepump vacuum

is achieved, and Wo is the initial weight in air.

Desorption

The large loss of sample weight upon initial vacuum application (approxi-

mately the first minute) is due to desorption of loosely (physically) bonded

surface moisture. The remainder is due in small part to some desorption of

chem-adsorbed moisture and in larger part to the diffusion to the surface

and desorption of loosely sorbed moisture.

The total weight of desorbed moisture, Wm, is given by the equation

W m = W I W2, where W 2 is the equilibrium vacuum weight. The sample dry

weight, Wd, is determined from the equation W d = W 2 - B. The desorption D,

as reported in table 2 is given, in mg/gm, by D = Wm/W d.
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Data and Results

Sorption data and results for ZOT paint are presented in table 2. Each gram

of ZOT loses at least 13 mg of moisture in the vacuum of space; or in terms

of area, each cm 2 of ZOT surface loses at least 0.4 mg of moisture (for a

0.019 cm coating thickness).

As can be seen from figure 8, most of the moisture desorbed from the ZOT is

freed within a few minutes after vacuum application. Very little desorption

occurs after just a few hours. Therefore, we conclude that ZOT paint will

lose most of its physically sorbed moisture content shortly after being in-

jected into the space environment, and will experience a corresponding in-

crease in resistivity.

As a final note, it was observed that the moisture sorption process was re-

versible--i.e., after testing, the test samples fully recovered the moisture

that had been desorbed.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The important bulk resistivity measurement data are summarized as follows:

the bulk resistivity of ZOT paint exponentially increases by five orders-

-of-magnitude as the ambient relative humidity decreases from 100%RH to

0%RH; in vacuum, the bulk resistivity of ZOT paint continues to rapidly in-
crease as its moisture content decreases, from i0 I0 - I0 II ohm-cm @ 3x10 -2

Torr up to 1012 1014 ohm-cm @ 10 .7 Torr. ZOT paint is hygroscopic and its

low resistivity in ambient conditions is due to moisture-induced ionic con-

ductivity (not unlike the behavior of classical humidity sensors).

ZOT/AL was observed to be a chemically stable system--the ZOT appears to be

tenaciously attached to the aluminum substrate. In ZOT/MG systems, the sub-
_ m_,,m _Yh_h_ _ _reater tendency to corrode than does the sub-..... _ - _

strate aluminum in ZOT/AL systems, but ZOT/MG is substantially more durable

than the ZSGM systems tested. The ZSGM system is questionable on two ac-

counts: (I) in humid terrestrial environments, the substrate corrodes and

disrupts the ZOT surface layer (the galvanic Au-Mg couple may contribute

substantially to the corrosion of this system); and (2) in a space vacuum

environment, its resistivity, like that of ZOT on aluminum, may be too high

to satisfy the Galileo mission ESD constraint.
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Table I

Aging Data, ZOT Paint

SAMPLE

Scratch

Time @ Time @ Observed Test

30°C/85_RH 85°C/85_RH Degradation Results

(hr) (hr) (i) (2)

ZOT/AL 1969 None. 4A 3A

ZOT/AL 1969 Some dis- 4A 3A

• coloration,

yellowish
blotches.

.....................................................

ZOT/MG 1994 A few 3A

yellowish

spots.

3A

ZOT/MG 2012 Yellowing. 4A 3A
ZOT delam

along edges.

Blackened Mg.
.....................................................

ZSGM 1994 Yellowing. 4A 3A

Localized

delams.

(1)
(2)

ZSGM 95.5 Extensive 4A 0A

yellowing.

Mg "flowers"

protruding

_hru coaling.
.....................................................

pre-exposure

post-exposure

Table 2

Desorption Data, ZOT Paint

SAMPLE W 0 W I W2 B e W m W d D

(gm) (gm) (gm) (mg) (mg) (gm) (mg/gm)

ZOT/GLASS 4.5308 4.5341 4.5306 3.3 3.5 4.5273 .77

GLASS 5.7496 5.7522 5.7508 2.6 1.4 5.7482 .24

ZOT 13.0

...................................................................
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COST EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO LOW IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS

Scott T. O'Leary

Martin Marietta Astronautics Group

Space Systems Company

ABSTRACT:

Martin Marietta's Space Simulation Laboratory (SSL) has a Thermal Environment

Simulator (TES) with 56 individually controlled heater zones. The TES has a

temperature range of approximately -129°C to +149°C (-200°F to +300°F). Because

of the ability of the TES to provide complex irradiance distributions, it is

necessary to be able to measure a wide range of irradiance levels. SSL currently

uses ambient temperature controlled radiometers with the capability to measure

sink irradiance levels of approximately 42.6 mw/cm2 (135 Btu's/ft2hr), sink

temperature =21°C (70°F), and up. These radiometers could not be used to

accurately measure the lower irradiance levels of the TES, therefore it was

necessary to obtain a radiometer or develop techniques which could be used to

measure lower irradiance levels.

INTRODUCTION:

There are a number of low irradiance measurement devices available, but they are

complicated and very expensive. An alternative was to use the existing radiometers

by cooling them to liquid nitrogen (LN 2) temperatures and establishing a new

output (mv) vs. irradiance mw/cm2 (Btu/ft2hr) curve. This was done by developing

a black body source which could be used in the calibration process and a method

for modeling the characteristics of the radiometer at LN 2 temperatures. A method

for obtaining an output (mv) vs. irradiance (Btu/ft2hr) calibration curve was

established as well as a model of the radiometerN response to temperature

fluctuations. The following information was obtained for each radiometer:

i.) An output vs. irradiance curve was generated with a maximum error

of ±l.26mw/cm 2 (i4 Btu/ft2hr) at the upper end of the irradiance

curve(69.4mw/cm 2 (220 Btu/ft2hr))

2.) A model of how each radiometer responds to temperature fluctuations

at three fixed sink temperatures; -129°C, -20°C, 60°C (-200°F,

-4°F, and 140°F).

The results demonstrate the ability to measure low irradiance levels with an

acceptable error, and at a fraction of the cost of other low irradiance

measurement devices.

TEST PLAN:

A test was developed to ascertain the ability of the radiometers to measure low

irradiance levels.

The test had four primary objectives:
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1.) Obtain the irradiance vs. output data for fourteen P-8400 and two

P-8410 radiometers, at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The black body

cells were cycled between -129°C and 60°C (-200°F and 140°F).

Temperatures of the black body source, the radiometer, and the

radiometer's mv signal data was collected to establish the new

calibration curve for the liquid nitrogen cooled radiometers.

2.) Obtain data on the response of each radiometer to temperature

fluctuations. The radiometer temperature was varied between -193°C

and -162°C (145°R and 200°R) at three fixed black body cell

temperatures, -129°C, -20°C and 60°C (-200°F, -4°F and 140°F). Due

to the difficulty of maintaining the radiometer at a constant

temperature during an actual test, this information could be used

to adjust the data if necessary.

3.) Compare the black body calibrated radiometer to the vendor

calibrated ambient temperature radiometer data to evaluate the

quality of the black body source. It was necessary to control the

black body calibrated radiometer at ambient temperature while

cycling the black body source. The radiometer was maintained at

26.7°C ± 3°C (80°F i 5°F) with GN2, while the sink temperature was

cycled between 24°C (75°F) and 93.5°C (200°F). The data obtained

from this test compared favorably to the vendor's calibration data.

4.) Three cycles were run to demonstrate repeatability and to establish

confidence in the test methods used to obtain the irradiance data.

The data from these cycles compared favorably.

BLACK BODY SOURCE FIXTURE DESCRIPTION:

An ideal black body has a very simple relationship between temperature and

radiated energy, I=e(Sig)T 4. The value of the emissivity (e) is I, Sig is

Stefan-Boltzmann's constant 0.57x10-8W/m2.K(l.714x10 -7 (btu/ft2hr)/°R4), and

T is the temperature of the black body source.

The black body source was built using a cylindrical body with a large length to

diameter ratio. This inherently gives a high value for the emissivity. Individual

cells were constructed of 0.635 cm (1/4") wall aluminum tube, 4.76 cm (i 7/8")

inner diameter by 30.48 cm (12") long, (see figure #i for sketch of black body

cell). This gave the black body source a length to diameter ratio of approximately

6.4. The thickness of the tube allowed the heat being applied to the external

surface of the cell to be distributed evenly on the internal radiating surface. The

inside of the cells were painted with Cat-A-Lack-Black which has a published

emissivity of 0.92.

This geometry inherently contibutes to a good temperature uniformity on the

internal radiating surface. The walls in the cavity radiate energy to each other

and therfore have a tendency to wash out any local temperature gradients on the

inside of the cell.
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The black body cells were mounted on a temperature controlled base plate. The base

plate was used to add or remove heat from the bottom portion of the cell to reduce

the temperature gradient from top to bottom of the cell. The resulting black body

fixture consisted of 16 individually controlled black body cells and a temperature

controlled base plate. The external fixture was painted black for effective heat

radiation. Cells were individually controlled, using a Variac power supply,

manually controlled. This was done to eliminate the use of contact relays which

could introduce noise in the radiometer output signal.

Heaters were spiraled up the external portion of the cell with the heater tape laid

edge to edge in such a way as to prevent overlapping (hot spots) or gapping

(cold spots) of the heating element.

To minimize the error in the reading due to the gradient, the temperature sensors

were imbedded in the body of the cell as close as possible to the internal

radiating surface.

RADIOMETER INSTALLATION AND INSTRUMENTATION CALIBRATION:

A number of actions were taken to ensure proper radiometer installation:

i.) The radiometers had a view of 180 ° • Therefore, care was taken to

ensure the receiver surface was perpendicular to the cell so that it

would view only the cell. Since the receiver surface was placed

0.635 cm (1/4") into the opening of the cell, care was taken to

ensure that the radiometer did not come in contact with the sides.

See figure #2.

2.) An indium sheet was used as an interface between the radiometer and

the tubing to provide good conduction between the radiometer and

the liquid nitrogen cooled line.

3.) Each radiometer and all liquid nitrogen lines were wrapped with

multi-layer insulation (MLI) to limit losses.

4.)

5.)

The thermocouples used to monitor the black body fixture and

radiometer temperatures were calibrated end-to-end to reduce

temperature measurement error. The calibration showed that the

thermocouples were within 10.2°C for the majority of the temperature

ranges in which the black body cells were cycled.

A thermocouple was imbedded approximately 0.635 cm (1/4") into the

surface of the radiometer, and the wire wrapped twice around the

body of the radiometer and down the LN 2 plumbing to reduce the

thermal gradients which might exist along the wire.

RESULTS:

Results are best explained graphically:
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PLOT #I: Calibration Curve: This curve plots the radiometer's output against

a calculated irradiance level. The irradiance was calculated using the equation

l=e(Sig)T 4. The data was compiled and a Least Squares Fit calculated to obtain the

best fit line. One can see from the high correlation coefficient and the low value

for three standard deviations, that the data is linear and has a small degree of

error.

PLOT #2: Calibration Curve With Error Boundaries: This curve plots the calibration

curve as well as three standard deviations of the data and the largest additional

error due to the recorders. The curves indicate that the maximum error expected is

approximately ±1.26 mw/cm 2 (i4 Btu/ft2hr). This is a fairly small error for the

higher irradiance ranges, but leads to a large percentage error for the lower

irradiance ranges. The error in the lower ranges is exaggerated because the three

standard deviation calculations take into account the entire temperature range

tested.

PLOT #3, #4 and #5: Mill±volt Signal Fluctuations at Fixed Sink Temperatures

-129°C, -20°C and 60°C (262°R, 455°R and 600°R): These curves plot the radiomater's

output against its temperature, in degrees Rankine, for a fixed sink. The sink

temperature was held constant while the radiometers were cycled between -195°C and

-162°C (140°R and 200°R). For a given sink temperature, the different runs

compared favorably.

PLOT #6: Comparison Curves: This curve compares the black body calibrated

radiometer against the vendor's calibration data. The lower curve represents the

calibration curve, supplied by the vendor, for an ambient temperature controlled

radiometer. The higher curve represents data obtained using the black body source

and a radiometer maintained at ambient temperature. These curves compare favorably.

If the black body source had a poor emissivity or poorly represented an ideal

black body source, the line woukd have fallen below the vendor's calibration curve.

Recently, a comparison test was run using a Kendall Cavity Radiometer (considered

a standard), and two of the P-8400 radiometers. In this comparison test, the same

type of curve shift was noted.

ERKuK SOURCES:

There are a number of factors invloved in this test which impact the data.

When cycling the sink temperature, the radiometer temperature varied. At the lower

sink temperatures the radiometers had a tendency to drift cold. This may have

caused the data points in the lower irradiance ranges to be on the higher mv side

of the curve. For this test, the temperature of the radiometer varied approximately

5.5°¢ (10°R).

The mv output for a given sink temperature while ramping cold is slightly different

than the mv output at the same sink temperature while ramping hot. This is caused

by the radiometer's slow response to sink temperature changes. This introduces a

small error in the results. Also, the inability to sample mv and temperature data

at precisely the same moment introduced a small error into the results.

The mv signal introduced an error of i 0.03% of the reading + ±0.012% of the range.

This is the published maximum error of the recorder.
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CONCLUSION:

The test could be refined to reduce the error in the results, but the results of

this test were adequate for the needs of most program requirements. The maximum

error in the irradiance vs. output Curves for the radiometers was *1.26 mw/cm 2

(14 Btu's/ft2hr).

An NBS traceable calibration is not available at this time. Martin Marietta plans

to obtain NBS approval using this calibration method.

LESSONS LEARNED:

For future radiometer calibration tests, three changes could be implemented

to improve results:

I.) A temperature sensor could be used which is more accurate in the

lower temperature ranges.

2.) A pressure controlled liquid nitrogen dewar could be used to

precisely control the temperature of the radiometer, thus limiting

temperature fluctuations during test.

3.) Increase data point collection by stabilizing the sink temperature

every 5.6°C (10°F) during temperature transitions.
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TEST DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR THE ESTEC

LARGE SOLAR SIMULATOR AT ESA/ESTEC

G. Buroni

Carlo Gavazzi Space, Milano, Italy

L. Zucconi

ESA/ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

a

for the implementation

completed successfully,

demonstrated by ESTEC. The

its performances and the

ESA has placed a contract to Carlo Gavazzi Space for the study of

new data acquisition system for the ESA Large Space Simulator and

of the prototype. The program has been

the prototype tested and its performance

paper describes the device characteristics,

system aspects connected to the integration

into the space simulator instrumentati

acquisition system has modular architect

capability. The input characteristics

accuracy/stability for the measuremen

originated) analog signals, even in pre

S/N figures. The output is serial digi

on and environment. The data

ure and manifold configuration

feature high resolution ana

t of iow level (thermocouple

sence of high common mode and

tal, compatible with ESA data

handling standards. The device is designed to be installed in

particularly hostile environment, such as that of a solar simulator,

and saves in this way large amount of harness and the formerly used

slip ring coupling. The implemented prototype is described in details

in the paper, which provides also the results of the unit's

characterization tests.

INTRODUCTION

To face the increasing demand of testing large systems in space

simulating environment, ESTEC has endeavoured enhancement of their

10 metre Dynamic Test Chamber (DTC) to convert it into a Solar

Simulator Facility, with a 6 metre diameter beam (LSS = Large Solar

Simulator). Large systems under test mean also a large amount of

sensor data to be transferred to the Control Centre of the DTC;

successful use of the chamber for IRIS and Hipparcos nas proved

recently that the background concepts are correct and adequate, whi±e

the means should be prepared on time to upgrade the data acquisition

capability to meet the requirements of such programmes as Columbus ana
Hermes.
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The increased capability however should not cause electrical

problems neither at the level of acquisition (e.g. noise, common mode)

nor at the level of data transmission to the control room (e.g. number

of slip-rings and cable bundles), while reliability shall possibly be

improved, along with a simplified maintenance scheme.

The Data Acquisition and Encoding System for thermocouple signals

presented in this paper has been successfully tested and designated as

candidate for being used in the LSS in the near future.

INFRASTRUCTURE ENVIRONMENT

New instrumentation to upgrade the LSS has to be conceived as an

extension to the existing facilities, to satisfy the growth capability

of the original system design and to optimize the overall project

costs which have to stay in the boundaries of a very tight budget. The

structure where the new data acquisition instrumentation has to be

integrated has the following main characteristics:

- test articles to be tested are supported by a platform isolated from

chamber and building motions

- test types in the same chamber

thermal cycles and solar simulation

are: dynamic, infrared, vacuum

- test operations, under vacuum conditions, are: deployments,

separations, dynamic balancing, spin performance, determination of

MOI (Moment of Inertia)

- large infrared test rig and control equipment is avallabie

- the LSS is linked to all other environmental test facilities of

ESTEC, namely vibration equipment, optical alignment and checkout

equipment, customer's EGSE, acoustic chamber, antenna test (EMC)

facility, etc.

- the simulated solar light beam is horizontal and is very stable in

time (although not necessarily uniform in space and spectrum}

- the light energy density in the reference plane is _.6 kW/m.
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THE THERMOCOUPLE DATA ACQUISITION DESIGN CONCEPT

The amount of sensors on a sample and the level of thermocouple

signals impose the main design drives to the Data Acquisition System:

- modularity and expansibility

- common mode rejection

- noise immunity

- digital processing of signals and data concentration

- digital transmission link, with facility of error correction codes.

As test samples are often moved during the test with respect to

the LSS structures, data have to be fetched from it to the Contro±

Room through slip rings (or radio link) this leading to the

requirements of:

- having the maximum number of data on minimum number of output lines

- providing for peripheral collection of data, to be gathered into a

central unit

- designing the Data

withstand the same

the test sample

Collection Structure in such a way that it can

thermal vacuum and environmental conditions as

- assembling the unit into sturdy compact box, mounted close to the

test sample with minimum impact with physical test set up.

Modularity shall be such that more than one autonomous unit can

deliver serialized data to a master module (CPU and formatter) for

further concentration and serialization, to reduce the number of

output lines, therefore of slip-rings, compatibly however with the

required sampling rate.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA ACQUISITION UNIT

The unit conceived by Carlo Gavazzi Space to fulfil the above

tasks is mainly based on the modular concept and on the facility to

electrically decoupling all its interfaces. A sketch of a 4 unit

configuration system is in fig. I.
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The individual unit is an acquisition device, which conditions

and digitally converts low voltage analog data, namely temperatures,

which are measured with characteristics of high resolution and

accuracy in hostile environment (-30°C through +50°C, 10 EXP-7 torr).

It shall be capable of multiplexing up to 256 analog (low level,

differential) channels and of issuing the necessary timing and

addressing signals to permit synchronization with other identical

units and reporting to a master unit. In the same standard unit is

housed the 12 bit plus sign (double integration) A/D converter and

possibly the programmable PCM formatter, which yields an organized

stream of digital bits out of the collected analog data. While the

data output is definitely a serial stream, the timing/addressing

signals are in parallel form for the normal version used to handle

fairly low number of users. Provision is made for serialized

organization also for the timing/addressing signals, to minimize the

amount of interconnecting wires, depending on the application: in this

latter case the serial output of these signals can be used like a bus.

The unit has been designed to handle low level signals (namely

from thermocouples) affected by up to +16V common mode which is

automatically compensated. It features very high accuracy and

linearity of response in the whole range of operating temperature (the

actual specifications and verified performances are in the next

sections). The modularity in the unit is at level of 16 channels,

expansible to 256 by means of 16 identical modules. Four to 16 units

can be used simultaneously to collect up to 1024 low level signals

which could generate a single PCM stream issued by that unit, which

has been selected to contain the final stage of multiplexing and the

PCM formatter. The possible architectures of the system have been

conceived to cope with signals affected by either identical or

different common modes. Namely, every single module has floating power

supply, while coupling between modules and with the programmer is by

optocouplers, to allow for acquisition of input signal blocks whose

common modes differ by more than 250V.

In this way the recurring problem has been solved of having low

level signal sources with different common modes, all the way through

offering the facility of centralized processing, therefore a single

output line carrying the resulting PCM stream.

Current organization of the unit is the following:

- Power Supply, floating and based on either DC/DC converter (_8V DC)

or AC-DC converter (110V-400 Hz).
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- Central Processing Unit, with output timing and address generation

and settable to become either central or peripheral in a system.

- Multiplexer (modular 16 or 64), for low level differential input.

- A/D converter (12 bit + sign, double integration).

- Formatter and serial digital output, issuing 12 bit words

codes, with selectable frame and subframe length.

and synch

- Optoisolated interfaces (serial and parallel, as applicable).

One module per type can be assembled into an autonomous unit,

whose acquisition capability ranges from 16 or 64 (one only

multiplexer module; 2 channels may be used for autocalibration) to d56

thermocouple channels (4 to 16 multiplexer modules).

Typical system level possible architectures are shown in

for the 3 cases of:

fig.

groups of signal sources with different range and common mode

characteristics

signal sources with homogeneous characteristics

more than 3 groups of signal sources, with peripheral unlts

connected through a bus.

Extra development has been carried out subsequently by Car±o

Gavazzi Space to employ the basic unit into all the envisaged

configurations and to make units programmability more flexible. Use of

several units communicating through a Ous has Oeen taken in_o

consideration and the development is currently ready for different

types of application and requirements, both commercial and pro3ect

dedicated.

MAIN IMPROVEMENTS WITH RESPECT TO THE EXISTING SYSTEM

The functional and performance requirements have been met by the

successfully qualified prototype, which has proved to be capable of:

- handling bigger amount of low voltage channels (from few hundreds to

almost unlimited, but certainly more than one thousand), by

expansion of modular connections
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- increasing measurement accuracy, thanks to the built in 12 bit plus

sign A/D converter (formerly, the analog data were processed outside

the system, in the control centre where they arrived through long

length, disturbance sensitive cables)

- tolerating very high common mode levels,

measurement accuracy and noise rejection

without degrading

- improving electromagnetic interference tolerance, especia±ly on the

long cables beyond the slip-rings, thanks to the digital technique

used for transmission (formerly, the analog signals runnlng in the

cables where seriously affected by the electrical disturbance

inducted by the facility service equipment); the dlgital technique

itself may be improved by adding error correction algorithms

- permitt£ng decentralized collection of data, thus:

reducing the path of analog signal prior to reaching the nearest

collection unit (with improved immunity to noise)

optimizing harness length and routing, with improvement of plant

cleanliness and accessibility for maintenance

improving reliability by multiple levels of multiplexing (a

failure in a peripheral unit should not affect more than 16-64

neighbour channels on a single module)

decoupling groups of thermocouple signal sources which can be

handled homogeneously by the decentralized collectlon unit; a

failure in one group shall not affect any other group of channe±s

easing maintainability, by local interventions in turn on

peripheral units and optimization of facility downtime (modularlty

is such that any perlpnerai u_iL L,_i_ht even rcplacc thc master

unit, if this one fails, thus providing for a set of immediately

available spare modules)

- reducing quite drastically the need for slip-ring contacts (only the

lines carrying PCM, clock and safety signals have to be transmitted

to the steady part of the facility)

- reducing the amount of harness carrying the thermocouple measurement

information outside the facility.

Reliability and maintainability improvement deserves further

clarification: in fact the new data acquisition unit is conceived to

suit architectures with space type characteristics, with the further

advantage of immediate accessibility in case of preventive or

corrective maintenance.
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The selection of components, which shall withstand simulated

space environment, makes the unit reliability figure definitely higher

than the commercial equipment's used so far. Moreover

interchangeability of modules, as already mentioned, permits to

replace immediately those units which may have failed in a critica±

area of the facility. The only critical item is the central

multiplexing and formatting unit gathering all data from the

peripheral multiplexers: should the need arise, this unit could be

made redundant like in the usual space electronics practice.

Along with reliability, maintainability is improved, not only due

to the intrinsic lower probability of failure, but also thanks to the

new architecture. In the previous facility, in fact, data could only

be processed in the control room, a few hundred metres apart, and the

operator in the facility could only communicate with the control room

by telephone link. Local digital processing of data allows for a

central computer terminal to be placed in the facility where the

operator gets an immediate replica of the data displayed in the

control room. Moreover, by means of a simple telemetry decommutator,

the operator himself has straightforward access to anyone of the Data

Acquisition Units (either peripheral or central) thanks to their

serial digital output; this saves testing time and prevents

misinterpretation of data. Especially in those configurations where

redundant processing unit is available, maintenance interventions are

possible without stopping data processing by the facility, except for

only those parts which are maintained.

This aspect of improved maintainability has been stressed because

current experience demonstrates that facility down time has critical

cost impacts on any affected program and re-organization of the

maintenance approach becomes absolutely necessary for cost

effectiveness.

Finally, in can be stressed that installation of systems of any

complexity is sensibly easier than for the current architecture, with

reduction of harness, simplification of documentation, improved

flexibility of application, smaller size of equipment and easier

access to interfaces.
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SUMMARY OF THE UNIT SPECIFICATIONS

General Features

The basic unit functional block diagram is shown in fig. 3. The

general features are summarized hereinafter:

- modular 16-64 differential analog input multiplexing (up to 4-16

modules per unit, maximum unit capability 256 channels)

- up to 3 additional units connectable to a central unit performing

A/D conversion, serialization and electrical decoupling

- facility for electrically decoupling all interfaces

- more than 100 dbDC and AC (more than 500 Hz) common mode rejection

ratio on thermocouple generated signals, in the electrically

decoupled architecture

- 12 bit plus sign A/D conversion, double integration, followed by a

programmable amplifier with maximum gain of 1000

- high linearity and low gain error (see performance below)

- 12 bit plus sign and overrange parallel digital output

- PCM serial digital output, plus synchronization and timing signals

- parallel digital input (ON/OFF) capability

- facility for autocalibration and for autocompensation in the

operational temperature range (-30°C +50°C)

- compact package for aerospace application

- decoupled built-in DC voltage supply distribution

- internal staus monitoring channels (2 in each unit).
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Optional Features

\

On request

baseline unit.

the following extra options are available on the

- 19 inch crate mounting architecture

- stabilized (protected) DC voltage lines for slave units

- DC power inputs from master unit (_19V, +12V, +8,5V, -6V)

- programmable size and

collected channels)

format of serial PCM (to accommodate all

- additional digital or analog inputs and outputs to permit connection

of more than 3 units to a master unit

- facility for polling interrogation by a central data processing unit

(computer bus protocol interface).

Specifications

Power input

Power consumption

Input

Digital output

: 20 kHz sinewave 500 mV p/p (_I0_) _8 VDC (_I0_)

: less than 4 W (basic unit)

: +5 mV differential thermocouple signals
m

(62-254 channels max, optoisolated), impedance

higher than 100 MOhm

: optically isolated PCM NRZL (TTL compatible)

Connectors (prototype): CANNON, type D*

Size (prototype)

Weight (prototype)

Sampling rate

: 183x225x157 (h)

: about 2.5 Kg. with power supply transformers

: programmable, typically 60 sec. for 1000

channels.

SUMMARY OF VERIFIED PERFORMANCE

The figures recorded here below have been measured in conditions

of vacuum and in the whole range of temperature, with input signals
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from -5 mV to -5 mV.

Operational temperature on baseplate : -30°C...+50oC.

Vacuum conditions : 10 EXP-7 torr.

Input resolution at maximum gain : +1.25 mlcroV.

Maximum linearity error : +0.2_ of full scale = +11.d mV

full scale, conventionally

taken as _5.6 microV.

System accuracy (as referred to input): _4 microV in the range 75°K to

425°K with measurement

repetitivity better than 0.1°K.

Standard deviation (_3 sigma) : +8.02 microV max.

Gain error : +0.04_ (+2.3 microV) max.

Offset error : -1.7 microV max

Thermal drifts : Offset : 5.8 ppm FS/°C

Gain : -19.8 ppm FS/°C

Linearity: +17.5 ppm FS/°C

Common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) : DC -137 db

AC -106 db

DCCOMP -Iz4 db

Common mode voltage : +250V between

different units

respect to ground.

channels of

or with

+16V between

same unit.

channels of the

TECHNIQUES AND DESIGN APPROACH

The study phase trade-offs have led to choosing the following

techniques to meet the project main targets (all other functions not

covered under this section have to be considered as satisfactorily met

by current state of the art of commercial components application).
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Effects of set-up errors on gain

Design characteristics are such that set-up errors have

systematic effects over the gain, therefore correctab±e off-line by

software. In particular, gain set up is done by means of discrete

resistors, thus preventing instability and ageing effects of trimmers.

Causes of gain drifts

The following causes of gain

components have been identified:

drifts due to temperature sensitive

a) drift of the resistor network defining the differential gain

b) drift of open loop gain of op-amp's

c) drift of over

resistance (due

instrum.amplifier)

voltage protection resistors and connection

to non-infinite value of input resistance of

d) drift of ADC reference voltage.

Note that temperature effects on offset are compensated by the

selected design techniques. Fig. 4 shows the resistor network layout.

A) Drift of the resistor network definin_ the differential sain.

Overall theoretical drift with 20 ppm/°C resistors with temperature

range of _Uuc is better _nan 4u ppm/_C, which can be reduced _u

about 20 ppm/°C by proper matching of selected resistor value.

B) Effects of open loop gain drift on overall _ain. On the assumption

that Common Mode Rejection Rate (CMRR) is very high and the signal

source impedance is low, a clever selection of the two operational

amplifier stages open loop gain leads to a maximum gain drift

better than 10 EXP-8 in the temperature range of 80°C.

C) Effects of source and series resistor. On the assumption of

instrument amplifier input resistance higher than 2 MOhm and of

kOhm total series resistance, the resulting gain drift is better

than 10 EXP-4 in the temperature range of 80°C.

D) Effects of Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) voltage reference

(VREF). With suitable optimization of VREF stability in the

temperature range -50°C to 100°C, the effect on gain drift is

better than 10 EXP-3.
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Gain Calibration Approach by Software

The approach consists of mapping into the operator work statlon

the absolute gain error data, observed during a system calibration

phase, with respect to the gain calibration performed at ambient

temperature during final factory tests; the gain setting accuracy in

the calibration phase is 0.2_ of full scale. The work station shall

therefore correct in real time the received data against the map

stored in the system calibration phase (target environment).

The data delivered to the operator are only affected by

temperature drift errors, which have been proved to be negligible.

Further software correction of temperature effects on gain drift is

still possible with the same method, provided the mapping of gain

errors in the work station is extended from ambient temperature to a

significant" number of temperatures in the range -30°C to 50°C;

additional information is needed in this case about the actual

Acquisition Unit temperature, which needs to be fairly accurate and

derived from one of the channels of the acquisition unit itself.

Hardware compensation of the thermal gain drift is not recommended due

to the insufficient accuracy of the analysed methods. Advantages of

software calibration approach are:

- No criticality during initial factory gain calibration

performed by selection of gain setting resistors.

phase

- No requirements of data acquisition system removal

environment (LSS).

from the target

- No requirement of hardware modification to data acquisition system.

- Off line preset of calibration data (manual or automatlc) and real

time gain correction performed automatically in operator

workstation, without performing any physical action on data

acquisition system.

- Periodic system verification and calibration procedures performed

directly by the personnel normally in charge of LSS operatlons.

Calibration Philosophy

The proposed philosophy is a direct consequence of conclusions of

gain error analysis. No action is performed on data acquisition system

but its behaviour is analyzed and deviation with respect to

theoretical characteristics is recorded for further use during LSS

operations, in order to correct actual data from systematic error.
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Calibration is performed by personnel normally involved in LSS

operations in accordance with a user oriented procedure, with no need

for hardware or software specialists. No overhead nor change of

current acquisition procedure in the data handling centre:

data acquisition system correction data are obtained during

workstation off line operations

during LSS operations, temperature data cycles are sent from

workstation over HP-IB to data handling centre, on request

LSS is the master of the data acquisition cycle.

Calibration is performed automatically,

possibilities of errors. Calibration is not

activitty. Calibration is executed:

therefore reducing

a time consuming

on a periodical basis at regular time intervals in order to take

control over the accuracy of the system

on a random basis during the installation of a new spacecraft in LSS

or after a corrective maintenance intervention.

Between successive calibrations the operator workstation uses the

same calibration data for the correction of the actual samplings from

data acquisition system, which are affected by errors determined

during calibration phase. Different sets of calibration data can be

maintained in the operator workstation, displayed and used during _SS

operations under full operator control.

Calibration Procedure for Systematic gain errors

It is executed off line

items are:

and at ambient temperature, involved

a calibration source

the actual LSS harness

the thermocouple data acquisition system installed in LSS

the operator workstation connected to the data acquisition system by

the operational links (power and data).

Systematic gain error data are obtained by:

acquiring data from data acquisition system into operator

workstation as during normal LSS operations

comparing acquired data against the theoretical ones associated to

the value of the calibration signal used in the procedure
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determining the correction factor to be used during normal operation

in order to eliminate the gain systematic error.

The gain correction factor is stored into the operator

workstation and used during normal LSS operations to fetch data

already corrected from systematic gain error. The gain correction

factor can be displayed by the operator and overwritten if so deemed

necessary. The workstation can store a catalogue of gain correction

factors, each one associated to a given and well identified (date,

S/C...) calibration procedure execution. The operator may use the most

recent calibration data or select among the calibration data available

in the catalogue.

Grounding and Shielding

Optimum grounding and shielding performance is normally obtained

by tailoring to the target system the most suitable philosophy derived

from theoretical rules. This design choice however is affected by the

uncertainty of several project dedicated requirements, such as:

- thermocouples floating or referred to ground

- location of common mode voltage (CMV) source, whether it is

concentrated on the differential low level signal source or

distributed over the signal cable (or both)

- EMC environment of the

system

installed thermocouple data acquisitlon

- amplitude and frequency of the AC common mode voltage sources

concentrated on the L.L. (low level) signals sources

- amplitude and frequency of the noise signal induced in the L.L.

signal lines due to the effect of the electric field coupling.

Moreover:

- each thermocouple channel can have in principle AC common mode

voltage characteristics different from all the other channels, i.e.

the channels, if tightly coupled, can influence each other

- because the acquisition system handles multiple channels with low

level multiplexing and centralized signal conditioning, it is not

possible to implement a conventional "guarding" approach as on
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systems with individual signal conditioners and with guard terminals

associated to each individual channel.

The selected approach,

following:

implemented in the prototype is the

- twisted pairs shall carry thermocouple channel signals

both lines of a channel by the same coupling

to affect

- each twisted pair is protected by individual shield (guard)

connected to the low impedance terminal of the low level signal

source. This shield, unconnected on the data acquisition system

side, closes the loop of the induced AC C.M. currents without

affecting the signal lines

- a shield protects a bundle of twisted shielded pairs. This outer

shield is connected on one side to the data acquisition system star

ground point and on the other side to the system ground via the VTR

box structure. Figs. 5., 6., 7., show the preferred groundlng
concept.
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